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MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COMMISSIONER EDITH RAMIREZ
Pursuant to 16 C.F.R. § 4.17, Respondent LabMD, Inc. ("LabMD") respectfully moves to
disqualify Commissioner Edith Ramirez because she has been irrevocably tainted and
compromised by her involvement in the Federal Trade Commission's ("FTC" or "Commission")
response to the United States House of Representatives Committee on Oversight and
Government Reform ("OGR") investigation ofTiversa, Inc. ("Tiversa").

A.

Background.

On June 21,2012, Commissioner J. Thomas Rosch prophetically warned FTC about
Tiversa, stating "I do not agree that staff should further inquire - either by document request,
interrogatory, or investigational hearing - about the 1,718 File." Dissenting Statement of
Commissioner J. Thomas Rosch, Petitions of LabMD, Inc. and Michael J. Daugherty to Limit or
Quash the Civil Investigative Demands, FTC File No. 1023099 (June 21 , 2012), available at
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documentslpetitions-quash/labmd-inc./1 023099-labmdfull-commission-review-jtr-dissent.pdf. He went on to note FTC's obvious conflict of interest in
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blindly relying upon "a commercial entity that has a financial interest in intentionally exposing
and capturing sensitive files on computer networks." !d.
FTC should have listened.
On September 25, 2013, the Administrative Law Judge ("ALJ") advised LabMD's
counsel that all pre-hearing dispositive motions "will be ruled on by the Commission, the same
body that voted to issue the complaint in this case." Initial Pretrial Conference, at 7:12-14.
On November 21, 2013 and again on June 7, 2014, through the testimony ofFTC's lead
witness, Tiversa CEO Robert Boback, LabMD discovered FTC had conspired with Tiversa to
transfer stolen files, and that CX19, a one-page piece of paper with four typed IP addresses
created for Boback's testimony by Richard Wallace (the whistleblower granted immunity to
testify in this case), was the only document "proving" that the 1718 File had been "found" on
P2P networks and not been stolen from a LabMD computer. FTC had done nothing at all to
corroborate Tiversa's claims before launching its fishing expedition. 1
On November 8, 2013, Commissioner Wright published an article demonstrating how
LabMD was statistically certain to lose its case, even if the ALJ, after hearing the evidence,
ruled in its favor. 2

1

FTC had "twenty-first century law enforcement tools" including "Consumer Sentinel, a secure, online fraud and
identity theft complaint database" and "Internet Lab, which provides FTC lawyers and investigators with high-tech
tools to ... capture web sites that come and go quickly ... [providing] FTC staff with the necessary equipment to
preserve evidence for presentation in court." Inadvertent File Sharing Over Peer-to-Peer Networks: Hearing Before
the H. Comm. on Oversight and Gov't Reform, 110th Cong. (July 24, 2007) (statement of Mary Engle, Assoc. Dir.
for Advertising Practices, Federal Trade Comm'n), at 3, available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/
documents/public_statements/prepared-statement-federal-trade-commission-peer-peer-file-sharing-technologyissues/p034517p2pshare.pdf. However, FTC did not verify the 171 8 File's origin.
2 As Commissioner Wright recently reiterated: "Perhaps the most obvious evidence of abuse of process is the fact
that over the past two decades, the Commission has almost exclusively ruled in favor of FTC staff.... when the
administrative law judge dares to disagree with FTC staff, the Commission almost universally reverses and finds
liability." Remarks of Joshua D. Wright, Global Antitrust lnst. Invitational Moot Court Competition, at 17 (Feb. 21 ,
20 15), available at https:l/www .ftc.gov/systern/files/documents/public_ statements/626231/150221judgingantitrustJ.pdf. Commissioner Wright further said that defending FTC is "facially implausible." Id. at 18.

2
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On December 24, 2013, Commissioner Brill ''voluntarily" recused herself amid credible
claims of bias against LabMD. See Respondent's Motion To Disqualify Commissioner Brill, at
1-7, FTC Dkt. No. 9357 (Dec. 17, 2013); Statement of Commissioner Julie Brill, FTC Dkt. No.
9357 (Dec. 24, 2013).
On May 7, 2014, a federal judge described FTC 's case against LabMD as "unreasonable"
and "almost being unconscionable." See Hearing Tr., LabMD v. FTC, Case No. 1:14--cv00810- WSD (N.D. Ga. May 9, 2014), at 91:20-21; 77:9-15; 80:3-22:
THE COURT: "So you have no information to establish how those documents were
obtained; is that right?"
MR. SCHOSHINSKI: "That's correct, Your Honor."
THE COURT: "And that evidence relates to other claims, because you have other
documents that were found in other places?"
MR. SCHOSHINSKI: "That evidence relates to the potential injury suffered by
consumers as a result of exposure of this information."
THE COURT: "Are you serious about that last response?"

B.

OGR Investigates FTC.

FTC's ill-advised partnership with Tiversa caused Congress, for the first time in decades,
to intervene in a pending administrative case. This investigation, in turn, caused Commissioners
and staff to protect the agency. Responding to proper FOIA requests, FTC has withheld
disclosure of a vast number of Commissioners' emails, documents and other records, claiming
the deliberative process privilege, which strongly suggests that the Commissioners were engaged
in substantive discussions regarding the LabMD matter. It also has withheld other records given
to Congress under the Speech or Debate Clause, suggesting FTC believes that an Article II
Branch agency has Article I congressional power. However, the limited records FTC has
produced demonstrate Commissioner Ramirez and her staff were fully engaged, contrary to her
quasi-judicial responsibility.

3
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On June 11,2014, OGR notified FTC that both Tiversa and the Commission were under
investigation and that the information Complaint Counsel used to prosecute LabMD was
"incomplete and inaccurate."3
Ramirez and FTC's top leadership responded by drafting a one paragraph letter dated
June 13,2014, ostensibly from FTC's Secretary Donald Clark. See Ex. 1, at 000091. Ramirez's
Chief of Staff Heather Hippsley and Senior Legal Advisor Janis Kestenbaum edited and finalized
Clark's letter: "Don, here is the final with Edith's input ... Please provide a copy back to our

office after you sign and send •.• Thanks! H. "4
FTC's internal communications show Ramirez's involvement in the Congressional
response effort. 5 The initial e-mail from OGR Staffto Ramirez was received at 5:28p.m., and
forwarded to Jeanne Bumpus (Director, FTC Office of Congressional Relations) and Kim
Vandecar (FTC congressional liaison) at 5:39 p.m.6 Bumpus then e-mailed Designated Agency
Ethics Official ("DAEO") Christian White at 6:13 p.m./ who sent Ramirez the letter at 6:30
p.m., and also forwarded it to General Counsel Jon Nuechterlein and Bruce Freedman (Assistant
General Counsel for Ethics). 8 Nuechterlein sent Hippsley the letter at 12:05 p.m. the next day
with an "fyi."9 Ramirez had the final say. 10
On June 17,2014, OGR asked FTC Acting Inspector General Kelly Tshibaka (the
"AIG") to investigate the FTC/Tiversa relationship:

3 See Ex. I, documents produced by FTC in response to FOIA-201 5-00109 (Feb. 19, 2015) (COA Bates #s 00001 00250), at 000092.
4 /d., at 000144 (emphasis added); 000142-49.
5 See Ex. 2, documents produced by FTC in response to FOIA-2014-01217 Productions I (Aug. 25, 2014) and 2
(Sept. II, 2014) (COA Bates #s 00001~0089), at00048.
6
See Ex. I, at 000151.
7
ld., at000150-51.
8
/d., at 000150.
9 !d.
1o Jd., at000146-49; 000139.
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The possibility that inaccurate information played a role in the FTC's decision to initiate
enforcement actions against LabMD is a serious matter .... [T]he alleged collaboration
between the FTC and Tiversa... creates the appearance that the FTC aided a company
whose business practices allegedly involve disseminating false data about the nature of
data security breaches. 11
The fire was raging and again Ramirez directed strategy.
On June 18, 2014, the AIG informed Ramirez about the June 17 letter. 12 Hippsley
responded: "Thank you for the heads up; Issa sent a letter to the Chairwoman which asked for
our cooperation in any investigation he conducted and Don Clark answered the letter on behalf
of the agency since there is a pending administrative litigation related to his concerns." 13
Hippsley, however, neglected to advise the AIG that Ramirez had dictated Clark's response.
Ramirez refused to be walled off. DAEO White briefed Hill staffer Shannon Taylor
regarding FTCffiversa on June 20, and it appears Ramirez met White beforehand to discuss the
briefing and the AIG's investigation. 14 Ramirez certainly knew the AIG was investigating
allegations of staff misconduct. 15
On Friday, July 18, 2014, OGR sent Ramirez another letter, this time echoing
Commissioner Rosch's warnings about Tiversa: 16
Given what the Committee has learned so far, I have serious reservations about the FTC's
reliance on Tiversa as a source of information ....Because Tiversa was benefiting
commercially from the fact that the FTC was investigating the companies that Tiversa
itself referred(,] ... it is critical for the Committee to understand the relationship between
the FTC and Tiversa, and whether Tiversa manipulated the FTC[.] 17

11

/d, at 000119.
See Ex. 1, at 000127.
13 !d
14 !d.
15
!d., at 000124.
16
Id, at 000082-88.
17
!d., at 000082-84.
12
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On July 21,2014, the Commission was required to vote on the release of non-public
material, including regarding LabMD, to OGR, which surprised staff. 18 "My understanding is we
are going to meet the deadline. But I don't think any of us considered that we would need a
vote." To vote, the Commission had to be familiar with the subject matter and substance. 19
On July 23, 2014, Senator Jay Rockefeller sent OGR a letter berating its Chairman for
interfering in the LabMD case.20 It appears FTC instigated and may have even drafted this letter
for Rockefeller's staff,21 after weeks of cascading calls, meetings, and communications.22
The Rockefeller letter was sent the day prior to OGR's July 24 hearing, 23 where FTC was
warned it would be "attacked."24 Ellen Doneski, a key Rockefeller aide, sent her friend "Edith"
(Ramirez) a copy of the attack letter early in the afternoon of July 23, before it was made
public.25
A July 23 e-mail from Patrick Satalin (staffer for Rep. Peter Welch) to Aaron Burstein
(Brill's Attorney Advisor) shows how FTC gamed its congressional allies to deflect criticism:
The FTC is going to be getting attacked at the OGR Committee tomorrow (Peter sits on
this Committee). If you have a few minutes, would love to chat with you about this today
to see ifthere is anything we could raise that would be helpful for you all. Let me know. 26

18

1d., at000100.
See FTC, Operating Manual, Ch. 15: Confidentiality and Access, available at https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/
files/attachments/ftc-administrative-staff-manuals/ch 15confidentialityandaccess_O.pdf (last visited Apr. 27, 20 15).
20 See Ex. 2, at 00002-00003.
211d. , at00009-00016.
22 1d., at 00012-00018 (see, e.g., Taylor June 18, 2014 e-mail to Vandecar: "We definitely need to talk now.").
23 U.S. House of Rep., Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, The Federal Trade commission and Its Section 5
Authority: Prosecutor, Judge, and Jury, Full Committee (Jul. 24, 20 14), available at http://oversight.house.gov/
hearing/federa/-trade-commission-section-5-authority-prosecutor-judge-jury-21 (last visited Apr. 27, 20 15).
24
See Ex. 2, at 00055.
25
Id.. at 0000 1.
26
1d. Commissioner Brill, of course, already had recused herselffrom the LabMD matter.
19
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FTC's Hill operatives in both chambers chimed in:27 "Hey, Kim. I've been meaning to reach out
to you on this. You guys have any thoughts you want to share with us, or just tell us generally
what's happening in this case now that Government Reform is sniffing around Tiversa?"28
On December 1, 2014, OGR sent a fourth letter to Ramirez, proving that Tiversa
withheld crucial documents from both FTC and OGR, that Boback perjured himself, and that
Tiversa had obstructed the LabMD case by withholding responsive evidence.29

Anzument
I.

The Decisiorunaking Process Is Fatally Tainted.
Agency action is invalidated when the judgment of the ultimate decision-maker is

improperly shaped by outside considerations. See Aera Energy v. Salazar, 642 F.3d 212, 221
(D.C. Cir. 2011); Peter Kiewit Sons' Co. v. United States Army Corps of Eng'rs, 714 F.2d 163,
170 (D.C. Cir. 1983). Two principles guide the analysis. First, '"the appearance ofbias" is no
less objectionable than the reality. ATXv. Dep't ofTransp., 41 F.3d 1522, 1527 (D.C. Cir.
1994); Pillsbury Co. v. Federal Trade Comm 'n, 354 F.2d 952, 963-65 (5th Cir.1966). For
example, in Koniag v. Andrus, 580 F.2d 601, 610-11 (D.C. Cir. 1978), the Court found that one
letter from Representative Dingell "compromised the appearance of the Secretary's impartiality."
Second, if "extraneous pressure intruded into the calculus of consideration," then a
Commissioner must be disqualified. It is the nexus between the pressure and the decision-maker
not the nature of the pressure that is decisive. District ofColumbia Fed'n of Civic Ass 'ns v.

Volpe, 459 F.2d 1231, 1246 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 405 U.S. 1030 (1972).30

27

28
29

!d., at 00008-00011.
!d., at 00039.

See Ex. 3, Letter from OGR Chairman Darrell Issa to FTC Chairwoman Edith Ramirez (Dec. I, 2015), at 7.
full disclosure on the record. See Aera Energy, 646 F.3d at 220-21.

°FTC has refused the remedy for such taint -

3
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Generally, the cases involve claims of Congressional interference that caused agencies to
act improperly. See ATX, 41 F.3d at 1522; Pillsbury, 354 F.2d at 963; Koniag, 580 F.2d at 601.
Here, Congress pressured FTC to stop acting improperly, but the legal principle applies
regardless.
OGR's letters questioned FTC's competence and professionalism. Now, only a judgment
against LabMD will rescue FTC's reputation, for any other result confirms FTC's prosecutorial
misconduct or malpractice and exposes the agency to civil liability. Furthermore, the few
records FTC has produced show a definite nexus between the Congressional investigation and
FTC' s response with respect to this case. Therefore, FTC's decision-making process is
"irrevocably tainted." Lichoulas v. FERC, 606 F.3d 769, 778 (D.C. Cir. 201 0).
II.

Ramirez Should Be Disqualified Because There Is A Reasonable Suspicion She Has
Prejudged This Case.
The test for disqualification is whether a disinterested observer may conclude that the

agency has in some measure pre-judged the facts and/or law. Cinderella Career & Finishing

Schools, Inc. v. FTC, 425 F.2d 583, 591 (D.C. Cir. 1970); see also Nuclear Info. & Res. Set. v.
NRC, 509 F.3d 562,571 (D.C. Cir. 2007); Metropolitan Council ofNAACP Branches v. FCC, 46
F.3d 1154, 1164-65 (D.C. Cir. 1995); http://www.governmentattic.org/12docs/8FTCOIGinvs2013.pdf(IG report noting improper Commissioner communications). By claiming the
deliberative process privilege as grounds to withhold Commissioners' records, FTC certainly
creates the presumption that the facts of this case have been reviewed and adjudicated in some
manner or fashion. And, no neutral judge would do what Ramirez (or FTC) did here: "It is
fundamental that both unfairness and the appearance of unfairness should be avoided. Wherever

there may be reasonable suspicion of unfairness, it is best to disqualify." Am. Cyanamid Co. v.
FTC, 363 F.2d 757, 767 (6th Cir. 1966) (emphasis added); Marshall v. Jerrico, Inc., 446 U.S.
8
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238, 242 (1980) (no person should be "deprived of his interests in the absence of a proceeding in
which he may present his case with assurance that the arbiter is not predisposed to find against
him").
Conclusion
LabMD respectfully moves that Chairwoman Ramirez disqualify herself immediately and
abstain from any further participation in this matter.

Dated: April 27, 2015

Respectfully submitted,

~_:{L\__---Daniel Z. Epstein
Prashant K. Khetan
Patrick J. Massari
Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 650
Washington, D.C. 20006
Telephone: 202.499.4232
Fax: 202.330.5842
Email: prashant.khetan@causeofaction.org

w~~~~
Reed D. Rubinstein
William A. Shennan, II
Dinsmore & Shoal, L.L.P.
801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 610
Washington, D.C. 20006
Telephone: 202.372.9120
Fax: 202.372.9141
Email: reed.rubinstein@dinsmore.com

Counsel for Respondent, LabMD, Inc.
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EXHIBIT 1

Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Sheer,. Alain
Tuesday, October 28,. 2014. 1:36. PM
White,. Christian.S.
FW: FTC v .. LabMD. Docket No. 9357
1(6)(5)

Hi Chris.. b)(S)

From:. VanDruff, Laura Riposo..
Sent:. Tuesday, October 28, 2014 10:47 AM
To:. LabM 0-Team; Schoshinski, Robert; Mithal, Maneesha.

Subject: FW:. FTC v .. LabMD. Docket No .. 9357.

(b)(5)

ron.t.

nnnnn1

FTC-FOIA-2015-00109

Kelly, Andrea
From:

Clark, Donald S.

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Tuesday, October 14, 2014 6:36 PM
White, Christian. 5.

FW: In Re LabMD Docket No. 9357

Chris, l(bl(S)

~~:-~_:;------------------------------------------------------------~I

Thanks!

Don

From : Mack,.J ulie

Sent:

T hursday, October 09,. 2014 3:27PM

To:. Shonka, David C.; White, Christian S.

Cc:. Cla rk,
Subject:

DonaldS.; Frankie, j anice Podoll
FW: In Re. LabMD. Docket No. 9357

Hello , Dave. and Chris:.

Please see. below.. (b)(S)
Please. Je"='t_m_e_k:-n-o-w-.""'T'~"'~h-a-n"':"ks.. --------------------------------------------'

l{b)(5)

I

Julie.
(b)(::>)

COA # OO 002
FTC-FOIA-2015-0 109

Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Clark, Donald S.
Thursday, October 09, 2014 3:31PM
Mack, Julie; Shonka, David C.; White, Christian S.
Frankie, Janice Podol l
Re: In Re LabMD Docket No. 9357

ChrisJ~..<b_X_5 l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..I Thanks!
Don

Duplicate

COA # 000003
FTC-FOIA-2015-00109

Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Schoshinski, Robert
Friday, August 15, 2014 4:12 PM
White, ChristianS.
VM: Schoshinski, Robert (3219)
Voice_Message_Recording_S1234049_001_gsm.wav

COA # 000004
FTC-FOIA-2015-00109

Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sheer, Alain
Thursday, August 14, 2014 2:48 PM
White, Christian S.
VM: Sheer, Alain (332 1)
Voice_Message_Recording_S1233067_OOl_gsm.wav

COA # 000005
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
)
)
)

LabMD, INC.,
Plaintiff,

~
v.
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
Defendant.

--------------

)
)
)
)
)

Civil Action No.: _ _ _ _ __

Related Case:.
FfC v. LabMD et al.,
1: 12-cv-3005-WSD

VERIFIED. COMPLAINT
FOR DECLARATORY AND. INJUNCTIVE. RELIEF
Plaintiff LabMD, INC. ("LabMD") hereby states. its complaint for declaratory
and injunctive relief against the unconstitutional abuse of government power and ultra
vires actions by Defendant Federal Trade Commission (the "FfC" or "Commission")
as follows:
PARTIES, JURISDICTION, AND VENUE
L

LabMD, 1250 Parkwood Circle, Unit 2201, Atlanta, GA 30339, is a

small medical cancer diagnostics business ..
2..

The FfC, 600 Pennsylvania Avenue N.W., Washington, D.C. 20580, is

a federal agency for purposes of the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA"), 5 U.S.C.

§ 551 et seq ..

COA # 000006
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3.

This Court has subject-matter jurisdiction under 28. U.S.C. § 1331, 28.

U.S.C. § 2201, and 5 U.S.C. § 702. In LabMD v. FTC, Case No.

13-15267-F~

at 2

(11th Cir. Feb .. 18, 2014), the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit
examined whether it had jurisdiction to entertain LabMD's claims. against the FTC
under the APA, as codified in relevant part at 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-06, under the federal
Constitution, and under 28 U.S.C. § 1331, which allows for "nonstatutory" review of
ultra vires agency actions. The Court held:
[J]urisdiction to hear suits under the APA is conferred by 28 U.S.C.
§ 1331, which provides district courts original jurisdiction of all civil
actions arising under the laws of the. United States. Any APA,. ultra
vires,. and constitutional claims, to the extent they can be asserted [by
LabMD] at this stage, first must be asserted and considered in a district
court.
(internal citations omitted). A true and correct copy of the foregoing Order is attached
hereto as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated herein by reference. See also Sackett v.
E.P.A., 132 S. Ct. 1367, 1373 (2012) (" ... the APA provides for judicial review of all
final agency actions ...."); id. at 1374 ("The Court holds that the Sacketts may

immediately litigate their jurisdictional challenge in federal court. I agree, for the
Agency has tuled definitively on that question.") (Ginsburg, J. concurring). The
grounds for the relief requested include. the due process clause of the United States
Constitution, 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706 (APA's judicial review provisions), 28 U.S.C. §

2
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1651 (the All Writs Act), 28 U.S.C. § 2201 (the Declaratory Judgment Act), and 28
U.S.C. § 2202 (further relief).
4.

The FfC has finally determined that it has jurisdiction over LabMD and

that it has complied with constitutional due process fair-notice requirements:. In the.
Matter of LabMD, Inc., FTC Dkt. No. 9357 (Jan. 16, 2014). A true and correct copy
of the foregoing order is attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and is incorporated herein by
reference.
5.

The FTC claims the foregoing decision marks the consummation of its

decisionmaking process,. has. the force of law, and is entitled to deference under
"Chevron." See Supplemental Letter Brief, FfC v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp. et
al., Case No. 2:13-cv-01887-ES-JAD, Dkt. 152-1, at 6 (Jan. 21, 2014). A true and
correct copy of the foregoing brief is attached hereto as Exhibit 3 and is incorporated
herein by reference.
6.

Venue is proper under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e).

NATURE OF THE CASE
7.

LabMD,. at all relevant times a small medical laboratory providing

doctors with cancer-detection services, is now on the verge of ceasing all operations.
after being trapped in a paralyzing web of government investigations, subpoenas, and
administrative litigation . ..

3
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8.

At some unknown point between 2005 and August 2013, the FTC,

through enforcement activities and/or internet postings on the FTC's website, rather
than through administrative rulemaking, guidance or known standards, declared for
the first time that certain unspecified patient-information data-security practices
employed by LabMD were inadequate and thus an "unfair" trade practice under
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15. U.S.C. § 45 ("Section 5") . ..
9.

The FTC still has yet to issue any rule or statement with legal force and

effect describing the specific patient-information data-security practices it believes
Section 5 prohibits or permits.
10.

Between 2005. and the present,. the FTC never specified in a rule or

statement with legal force and effect how LabMD's patient-information practices fell
short or described what,. exactly, it should have. done differently at any given point. In
fact, the. FTC commenced an investigation of LabMD in January 2010, filed its
administrative complaint in August 2013, and still today, LabMD has yet to be. told
what, exactly, it did wrong at any point during the relevant period of years.
11.

The FTC's actions and a campaign of disparagement, including

conclusory statements by an FTC Commissioner that LabMD had mishandled
sensitive patient information made shortly after the administrative complaint had been
filed, have eviscerated LabMD' s business and destroyed its professional reputation ..

4
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12..

In October,. 2013, LabMD lost its directors. and officers (D&O) liability

insurance as a result of the pending enforcement action and has been unable to obtain
D&O insurance because of the pending action.
13.

Further, LabMD and its doctors were denied "tail" medical malpractice

insurance because of the FTC's actions, which will, unless this matter is resolved
favorably in the near future. severely limit LabMD's prospects for obtaining medical
malpractice insurance going forward and thus hiring qualified physicians ..
14.

The company's insurance carrier has advised that it will not renew

LabMD's general liability insurance policy effective May 6, 2014, so that the policy
will terminate effective October, 2014. This means that LabMD cannot rent office
space.
15.

The FTC's actions have forced LabMD, a company that once employed

more than forty people and provided diagnostic services to more than one hundred
doctors, to stop accepting samples ..
16..

At all times relevant, LabMD' s Protected Health Information ("PHI"), or

patient-information, data-security practices were subject to comprehensive regulation
by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services ("HHS") under the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), 45 U.S.C. § 1320d
et seq.,. and the Health Inf01mation Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act
5
COA # 000010
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("HITECH"),

42

U.S.C.

§§

300jj

et

seq.,

17901

et

seq..

See

http://www.healthit.gov/providers-professionals/ehr-privacy-security/practiceintegration .
17.

Neither the HHS nor the FfC has accused LabMD of violating HIPAA

or HITECH. See Complaint, In the Matter of LabMD, Inc., FTC Dkt. No. 9357 (Aug.
28, 2013). A true and correct copy of the foregoing complaint is attached hereto as
Exhibit 4.
18.

Even if Section 5 does. empower the FTC to broadly regulate data-

security, which it does not, Congress delegated sole authority to regulate PHI datasecurity to the HHS. And even if Section 5 does empower the FTC to regulate PHI
data-security concurrently with HHS and/or to "overflle" HHS using a "common law"
of consent orders. and internet posts to impose requirements in excess of those. set
through HHS rulemaking, which it does not, the Commission's refusal to promulgate.
rules. or regulations and provide the public with proper notice and comment violates.
LabMD's due process rights by failing to give fair notice of what the FTC believes
Section 5 forbids or requires ..
19.

Not only does the FfC lack the statutory authority to regulate PHI and/or

cyber-security, it also lacks the expertise to do so . . For example,. Executive Order
13636, "Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity," 78 Fed. Reg. 11739 (Feb.

6
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19, 2013), available at http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2013-02-19/pdf/201303915.pdf (accessed Mar. 18, 2014), directed the Department of Commerce to set
data-security standards, not the FTC.
20.

To stop the. abuse, LabMD seeks a declaration that the FfC lacks

jurisdiction under Section 5 over PHI data-security practices and that the FTC has
violated LabMD' s due process and First Amendment rights. It also seeks preliminary
and permanent injunctive relief staying the administrative proceedings in In the
Matter of LabMD, Inc., FTC Dkt. No. 9357. Finally, LabMD asks that the FfC pay
all ofLabMD's attorneys' fees and litigation costs.

FACTS
21.

Section 5 authorizes. the FTC to prohibit "unfair or deceptive acts or

practices in or affecting commerce."
22.

The FTC in this case claims Section 5 "unfairness" authority to regulate

LabMD' s PHI data-security practices, even absent a claim of "deception," by way of
administrative "common law" established through consent orders. and Internet
postings.

I.

The FTC Targets LabMD.
23.

In or about 2008, Tiversa Holding Corp. ("Tiversa"), a self-described

"cyber-intelligence company" specializing in searching for and copying medical,
7
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fmancial,. and other sensitive files on peer-to-peer networks usmg patented
technology, obtained a LabMD accounts-receivable computer file containing PHI
without LabMD's knowledge or consent.
24.

On May 13, 2008, Tiversa contacted LabMD, advised it that Tiversa had

taken its property, and refused to provide information on the procurement of the file.
unless. LabMD entered into a contract for Internet security services. LabMD turned
down this offer.

See Dissenting Statement of Commissioner J. Thomas Rosch,.

Petitions of LabMD, Inc. and Michael J. Daugherty to Limit or Quash the Civil
Investigative Demands,. FTC File No. 1023099 (June 21, 2012). A true and conect
copy of the foregoing dissent is attached hereto as Exhibit 5 and is incorporated herein
by reference. .
25..

In 2009, Tiversa gave LabMD's PHI accounts-receivable. file to the FTC

under highly irregular circumstances.

See id.. Recent deposition testimony of

Tiversa's CEO, Robert Boback,. suggests the FTC and Tiversa met on multiple.
occasions and ultimately conspired and agreed to transfer LabMD's file via a FTC
civil investigative demand (CID) to a third company (the "Privacy Institute") that,
upon information and belief, is a company that has a relationship with a Tiversa
advisory board member.

8
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26.

Beginning in January 2010, the FTC requested and LabMD. voluntarily

provided thousands of pages of documents and submitted to multiple meetings and
interviews . .
27.

Then, on December 21,. 2011, the FTC issued formal civil investigative

demands (the "CIDs") to LabMD.
28.

LabMD filed a Petition to Limit or Quash the CIDs on January 10,

2012, explaining,. among other

things~

that LabMD's PHI data security was

exclusively regulated by HHS and solely subject to HHS rules and regulations
establishing data-security standards for PHI under HIPAA and HITECH.
29..

Commissioner Julie Brill denied LabMD's petition on April 20, 2012..

Commission Letter Denying LabMD,. Inc.'s Petition to Limit or Quash the Civil
Investigative Demand and Michael J. Daugherty's. Petition to Limit or Quash the. Civil
Investigative Demand,. in File No. 1023099, at 13 (Apri120, 2012) . . A true and correct
copy of the foregoing correspondence is attached hereto as Exhibit 6 and is
incorporated herein by reference.
30.

Commissioner Brill acknowledged that LabMD's. PHI accounts-

receivable spreadsheet file "can be considered" protected health information regulated
under HIPAA and HITECH but claimed that the FTC jurisdiction under Section 5
was "overlapping and concurrent." Id.
9
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31.

On April 25,. 2012, LabMD appealed Commissioner Brill's ruling,.

arguing, as the Commission recently admitted,. that the FfC "does. not enforce HIPAA
or HITECH." See Ex .. 2 at 12 & n.19. LabMD also challenged the FfC's reliance on
the PHI accounts-receivable file obtained from Tiversa.
32.

Nonetheless, on June 21, 2012, three Commissioners. (including

Commissioner Brill) affirmed Commission Brill's ruling,. "finding its conclusions to
be valid and correct."

See Commission Letter Affirming the Ruling, By

Commissioner Brill, Denying the Petitions To Limit or Quash Filed by LabMD and
Michael J. Daugherty (June 21 , 2012). A true and correct copy of the. foregoing order
is attached hereto as Exhibit 7 and is incorporated herein by reference.

Then-

Commissioner Thomas. Rosch dissented. Ex. 5.
33.

The FfC then filed a petition to enforce the CIDs. in this Court.. LabMD

opposed the petition, arguing, among other things, that the FfC lacked jurisdiction to
regulate data-security.
34.. The Hon. William S. Duffey upheld the CIDs, but said "there is
significant merit" to LabMD's argument that Section 5 does not justify an
investigation into data-security practices and consumer privacy issues. See Opinion
and Order, FTC v. LabMD et al., 1:12-cv-3005-WSD, Dkt. No. 23, at 4 (N.D. Ga.

10
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Nov. 26, 2012) (Duffy, J.). A true and correct copy of the foregoing order is attached
hereto as Exhibit 8.

II..

LabMD Publicly Criticizes The FTC And The FTC Retaliates.

35.

LabMD's owner, Michael Daugherty decided to warn the public. about

the FTC's abuses through the press, social media, and a book. Mr. Daugherty used,.
and continues to use, his website, http://michaeljdaugherty.com/, to criticize the
government.
36.

For example, Mr. Daugherty was quoted in a September 7, 201.2, Atlanta

Business Chronicle article as follows: '" We are guilty until proven innocent with
these people..... They are on a fishing expedition .. We feel like they are beating up on
small business."' Amy Wenk, "Atlanta Medical Lab Facing Off Against FTC,"
Atlanta Business Chronicle (September 5, 2012). Ms. Wenk wrote that "Daugherty
contends his company is being unreasonably persecuted by FTC. He said he's. already
spent about $500,000 fighting the investigation." Id.
37.

On information and belief, FTC attorney Alain Sheer,. who would later

serve as lead counsel for the FTC in an enforcement action against Plaintiff,
monitored Mr.. Daugherty's political speech and retaliated against him for it.
38.
book,

For example, on July 19, 2013, Mr. Daugherty posted the trailer to his

"The

Devil

Inside

the

Beltway,"

on

his.

website,

11
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http:l/michaeljdaugherty.com/2013/07/19/the-devil-inside-the-beltway-book-trailer/.
The trailer called the FTC's actions against LabMD an "abusive government
shakedown" and explained that his. book would "blow the whistle" about how "the
Federal Trade Commission began overwhelming ... [LabMD, a] small business, a
cancer detection center, with their abusive beltway tactics." It criticized Commission
staff, including Mr. Sheer.
39.

On July 22, 2013, Mr. Sheer told LabMD that Commission staff had

recommended that the FTC commence enforcement proceedings against LabMD.
40.

On July 30, 2013, Janis Claire Kestenbaum, the Senior Legal Advisor to

the Chairwoman of the. FTC, provided LabMD a draft complaint..
41.

On August 28, 2013, the Corrunission commenced an enforcement

action (the "Enforcement Action") by issuing a complaint and notice order.. The.
gravamen of its claim at that time was about the PHI accounts-receivable file
purloined by Tiversa. Mr. Sheer,. who met with Tiversa and who was responsible for
the shell-game through which the FTC obtained the. file,. is lead Complaint CounseL
42.. The FTC's Complaint in the Enforcement Action makes clear that
LabMD was a "health care provider" and subject to HIPAA, which comprehensively
regulates patient-information data-security, among other things.

12
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43.

The FTC did not allege that LabMD violated PHI data-security standards.

and breach-notification requirements established by HIPAA and HITECH and HHS
regulations implementing those statutes.
44.

Instead, the. FTC's Complaint solely alleged that LabMD violated

Section 5's proscription against "unfair" trade practices.

It said LabMD's

"information security program" was not "comprehensive". and that LabMD did not
use "readily available measures" or "adequate measures" but did not specify what
those terms actually mean. See Ex. 4 <j{')[ 10-11.
45.

The FTC did not name an individual complainant or allege direct harm

to any person ..
46.. The FTC did not cite any regulations, guidance, or standards for what
was "adequate,". "readily available," "reasonably foreseeable," "commonly known,"
or "relatively low cost."
47.

The FTC did not cite any regulations,. guidance, or standards that

LabMD supposedly failed to comply with, or specify the combination of LabMD's
alleged failures to meet the unspecified regulations, guidance,. or standards that,.
"taken together," allegedly violated Section 5.

13
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48.. The FfC did not allege that LabMD's. data-security practices fell short
of meeting medical-industry data-security standards, such as those established by
HIPAA and HITECH for PHI data security.
49.

Mr.. Sheer of the FfC has admitted that "[n]either the complaint nor the

notice order prescribes specific security practices that LabMD should implement
going forward." Initial Pretrial Conference Transcript, In the Matter of LabMD, Inc .•
Dkt. No. 9357, 10:11-15 (Sept.. 25, 2013) ("Initial Pretrial Conf. Trans."). He also
acknowledged that the FfC brought this action without any complaining witnesses
who say their data was released or disclosed. ld .. 33:3-5. A true and correct copy of
that transcript is attached hereto as Exhibit 9.
50.

No court has ever held the FfC may require firms to adopt information-

practice policies under Section 5' s. "unfairness" prong. Hearing Trans. 16: 22-25,
FfC v. LabMD, Inc. et al., Case No. 1:12-cv-3005-WSD (Sept. 19, 2012) (Duffy, J.)
(emphasis added). A true and correct copy is attached hereto as Exhibit 10.
51.

On September 17, 2013, LabMD filed an answer challenging the FfC' s

jurisdiction and violations of LabMD's. federal constitutional due process. rights,
among other things.

14
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52.. In September 2013, HHS said that it decided against even investigating
LabMD's. alleged PHI data-security practices, noting that it had not received any
complaints ...
53.

On October 24, 2013, Mr. Sheer of the FTC served a subpoena duces

tecum on Mr. Daugherty, LabMD's. CEO and President, requesting the following
documents concerning Mr.. Daugherty' s book:
•. "All drafts of ... [Mr. Daugherty's book about the FTC] that
were reviewed by any third party prior to the Manuscript' s
publication."
• "All comments. received on drafts of' Mr. Daugherty' s book
about the FTC.
• "All documents related to the source material for drafts of'
Mr. Daugherty's book about the FTC,. "including documents
referenced or quoted in the" book.
• "All promotional materials related to" Mr. Daugherty's book
criticizing the FTC, "including, but not limited to, documents
posted on social media,. commercials. featuring . . . [Mr.
Daugherty], and presentations or interviews given by" Mr.
Daugherty.
54.

After over four years of investigation and litigation, LabMD still does

not know when or what it did "wrong" and cannot even determine what the elements
of a data-security "unfairness" offense are in this. case.

15.
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55.

For

example~

FTC enforcement staff have refused to substantively

respond to LabMD, s interrogatories regarding PHI data-security standards-including
"data-security standards, regulations, and guidelines. the FTC seeks. to enforce against
LabMD,--except to cross-reference their response to LabMD,s request that they
produce "[a]ll documents sufficient to show the standards or criteria the FTC used in
the past and is currently using to determine whether an entity's data-security practices
violate Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act from 2005 to the present."
56.

Indeed, Complaint Counsel even objected to LabMD' s interrogatory

inquiring what "data-security standards, regulations, and guidelines the FTC will use
to determine whether LabMD's. data-security practices were not reasonable and
appropriate" on the ground that it seeks. opinions by undisclosed nontestifying expe1ts
and "calls for expert opinions."
57.

The thousands of pages of materials that FTC enforcement staff have

produced to LabMD in response to the foregoing document request (most of which
was produced on March 3, 2014, two days. before the close of fact discovery) consist
almost exclusively of: Power Point presentations; FTC staff reports; emails; FTC
Consumer Alerts, OnGuard posts, Guides for Business, FTC Office of Public Affairs
blog posts, and assorted other Internet postings; materials FTC staff employees
apparently use to prepare for presentations, including handwritten notes; copies of
16
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FTC administrative complaints, draft administrative complaints, consent orders, and

related documents; letters the FTC has sent to various companies; documents related
to various FTC workshops;. speeches given by various FTC Commissioners; assorted
congressional testimony; and other miscellaneous materials. Some of these materials
are of very recent vintage and dated after the events described in the FTC's August
2013 administrative complaint allegedly occurred. Some of these materials are dated
after August 28, 2013, when the FTC issued this complaint. The only regulations that
FTC enforcement staff produced to LabMD do not apply to LabMD and implement

statutes that also do not apply to LabMD.
58.

On March 3, 2014,. FTC enforcement staff refused to admit, among other

things, that the FTC's administrative complaint does not specifically reference any
industry standards for data-security practices, hardware. or software necessary to avoid
a violation of Section 5, instead claiming that LabMD was asking for "an admission
irrelevant to any permissible claim or defense in this administrative proceeding and
outside of the scope of discovery" and, in the alternative, denying that they were
required to allege this ...
59.

FTC enforcement staff have even argued that "STANDARDS USED

TO ENFORCE SECTION 5 ARE OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF DISCOVERY,"
saying that "[t]he orders and opinions of the Commission and of th[e ALJ] ...
17
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preclude such discovery." Complaint Counsel's Motion for Protective Order
Regarding Rule 3.33 Notice of Deposition, In the Matter of LabMD, FTC Dkt. No.
9357, at 7 (Feb. 14, 2014).
60.

More recently, on March 18, 2014, FfC enforcement staff produced an

expert witness report that for the first time-after more than four years of
investigation and litigation-gave LabMD some notice as to what a FfC expert
thinks LabMD did wrong. But that report did not even purport to assess LabMD's
PHI data-security practices against any objective, applicable medical-industry datasecurity statute, regulation,.custom, or standard.

III.

LabMD Challenges The FTC's Jurisdiction.
61.

On November 12, 2013, LabMD filed a dispositive Motion to Dismiss

raising pure. issues of law and questions. of statutory interpretation in the FfC' s
administrative case. A true and correct copy is attached hereto as Exhibit 11. LabMD
requested oral argument. Under the FTC's Rules of Practice, Commissioners (and not
the ALJ) rule on dispositive motions to dismiss complaints they recently voted to
issue in the first instance.
62.

On November 14,. 2014, LabMD also filed a Verified Complaint in the

U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia seeking solely injunctive and
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declaratory relief. LabMD v. FTC et al., Case No. 1:13-cv-01787-CKK, Dkt. No. 1
(D.D.C. Nov. 14, 2013).
63..

On November 18, 2013, LabMD filed a petition for review in the U.S.

Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit, LabMD, Inc. v .. FTC, Case No. 13-14267-F
(11th Cir. Nov. 18, 2013). Ex. 1.
64.

On November

25~

2013, LabMD filed an administrative stay motion in

the FfC enforcement action . .
65.

On December 2, 2013, LabMD filed a reply in support of its

administrative motion to dismiss. A true and conect copy is attached hereto as Exhibit
12.
66.

On December 13, 2013, the FTC issued an order denying LabMD's stay

motion ("December 13 Order"). A true and conect copy is attached hereto as Exhibit
13. The December 13 Order states that no Article III court has jurisdiction over
LabMD' s claims until the FTC gives its permission.
67.

On December 16, 2013, the Eleventh Circuit issued two jurisdictional

questions to the parties. Jurisdictional Questions, LabMD v. FTC, Case No. 1315267-F (Dec.

16~

2013).
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68.

On December 23, 2013, LabMD flied a stay motion in in the Eleventh

Circuit. Petitioner's Motion for Stay Pending Review, LabMD v. FTC, Case No. 1315267-F (Dec. 23, 2013).
69.

On January 16, 2014, the FTC denied LabMD's administrative Motion

to Dismiss, rejecting LabMD's jurisdictional and fair-notice due process challenges
without oral argument, thereby denying LabMD an opportunity to create a record (the
"January 16 Order"). Ex. 2.
70.

On January 17, 2014, the FTC submitted the January 16 Order to the

Eleventh Circuit, via what it called a "notice of supplemental authority."
71.

FTC did the exact same thing on the. exact same day in FTC v ..

Wyndham Worldwide Corp. et al., Case No. 2:13-cv-01887-ES-SCM, Dkt. No. 151
(D. N.J. Jan. 17, 2014). The FTC claimed its order had the force of law and should be.
given deference under "Chevron." Ex. 3 at 6.
72.

The FTC admits that it cannot and does not enforce HIPAA or HITECH.

Ex. 2 at 12 & n.19 ..
73..

The FTC admits that its case against LabMD solely alleges statutory

Section 5 statutory "unfairness" violations, not "violations of the FTC's Health
Breach Notification Rule." Id. at 20 n.20.
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74.

The FTC admits that it has. failed to establish any data-security standards

with the force of law that give notice as to what PHI data-security practices the
Commission and its enforcement staff believes Section 5 forbids or requires.. Ex .. 2 at
15.
75.

The FTC admits that it did not claim data-security regulatory authority

until years after 1994, when Section 5 was last amended to add subsection (n). 15
U.S.C. § 45(n). Ex .. 2 at 4, 8-9. Subsection (n) does not mention "data security," let
alone explain what data-security practices the FTC believes. Section 5 to forbid or
reqmre.
76..

Yet the FTC claims. subsection (n) gives fair notice: "Here, the. three-

part statutory standard governing whether an act or practice is 'unfair,'. set forth in
Section 5(n) [15 U.S.C. § 45], should dispel LabMD's concern about whether the.
statutory prohibition of 'unfair ... acts or practices' is sufficient to give fair notice of
what conduct is prohibited." Ex. 2 at 16.
77.

The. FTC's. January 16 Order essentially asserts that constitutional fair-

notice due process requirements are somehow inapplicable here because, according to
the Defendant, the FTC is not pursuing "criminal punishment or civil penalties for
past conduct." Ex. 2 at 16.

21.
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78..

The FTC also claims it is not obligated to provide any fair notice at all of

the PHI data-security practices. it believes Section 5 to forbid or require because
agencies have broad "discretion" to "address an issue by rulemaking or adjudication."
Ex. 2 at 15.
79.

For that matter, the FTC effectively claims that the standard for Section

5 "unfairness" PHI data-security liability is whether a company's practices are
"unreasonable" according to it, while acknowledging that this. is a case of first
impression as to what is "unreasonable."
80.

Elsewhere, the FTC admitted that there is no process through which

businesses could have obtained guidance or an advisory opinion from the
Commission regarding data-security practices. See Hearing Trans., FTC v. Wyndham
et al., Case No. 2:13-cv-01887-ES-SCM, 52:10-11 (Nov. 7, 2012). A tme and correct
copy of an excerpt of the foregoing transcript is attached hereto as Exhibit 14 and is
incorporated herein by reference.
81.

On February 18, 2014, the Eleventh Circuit dismissed LabMD's Petition

for Review and denied all pending motions as moot because there was no cease and
desist order reviewable under 15 U.S.C. § 45(c). Instead, it ruled this Court has
original jurisdiction over LabMD's. ultra vires, statutory, and constitutional claims to
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the extent that such claims could be asserted before a cease and desist order is entered..
Ex.L .
82.

Therefore, on February 19, 2014, LabMD filed a Notice of Voluntary

Dismissal Without Prejudice of LabMD v. FTC et al., Case No. 1:13-cv-01787-CKK,
Dkt. No. 20 (D.D.C.), because under D.C. Circuit law,. which is different from the law
of this Circuit, only the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit has jurisdiction
over those claims, yet the D.C. Circuit will never have jurisdiction under 15 U.S.C. §
45(c) because LabMD has not done business there.
83.

The FTC has issued a final agency decision regarding jurisdiction, and

LabMD has exhausted all administrative remedies with respect to its jurisdictional and
constitutional fair-notice due process arguments.

IV.

The FTC Denies LabMD Procedural Due Process.
84.

To begin with, the FTC has never specified the PHI data-security

standards LabMD failed to meet, thereby denying LabMD an opportunity to
effectively defend itself and granting the Commission,. Mr.. Sheer, and other federal
bureaucrats unlimited discretion to decide what is "unreasonable" after the fact and to
regulate the entire health care industry based on their idiosyncratic whim,

caprice~

and

fancy.
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85.

In 2009, the FTC modified its Rules of Practice to deny respondents a

fair defense and to render motion practice. futile. 74 Fed. Reg. 20,205. (May 1, 2009).
86..

At the initial pretrial conference,.the ALJ told LabMD's counsel:

[L]et me talk about dispositive motions .... There is a rule. that covers
that, if you intend to file a summary judgment, and if you don't know,
I'll tell you. Summary judgments will be ruled on by the Commission,
the same body that voted to issue the complaint in this case. With
respect to motion to dismiss or other substantive motion, the rules
provide that if they are filed before the start of the evidentiary hearing,
they will be ruled on by that same Commission ....
Ex. 9 at 18: ll-15.

The ALJ lacks power to even grant a continuance of the

evidentiary hearing or stay the proceedings pending adjudication of dispositive
motions before the Commission. See 16 C.P.R.§§ 3.22(b), 3.41(b).
87.

The FTC was extensively warned about the constitutional implications

of its power-grab during the comment period.
88.. The American Bar Association (ABA) Section of Antitrust Law
("Antitrust Section") said the revisions forced respondents to address prehearing
issues to the FTC without the benefit of a prior opinion authored by a party who was
not involved in crafting and approving a complaint. Comments of the ABA Section
of Antitrust Law in Response to the Federal Trade Commission's Request for Public
Comment Regarding Parts 3 and 4 Rules of Practice Rulemaking-P072194, at 4
(Nov. 6, 2008).
24
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89.. The Antitrust Section explained that its "primary concern is that by
'codifying' the Commission's right to interject itself into prehearing case
management,. it may undermine the integrity of the process, compromise the ALJ, and
create an appearance of unfairness." Id. at 12. The Antitrust Section also said the
FTC's amendments "could reduce the quality of decision making, and may color the
perception of the fairness and impartiality of Commission proceedings-a particularly
important issue considering that when hearing an appeal, federal courts will give
deference to a final FTC decision." . Id.. at ll ... .
90.

The U.S. Chamber of Commerce added that "it appears that the

proposed changes are being rushed into place and for the purpose of giving the FTC
material, tactical, and procedural advantage . . . . " U.S. Chamber of Commerce,
Comment, Re: Parts 3 and 4 Rules of Practice Rulemaking- P072104, at 1 (Nov.
6, 2008). In fact:
The. FTC's proposed regulations work to effectively eliminate the role. of
the independent Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) to manage and prepare
an initial decision for a case. This. results in the elimination of a vital
check on potential unfairness inherent in the FTC's administrative
procedure. Under the FTC's process, the Commissioners act as both
prosecutor and judge in administrative trials. Thus, the same individuals
who decide to issue the complaint also decide the final appeal of the
administrative trial. With such a clear potential for unfairness or conflict
of interest at the forefront of FTC administrative adjudication, it is.
necessary to preserve some sort of fairness check.
Id .. at 2 ..
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91.

Under current Commission Rule 3.22(a), "[m]otions to dismiss. filed

before the evidentiary hearing, motions to strike, and motions for summary decision
shall be directly referred to the Commission and shall be ruled on by the Commission
unless the Commission in its discretion refers the motion to the. Administrative Law
Judge."
92.

In excess of their authority and in violation of the. Constitution's

guarantee of due process,. the FfC has assumed for itself the power to legislate, to
prosecute, and to judge LabMD without even specifying in advance the elements of
the data-security offense LabMD has allegedly committed.
93.

The empirical evidence demonstrates that the FTC's administrative

process is a rigged exercise in futility for LabMD and others similarly situated.
94.

According to Commissioner Wright:

The FTC has voted out a number of complaints in administrative
adjudication that have been tried by administrative law judges ("ALJs'')
in the past nearly twenty years. In each of those cases, after the
administrative decision was appealed to the Commission, the
Commission ruled in favor of FTC staff. In other words, in 100 percent
of cases where the ALJ ruled in favor of the FTC, the Commission
affirmed; and in 100 percent of the cases in which the ALJ ruled against
the FTC,. the Commission reversed.
Joshua D. Wright,. Comm'r,. Fed. Trade. Comm., Recalibrating. Section 5: A Response
to the. CPI Symposium, CPI Antitrust Symposium, at 4 (November 2013), available at
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http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_statements/recalibratingsection-5-response-cpi-symposium/1311section5.pdf (last visited Mar. 18, 2014).
95.
V..

Further administrative proceedings are exhausted and futile.

The Irreparable Harm Done By The FTC To LabMD.

96.

FTC's power-grab has destroyed LabMD's customer relationships and,

in large measure, driven LabMD to cease accepting new specimen samples. But for
all of the time, attention, and money LabMD has been forced to devote to addressing
the FTC's actions, the company would almost certainly be accepting new specimen
samples and providing cancer-diagnostic services to doctors to this day.
97.

LabMD, and its doctors,. have been denied insurance coverage as a direct

result of the FTC's ongoing persecution of the company.. For example, One Beacon
(a medical malpractice insurance company) recently denied LabMD, and its doctors,
coverage, saying: "[W]e are unable. to offer ERP terms for the entity [LabMD], and
as a result, the individual physicians so I will be closing the file. The potential
volatility due to the FTC investigation is something we want to stay away from
particularly because it pertains to medical records."
98.

LabMD's general liability insurance carrier is planning to non-renew its

insurance policy effective May 6, 2014.
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99.

The FTC's personnel have intentionally interfered with LabMD's

customer relationships and effectively engaged in a campmgn of commercial
disparagement.
100.

The FTC's actions have caused,. and continue to cause, irreparable injury

to LabMD's business. reputation and good will in the marketplace. .
10 l.

The FTC, Mr.. Sheer, and other FTC employees have intentionally set

out to destroy LabMD' s commercial brand,. reputation, and good will.
102.

The FTC, Mr.. Sheer,. and others. have caused and continue to cause

LabMD irreparable harm. far beyond mere litigation expenses and threaten the
viability of LabMD's. business operations .. Much of this. harm cannot be. quantified in
monetary tetms,. and cannot be remedied by monetary damages. For example,. on
January 6, 2014, LabMD notified its customers that it would no longer be accepting
new specimen samples for testing for the foreseeable future, effective. January 11,
2014.

CLAIMS FOR RELIEF
First Claim for Relief
(For Violation of the. APA)
103. LabMD repeats.paragraphs.4-5, 8-10~ 16-19,21-22,.27-32,.41-50,.54-61,
64-66, 69-81, 84, and 93-95 ..
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104. The FTC's action against LabMD is

arbitrary~

capricious, an abuse of

discretion and power,. in excess of statutory authority and short of statutory right,. and
contrary to law and constitutional right, in violation of 5 U.S.C. § 706.
105. The FfC does not have jurisdiction to regulate LabMD's patientinformation data-security and thus its actions are ultra vires.
106. The Commission's orders denying the jurisdictional, ultra vires, and due
process claims raised in LabMD's motion to dismiss and LabMD's motion for a stay
are both "final agency actions'' within the meaning of 5 U.S.C. § 704 and thus
LabMD's. APA claims are ripe and reviewable. now . . TVA v .. Whitman,. 336 F.3d
1236, 1248 (11th Cir. 2004); see, e.g., CSI Aviation Servs. v. DOT, 637 F.3d 408,
411-14 (D.C. Cir. 2011); see Sackett, 132 S. Ct.. at 1371-72; see also Athlone Indus.,
Inc. v. CPSC, 707 F.2d 1485, 1487-88 (D.C. Cir. 1983).
107. LabMD has exhausted all administrative remedies with respect to its
jurisdictional and constitutional due-process arguments, which the Commission
formally rejected on January 16,.2014.
108. In addition, only administrative remedies. providing a genuine
opportunity for adequate relief need be exhausted, and here. exhaustion is also
independently not required because the administrative process is futile and inadequate
and LabMD will continue to suffer irreparable harm unless its claims are reviewed by
29
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an Article III Court now. See N.B" by D.G. v.. Alachua Cnty. Sch. Bd.,. 84 F. 3d 1376,.
1379 (11th Cir. 1996); Porter v. Schweiker, 692 F.2d 740, 742-43 (11th Cir. 1982);
Randolph-Sheppard Vendors of Am. v.. Weinberger, 795 F.2d 90, 107-08 (D.C. Cir.
1986) (irreparable harm excuses exhaustion).
109. Therefore, the. FTC's enforcement action against LabMD should be
enjoined and a declaration issued that it lacks authority to regulate patient information
data-security.
Second Claim for Relief
(For Ultra Vires. Agency Action)
110. LabMD repeats paragraphs 4-5, 8-10,. 16-19, 21-22, 27-32, 41-50,. 61 ,
70-81, and 93-96.
111. Regardless of the presence vel non of "final agency action" under 5
U.S.C. § 704, this. Court has jurisdiction to adjudicate LabMD's nonstatutory ultra
vires and constitutional claims, for the presence or absence of ''final agency action"
has no jurisdictional effect. See, e.g., Trudeau v. FTC, 456 F.3d 178 (D.C. Cir. 2006);
Muniz-Muniz v.. U.S. Border Patrol, No. 12-4419, 2013 U.S. App .. LEXIS 25400,. at

*11 (6th Cir. Dec. 20, 2013) (noting that "all of our sister circuits" have concluded 5
U.S.C .. § 704 has no effect on a federal-question jurisdiction to adjudicate non-APA
claims); see also Arbaugh v. Y & H Corp.,. 546 U.S. 500, 511, 516-17 (2006).
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112. Thus, the FTC's ultra vires actions are ripe for judicial review now
regardless of the reviewability of LabMD' s APA claims ..
113. Exhaustion is not required for these claims under any circumstances.
See XYZ Law Firm v. FTC, 525F. Supp. 1235, 1237 (N.D. Ga. 1981).
114. The FTC's actions against LabMD exceed the power given to it in
Section 5 and are thus ultra vires.
115. Judicial review of this claim is available because the Defendant's ultra
vires actions exceed the authority conferred on it by Congress and the United States
Constitution..
116.. Moreover, inter alia, the. FTC has effectively violated three specific and
mandatory restraints on its Section 5 ''unfairness" power..
117. First, the. FTC's abuse exceeds its delegated powers. and is contrary to
specific the FTC Act's. prohibitions on the use of consent orders and speeches to
create a binding "common law" of data security .. 15.U.S.C. § 45(m)(l)(B).
118. Second, in addition to the fact that Congress has. not given the FTC
Section 5 "unfairness" authority to regulate data security, let alone authority to overfile HHS. and regulate PHI data security, the FTC has. also independently violated 15
U.S.C. § 45(n)'s specific limits on its Section 5 "unfairness" authority. 15 U.S.C.

§ 45(n) explicitly states that the Defendant "shall have no authority under this section
31.
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or section 18 [15 U.S.C. § 57a] to declare unlawful an act or practice on the grounds
that such act or practice is unfair" under the circumstances of this. case. 15 U.S.C. §
45(n) further explicitly bars the FfC from using its public. policy views as a primary
basis for exercising its unfairness authority.
119. Third, the FfC's sworn responses to LabMD's discovery requests.
demonstrate it is seeking to enforce against LabMD random. Internet postings, e-mail
alerts, Commission staff reports, and congressional testimony they say establish datasecurity standards LabMD should have followed, even those. these documents do not
have the force of law and were not even published in the Federal Register, and they do
not allege that LabMD had actual knowledge of any of these Internet postings and
other materials. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(l).
120. FfC's unauthorized actions are the direct and proximate. cause of
LabMD's injuries, as described above..

Therefore, LabMD is entitled to the

declaratory and injunctive relief requested herein..
Third Claim for Relief
(For Fair-Notice Due Process Violations)

121. LabMDrepeats paragraphs 4-5,7-10,.46-49,74-80, 84-85, and 118-119.
122.. This Comt has jurisdiction over LabMD's fair-notice due. process claim
now. Exhaustion is not required for these claims under any circumstances . .
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123. The Fifth Amendment to the United States. Constitution states. that "[n]o
person shall be ... deprived of life,. liberty, or property,. without due process of law."
U.S. Const.. amend. V.
124.. The draft notice order ("Commission Notice Order") if made effective,
will be in place for twenty (20) years and, inter

alia~

require LabMD to ( 1) "establish

and implement, and thereafter maintain, a ... security program"; (2) "obtain initial
and biennial assessment and reports" from third parties for a period of twenty (20)
years; (3) provide Commission-approved notice to the individuals listed in the
accounts-receivable file and their health insurance companies of Tiversa's actions via
first-class mail;. (4) deliver copies. of the Commission Notice Order to "current and
future principals, officers,. directors,. and mangers," as well as deliver copies to many
current and future employees, agents, representatives, and business entities; (5) notify
the FTC in writing at least thirty (30) days before making numerous changes, such as
change in corporate name or address;. and (6} prepare. and file detailed repmts. with the
FTC..
125. Additionally, the FTC has reserved the right to order such other relief as
it finds necessary and appropriate if it decides that the Commission Notice Order is
insufficient, including seeking "restitution" and other types of relief authorized by
Section 19 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. § 57b (civil actions for
33
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violations of rules and cease and desist orders respecting unfair or deceptive acts or
practices), including but not limited to rescission or reformation of contracts. and
payment of monetary damages.
126. Under 15 U.S.C. § 45(1), each violation of the FTC cease and desist
orders carries up to a $10,000 civil penalty.
127. FfC's actions, January 16 Order, December 13. Order, and the
Commission Complaint and Notice Order, thus implicate LabMD' s property rights,
which are protected by the Due Process Clause. of the Fifth Amendment
128. FTC's refusal to promulgate any regulations or to issue any other
guidelines clarifying and providing any notice, let alone. constitutionally adequate.
notice, of what data-security practices they believe Section 5. forbids or requires, or to
otherwise establish any meaningful standards,. violates LabMD' s due process rights.
129. Due process requires that laws that regulate persons or entities must give
fair notice of conduct that is forbidden or required. FCC v. Fox TV Stations, Inc., 132
S. Ct. 2307,2317 (2012); Connally v. Gen. Constr. Co., 269 U.S. 385,391-95 (1926).
130. This constitutional fair-notice requirement has been thoroughly
incorporated into administrative law to limit agencies' ability to regulate past conduct
through after-the-fact enforcement actions. Georgia Pac. Corp. v .. OSHRC, 25 F.3d
999, 1005 (11th Cir. 1994). Fair-notice due process requirements thus apply to the.
34.
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FTC administrative enforcement actions seeking to impose cease and desist orders for

alleged violations. of Section 5..
131. The. FTC has failed to meet its burden of establishing reasonably
ascertainable standards for what data-security practices it believes Section 5 to either
forbid or to require. See Georgia Pac. Corp., 25 F.3d at 1005; Trinity Broad. of Fla.,
Inc. v.. FCC, 211 F.3d 618, 628-32 (D.C. Cir. 2000).
132. Basic principles of due process limit the FTC' s "discretion" to enforce
Section 5 through administrative adjudications; specifically, the FTC can proceed by
adjudication only if it has already provided the baseline level of fair notice that the
Constitution requires. The FTC has failed to provide LabMD the. baseline level of fair
notice of the. data-security practices it believes to be required or forbidden by Section
5's "unfairness" language..
133. Because the FTC's Section 5 PHI data-security regulatory scheme
forbids or requires the doing of an act in terms so vague that men and women of
common intelligence must necessarily guess. at its meaning and differ as to its
application, it violates due process.
134. In addition, even if the FTC's "reasonableness" standard for PHI data
security otherwise passed constitutional muster, the FTC's failure to link its datasecmity standards to medical-industry standards. independently violates due process.
35
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135. FfC's pattern and practice of fair-notice due process violations, as
applied to LabMD and all similarly situated,. including the defendants in FTC v.
Wyndham, violates due process ..
Fourth Claim for Relief
(For Facial, Structural Due Process Violations)

136.. LabMD repeats. paragraphs 4-5,.7-10, 17-19,. 23-34,.and 84-96.
137.. Exhaustion of administrative remedies is not required for facial and
structural due process. challenges ... See, e.g., Matthews. v.. Eldridge,. 424 U.S. 319, 32932 (1976); Amos Treat & Co. v. SEC, 306 F.2d 260,. 267 (D.C. Cir. 1963).
138.. The substantial private interests affected by the FfC's actions, the high
risk of erroneous deprivation of LabMD's. property interests, and the high value of
additional procedural safeguards outweigh the FfC' s de minimis interest in the
existing procedures. Therefore, LabMD has not been provided the procedural
safeguards that it is constitutionally entitled to have.
139. Due process minimally requires a fair trial in a fair tribunal and "this
applies to administrative agencies which adjudicate as well as to courts." . Withrow v.
Larkin, 421 U.S. 35, 46-47 (1975).
140.. FfC' s modifications to its Rules of Practices transgress constitutional
limits. on blending of prosecutorial,. legislative, and adjudicative functions and deprive.
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all respondents of a fair administrative hearing. Therefore, the Commission's Rules
facially and structurally violate due process.
141. Furthermore, the FfC's ex post facto enforcement action against
LabMD for alleged violations. of unspecified data-security standards in a proceeding
in which the FrC acts in a legislative, prosecutorial, and adjudicative capacity further
violates due process.
142.. Finally, the FfC has. predetermined this. matter, denying LabMD its right
to a fair and level review, including a fair hearing on its Motion to Dismiss before an
impartial ALJ.
143. FfC's intentional violations of LabMD's due process rights has caused
LabMD hundreds of thousands. of dollars in actual damages,. harmed its business
reputation, caused it to lose good will and business opportunities, and brought the
company to the brink of ruin.
Fifth Claim for Relief
(For Retaliation Against LabMD for Protected First Amendment Speech)

144. LabMD repeats paragraphs 4-5,7-11, 23-49, and 53.
145. The First Amendment to the United States Constitution guarantees
LabMD freedom of speech.
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146. Mr. Daugherty's. book,. his. webpage about the book,. and his speeches
and statements. about the FTC's actions are political speech and speech about matters.
of public concern and thus. protected by the First Amendment.
147. On information and belief, the FTC's actions against LabMD were
retaliation for protected speech by Mr. Daugherty . .
148. The FTC's actions against LabMD, as set forth herein, will likely chill a
person of ordinary firmness from engaging in the protected First Amendment activity.
149. On information and belief, the FTC's conduct herein was precisely
intended and designed, at least in part, to punish LabMD and chill government
criticism by LabMD and others targeted by the government.
150. Even if the FTC, Complaint Counsel, and other FTC employees disagree.
with and find Mr. Daugherty's statements about their actions to be patently offensive,
they are not allowed retaliate by bringing an enforcement action against LabMD.
RELIEF REQUESTED

WHEREFORE LabMD requests the following relief:
A..

That the Court enter a declaratory judgment that (1) the FTC lacks.

statutory authority to regulate patient-information data-security practices under
Section 5; (2) the FTC's efforts to regulate patient information are ultra vires; (3) the
FTC violated LabMD's due process rights by failing to provide constitutionally
38
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adequate notice. of what data-security practices. the Commission believed Section 5 to
forbid or require before the Complaint was filed; (4) the. FTC violated LabMD's due.
process

rights

investigative~

by

unconstitutionally

and adjudicatory functions

combining
by~

legislative,

prosecutorial,

among other things, allowing FTC

Commissioners to rule on dispositive motions concerning complaints they recently
voted to issue; and (5) the FTC unconstitutionally retaliated against LabMD for
engaging in constitutionally protected speech.
B.

That the Court enter preliminary and permanent injunctive relief

providing that the FTC,. its agents, servants, employees, and attorneys, and anyone
who is in active conceit or participation with any of them,. shall take no further actions
in connection with administrative. proceedings known as In the Matter of LabMD,
FTC Dkt. No. 9357, including but not limited to issuing

orders~

holding hearings,

taking discovery, and filing motions.
C.

That the Court enter preliminary and petmanent injunctive relief

providing that the FTC, its agents,. servants,. employees, and attorneys, and anyone
who is in active concert or participation with any of them, shall not (1) initiate any
civil or administrative enforcement action against LabMD or any other person on the
ground that their patient information data-security practices are "unfair" in violation
of Section 5; (2) investigate whether LabMD's or any other person's patient
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information data-security practices violate. Section 5 for "unfairness"; (3) attempt to
establish substantive data-security standards. under Section 5 and/or enforce Section 5
in civil or administrative proceedings; or (4) undertake or pursue any administrative
enforcement proceedings until the. Commission amends its Rules of Practice to
provide constitutionally adequate due process.
D.

That the Court award LabMD its attorneys' fees and litigation costs

under the Equal Access to Justice Act and/or such other applicable. law.
E.

Such other and further relief as this. Court deems just and proper ..

Respectfully submitted,. this 20th day of March~ 2014.

KILPATRICK TOWNSEND
& STOCKTON LLP
1100 Peachtree Street, NE
Suite 2800
Atlanta, Georgia 30309
Telephone (404) 815-6500
Facsimile (404) 815-6555.
rraider@ kilpatricktownsend.com
bsingleton@ kilpatricktownsend.com
bmeyer@kilpatricktownsend.com

/s/ Ronald L. Raider
Ronald L.. Raider
Georgia Bar No .. 592192
Burleigh L. Singleton
Georgia Bar No. 649084
William D. Meyer
Georgia Bar No .. 950008

Counsel for Plaintiff
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OF COUNSEL:
Reed D. Rubinstein

Michael D. Pepson

(applying/or admission pro hac vice)

(applying for admission pro hac vice)

D.C. Bar No. 440153
Dinsmore & Shohl, L.L.P ..
801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 610
Washington, D.C. 20004
Telephone: 202.372.9120
Fax: 202.372.9141
reed.rubinstein@ dinsmore.com

Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Ave., NW,. Suite 650
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone:. 202.499.4232
Fax: 202.330.5842
michael. pepson @causeofaction.org
Admitted only in Maryland.
Practice limited to cases in federal court
and administrative proceedings before
federal agencies.

Senior Vice President for Litigation and
Counsel to Cause of Action

Dated: March 20, 2014
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Verification
I am Michael Daugherty, owner and CEO of LabMD, Inc., which is the
plaintiff in this action.
I have read the foregoing Complaint and verify and declare on behalf of

LabMD, Inc., under penalty of perjury, that its factual allegations are true, except to
those matters stated on information and belief, and as to those matters I believe them
to be true to the best of my knowledge.

I>ate:~~
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LOCAL RULE 7.1 CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
I hereby certify that the foregoing pleading filed with the Clerk of Court has
been prepared in 14 point Times New Roman font in accordance with Local Rule
5.l(C).
Dated:. March 20,2014 . .
/s/ Ronald L. Raider
Ronald L. Raider
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
LabMD, INC.,

)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
v.

)

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION,
Defendant.

----------------------------

)
)
)

CivilActionNo.:. 1:14-cv-810-WSD

)

NOTICE OF APPEAL
Notice is hereby given that LabMD, Inc., Plaintiff in the above-named case,
hereby appeals to the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit from
the Order granting the Defendant, Federal Trade Commission's ("FfC") Motion to
Dismiss the Complaint, DE 33, entered in this action on May 12, 2014, and the.
Judgment entered in favor of the FTC, DE 34,. on May 12,. 2014 ..
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Respectfully submitted,. this 14th day of May, 2014.
/s/ Burleigh L. Singleton
Ronald L .. Raider
Georgia BarNo. 592192
Burleigh L .. Singleton
Georgia Bar No. 649084
William D. Meyer
Georgia Bar No. 950008

KILPATRICK TOWNSEND
& STOCKTON LLP
1100 Peachtree Street, NE
Suite 2800
Atlanta,.Georgia 30309
Telephone: (404) 815-6500
Facsimile: (404) 815-6555
rraider@ ki 1patricktownsend.com
bsingleton@ kilpatricktownsend.com
bmeyer@kilpatricktownsend.com

/s/ Michael D. Pepson
Michael D. Pepson
(admitted pro hac vice)

Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 650
Washington,.D.C. 20006
Telephone: (202) 499-4232
Facsimile:.. (202) 330-5842
michael.pepson @causeofaction.org

Admitted only in Maryland.
Practice limited to federal matters.

DINSMORE & SHOHL, L.L.P.
801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 610
Washington,.D.C. 20004
Telephone: (202) 372-9120
Facsimile:.. (202) 372-9141
reed.rubinstein@ dinsmore.com

Reed D .. Rubinstein
(admitted pro hac vice)
D.C. Bar No. 440153

Senior Vice. President for Litigation and
Counsel to Cause of Action
Counsel for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATION AS TO FONT
In accordance with Local Rule. 7.1 (D), the undersigned certifies that this
brief was prepared with Times New Roman 14, a font and point selection approved
by the. Court in Local Rule 5 .1.

/s/Burleigh L. Singleton

Counsel for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE. OF SERVICE

This is to certify that,. on May 14, 2014, undersigned hereby certifies that a
true and correct copy of the foregoing has been filed with the U.S. District Court's
CM/ECF System and that pursuant thereto, a copy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL
has been served upon the following persons by electronic mail:
Lauren E. Fascett, Esq.
Perham Gorji, Esq.
Trial Attorneys.
U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Division
Consumer Protection Branch
450 5th Street NW
Washington, DC 2000 L
lauren.fascett@ usdoj .gov
perham.gorji @usdoj .gov
This 14th day of May, 2014 ..

Is/ Burleigh L .. Singleton
Counsel for Plaintiff
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION

LabMD, Inc. ,
Plaintiff,
vs.

CIVIL ACTION FILE
NO. 1:14-cv-81 0-WSD

Federal Trade Commission,
Defendant.

JUDGMENT

This action having come before the. court, Honorable WilliamS. Duffey, Jr. ,. United
States District Judge, for consideration of Defendant's Motion to Dismiss, and the court
having granted said motion, it is
Ordered and Adjudged that the action be, and the same. hereby, is dismissed.

Dated at Atlanta, Georgia, this 12th day of May, 2014.

JAMES N. HATTEN
CLERK OF COURT

By: s/ Ashley Coleman
Deputy Clerk
Prepared, Filed,. and Entered
in the. Clerk's Office
May 13,. 2014
James N. Hatten
Clerk of Court
By: s/ A. Coleman
Deputy. Clerk
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA
ATLANTA DIVISION
LabMD,Inc.
Plaintiff,

v.

1:14-cv-00810-WSD

FEDERAL TRADE COMISSION,
Defendant.

OPINION AND ORDER

This. matter is before the. Court on LabMD' s ("Plaintiff') Motion for
Preliminary Injunction [2] and the Federal Trade Commission's ("Defendant" or
"FTC") Motion to Dismiss the. Plaintiff's Complaint [ 13] . . A hearing on the
Motion for Preliminary Injunction was conducted on May 7,. 2014.
I.

BACKGROUND

A..

Factual and Procedural History

Plaintiff is a small medical laboratory based in Atlanta,. GA,. that provided
doctors with cancer-detection services . . In January, 2010, the Defendant
commenced an investigation into the. Plaintiff's data security practices. regarding
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Protected Health Information ("PHI") 1 based upon the claim that sensitive
information in the Plaintiff's possession and control had been disclosed by. means
of a peer-to-peer file sharing network available to the. public .. Three and a half
years later, the. Defendant issued an Administrative Complaint against the Plaintiff
in which it alleged that there was "reason to believe" that Plaintiff may have
engaged in "unfair ... acts or practices," under 15 U.S.C. § 45(a)(l) of the Federal
Trade Commission Act ("Section 5"), because. Plaintiff failed to provide
reasonably adequate security for patient information retained on its internal
network. The Administrative Complaint also alleged that Plaintiff had the capacity
to prevent the vulnerabilities in its data security infrastructure "at relatively low
cost using readily available security measures," and that the ultimate consumers
allegedly harmed due to the Plaintiff's lax data security were unable to protect
themselves because they "ha[d] no way of independently knowing" about the
alleged disclosures. Def.' s Mot. to Dismiss and Resp. to Pl.'s Mot. for Prelim. Inj.
at 7 ...
The Administrative Complaint cited two specific. examples of alleged data

1

PHI refers to individually identifiable health information, including the.
individual's name,. social security number,. address, birth date, history of mental
and physical health condition, provision of health care, and payment history for the
provision of health care.

2
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security failures at LabMD ... First,. that LabMD failed to discover that its billing
manager had installed a peer-to-peer file sharing application known as Limewire
on his. or her work computer, and a file that contained personal information on
approximately 9,300 consumers was accessible to any individual, who used or had
access to Limewire's software. Second, that the police department in Sacramento,
California arrested alleged identity thieves,. and found, in their possession,
LabMD' s documents containing sensitive pertinent personal information on
individuals?
On November 12, 2013, Plaintiff moved the Commission to dismiss. the.
Administrative Complaint on the. grounds that the FTC had no statutory authority
to address the data security practices of private companies. under Section 5, and
that the. application of Section 5 to LabMD' s data security practices violated the
Due Process Clause of the United States Constitution. On January 16, 2014, the
Commission denied the Plaintiff's Motion to Dismiss,. concluding that Section 5
vests the FTC with authority to address a private company's data security practices.
"as unfair ... acts or practices" if they are found to be so deficient that it "causes

2

At the May 7, 2014, Preliminary Injunction hearing, the FTC informed the. Court
that it was unaware whether the alleged identity thieves arrested in Sacramento
received documents containing PHI as a consequence of LabMD' s data security
failures.

3
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or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers. [that] is not reasonably
avoidable by consumers themselves and [the harm is] not outweighed by
countervailing benefits to consumers or competition." 15 U.S.C. § 45(n). The
Commission also found that the Administrative. Complaint sufficiently stated a
claim that the Plaintiff engaged in "unfair ... acts or practices" because of its
alleged failure to maintain adequate data security, and stressed that the "ultimate
decision on Lab MD' s liability will depend on the factual evidence to be adduced in
this administrative proceeding." Pl.'s. Ex. 3 at 18.
The. claims alleged in the Administrative Co.mplaint have been referred to an
administrative law judge ("ALJ") in the underlying adjudicatory proceeding. On
May 20, 2014, the ALJ will conduct an evidentiary hearing to determine whether
the Plaintiff's data security practices violated Section 5. After the ALJ issues an
initial decision, either party may appeal to the Commission for de novo review of
the ALJ's factual findings. and legal conclusions. 5 U.S.C. § 557(b). If the
Commission concludes that the Plaintiff engaged in "unfair ... acts or practices,"
and enters a cease and desist order, the Plaintiff has. a statutory right to "obtain a
review of such order in the. court of appeals." 15 U.S.C. § 45(c).
On November 14, 2013, the Plaintiff filed a complaint against the FTC in the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia, seeking to enjoin the
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enforcement action on the grounds that (1) the FTC abused its statutory authority
by regulating LabMD' s data security practices,. (2} the FTC's application of
Section 5 to LabMD's data security practices. violated the Due Process Clause, and
(3) the FTC brought the enforcement action to retaliate against LabMd's
President's public criticism of the agency. On December 23, 2013, the Plaintiff
filed in the Eleventh Circuit a Motion to Stay the administrative proceedings,
arguing that a stay was necessary to prevent irreparable. harm,. including on the
grounds that the FTC's application of Section 5 to LabMD' s data security practices
lacked statutory authority, and the FTC's actions were ultra vires and
unconstitutional. On February 18,. 2014, the. Eleventh Circuit, sua sponte,
dismissed the. Plaintiff's petition for lack of jurisdiction..
The Eleventh Circuit concluded that its authority, under§ 45(c), did not
extend beyond review of a final cease and desist order.. . The Eleventh Circuit,
however, "[did] not express or imply any opinion about whether a district court has
jurisdiction to hear [the plaintiff's] claims. or about the merits of those. claims."
On February 19, 2014, the Plaintiff voluntarily dismissed its complaint
pending before the United States District Court for the District of Columbia. A
month later, the Plaintiff filed a Verified Complaint ("Complaint") for Declaratory
and Injunctive relief in this Court. The Complaint alleges that (1) the FTC action

5
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is arbitrary and capricious. under the Administrative Procedures Act ("APA")
because the FTC does not have the statutory authority to regulate PHI under
Section 5; (2) the FTC action is an ultra vires act that exceeds its congressional and
constitutional authority; and (3) the FTC' s application of Section 5 to LabMD's
data security practices violates the requirements of fair notice, and the right to a
fair hearing in a fair tribunal under the Due Process Clause of the. United States
Constitution. The Complaint also alleges that the FTC violated LabMD's First
Amendment right to free speech by filing the Administrative Complaint. On
March 20,. 2014, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Preliminary Injunction to enjoin the
ongoing administrative. proceeding before the ALJ, and to enjoin the FTC from
asserting any further data security actions against LabMD.
At the core, LabMD' s claims in this matter are identical to those filed in the
United States District Court for the District of Columbia and the Eleventh Circuit.
LabMD alleges that Section 5 does not authorize an action for alleged security
breaches involving PHI that is not provided to LabMD by patients but by
physicians ordering laboratory tests for their patients. It claims. also that PHI is
regulated by the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPPA) and the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical
Health Act (HITECH) of 2009, which discredits that the FTC has the authority to
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regulate data security under Section 5. LabMD further alleges that the FTC has not
published any requirements. for the protection of patient information, and thus
LabMD is not on notice of what protections. the FTC now claims were required ..
LabMD claims. that the FTC brought its enforcement action against LabMD to.
retaliate against its President's. public criticism of the FTC, which were. published
through the press,. social media, and in a book entitled The Devil Inside the
Beltway: The Shocking Expose of the US Government's Surveillance and
Overreach into Cybersecurity, Medicine and Small Business. 3
On April 7, 2014, the FTC replied to LabMD's Motion for Preliminary
Injunction, and moved under Rule 12(b)(1) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
to dismiss. the. Complaint for lack of jurisdiction and moved under Rule 12(b)( 6) to
dismiss for failure to state a claim. On April 11, 2014, LabMD filed its Response.
in Opposition to the FTC's Motion to Dismiss. On April16, 2014,. the FTC replied
to LabMD' s Response to its Motion to Dismiss the Complaint.

3

At the May 7, 2014. hearing, Mr. Daugherty testified that FTC employees
accessed his blog 75 times shortly after he. criticized the. FTC for bringing an
enforcement action against LabMD. Preliminary Injunction Hr' g Tr., May 7,
2014, at 23: 9-20. Counsel for the FTC did not know why FTC personnel
repeatedly accessed Mr. Daugherty's blog shortly after the criticisms were
published, but surmised that a possible explanation for accessing the blog was that
FTC personnel wanted to ensure that Mr. Daugherty's free speech rights were not
impeded. ld. at 24-28.
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II.

DISCUSSION
A..

Legal Standard

1.

Motion to Dismiss

The law governing motions to dismiss pursuant to Rule 12(b)(6) is wellsettled. Dismissal of a complaint is appropriate "when, on the basis of a
dispositive. issue of law, no construction of the factual allegations will support the
cause of action." Marshall Cnty. Bd .. ofEduc. v.. Marshall Cnty. Gas Dist.,
992 F.2d 1171, 1174 (11th Cir. 1993).
In considering a motion to dismiss, the Court accepts the. plaintiff's
allegations as true and considers. the allegations in the complaint in the light most
favorable to the plaintiff. See Hishon v .. King & Spalding, 467 U.S. 69, 73 (1984);
Watts v.. Fla. Int'l Univ.,495 F.3d 1289, 1295 (11th Cir. 2007); see also Bryant v.
Avado Brands, Inc., 187 F.3d 1271, 1273 n.1 (11th Cir. 1999) ("At the motion to
dismiss. stage,. all well-pleaded facts are accepted as true,. and the reasonable
inferences therefrom are construed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff.").
The Court, however,.is not required to accept a plaintiff's legal conclusions .. See.
Sinaltrainal v. Coca-Cola Co., 578 F.3d 1252, 1260 (11th Cir. 2009) (citing
Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009)), abrogated on other grounds. by
Mohamad v. Palestinian Auth., 132 S. Ct. 1702 (2012). The Court also will not
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"accept as true a legal conclusion couched as a factual allegation." See Bell AtL
Corp .. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544,. 555. (2007) . . Ultimately,. the complaint is
required to contain "enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its
face." Twombly, 550 U.S. at 570.

4

To state a claim to relief that is plausible, the plaintiff must plead factual
content that "allows. the Court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant
is liable. for the misconduct alleged.'' Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678. "Plausibility"
requires. more than a "sheer possibility that a defendant has acted unlawfully," and
a co.mplaint that alleges facts that are "merely consistent with" liability "stops
short of the line between possibility and plausibility of 'entitlement to relief.'" ld ..
(citing Twombly, 550 U.S. at 557) . . "To survive a motion to dismiss, plaintiffs.
must do more than merely state legal conclusions;. they are required to allege some
specific factual bases for those conclusions or face dismissal of their claims."
Jackson v .. BellSouth Telecomms., 372 F.3d 1250, 1263 (11th Cir. 2004)
("[C]onclusory allegations, unwarranted deductions of facts or legal conclusions.
4

The Supreme Court explicitly rejected its earlier formulation for the Rule
12(b)(6) pleading standard:. "' [T]he accepted rule [isJthat a complaint should not
be dismissed for failure to state a claim unless. it appears. beyond doubt that the
plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his. claim which would entitle. him
to relief."' Twombly, 550 U.S. at 577 (quoting Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41,
45-46 (1957)). The Court decided that "this famous observation has earned its
retirement." ld. at 563.
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masquerading as facts will not prevent dismissal.") (citations ornitted).5
B.

Analysis

Under § 704 of the. APA, "[a]gency action made reviewable by statute and
final agency action for which there is no other adequate remedy in a court are
subject to judicial review." 5 U.S.C. § 704. "The requirement of a final agency
action has been considered jurisdictionaL If the agency action is not final, the.
court therefore cannot reach the. merits of the dispute." Nat' l Parks. Conservation
Ass'n v. Norton, 324 F.3d 1229, 1236 (11th Cir. 2003) (internal citations and
quotation marks omitted). An agency action is considered final when two
requirements. are met: (1) the action marks. the "consummation of the agency's
decisionmaking process"- it must not be of a tentative or interlocutory nature, and
(2) the. action must be one by which "rights. or obligations. have been determined"
or from which "legal consequences will flow." Bennett v. Spear,. 520 U.S. 154,.
177-78 (1994). A non-final agency action is one that "does not itself adversely
affect the. complainant but only affects his rights adversely on the contingency of

5

Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 8(a)(2) requires the plaintiff to state "a short and
plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief." Fed. R.
Civ .. P. 8(a)(2). In Twombly,. the Supreme. Court recognized the liberal minimal
standards imposed by Federal Rule 8(a)(2) but also acknowledged that "[f]actual
allegations. must be enough to raise a right to relief above. the speculative..
level ...." Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555.
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future administrative action." Rochester Tel. Corp. v. United States, 307 U.S. 125,.
130 (1939).
LabMD contends that the Commission's interlocutory decision to deny its
Motion to Dismiss the Administrative. Complaint is a final agency. action because
the Commission has concluded that Section 5 allows the FTC to regulate PHI
retained by medical service providers, and, that the FTC is authorized to impose.
obligations on those providers who maintain PHI even if it supplements the
requirements. of other federal statutes. LabMD also argues that the FTC has. treated
the Commission's Order as a final agency action because the FTC submitted the.
Order to the Eleventh Circuit and the. District Court of New Jersey as supplemental
legal authority, requesting those. courts to afford Chevron deference to the
Commission's interpretation of Section 5.
While the Eleventh Circuit has not directly addressed the issue,. those courts
that have universally hold that a direct attack on the agency's statutory or
constitutional authority to conduct an investigation or commence an enforcement
action does not allow a plaintiff to evade administrative review or avoid
administrative procedures. Aluminum Co. of America v. United States, 790 F.2d
938, 942 (D.C. Cir. 1986) (observing that a claim attacking an agency's assertion
of jurisdiction as beyond statutory authority does not make a difference to the.
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finality analysis because the purpose of finality is to prevent piecemeal
"consideration of rulings. that may fade into insignificance by the time the initial
decisionmaker disassociates. itself from the matter."); see also VeldHoen v .. United
States Coast Guard, T.A., 35 F.3d 222 (5th Cir. 1994); Dairymen, Inc. v.. FTC, 684
F.2d 376, 378-79 (6th Cir. 1982)..
The Commission's denial of LabMD's. Motion to Dismiss the
Administrative Complaint on the grounds that the FTC does not have the statutory
authority to regulate data security practices. under Section 5 is the type of Order
that "ha[s] long been considered nonfinal." DRG Funding Corp. v. Secretary of
HUD,. 76 F.3d 1212,. 1215 (D.C. Cir. 1996). The. Commission's Order is the.
equivalent of a district court's decision to deny a motion to dismiss,. "whichunlike a final order ending the. case-assures its continuation." Id .. LabMD' s
contention that the. Commission's interlocutory Order is a final agency action
because it concluded that the FTC has statutory authority to regulate PHI under
Section 5 has specifically been rejected by other courts ..
In American Airlines Inc. v. Herman, for example, the plaintiff argued that it
would be "futile for it to pursue the administrative process because the DOL
already has finally and definitively rejected each of [the] challenges to its statutory
and regulatory authority." 176 F.3d 283, 292 (5th Cir. 1999). The Fifth Circuit
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rejected the. plaintiff's argument, and held that "the requirement that the reviewable
order be. definitive in its impact on the rights of the parties. is something more than
a requirement that the order be unambiguous in legal effect. .It is a requirement
that the order have some substantial effect which cannot be altered by subsequent

administrative action.". ld .. (internal quotation marks and citations omitted)
(emphasis. in original). Because of the.possibility that the plaintiff could prevail on
the merits in the administrative proceeding, the. Fifth Circuit required the plaintiff
to submit to the. administrative proceeding. Id . ..
The Court concludes that it does not have jurisdiction over this action
because. even if it determines that the. Commission's. position on the. FTC's
authority to regulate PHI under Section 5 was definitive,. the. mere assertion of
jurisdiction does. not impose. or fix an obligation on LabMD from which "legal
consequences may flow." . Bennett, 520 U.S. at 177-78 .. The Commission's denial
of LabMD's Motion to Dismiss the Administrative. Complaint is not a final agency
action, and the FTC's. decision to submit the Commission's. Order to other courts.
as "supplemental authority" is a litigation tactic that does not render final a
Commission Order that is not. The possibility that LabMD may prevail on the
merits if the ALJ, or the Commission, concludes that it did not violate Section 5
will moot its judicial challenge and render it unnecessary for the. Court to intervene
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in an ongoing administrative proceeding. 6 American Airlines Inc., 176 F.3d at
292. See also FTC v. Standard Oil Co. of California, 449 U.S. 232, 242 (1980)
(observing that "judicial intervention into the. agency process denies the agency an
opportunity to correct its own mistakes and to apply its expertise," and that
"intervention also leads to piecemeal review which at the least is inefficient and
upon completion of the agency process might prove to have been unnecessary.")
(citations omitted).
LabMD alleges that the burdens. imposed by the FfC investigation and the
requirement to submit to an administrative proceeding crippled its day to day
business because. it had to effectively shut down its operations, lay off more than
two dozen employees, and cannot procure. medical malpractice. and property
insurance to remain a going concern. Even if the Court accepts these. allegations as
true, the. expense and burdens. associated with complying with an agency's
information requests. and submitting to an administrative. proceeding do not qualify
as legally recognized harms, and do not provide. a basis upon which to grant

6

The Court believes that the likelihood of a favorable jurisdictional or merits
outcome for LabMD is slight, but that belief cannot govern the legal issues
addressed in this Order. As the Court noted at the May 7, 2014 hearing, the
authority of the FTC to enlarge its regulatory activity in the data security area
presents an interesting and likely important jurisdictional issue that needs to be
resolved promptly.
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LabMD relief. Standard Oil Co. of California,.449 U.S. at 244 ("litigation
expense,. even substantial and unrecoupable cost, does not constitute irreparable
injury" because "the expense and annoyance of litigation is part of the social
burden of living under government.") (internal citations and quotation marks
omitted); see also Imperial Carpet Mills, Inc. v. Consumer Prod. Safety Comm'n,
634 F.2d 871, 874 (5th Cir. Unit B Jan. 1981)7 (holding that "the burden of
defending against the Complaint; the expense. of complying with the Commission's
anticipated final order;. the resulting bad publicity; and the potential for a
dangerous loss. of credit" do not justify intervention into administrative agency
action). 8

7

In Bonner v. City of Prichard, the Eleventh Circuit adopted as binding precedent
decisions of the Fifth Circuit handed down prior to October 1, 1981. 661. F.2d
1206, 1209-10 (11th Cir. 1981).

8

LabMD's claim that the FTC investigation had a crippling effect on its business is
questionable in light of Mr.. Daugherty's testimony at the Preliminary Injunction
hearing. In 2010, the FTC began its investigation into LabMD's. data security
practices. Four years later, in January, 2014, LabMD decided to no longer provide
cancer detection services, which is the. essence of its business operations.
Preliminary Injunction Hr'g Tr.,. at 6: 20-25 .. LabMD continued to operate. as a
going concern throughout the. FTC investigation until the end of 2013. In 2013,
LabMD retained 25 to 30 employees on its payroll,. and it continued to generate a
profit margin of approximately 25% until2013 when the company experienced a
loss of half a million dollars. Id. at 11 :. 1-25 . . The company "never had problems
getting insurance prior to 20 13." Id. at 12: 6-8. The. evidence. presented at the
Preliminary Injunction hearing demonstrates. that an insurer's decision to deny tail
risk coverage to LabMD on account of the FTC investigation and administrative.
15
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LabMD' s view that the Court can address and review its constitutional
claims based on the. Due Process Clause and the First Amendment regardless of
whether there is a final agency action under the APA is contrary to established
precedent. In Ticor Tile Ins. Co. v. FTC, the plaintiff mounted a facial challenge
to the constitutionality of Section 5, arguing that the FTC had definitively
concluded that the provision was constitutional,. and that the FTC's position
constituted final agency action reviewable. in a federal court before the
consummation of the administrative proceeding. 814 F.2d 731,. 738-743,746-749
(D.C. Cir. 1987). The D.C. Circuit affirmed the dismissal of plaintiff's complaint
because there was no final agency action, the plaintiff did not exhaust its remedies
in the administrative proceeding, and the case was not ripe for review . . Id .. at 732;
Id. at 748 (Williams, J.) (explaining that even if unconstitutional actions are
accepted as "heavier" than "those. of statutory illegality, the. constitutional
dimension of appellants' burden entails a concern that militates powerfully against

proceeding was not made. until January 13, 2014, which is a week after LabMD
had decided to discontinue its cancer detection services. See Pl.'s Ex. 15, attached
to Pl.'s Ex. List. At the Preliminary Injunction hearing, Mr. Daugherty, conceded
that the implementation of the Affordable Care Act, and its resulting effect on cost
containment and market consolidation negatively impacted LabMD's operations,
and "creat[ed] huge anxiety, destruction, consolidation in our customer base." Id.
at 52: 9-21. Mr.. Daugherty also conceded that LabMD's future "depend[ed] on
Obamacare, and other than that I don't know." Id. at 54: 1-4.
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immediate review: the fundamental rule of judicial restraint,. forbidding resolution
of constitutional questions before it is necessary to decide them.") (internal
citations and quotation marks omitted).
In the absence of final agency action~ LabMD' s alleged constitutional
injuries are not currently ripe for review. North Carolina State Bd. of Dental
Examiners v. FTC, 768 F. Supp. 2d 818, 824 (E.D.N.C 2011) (holding that in the
absence. of a final cease and desist order from the. Commission, plaintiff has failed
to show that its constitutional rights have been or are being violated); see also E. L
Dupont de Nemours and Co .. v .. FfC, 488 F .. Supp. 747,754 (D. Del. 1980)
(rejecting the plaintiff's claim that the FTC violated its First Amendment rights by
filing a complaint because the FTC did not direct the plaintiff to stop engaging in
speech, and there was no indication that significant costs or sanctions on the use of
protected expression would be imposed on the plaintiff to stifle its free speech as
the "only 'threat' that is involved in the administrative proceedings. is the threat
that a cease and desist order will be issued [and] ... no other sanctions or penalties
can be imposed . .. as the result of those proceedings.").
Finally, LabMD asserts that even if the. Commission's Order regarding its
jurisdiction does not constitute final agency action, the. Leedom exception applies,
allowing the Court to review LabMD's constitutional and ultra vires claims ...
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Under the Leedom exception,. federal courts typically lack jurisdiction to enjoin an
ongoing administrative. proceeding, Ewing v. Mytinger & Casselberry,. Inc., 339
U.S. 594, 598 (1950), unless the agency commits an "egregious error". that plainly
violates an unambiguous and mandatory provision of a federal statute, and the
aggrieved party has no adequate or meaningful opportunity to vindicate its rights.
Leedom. v. Kyne, 358 U.S. 184 (1958); American Airlines Inc., 176 F.3d at 29394. The Court concludes that the Leedom exception does not apply here. because
the FTC's. application of Section 5 to the data security practices of private
companies is not contrary to an unambiguous and mandatory provision of a federal
statute. In American Airlines Inc., the Fifth Circuit specifically held that the
Leedom exception does not apply to a "dispute over whether an agency charged
with a statute's implementation has interpreted it correctly." 176 F.3d at 293. That
is the crux of the Plaintiff's Complaint in this matter, but it is insufficient to invoke
the exception under Leedom. LabMD can obtain meaningful and adequate review
of its jurisdictional challenge in the Court of Appeals,. if that is necessary.

III.

CONCLUSION
According! y, for the. foregoing reasons,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss the

Complaint for lack of jurisdiction is GRANTED [13].
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IT IS. FURTHER ORDERED that the Plaintiff's Motion for Preliminary
Injunction is DENIED AS MOOT [2].

SO ORDERED this 12th day of May 2014.
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United States of America
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20580

Office of the Secretary

July 21,2014

The Honorable Darrell E. Issa
Chairman
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building

Washington, DC 20515-6143

Dear Chairman Issa:
Thank you for your letter dated July 18,2014, requesting certain documents. The
Commission is responding to your request as an official request of a Congressional Committee,
see Commission Rule 4.11 (b), 16 C.F.R § 4.11(b), and has authorized its staff to provide the

requested documents, along with associated information during discussions.
Most of the documents to be provided to the Committee in response to your request and
some of the infonnation that the Commission staff likely would discuss in follow-up
conversations are non-public and statutorily protected from public disclosure by the Federal
Trade Commission Act ("FTC Act"), 15 U.S.C. § 41 et seq. Some of the information may also
be exempt from mandatory disclosure under the Freedom oflnformation Act (" FOIA"), 5 U.S.C.
§ 552.

The responsive documents include highly sensitive personal information about tens of
thousands of individuals. Personally identifiable information about individuals is exempt from
mandatory public disclosure under Exemption 6 of the Freedom of Information Act, as the
disclosure of the information would reasonably be expected to constitute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy. See Department ofthe Air Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352, 372
(1976). ln accordance with Commission policies on protecting sensitive personally identifiable

information, this information will be encrypted in transit. The Commission requests that the
Committee maintain the confidentiality of this infonnation and take appropriate steps to
safeguard it.
Some of the documents provided and information that could be discussed would reveal
the existence of, and information concerning ongoing, nonpublic law enforcement investigations,
including identification of the targets of those investigations. Disclosure of this information
reasonably could be expected to interfere with law enforcement proceedings, and this
information therefore is protected from mandatory public disclosure by FOIA Exemption 7(A), 5
U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(A). See NLRB v. Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., 437 U.S. 214, 232 (1978);
Ehringhaus v. FTC, 525 F. Supp. 21, 24 (D.D.C. 1980).
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In addition, some of the responsive information and documents may be protected under
Section 6(f) of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 46(f), as confidential commercial or financial
information. The Commission is prohibited from disclosing such information publicly, and it
would be exempt from disclosure under FOIA Exemption 3, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3). Because
disclosure of this information is likely to result in substantial competitive harm to the submitters,
or is clearly not of a kind that submitters would customarily make available to the public, it also
would be exempt from disclosure under FOIA Exemption 4, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4). See Critical
Mass Energy Project v. NRC, 975 F.2d 871, 877-80 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (en bane), cert. denied, 507
U.S. 984 (1993) (exempt status accorded to information submitted voluntarily); Nat'/ Parks &
ConservationAss'n v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (exempt status accorded to
information submitted under compulsion).
Some of the documents provided and information that could be discussed were obtained
by compulsory process or provided voluntarily in lieu thereof in law enforcement investigations.
Such information is protected from public disclosure under Section 21(f) of the FTC Act, 15
U.S.C. § 57b~2(f). By virtue of that section, such information also is exempt from public
disclosure under FOIA Exemption 3(B), 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3)(B). See McDermott v. FTC,
1981~1 Trade Cas. (CCH) ~ 63,964 at 75,982~3 (D.D.C. April13, 1981); Dairymen, Inc. v. FTC,
1980-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) ~ 63,479 (D.D.C. July 9, 1980).
Finally, some of the information that could be discussed and documents to be provided
could include internal staff analyses and recommendations, which are pre-decisional, deliberative
information and materials exempt from mandatory public disclosure under FOIA Exemption 5, 5
U.S.C. § 552(b)(5). See NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132 (1975); Coastal States
Gas Corp. v. Dep't of Energy, 617 F.2d 854,866 (D.C. Ci.r. 1980). Some ofthis information
also may be protected from mandatory public disclosure under FOIA Exemption 5 as attorney
work product prepared in anticipation of litigation. See FTC v. Grolier, Inc., 462 U.S. 19, 28
(1983); Martin v. Office ofSpecial Counsel, Merit Systems Protection Bd., 819 F.2d 1181, 1187
(D.C. Cir. 1987).
Notwithstanding the protected status of most of the documents and other information that
could be discussed, the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 57b-2(d)(l)(A), and the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(d),
provide no authority to withhold such information from this Congressional Committee, and the
Commission has authorized staff to provide the documents to Committee staff, along with
associated information in any follow-up discussions. Because the confidential information

The Commission is required to notify any person who submitted information pursuant to
compulsory process in a law enforcement investigation, if the Commission receives a request
from a Congressional Committee or Subcommittee for that information. See Commission Rule
4.l l(b), 16 C.F.R. § 4.11(b). Staff will be providing any requisite notice.
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would not be available to the public under the FOIA or otherwise, and some of the documents
contain highly sensitive personally identifiable information, the Commission requests that the
Committee maintain its confidentiality, and take appropriate steps to safeguard the information.

.,g.~

By direction of the Commission. ~

DonaldS. Clark
Secretary
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Harrison,. Lisa M.
Monday, July 21, 2014 8:55. AM
White,. Christian. S.
FW: Letter from Chairman Issa
2014-07-18. DEI to Ramirez-FTC - spreadsheet request.pdf

You. already have. a copy of the Friday afternoon letter,. but I am resending.
-----Original Message----From:. Shonka, David C.
Sent:. Friday, July 18,. 2014 4:27 PM
To: Harrison, Lisa. M .
Subject: FW:. Letter from Cha irman lssa
FYI,. this. is the. lssa letter you don't have.
-----Original Message----From: Vandecar,. Kim
Sent: Friday, July 18,. 2014 2:07 PM
To: Wh ite, ChristianS.; Mithal, Maneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.; Schoshinski, Robert;
Rich, Jessica L.; Hippsley, Heather; Shonka, David C.
Cc:. Bumpus, Jeanne.
Subject: FW:. Letter from Chairman lssa
We. have. acknowledged receipt. Please. let me. know if this timetable. (Monday at 5:00) is. doable..

From: Barbian, Jennifer [mailto:Jenn ifer.Barblan@mail.house.gov]
Sent:. Friday, July 18,. 2014. 12:28 PM
To:. Simons,. Cia ud ia. A. ..
Cc: Grimm, Tyler <Tyler.Grimm@mail.house.gov>
Subject: Letter f rom Chairman lssa .

Claudia-

Attached please find a letter from Chairman lssa . . Please confirm receipt at your earliest convenience.

Please. feel free to. call with any questions.
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Thanks,
Jen

Jennifer Barbian
Senior Counsel
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
Rep. Darrell E. lssa, Chairman
(202) 225-5074
Jennifer. Barbla n@ mall .ho use.gov
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July 18,2014

The Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chairwoman
U.S. FederaJ Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Madam Chairwoman:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, lnc., a company the Federal Trade Commission relied upon as a source of information in
investigations and enforcement actions. The Committee has learned that the FTC received
information on nearly 100 companies from Tiversa, and initiated investigations or enforcement
actions against multiple companies after receiving the information. The Committee has received
serious allegations against Tiversa related to the ways that the company collected and used that
information. In the course of investigating those allegations, the Committee obtained documents
and testimony that show the compaois business practices cast doubt on the reliability of the
information that Tiversa supplied to the FTC. Given what the Co11lll1ittee has learned so far, I
have serious reservations about the FTC's reliance on Tiversa as a source of information used in
FTC enforcement actions. I am also concerned that the FTC appears to have acted on
information provided by Tiversa without verifying it in any meanjngful way.
From the information the Committee has gathered the relationship between the FTC and
Tiversa dates back to 2007. In JuJy 2007, Tiversa and the FTC testified before the Oversight and
Government Reform Committee about the dangers of peer-to-peer networks.' Following
Tiversa' s July 2007 testimony, the FTC had a number of conversations with Tiversa about the
risks of inadvertent sharing on peer-to-peer networks? According to documents obtained by the
Committee, after at least two telephone conversations between FTC and Tiversa employees,

1

H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Hearing on inadvertent File Sharing Over Peer-to-Peer Networks,
! lOth Cong. (July 24, 2007) (H. Rept. 11 0-39).
2
E-mail traffic indicates that representatives from the FTC and Tiversa held a conference call with an online
meeting component on October 26. E-mail from [FTC Employee I], Fed . Trade Comm'n, to Robert Boback, CEO,
Tiversa, Inc. (Oct. 22, 2007 2:23p.m.) ("We'll plan on speaking with you at 10:30 on Friday morning (10/26). I'll
check on our ability to do the call with web access to be able to view a presentation." E-mail from Robert Boback,
CEO, Tiversa, Inc., to [FTC Employee 1], Fed. Trade Comm'n (Oct. 22, 2007 3:25p.m.) (" I have scheduled our
demonstration for Friday at 10:30." ). Another phone conversation appears to have occurred on December 19, 2007.
E-mail from Roben Boback, CEO, Tiversa, Inc., to [FTC Employee l], Fed. Trade Comm'n (Dec. 11,2007 2:04
p.m.) ("2 pm on Wednesday (12/ 19) will work. Let' s plan for that time.'').
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Robe1t Boback, Tiversa's CEO, sent information to the FTC in December 2007. 3 It is unclear
what specific information Tiversa sent to the FTC at that time or how that infonnation was used.
In 2009, Tiversa and FTC again testified before the Oversight and Government Reform
Committee at another hearing on the risk of inadvertent sharing on peer-to-peer networks. 4 The
Committee has learned that around the same time as this hearing, the FTC contacted Tiversa and
asked for information about companies with large data breaches. 5 In order to receive the
information, the FTC issued a civil investigative demand to the Privacy Institute, an entity
Tiversa apparently created for the specific and sole purpose of providing information to the FTC.
Mr. Boback explained the relationship between Tiversa and the Privacy Institute during a
transcribed interview with the Committee. He testified that Tiversa lawyers set up the Privacy
Institute "to provide some separation from Tiversa from getting a civil investigative demand at
Tiversa, primarily. And, secondarily, it was going to be used as a nonprofit, potentially, but it
never did manifest. " 6
Through the Privacy Institute, Tiversa produced a spreadsheet to the FTC that contained
information on data breaches at a large number of companies. 7 Mr. Boback further testified that
Tiversa provided information on "roughly I 00 companjes" to the FTC. 8
In February 2010, the FTC announced that it notified "almost 100 organizations" that
personal information had been shared from the organizations' computer networks and was
available on peer-to-peer networks.9 The FTC also announced that it opened non-public
investigations concerning an undisclosed number of companies. 10 The timing of the Privacy
Institute's production of negative information on "roughly 100 companies" to the FTC, and the
FTC's subsequent announcement that it notified "almost 100 organizations" that they were under
FTC scrutiny, creates the appearance that the FTC relied substantially on the information that
Tiversa collected and provided.

That same month, Mr. Boback gave an interview to Computerworld about the FTC's
announcement. 11 He stated, "We were happy to see that the FTC [has] fmally started
recognizing that P2P [peer-to-peer] is a main source for criminals to gain access ~o consumer's
personally identifiable information for ID theft and fraud." 12 Mr. Boback also stated that 14 of
the companies the ·FTC contacted had already reached out to Tiversa for assistance, and that 12
3

E-mail from Robert Boback, CEO, Tiversa, Inc., to (FTC Employee 1], Fed. Trade Conun'n (Dec. 19, 2007 3:08
p.m.) ("Per our discussion ... see attached.").
H. Conun. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Hearing on Inadvertent File Sharing Over Peer-to-Peer Networks: How
it Endangers Citizens and Jeopardizes National Security, lllth Cong. (July 29, 2009) (I 11-25).
5
H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, CEO, Tiversa, Inc., at 169
(June 5, 20 14) [hereinafter Boback Tr.].
6
Boback Tr. at 42-43.
7
Boback Tr. at 169.
8
Boback Tr. at 171.
9
Fed. Trade Comm'n, Press Release, Widespread Data Breaches Uncovered by FTC Probe (Feb. 22, 2010).
10 Jd.
11
Jaikumar Vijayan, FTC seeks extensive informationfromfirms being investigated/or P2P breaches,
COMPUTERWORLD, Feb. 25,20 10,
http://www.computerworld .com/s/article/9 162560/FTC_seeks_ extensive_information_ from _ftrms_ being_investigat
ed _for_P2P_ breaches?taxonomy Id=84&pageNumber= I.
12 ]d.
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of those companies received civil investigative demands. 13 Because Tiversa was benefiting
commercially from the fact that the FTC was investigating the companies that Tiversa itself
referred to the FTC, it is critical for the Committee to understand the relationship between the
FTC and Tiversa, and whether Tiversa manipulated the FTC in order to enrich themselves.
In order to assist the Committee in its investigation, please provide the following
documents as soon as possible, but by no later than 5:00 p.m. on July 21, 2014:
1. All civil investigative demand letters the FTC sent to the Privacy Institute and Tiversa,
Inc.
2. AJl documents, including spreadsheets, produced by the Privacy Institute or Tiversa to
the FTC in response to any civil investigative demand letters sent by the FTC.
3. All letters or other notices sent by the FTC sent to "almost l 00 organizations" as
discussed in a February 22, 201 0, FTC press release.
4. All civil investigative demand letters the FTC sent as part of the investigations
announced in the February 22, 2010, FTC press release.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal investigative
committee of the U.S. House of Representatives. Pursuant to House Rule X, the Committee
has authority to investigate "any matter" at "any time." An attachment to this letter provides
additional information about responding to the Committee's request.
When producing documents to the Committee, please deliver production sets to the
Majority Staff in Room 2157 ofthe Rayburn House Office Building and the Minority Staff
in Room 2471 ofthe Rayburn House Office Building. The Committee prefers, if possible,
to receive al l documents in electronic format.
If you have any questions about this request, please contact Tyler Grimm or Jennifer
Barbian of the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074. Thank you for your prompt attention to this
matter.
Sincerely,

~~~
· ··~
···r· ~9<
Darrell Issa
Chairman

Enclosure
cc:

13

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member

!d.
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Responding to Committee Document Requests

1. Io complying with this request, you are required to produce all responsive documents that arc
in your possession, custody, or control, whether held by you or your past or present agents,
employees, and representatives acting on your behalf. You should also produce documents
that you have a legal right to obtain, that you have a right to copy or to which you have
access, as well as documents that you have placed in the temporary possession, custody, or
control of any tb..ird party. Requested records, documents, data or .information should not be
destroyed, modified, removed, transferred or otherwise made inaccessible to the Committee.

2. In the event that any entity, organization or individual denoted in this request has been, or is
also known by any other name than that herein denoted, the request shall be read also to
include that alternative identification.
3. The Committee's preference is to receive documents in electronic fo1m (j .e., CD, memory
stick, or thumb dtive) in lieu of paper productions.
4. Documents produced in electronic fmmat should also be organized, identified, and indexed
electronically.

5. Electronic document productions should be prepared according to the following standards:
(a) The production should consist of single page T agged Image Fi le ("TIF"), files
accompanied by a Concordance-format load fl.le, an Opticon reference file, and a .file
defm.ing the fields and character lengths of the load flle.
(b) Document numbers in the load file should match document Bates numbers and TJF file
names.
(c) If the production js completed through a series of multiple partial productions, field
names and fue order in all load ftles should match.
(d) All electronic documents produced to the Committee should .include the following fields
of metadara specific to each document;

BEGDOC, ENDDOC, TEXT, BEGATTACH, ENDATTACH,
PAGECOUNT,CUSTODIAN, RECORDTYPE, DATE, TIME, SENTDATE,
SENTrllvffi, BEG.INDATE, BEGINTIME, ENDDATE, ENDTIME, AUTHOR, FROM,
. l
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CC, TO, BCC, SUBJECT, TITLE, FILENANffi, FILEEXT, FILESIZE,
DATECREATED, TIMECREATED, DATELASTMOD, TIMELASTMOD,
INTMSGTD, INTMSGHEADER, NATlVELINK, INTFILPATH, EXCEPTION,
BEGATTACH.
6. Documents produced to the Committee should include an index describing the contents of
the production. To the extent more than one CD, hard drive, memory stick, thumb drive, box
or folder is produced, eacb CD, hard drive, memory stick, thumb drive, box or folder should
contain an index describing its contents.
7. Documents produced in response to this request shall be produced together with copies of ftle
labels, dividers or identifying markers with which they were associated when the request was
se1ved.
8. When you produce documents, you should identify the paragraph in the Committee's
schedule to which the documents respond .
9. It shall not be a basis for refusal to produce documents that any other person or entity also
possesses non-identical or identical copies of the same documents.

10. If any of the requested information js only reasonably available in machine-readable form
(such as on a computer server, hard drive, or computer backup tape), you should consult with
the Committee staff to determine the appropriate format in which to produce the information.
ll . If compliance with the request cannot be made in full by the specified return date,
compliance shall be made to the extent possible by that date. An explanation of why full
compliance is not possible shall be provided along with any partial production.
12. In the event that a document is withheld on the basis of privilege, provide a privilege Jog
containing the following information concerning any such document: (a) the privilege
asserted; (b) the type of document, (c) the general subject matter; (d) the date, author and
addre..c;see; and (e) the relationship of the author and addressee to each other.
13. If any document responsive to this request was, but no longer is, in your possession, custody,
or control, identify the docwnent (stating its date, author, subject and recipients) and explain
the circumstances under which the document ceased to be in your possession, custody, or
control.
14. If a date or other descriptive detail set forth in this request referring to a document is
inaccurate, but the actual date or o ther descriptive detail is known to you or is otherwise
apparent from the context ofthe request, you are required to produce all documents which
would be responsive as if the date or other descriptive detail were correct.

15. Unless otherwise specified, the time period covered by this request is from January 1, 2009
to the present.
16. This request is continuing in nature and applies to any newly-discovered information. Any
record, document, compilation of data or information, not produced because it has not been
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located or discovered by the return date, shall be produced immediately upon subsequent
location or discovezy.
17. All documents shall be Bates-stamped sequentially and produced sequentially.

18. Two sets of documents shall be delivered, one set to the Majority Staff and one set to the
Minority Staff. When documents are produced to the Committee, production sets shall be
delivered to the Majority Staff in Room 2157 of the Rayburn House Office Building and the
Minority Staff in Room 2471 of the Rayburn House Office Building.

19. Upon completion of the document production, you should submit a written certification,
signed by you or your counsel, stating that: (1) a diligent search has been completed of all
docwnents in your possession, custody, or control which reasonably could contain responsive
docwnents; and (2) all documents located during the search that are responsive have been
produced to the Cormnittee.
Schedule Definitions
1. The te1m "document" means any written, recorded, or graphic matter of any nature
whatsoever, regardless of how recorded, and whether original or copy, including, but not
limited to, the following: memoranda, reports, expense reports, books, manuals, instructions,
financial reports, working papers, records, notes, letters, notices, con.finnations, telegrams,
receipts, appraisals, pamphlets, magazines, newspapers, prospectuses, inter-office and intraoffice communications, electronic mail (e-mail), contracts, cables, notations of any type of
conversation, telephone call, meeting or other couummication, bulletins, pcinted matter,
computer printouts, teletypes, -invoices, transcripts, diaries, analyses, returns, summaries,
minutes, bills, accounts, estimates, projections, comparisons, messages, cotTespondence,
press releases, circulars, fmancial statements, reviews, opinions, offers, studies and
investigations, questionnaires and sUlveys, and work sheets (and a!J drafts, preliminary
versions, alterations, roodi:ficati.ons, revisions, changes, and amendments of any of the
foregoing, as well as any attachments or appendices thereto), and graphic or oral records or
representations of any kind (including without limitation, photographs, charts, graphs,
microfiche, microfilm, videotape, recordings and motion pictures), and electronic,
mechanical, and electric records or representations of any lcind (including, without lirWtation,
tapes, cassettes, disks, and recordings) and other written, printed, typed, or other graphic or
recorded matter of any kind or nature, however produced or reproduced, and whether
preserved in writing, film, tape, disk, videotape or otherwise. A document bearing any
notation not a part of the original text is to be considered a separate document. A draft or
non-identical copy is a separate document within the meaning of this term.
2. The term "communication" means each manner or means of disclosure or exchange of
information, regardless of means utilized, whetber oral, electronic, by document or
otherwise, and whether in a meeting, by telephone, facsimile, email (desktop or mobile
device), text message, instant message, MMS or SMS message, regular mail, telexes,
releases, or otherwise.
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3. The terms "and" and "or" shall be construed broadly and either conjunctively or disjunctively
to bting within the scope of this request any information which might otherwise be construed
to be outside its scope. The singular includes plural number, and vice versa. The masculine
includes the feminine and neuter genders.
4. The tenns "person" or "persons'' mean natural persons, firms, partnerships, associations,
corporations, subsidiaries, divisions, departments, joint ventures, proprietorships, syndicates,
or other legal, business or government entities, and aU subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions,
departments, branches, or other units thereof.
5. The tenn " identify," when used in a question about individuals, means to provide the
following information: (a) the individual's complete name and title; and (b) the individual's
business address and phone number.
6. The term "refening or relating," with respect to any given subject, means anything that
constitutes, contains, embodies, reflects, identifies, states, refers to, deals with or is pertinent
to that subj ect in any manner whatsoever.
7. The term "employee" means agent, borrowed employee, casual employee, consultant,
contractor, de facto employee, independent contractor, j oint adventurer, loaned employee,
part-time employee, pennanent employee, provisional employee, subcontractor, or any other
type of service provider.
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Monday, November 17, 2014 11:47 AM
White,. ChristianS.
VM: VanDruft Laura. Riposo (2999)
Voice_Message_Recording_Sl296941_001_gsm.wav
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Kelly, Andrea

Cc:

Harrison, Lisa. M.
Monday, July 21, 2014 8:54AM
Bumpus, Jeanne
White, Christian S.

Subject:

RE:

From:

Sent:
To:

Thanks, I have the. Friday afternoon letter. .
-----Original Message----From~ Bumpus, Jeanne
Sent:. Monday, July 21, 2014. 8:49. AM
To: Harrison, Lisa M.
Cc: White, Christian S.
Subject:

Attached. is the incoming letter from Chairman lssa. dated June 11. I have also. attached Dan's response. In addition, the
letter to the IG at http:/foversight.house.gov/wp-content /uploads/2014/06/2014-06-17-DEI-to-Tshibaka-FTC-IG-LabMDTiversa .pdf, and the letter we received Friday afternoon requesting documents, which I will forward separately, provide
additional. information about what Chairman lssa. may be. looking into .. Of course the title. of the hearing "The Federal.
Trade. Commission and its. section 5. Authority: Prosecutor, Judge, and Jury" also. indicates. the. scope of Chairman lssa's.
interests.
Jeanne.
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United States of America
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20580

Office ofthe Secretary

June 13, 2014

The Honorable Darrell lssa
Chairman
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6143

Dear Chairman Issa:
Thank you for your letter to Chairwoman .Ramirez dated .June 11, 2014 regarding
Tiversa, Inc. and information your Committee has obtained from that company. The Federal
Trade Commission stands ready to respond to any Committee requests. Because this matter
relates to ongoing administrative litigation in In the Matter ofLabMD, Inc., Docket No. 9357,
I am responding on behalf of the agency. Please ask your staffto contact Jeanne Bumpus, the
Director of our Office of Congressional Relations, at (202) 326-2195, if you or your staff have
any additional questions.

L
{e{;~.~t~

Sincerely,

O

/J
17

ald S. Clark
Secretary

cc:

The Honorablt: Elijah E. Cummings
Ranking Member

Committee on Oversight and Gover.nnent Reform
United States House of Representatives
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June 11, 2014

• Pi.OY

STAff'-t;'iiECI'OII

The Honorable Edith Ramirez

Chaitwoman
U.S. Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW

Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Madam Chairwoman:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Refonn is investigating the activities of
Tivcrsa,lnc., a company upon which the Federal Trade Commission (''FTC") relied as a source
of information in its enforcement action against LabMD, Inc. ' Information the Committee
recently obtained indicates that the testimony provided by company officials to federal
government entities may not have been truthful.
The Committee's ongoing investigation has sb.own that competing claims exist about the
culpability of those responsible for the dissemination of false information. It is clear at this
point. however, that the information provided to the FTC is incomplete and inaccurate. A
witness in the proceedings against LabMD, Inc. recently testif1ed to the Committee that he
provided incomplete or inaccurate information to the ·FTC regarding the origin of a "1718''
document. In a transcribed interview with Committee staff, Tiversa's ChiefEx.xutive Officer,
Robert Boback, testified that he received "incomplete information with regard to my testimony
of FTC and LabMD."2 He further stated that the "the original source of the disclosure was
incomplete."3 Mr. Bobat:k testified:

Q

How did you determine that jt was incomplete or that there was a
probbm with tbe spread analysis?

A

1 had .. . [Tiversa Employee A], perfonnO an analysis, again,
remember, data store versus the peer to peer. So the information in
the data store, [Tiversa Employee Bl perfonned another analysis to
say, what was the original source of the file from LabMD and what

1
Seeln re Labt-e:>, lnc., No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Comm'n Aug. 29, 2013), available at
ht.p://www.fu:.gov/sitesldefaulrlfilesldocumentslcases/2013/08/1308291abmdpart3.pdf.
l Transccibed Interview of Robert Boback, Transcript all29- 130 (June 5, 2014) [hereinafter Boback Tr.J.

1

/d.
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was the disclosure, a full analysis of it which then provided to me,
which expanded upon what [Tiversa Employee B) had told me
when I asked [Tiversa Employee B] prior to my testimony. And
the only reason why I asked [Tiversa Employee B) in the first
place was because [Tiversa Employee B] was the analyst on it at
the time when it was found, so I asked the analyst who was most
familiar with this. I didn't knoVv [fiversa Employee B] was going
to provide me with less than accurate information.

*. *
Q

So at the time that you were flrst made aware of the 1718
document in April, May of 2008, Tiversa employees had not
conducted the spread analysis?

A

No.

Q

And you did not know the original source of the }718 document?

A

I did not No.

• *.
Q

Did there come a point at which a Tiversa employee determined
who the original source of the 1718 document was?

A

W~ll,

th.:lt's - yes. A Tiversa employee told me who the original
source was ... just before I testified ... in the depoSition [in the
FTC LabMD case] in November of last year. And, subsequently,
we have done a new search and found that the origin was different
than what was provided to me ... .in November.

The Committee brings this matter to your attention becaus~ this information bears
directly on the ongoing proceeding against LabMD, Inc. The Committee is currently consider:ing
nex:t steps with regard to its own investigation, including the possibility of holding hearings,
agreeing to hear certain testimony in executive session, and, based on information provided, to
immunize certain future testimony pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 6005. The Committee may request
documents and access to relevant FTC witnesses. It is my expectation that you and your staff
will cooperate fully with any subsequent requests for docwnents or transcribed witness
ir.terviews.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversighl
committee of the House ofRcpresentatives and may at "any time" investi6ate "any matter" as set
forth in House Rule X.
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If you have any questions, please contact tile Committee staff at (202) 225-5074
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

_.. j!_~ely.

----

~~r.~~~
c·
...

cc:

..~·--

Darrell Issa
Chairman

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member

William A. Sbettnan II, Counsel, J.abMD, Inc.

Laura Riposo VanDru:ff, Complain Counsel, U.S. Federallrade Commission
William A. Burck, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mithal, Maneesha
Sunday, July 20, 2014 5:58 PM
Harrison, Lisa. M.; DeMartino, Laura;. Bumpus,. Jeanne; White, Christian. S.
Re: Consent for non-public

Laura w ill send me the model when she gets a chance, and I'll take it from there.
----- Original Message ----From: Harrison, Lisa M.
Sent: Sunday, July 20,2014 05:54PM
To: DeMartino,. Laura; Mithal, Maneesha; Bumpus,Jeanne; White, ChristianS.
Subject: Fw: Consent for non-public
l D)(:J)

----- Original Message----From: Bumpus, Jeanne
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 0 1:40PM
To: Harrison, Lisa M.; Rich, Jessica L.; Vandecar, Kim; Kaufman, Dan iel~ Mithal, Maneesha; Schoshinski, Robert;
DeMartino,. Laura;.White, ChristianS.; Liu,.Josephine
Subject: Re: Consent for non-public

-----Original Message----From: Harrison, Lisa M.
Sent:. Sunday, July 20, 2014 01:21PM
To:. Rich,. Jessica. L.; Vandecar,. Kim; Bumpus, Jeanne; Kaufman, Daniel;. Mithal, Maneesha; Schoshinski,. Robert;.
DeMartino,. Laura;. White,. ChristianS. ; Liu, Josephine
Subject: Re: Consent for non-public
(t>)(5)

----- Original Message ----From: Rich, Jessica L..
Sent: Sunday, July 20,2014 01:14PM
To: Vandecar, Kim; Bumpus,. Jeanne; Kaufman, Daniel; M ithal, Maneesha; Harrison, Lisa M.; Schlueter, Vanessa;
Schoshinski, Robert;. DeMartino, Laura
Subject: Re: Consent for non-public
Yes
Jessica L. Rich, Director
Bureau of Consumer Protection
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----- Original Message----From: Vandecar, Kim
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 01:09PM
To: Bumpus, Jeanne; Rich, Jessica L.; Kaufman, Daniel; Mithal, Maneesha; Harrison, Lisa M.; Schlueter, Vanessa;
Schoshinski, Robert; DeMartino, Laura
Subject: Re: Consent for non-public
Agree completely Jeanne
-----Original Message ----From: Bumpus, Jeanne
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 01:03 PM
To: Rich, Jessica L.; Vandecar, Kim; Kaufman, Dan iel; Mithal, Maneesha; Harrison, Lisa M .; Schlueter, Vanessa;
Schoshinski, Robert; DeMartino, Laura
Subject: Re: Consent for non-public
Looping in Laura.
-----Original Message ----From: Bumpus, Jeanne
Sent: Sunday, July 20, 2014 12:59 PM
To: Rich, Jessica L.; Vandecar, Kim; Kaufman, Dan iel; Mithal, Maneesha; Harrison, Lisa M .; Schlueter, Vanessa;
Schoshinski, Robert
Subject: Consent for non-public
Sorry for being out of the loop.l(b)(S)
b)(5)

(b)(S)

1What do. others think?

Jeanne

2
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Kelly, Andrea
Bumpus, Jeanne
Sunday, July 20, 2014 3:00 PM
Rich, Jessica L.; Harrison, Lisa M.; Vandecar, Kim; Kaufman, Daniel; Mithal, Maneesha;
Schoshinski, Robert; DeMartino, Laura; White, ChristianS.; Liu, Joseph ine
Re: Consent for non-public

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

r. ,

Jessica,

1 Je

(b)(5}

~----------------------------------------------------------------------~ ·

n
an e

----- Original Message ----From: Rich, Jessica L.
Sent: Sunday, July 20,2014 02:49PM
To: Bumpus, Jeanne; Harrison, Lisa. M.; Vandecar,. Kim;. Kaufman, Daniel; M ithal,. Maneesha; Schoshinski, Robert;
DeMartino, Laura;. White, ChristianS.; Liu,. Josephine.
Subject: Re: Consent for non-public
Jeanne.

(b)(5)

~~------------------------------------------------------------------~

Jessica L.. Rich, Director
Bureau. of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade. Commission
Duplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Clark, Donald S.
Saturday, July 19, 2014 7:47 PM
DeMartino, Laura; Harrison, Lisa M.
Hippsley, Heather; Rich, Jessica L.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha; Kaufman, Daniel;
Schoshinski, Robert; Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Va nessa; Liu, Josephine; White,
Christian S.; Shonka, David C.
RE: Letter from Chairman Issa
l(b)(5)

Laura and Lisa, (b)(S)
l<b)(S)
l please'-1:-e":""
t -m-e-:
. k-n-o-w"""i'l"'f-yo- u-. -ne_e_d":"'.a- n-yt
":"'h
:"""i_n_
g _e":"'
ls-e-."="T:ha- n-:k-s":"'
! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___.
Don
-----Original Message----From: Clark, Donald. S...
Sent:. Saturday, July 19,. 2014. 6:47 PM
To:. Rich, Jessica. L.; DeMartino, Laura; Harrison, Lisa. M.;. Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha; Kaufman, Daniel;
Schoshinski, Robert;. Hippsley, Heather
Cc:. Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine; White, ChristianS.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
This approach sounds fine~...<b_x_s)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
Don

----- Original Message----From: Rich,. Jessica L
Sent:. Saturday, July 19, 2014.03:22 PM
To:.DeMartino, Laura; Harrison, Lisa. M.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.;
Schoshinski,. Robert;. Hippsley, Heather
Cc:. Bumpus, Jeanne;. Schlueter,. Vanessa;. Liu,. Josephine; White,. ChristianS.; Shonka,. David C..
Subject: Re:. Letter. from Chairman lssa.
Thanks!.
Jessica L.. Rich,. Director
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade. Commission
----- Original Message -----.
From: DeMartino,. Laura
Sent: Saturday, July 19,. 2014.01:22 PM
To:. Harrison,. Lisa. M.;.Rich,.Jessica. L.;.Vandecar,. Kim;. Mithal, Maneesha;.Kaufman,. Daniel;. Clark,. DonaldS.; Schoshinski,.
Robert;.Hippsley, Heather.
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne;. Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu,. Josephine; White, ChristianS.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa

COA# 000098
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----- Original Message ----From: Harrison, Lisa M.
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 01:20PM
To: Rich, Jessica L.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha; DeMart ino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.; Schoshinski,
Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine; White, ChristianS.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
(b)(5)

(I am in Rl w ith no safe access, back in the office monday morning) .
-----Original Message ----From : Rich, Jessica L.
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 12:25 PM
To: Harrison, Lisa M .; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, M aneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.;
Schoshinski, Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine; White, Christian S.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
If someone has a sample, that would be great.
Jessica L. Rich, Director
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade. Commission
----- Original Message ----From: Harrison, Lisa M.
Sent: Saturday, July 19,. 2014 12:19 PM
To: Rich, Jessica.L.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha;. DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.; Schoshinski,
Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine; White, Christian S.;.Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
Depending on what you and heather think is feasible, a short request memo could be sent first thing monday morning
with vote requested by the end ofthe day.
----- Original Message----From: Rich, Jessica L.
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 12:16 PM
To: Harrison, Lisa M.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.;
Schoshinski, Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine; White, Christian S.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
Yes
Jessica L. Rich, Director
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade Commission
----- Original Message ----2
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From: Harrison, Lisa M.
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 12:09 PM
To: Vandecar, Kim; Rich, Jessica L.; Mithal, Maneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.; Schoshinski,
Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; liu, Josephine; White, Christian S.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
Is any of the material non public?
-----Original Message ----From: Vandecar, Kim
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 12:07 PM
To: Harrison, Lisa M.; Rich, Jessica L.; Mithal, Maneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.;
Schoshinski,. Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine; White, Christian S.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
My understanding is we are going to meet the deadline. But I don't think any of us considered that we would need a
vote.
-----Original Message ----From: Harrison, Lisa M .
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 12:04 PM
To: Rich, Jessica L.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.; Schoshinski,
Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine; White, ChristianS.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
That said, Josephine and I can work with Lau ra D. and others. on this (Vanessa is. out until thursday). As you know, we will
need commission approval to release any non public material.. Has. a decision been made. about the. deadline?
----- Original Message ----From: Harrison, Lisa. M.
Sent:. Saturday, July 19,. 2014 10:25 AM
To: Rich, Jessica. L.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha;. DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel;. Clark, DonaldS.; Schoshinski,.
Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne;. Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
l(b)(5)

----- Original Message ----From: Rich, Jessica L.
Sent: Saturday, July 19, 2014 10:05 AM
To: Harrison, Lisa M.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.;
Schoshinski, Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
But we have Vanessa and Josephine, right?
Jessica L. Rich,. Director
Bureau of Consumer Protection
3
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----- Original Message----From:. Harrison, Lisa M ..
Sent:. Saturday,July 19,. 2014.09:40 AM
To:.Vandecar,. Kim; Mithal, Maneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel; Clark,. DonaldS.; Schoshinski,. Robert;. Rich,.
Jessica L.;. Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne;. Schlueter,. Vanessa;. Liu,.Josephine.
Subject: Re:. Letter. from Chairman lssa
Just to clarify, this. is not the. matter Vanessa,.Josephine and I. have. been working on and we. don't need to. be on the.
emails ...
----- Original Message ----From :. Shonka, David C..
Sent:. Friday, July 18, 2014 02:42. PM
To:. Vandecar,. Kim; White,. ChristianS.; Mithal, Maneesha;. DeMartino,. Laura;. Kaufman, Daniel; Clark,. DonaldS.;
Schoshinski, Robert; Rich, Jessica L.; Hippsley, Heather
Cc:. Bumpus, Jeanne; Harrison, Lisa M .;. Schlueter,. Vanessa; Liu, Josephine
Subject: RE :. Letter from Chairman lssa.
I will. be. on travel next week, but please keep me. in the. loop on this ... !. will be. back in the office on Monday the. 28th ...
looping in Lisa, Vanessa,. and Josephine who have been working on this. for OGC..
Duplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Hippsley, Heather
Saturday, July 19, 2014 3:14PM
DeMartino, Laura; Harrison, Lisa M.; Rich, Jessica L.; Vandecar, Kim; Mithal, Maneesha;
Kaufman, Daniel; Clark, DonaldS.; Schoshinski, Robert
Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine; White, ChristianS.; Shonka, David

c.
Subject:

I can
!<b)(5)

Re: Letter from Chairman Issa

get it done on monday .. (b)(S)
!I can a ·~v-a_n_c_e"':"'to____
m o-rr__
o_w_,i~--.....,.-....,...,.--------r--.,....~......------...,..-'"'I"P"-.-,.--:--:"""1-:--'

know if there. is. anything else. I can do.. H
uup11cate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Harrison, Lisa M.
Saturday, July 19, 2014 1:36PM
DeMartino, Laura
Liu, Josephine; White, Christian 5.; Schlueter, Vanessa
Re: Letter from Chairman Issa

Thanks laura. Can you do a draft of the letter granting the non public and then I can take a look? Are we providing docs
that companies or others provided where we need to notify the submitter? I might have a sample of one of those.

IDuplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Harrison,. Lisa M.
Saturday, July 19, 2014. 12:07 PM
Nuechterlei n,. Jon
Shonka, David C.; White, Christian S.
Fw: Letter. from Chairman. Issa
2014-07-18 DEI to Ramirez-FTC - spreadsheet request.pdf

Jon.- FYI. Chairman. lssa is. request ing some. docs. regarding t iversa...

From:. Vandecar, Kim.
Sent:. Friday,J uly 18, 2014 04:08. PM
To:. Harrison, Lisa. M...
Subject: FW:. Letter from Chairman Issa..

From:. Simons,. Claudia A..
Sent:. Friday, J uly 18, 2014 1 :37. PM
To:. Vandecar, Ki m
Subject:. Fw:. Letter from Cha irman. Issa
Do you want me t o reply to her and cc you and let her know you are. handling?
From: Barblan,.J ennifer. [mailto: Ien nifer. Ba rblan@mail. house .govl .
Sent:. Friday,.july 18,. 2014 12:28. PM

To:. Simons,. Claudia A...
Cc:. Grimm, Tyler <Tyler.Grimm@mail.house.gov>
Subject: Letter from Chairman Issa..
Claudia Attached please find a letter from Chairman. Issa.. Please confirm receipt at your earliest convenience ..
Please. feel free to call with any questions.
Thanks,.
Jen

Jennifer Barbian
Senior Counsel.
Committee. on Oversight and. Government Reform
Rep. Darrell E. lssa, Chairman
(202) 225-5 07 4
!enn jfer.Barblan@mail.bouse.gov
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July 18,2014

The Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chairwoman
U.S. FederaJ Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Madam Chairwoman:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, lnc., a company the Federal Trade Commission relied upon as a source of information in
investigations and enforcement actions. The Committee has learned that the FTC received
information on nearly 100 companies from Tiversa, and initiated investigations or enforcement
actions against multiple companies after receiving the information. The Committee has received
serious allegations against Tiversa related to the ways that the company collected and used that
information. In the course of investigating those allegations, the Committee obtained documents
and testimony that show the compaois business practices cast doubt on the reliability of the
information that Tiversa supplied to the FTC. Given what the Co11lll1ittee has learned so far, I
have serious reservations about the FTC's reliance on Tiversa as a source of information used in
FTC enforcement actions. I am also concerned that the FTC appears to have acted on
information provided by Tiversa without verifying it in any meanjngful way.
From the information the Committee has gathered the relationship between the FTC and
Tiversa dates back to 2007. In JuJy 2007, Tiversa and the FTC testified before the Oversight and
Government Reform Committee about the dangers of peer-to-peer networks.' Following
Tiversa' s July 2007 testimony, the FTC had a number of conversations with Tiversa about the
risks of inadvertent sharing on peer-to-peer networks? According to documents obtained by the
Committee, after at least two telephone conversations between FTC and Tiversa employees,

1

H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Hearing on inadvertent File Sharing Over Peer-to-Peer Networks,
! lOth Cong. (July 24, 2007) (H. Rept. 11 0-39).
2
E-mail traffic indicates that representatives from the FTC and Tiversa held a conference call with an online
meeting component on October 26. E-mail from [FTC Employee I], Fed . Trade Comm'n, to Robert Boback, CEO,
Tiversa, Inc. (Oct. 22, 2007 2:23p.m.) ("We'll plan on speaking with you at 10:30 on Friday morning (10/26). I'll
check on our ability to do the call with web access to be able to view a presentation." E-mail from Robert Boback,
CEO, Tiversa, Inc., to [FTC Employee 1], Fed. Trade Comm'n (Oct. 22, 2007 3:25p.m.) (" I have scheduled our
demonstration for Friday at 10:30." ). Another phone conversation appears to have occurred on December 19, 2007.
E-mail from Roben Boback, CEO, Tiversa, Inc., to [FTC Employee l], Fed. Trade Comm'n (Dec. 11,2007 2:04
p.m.) ("2 pm on Wednesday (12/ 19) will work. Let' s plan for that time.'').
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Robe1t Boback, Tiversa's CEO, sent information to the FTC in December 2007. 3 It is unclear
what specific information Tiversa sent to the FTC at that time or how that infonnation was used.
In 2009, Tiversa and FTC again testified before the Oversight and Government Reform
Committee at another hearing on the risk of inadvertent sharing on peer-to-peer networks. 4 The
Committee has learned that around the same time as this hearing, the FTC contacted Tiversa and
asked for information about companies with large data breaches. 5 In order to receive the
information, the FTC issued a civil investigative demand to the Privacy Institute, an entity
Tiversa apparently created for the specific and sole purpose of providing information to the FTC.
Mr. Boback explained the relationship between Tiversa and the Privacy Institute during a
transcribed interview with the Committee. He testified that Tiversa lawyers set up the Privacy
Institute "to provide some separation from Tiversa from getting a civil investigative demand at
Tiversa, primarily. And, secondarily, it was going to be used as a nonprofit, potentially, but it
never did manifest. " 6
Through the Privacy Institute, Tiversa produced a spreadsheet to the FTC that contained
information on data breaches at a large number of companies. 7 Mr. Boback further testified that
Tiversa provided information on "roughly I 00 companjes" to the FTC. 8
In February 2010, the FTC announced that it notified "almost 100 organizations" that
personal information had been shared from the organizations' computer networks and was
available on peer-to-peer networks.9 The FTC also announced that it opened non-public
investigations concerning an undisclosed number of companies. 10 The timing of the Privacy
Institute's production of negative information on "roughly 100 companies" to the FTC, and the
FTC's subsequent announcement that it notified "almost 100 organizations" that they were under
FTC scrutiny, creates the appearance that the FTC relied substantially on the information that
Tiversa collected and provided.

That same month, Mr. Boback gave an interview to Computerworld about the FTC's
announcement. 11 He stated, "We were happy to see that the FTC [has] fmally started
recognizing that P2P [peer-to-peer] is a main source for criminals to gain access ~o consumer's
personally identifiable information for ID theft and fraud." 12 Mr. Boback also stated that 14 of
the companies the ·FTC contacted had already reached out to Tiversa for assistance, and that 12
3

E-mail from Robert Boback, CEO, Tiversa, Inc., to (FTC Employee 1], Fed. Trade Conun'n (Dec. 19, 2007 3:08
p.m.) ("Per our discussion ... see attached.").
H. Conun. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Hearing on Inadvertent File Sharing Over Peer-to-Peer Networks: How
it Endangers Citizens and Jeopardizes National Security, lllth Cong. (July 29, 2009) (I 11-25).
5
H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, CEO, Tiversa, Inc., at 169
(June 5, 20 14) [hereinafter Boback Tr.].
6
Boback Tr. at 42-43.
7
Boback Tr. at 169.
8
Boback Tr. at 171.
9
Fed. Trade Comm'n, Press Release, Widespread Data Breaches Uncovered by FTC Probe (Feb. 22, 2010).
10 Jd.
11
Jaikumar Vijayan, FTC seeks extensive informationfromfirms being investigated/or P2P breaches,
COMPUTERWORLD, Feb. 25,20 10,
http://www.computerworld .com/s/article/9 162560/FTC_seeks_ extensive_information_ from _ftrms_ being_investigat
ed _for_P2P_ breaches?taxonomy Id=84&pageNumber= I.
12 ]d.
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of those companies received civil investigative demands. 13 Because Tiversa was benefiting
commercially from the fact that the FTC was investigating the companies that Tiversa itself
referred to the FTC, it is critical for the Committee to understand the relationship between the
FTC and Tiversa, and whether Tiversa manipulated the FTC in order to enrich themselves.
In order to assist the Committee in its investigation, please provide the following
documents as soon as possible, but by no later than 5:00 p.m. on July 21, 2014:
1. All civil investigative demand letters the FTC sent to the Privacy Institute and Tiversa,
Inc.
2. AJl documents, including spreadsheets, produced by the Privacy Institute or Tiversa to
the FTC in response to any civil investigative demand letters sent by the FTC.
3. All letters or other notices sent by the FTC sent to "almost l 00 organizations" as
discussed in a February 22, 201 0, FTC press release.
4. All civil investigative demand letters the FTC sent as part of the investigations
announced in the February 22, 2010, FTC press release.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal investigative
committee of the U.S. House of Representatives. Pursuant to House Rule X, the Committee
has authority to investigate "any matter" at "any time." An attachment to this letter provides
additional information about responding to the Committee's request.
When producing documents to the Committee, please deliver production sets to the
Majority Staff in Room 2157 ofthe Rayburn House Office Building and the Minority Staff
in Room 2471 ofthe Rayburn House Office Building. The Committee prefers, if possible,
to receive al l documents in electronic format.
If you have any questions about this request, please contact Tyler Grimm or Jennifer
Barbian of the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074. Thank you for your prompt attention to this
matter.
Sincerely,

~~~
· ··~
···r· ~9<
Darrell Issa
Chairman

Enclosure
cc:

13

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member

!d.
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Responding to Committee Document Requests

1. Io complying with this request, you are required to produce all responsive documents that arc
in your possession, custody, or control, whether held by you or your past or present agents,
employees, and representatives acting on your behalf. You should also produce documents
that you have a legal right to obtain, that you have a right to copy or to which you have
access, as well as documents that you have placed in the temporary possession, custody, or
control of any tb..ird party. Requested records, documents, data or .information should not be
destroyed, modified, removed, transferred or otherwise made inaccessible to the Committee.

2. In the event that any entity, organization or individual denoted in this request has been, or is
also known by any other name than that herein denoted, the request shall be read also to
include that alternative identification.
3. The Committee's preference is to receive documents in electronic fo1m (j .e., CD, memory
stick, or thumb dtive) in lieu of paper productions.
4. Documents produced in electronic fmmat should also be organized, identified, and indexed
electronically.

5. Electronic document productions should be prepared according to the following standards:
(a) The production should consist of single page T agged Image Fi le ("TIF"), files
accompanied by a Concordance-format load fl.le, an Opticon reference file, and a .file
defm.ing the fields and character lengths of the load flle.
(b) Document numbers in the load file should match document Bates numbers and TJF file
names.
(c) If the production js completed through a series of multiple partial productions, field
names and fue order in all load ftles should match.
(d) All electronic documents produced to the Committee should .include the following fields
of metadara specific to each document;

BEGDOC, ENDDOC, TEXT, BEGATTACH, ENDATTACH,
PAGECOUNT,CUSTODIAN, RECORDTYPE, DATE, TIME, SENTDATE,
SENTrllvffi, BEG.INDATE, BEGINTIME, ENDDATE, ENDTIME, AUTHOR, FROM,
. l
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CC, TO, BCC, SUBJECT, TITLE, FILENANffi, FILEEXT, FILESIZE,
DATECREATED, TIMECREATED, DATELASTMOD, TIMELASTMOD,
INTMSGTD, INTMSGHEADER, NATlVELINK, INTFILPATH, EXCEPTION,
BEGATTACH.
6. Documents produced to the Committee should include an index describing the contents of
the production. To the extent more than one CD, hard drive, memory stick, thumb drive, box
or folder is produced, eacb CD, hard drive, memory stick, thumb drive, box or folder should
contain an index describing its contents.
7. Documents produced in response to this request shall be produced together with copies of ftle
labels, dividers or identifying markers with which they were associated when the request was
se1ved.
8. When you produce documents, you should identify the paragraph in the Committee's
schedule to which the documents respond .
9. It shall not be a basis for refusal to produce documents that any other person or entity also
possesses non-identical or identical copies of the same documents.

10. If any of the requested information js only reasonably available in machine-readable form
(such as on a computer server, hard drive, or computer backup tape), you should consult with
the Committee staff to determine the appropriate format in which to produce the information.
ll . If compliance with the request cannot be made in full by the specified return date,
compliance shall be made to the extent possible by that date. An explanation of why full
compliance is not possible shall be provided along with any partial production.
12. In the event that a document is withheld on the basis of privilege, provide a privilege Jog
containing the following information concerning any such document: (a) the privilege
asserted; (b) the type of document, (c) the general subject matter; (d) the date, author and
addre..c;see; and (e) the relationship of the author and addressee to each other.
13. If any document responsive to this request was, but no longer is, in your possession, custody,
or control, identify the docwnent (stating its date, author, subject and recipients) and explain
the circumstances under which the document ceased to be in your possession, custody, or
control.
14. If a date or other descriptive detail set forth in this request referring to a document is
inaccurate, but the actual date or o ther descriptive detail is known to you or is otherwise
apparent from the context ofthe request, you are required to produce all documents which
would be responsive as if the date or other descriptive detail were correct.

15. Unless otherwise specified, the time period covered by this request is from January 1, 2009
to the present.
16. This request is continuing in nature and applies to any newly-discovered information. Any
record, document, compilation of data or information, not produced because it has not been

2
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located or discovered by the return date, shall be produced immediately upon subsequent
location or discovezy.
17. All documents shall be Bates-stamped sequentially and produced sequentially.

18. Two sets of documents shall be delivered, one set to the Majority Staff and one set to the
Minority Staff. When documents are produced to the Committee, production sets shall be
delivered to the Majority Staff in Room 2157 of the Rayburn House Office Building and the
Minority Staff in Room 2471 of the Rayburn House Office Building.

19. Upon completion of the document production, you should submit a written certification,
signed by you or your counsel, stating that: (1) a diligent search has been completed of all
docwnents in your possession, custody, or control which reasonably could contain responsive
docwnents; and (2) all documents located during the search that are responsive have been
produced to the Cormnittee.
Schedule Definitions
1. The te1m "document" means any written, recorded, or graphic matter of any nature
whatsoever, regardless of how recorded, and whether original or copy, including, but not
limited to, the following: memoranda, reports, expense reports, books, manuals, instructions,
financial reports, working papers, records, notes, letters, notices, con.finnations, telegrams,
receipts, appraisals, pamphlets, magazines, newspapers, prospectuses, inter-office and intraoffice communications, electronic mail (e-mail), contracts, cables, notations of any type of
conversation, telephone call, meeting or other couummication, bulletins, pcinted matter,
computer printouts, teletypes, -invoices, transcripts, diaries, analyses, returns, summaries,
minutes, bills, accounts, estimates, projections, comparisons, messages, cotTespondence,
press releases, circulars, fmancial statements, reviews, opinions, offers, studies and
investigations, questionnaires and sUlveys, and work sheets (and a!J drafts, preliminary
versions, alterations, roodi:ficati.ons, revisions, changes, and amendments of any of the
foregoing, as well as any attachments or appendices thereto), and graphic or oral records or
representations of any kind (including without limitation, photographs, charts, graphs,
microfiche, microfilm, videotape, recordings and motion pictures), and electronic,
mechanical, and electric records or representations of any lcind (including, without lirWtation,
tapes, cassettes, disks, and recordings) and other written, printed, typed, or other graphic or
recorded matter of any kind or nature, however produced or reproduced, and whether
preserved in writing, film, tape, disk, videotape or otherwise. A document bearing any
notation not a part of the original text is to be considered a separate document. A draft or
non-identical copy is a separate document within the meaning of this term.
2. The term "communication" means each manner or means of disclosure or exchange of
information, regardless of means utilized, whetber oral, electronic, by document or
otherwise, and whether in a meeting, by telephone, facsimile, email (desktop or mobile
device), text message, instant message, MMS or SMS message, regular mail, telexes,
releases, or otherwise.

3
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3. The terms "and" and "or" shall be construed broadly and either conjunctively or disjunctively
to bting within the scope of this request any information which might otherwise be construed
to be outside its scope. The singular includes plural number, and vice versa. The masculine
includes the feminine and neuter genders.
4. The tenns "person" or "persons'' mean natural persons, firms, partnerships, associations,
corporations, subsidiaries, divisions, departments, joint ventures, proprietorships, syndicates,
or other legal, business or government entities, and aU subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions,
departments, branches, or other units thereof.
5. The tenn " identify," when used in a question about individuals, means to provide the
following information: (a) the individual's complete name and title; and (b) the individual's
business address and phone number.
6. The term "refening or relating," with respect to any given subject, means anything that
constitutes, contains, embodies, reflects, identifies, states, refers to, deals with or is pertinent
to that subj ect in any manner whatsoever.
7. The term "employee" means agent, borrowed employee, casual employee, consultant,
contractor, de facto employee, independent contractor, j oint adventurer, loaned employee,
part-time employee, pennanent employee, provisional employee, subcontractor, or any other
type of service provider.

4
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rich,. Jessica L
Saturday, July 19,. 2014. 10:34. AM
White, Christian S.; Harrison, Lisa M.
RE:. letter from Chairma n Issa

Great ...
Jessica L.. Rich, Director
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal. Trade. Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave ... NW
Washington, DC 20580
-----Original Message----From:. White,. ChristianS.
Sent:. Saturday, July 19,. 2014.10:33. AM
To:. Harrison,. Lisa M .; Rich,.Jessica L..
Subject:. Re:. Letter.from Chairman lssa.
Right, I'll. be. here. next week ...
----- Original Message----From:. Harrison,. Lisa M ..
Sent:. Saturday, July 19, 2014.10:31 AM
To:. Rich, Jessica L.
Cc: White, Christian. S.
Subject: Re:. Letter. from Cha irman lssa.
I believe chris. is. here next week.
----- Original Message ----From: Rich,. Jessica. L.
Sent: Saturday, July 19,. 2014.10:30 AM
To:. Harrison, Lisa M .;.Vandecar,. Kim;. Mit hal, Maneesha; DeMartino, Laura; Kaufman, Daniel;. Clark, DonaldS.;
Schoshinski, Robert; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Bumpus, Jeanne; Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephi ne
Subject: Re:. Letter.from Chairman lssa.
Is. chris. around. next week?.
Jessica L. Rich,. Director
Bureau of Consumer. Protection.
Federal. Trade. Commission
Duplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Shonka, David C.
Friday, July 18, 2014. 4:25 PM
Harrison, Lisa M .; White, Christian S.
Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine
RE: Letter from Chairma n lssa

Right-- sorry for the. confusion . I was. into much of a hurry and confused Iss a. matters ...
-----Original Message----From: Harrison, Usa M ..
Sent:. Friday, July 18,. 2014.3:39 PM
To:. Shonka, David C.; White, ChristianS.
Cc: Schlueter, Vanessa; Liu, Josephine
Subject: Re: Letter from Chairman lssa
(b)(5)

Duplicate

"-''-'H.
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Thursday, November 06, 2014 12:50 PM

White, Christian. 5.
thank you !

Laura Riposo VanDruff
Federal Trade Commission
Assistant Director, Division of Privacy and !de11tty Protec!ion
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., CC -8232
Washington. DC 20580
202.326.2999 (direct)
202.326.3393 (facsimile)
lvand ruff@ftc.gov
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mithal, Maneesha
Friday, June. 27, 2014 10:51 AM
White,. Christian S.

FW:Il0 Jt::>J

I

(b)(o)

From : Blodgett, Katrina Ane

Sent: Thursday. j une 26, 2014 2:35PM
To: Mithal, Maneesha
Subject: ._l<b_l<S_l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Maneesha-.
Attached please find a. memol(b)(5)
(0)(5)

Thank you,
Katrina

Katrina Blodgett
Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
Federal Trade. Commission
202-326-3158.
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Mithal, Maneesha
Monday, June 23, 2014 10:34 AM
White, Christian S.
VM: Mithal, Maneesha (2771)
Voice_Message_Recording_Sl194273_001_gsm.wav
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June 17,2014

Ms. Kelly Tshibaka
Acting Inspector (}eneral
Federal Trade Commission
Room CC-5206
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Ms. Tshibaka:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, Inc., a company that provided infmmation to Federal Trade Commission in an
enforcement action against LabMD, Inc. 1 In 2008, Tiversa allegedly discovered a document
containing the personal information of thousands of patients on a peer-to-peer network. 2 Tiversa
contacted LabMD in May 2008, explaining that it believed it had identified a data breach at the
company and offering "remediation" services through a professional services agreement. 3
LabMD did not accept Tiversa's offer because LabMD believed it had contained and resolved
the data breach. Tiversa, through an entity known as the Privacy Institute, later provided the
FTC with a document it created that included information about LabMD, among other
companies.4 Apparently, Tiversa provided information to the FTC about companies that refused
to buy its services. In the case ofLabMD, after Tiversa provided questionable information to the
FTC, the Commission sought an enforcement action against the company under its Section 5
authority related to deceptive and unfair trade practices. 5
In addition to concerns about the merits of the enforcement action with respect to the
FTC's j urisdiction, the Committee has substantial concerns about the reliability of the
information Tiversa provided to the FTC, the manner in which Tiversa provided the information,
and the relationship between the FTC and Tiversa. For instance, according to testimony by
1

See Complaint, In re LabtviD, Inc., No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Comm' n, Aug. 29, 2013), crvailable at
http://www .ftc.gov/sites/defau ltlfi les/documents/cases/20 13/08/ 130829labmdpart3. pdf.
2
Respondent LabMD, Inc.'s Answer and Defenses to Administrative Complaint, In re Lab MD, Inc., No. 9357 (Fed.
Trade Comm'n, Sept. 17, 2013), at 5.
3
Respondent LabMD, Inc.'s Motion to Dismiss Complaint with Prejudice and to Stay Administrative Proceedings,
in re LabM.D, Inc., No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Corrun'n, Nov. 12, 2013), at 5.
4
H. Corrun. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, ChiefExecutive Officer,
Tiversa, Inc., Transcript at 42 (June 5, 2014) [hereinafter Boback Tr.).
5
See generally 15 U .S.C. § 45.
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Tiversa CEO Robert Boback, the Committee has learned of allegations that Tiversa created the
Privacy Institute in conjunction with the FTC specifically so that Tiversa could provide
information regarding data breaches to the FTC in response to a civil investigative demand. The
Committee has also learned that Tiversa, or the Privacy Institute, may have manipulated
information to advance the FTC's investigation. If these allegations are true, such coordination
between Tiversa and the FTC would call into account the LabMD enforcement action, and other
FTC regulatory matters that relied on Tiversa supplied information.
Further, the Committee has received information from current and former Tiversa
employees indicating a lack of truthfulness in testimony Tiversa provided to federal government
entities. The Committee's investigation is ongoing, and competing claims exist about the
culpability of those responsible for the dissemination of false information. It is now clear,
however, that Tiversa provided incomplete and inaccurate information to the FTC. In a
transcribed interview with Oversight and Government Reform Committee staff, Mr. Boback
testified that he received "incomplete information with regard to my testimony of FTC and
LabMD."6 He stated that he now knows "[t]he original source of the disclosure was
incomplete."7 Mr. Boback testified:

Q

How did you determine that it was incomplete or that there was a problem with
the spread analysis?

A

I had ... [Tiversa Employee A] perform [] an analysis, again, remember, data
store versus the peer to peer. So the information in the data store, he performed
another analysis to say, what was the original source of the file from LabMD and
what was the disclosure, a full analysis of it which then provided to me, which
expanded upon what [Tiversa Employee B) had told me when I asked [Tiversa
Employee B]prior to my testimony. And the only reason why I asked [Tiversa
Employee B] in the first place was because [Tiversa Employee B] was the analyst
on it at the time when it was found, so I asked the analyst who was most familiar
with this. I didn't know [Tiversa Employee B] was going to provide me with less
than accurate information. 8

***

6

Q

So at the time that you were ftrs t made aware of the 1718 document in April, May
of2008, Tiversa employees had not conducted the spread analysis?

A

No.

Q

And you did not know the original source of the 1718 docun1ent?

Boback Tr. at 129.

7 ld,
8

Jd. at 129-130.
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A

I did not. No.

***
Q

Did there come a point at which a Tiversa employee determined who the original
source of the 1718 document was?
·

A

Well, that's -yes. A Tiversa employee told me who the original source was .. .
just before I testified ... in the deposition (in the FTC LabMD case] in November
of last year. And, subsequently, we have done a new search and found that the
origin was different than what was provided to me ... in November. 9

The possibility that inaccurate information played a role in the FTC's decision to initiate
enforcement actions against LabMD is a serious matter. The FTC's enforcement actions have
resulted in serious financial difficulties for the company. 10 Additionally, the alleged
collaboration between the FTC and Tiversa, a company which has now admitted that the
information it provided to federal government entities- including the FTC- may be inaccurate,
creates the appearance that the FTC aided a company whose business practices allegedly involve
disseminating false data about the nature of data security breaches. The Committee seeks to
understand the motivations underlying the relationship between Tiversa and the FTC.
The Committee is currently considering next steps, including the possibility of holdi ng
hearings, agreeing to take certain testimony in executive session, and, based on information
provided, to immunize certain future testimony pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 6005. Concurrent with
the Committee's investigative efforts, I request that you undertake a full review of the FTC's
relationship with Tiversa.
Specifically, I ask that your office examine the following issues:
1. FTC procedures for receiving information that it uses to bring enforcement actions
pursuant to its authority under Section 5, and whether FTC employees have
improperly influenced how the agency receives information.
2 . The role played by FTC employees, including, but not limited to, Alain Sheer and
Ruth Yodaiken, in the Commission's receipt of information from Tiversa, Inc.
through the Privacy Institute or any other entity, and whether the Privacy Institute or
Tiversa received any benefit for this arrangement.
3. The reasons for the FTC's issuance of a civil investigative demand to the Privacy
Institute instead of Tiversa, the custodian of the information.

9

/d. at 162-163.

10

Rachel Louise Ensign, FTC Cyber Case Has Nearly Put Us Out of Business, Firm Says, WALL ST. J., Jan. 28,
2014, http ://blogs. wsj ,com/riskandcomp liance/20 14/01128/ftc-cyber-case-has-nearly-put-us-out -of-business-firmsays/.
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The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee of the House of Representatives and may at "any time" investigate "any matter" as set
forth in House Rule X.
If you have any questions about this request, please contact Tyler Grimm or Jennifer
Barbian of the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074. Thank you for your prompt attention to this
matter.

Chairman

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member
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June 11 ,20 14

lAWRENCE J . BRADY
STAFF DIRECTOR

The Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chaitwoman
U.S. Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Madam ChaiiWoman:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, Inc., a company upon which the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") relied as a source
of information in its enforcement action against LabMD, Inc. 1 Information the Committee
recently obtained indicates that the testimony provided by company officials to federal
government enti6es may not have been truthful.
The Committee's ongoing investigation has shown that competing claims exist about the
culpability of those responsible for the dissemination of false information. It is clear at this
point, however, that the infonnation provided to the FTC is incomplete and inaccurate. A
witness in the proceedings against LabMD, Inc. recently testified to the Committee that he
provided incomplete or inaccurate information to the FTC regarding the origin of a " 1718"
document. In a transcribed interview with Committee staff, Tiversa's Chief Executive Officer,
Robert Boback, testified that he received "incomplete information with regard to my testimony
of FTC and LabMD."2 He further stated that the "the original source of the disclosure was
incomplete. " 3 Mr. Boback testified:

Q

How did you determine that it was incomplete or that there was a
problem with the spread analysis?

A

I had ... [Tiversa Employee A], perform[] an analysis, again,
remember, data store versus the peer to peer. So the information in
the data store, [Tiversa Employee B] performed another analysis to
say, what was the original source of the file from LabMD and what

1

See In re LabMD, [nc. , No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Comm'n Aug. 29,20 13), available at
http://www. ftc .gov/sites/defau lt/fi Jes/documents/cases/20 13/08/ J 308291abmdpart3 .pdf.
2
Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, T ranscript at 129-I 30 (June 5, 20 14) (hereinafter Boback Tr.].
3

ld.
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was the disclosure, a full analysis of it which then provided to me,
which expanded upon what [Tiversa Employee B] had told me
when I asked [Tiversa Employee B] prior to my testimony. And
the only reason why I asked [Tiversa Employee B] in the first
place was because lTiversa Employee B) was the analyst on it at
the time when it was found, so I asked the analyst who was most
familiar with this. I didn't know [Tiversa Employee B] was going
to provide me with less than accurate information.

***
Q

So at the time that you were first made aware of the 1718
document in April, May of 2008, Tiversa employees had not
conducted the spread analysis?

A

No.

Q

And you did not know the original source of the I 718 document?

A

I did not. No.

***
Q

Did there come a point at which a Tiversa employee determined
who the original source ofthe 1718 document was?

A

W~ll, that's- yes. A Tiversa employee told me who the original
source was ... just before I testified ... in the deposition [in the
FTC LabMD case] in November of last year. And, subsequently,
we have done a new search and found that the origin was differen t
than what was provided to me ... in November.

The Committee brings this matter to your attention because this information bears
directly on the ongoing proceeding against LabMD, Inc. The Committee is cun·ently considering
next steps with regard to its own investigation, including the possibility of hold ing hearings,
agreeing to hear certain testimony in executive session, and, based on information provided, to
inununize certain future testimony pursuant to I 8 U.S.C. § 6005. The Committee may request
documents and access to relevant FTC witnesses. It is my expectation that you and your staff
will cooperate fully with any subsequent requests for documents or transcribed witness
interviews.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee of the House of Representatives and may at "any time" investigate "any matter" as set
forth in House Rule X.
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If you have any questions, please contact the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

~~

>

Darrell I ssa
Chairman

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member
William A. Sherman II, Counsel, LabMD, Inc.
Laura Riposo VanDruff, Complain Counsel, U.S. Federal Trade Commission
William A. Burck, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Mithal,. Maneesha
Friday, June. 20,..2014. 8:54. AM
White,. Christian. S.
Sheer, Alain; VanDruff, Laura Riposo;. Yodaiken,. Ruth; Blodgett, Katrina. Ane;. Lincicum,
David; Cohen, Kristin; Cox, Megan; Mehm, Ryan; Brown, Jarad; Lassack, Maggie
names of people at meeting. yesterday

Hi Chris -I'm cc'ing the. people who attended the meeting yesterday, per your request. Please. keep us posted. Thanks!
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ramirez, Edit h
Friday, June. 20,. 2014 8:18. AM
Nuechterlein,. Jon; White, Christ ian. S.
RE:. LabMD

See you then. Thanks.

From: Nuechterlein, jon
Sent: Friday, j une 20, 2014 8:17AM
To: White, Christian S.; Ramirez, Edith

Subject: Re: LabMD
lam.

From : White, Christian S.

Sent: Friday, j une 20, 2014 07:17AM
To: Ramirez, Edith; Nuechterlein, jon

Subject: Re: LabMD.
10:00 would work if Jon is available.

From : Ram irez, Edith

Sent: Friday,.J une 20,. 2014 07:15.AM
To: Wh ite, Christian S.; Nuechterlein, jon

Subject: RE: LabMD.
Chris,.! forgot about t hat .. I. can. also. meet at l Oam. or 3pm .. Let me. know w hat works .. Tha nks..

From: White, Christian. S.
Sent: Friday,june 20, 2014 7:08AM
To: Ramirez, Edith; Nuechterlein, jon
Subject: Re: LabMD
I'm supposed to go withJeanne, Kim V, Maneesha,. Daniel K for a public briefing of Cong.Terry's staff at 11. Could we.
meet before that?. Or,. they could. certainly get along w/o me ...

From: Ram irez, Edith..
Sent:. Friday, j une 20, 2014 06:54AM
To:. Nuechterlein, j on; White, Christian. S..
Subject: LabMD
Jon. & Chris, are you available. to. meet w ith me at llam. today about this Hi ll. matter? . Please. let me. know... Thanks ..
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hippsley, Heather
Wednesday, June. 18,. 2014.12:07. PM
Bumpus, Jeanne; Ramirez, Edith; White,. ChristianS.
RE:. FTC IG has been asked to. look into Tiversa matter

Thanks Jeanne; Kelly gave. us a heads up and I asked her to double check with Chris when updating us. Thanks, H.

From:. Bumpus,j eanne
Sent:. Wednesday,.J une 18,. 2014. 11 :34 AM
To:. Ramirez, Edith;. Hippsley,. Heather;. White, Christian S.
Subject: FTC IG. has been asked to. look into Tiversa matter
Edith,
Please know that Kelly Tsh ibaka advised me that she received a letter last night from Chairman.lssa asking that the IG
look into the. Tiversa matter. She could not share the. contents of the letter but said it referred also to. FTC staff. She. will
seek to meet with Mr. l ssa's staff on the Oversight and Government Reform Committee ASAP and. will notify FTC staff of
her inquiry.
Jeanne..
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Kelly, Andrea
Tshibaka,. Kelly c.
Wednesday, June. 18, 2014 10:51 AM
W hite, Christian. S.
RE: Notice. of Request for. Investigation

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Can you please ca ll me on this when you have a chance?
Kelly Tshibaka
Acting Inspector. General
Federal. Trade Commission
202-326-3527

From :. Hippsley, Heather

Sent: Wednesday,J une 18, 2014. 10:49. AM
To:. Tshibaka, Kelly C.
Cc:. White,. Christian. S.

Subject:. RE: Notice. of Request for I nvestigation
Thank you for the. heads up; lssa sent a letter to the. Chairwoman which asked for our cooperation in any investigation
he conducted and Don Clark answered the letter on behalf of the. agency since. there is. a pending administrative
liti ation related to his concerns. (b)(5)
(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Thanks so much, Heather

From:. Tshibaka, Kelly C.

Sent: Wednesday, june 18, 2014 10:40.AM.
To: Hippsley, Heather

Subject:. Notice of Request for Investigation
Heather,

I. wanted to let you know that last night w e received a re_Quest f rom Chairman lssa to. investieate alleeations regarding_
Tiversa. and FTC emolovees'. involvement with Tiversa J Dit:>/
(b)(5)
b)(5)

~. 1

will keep you posted as this. progresses . .

~--------------------~

Kelly Tshibaka.
Acting Inspector General.
Federal Trade. Commission
202-326-3527
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Kelly, Andrea
Clark,. Donald S.
Monday, June 16, 2014. 2:50 PM
Burstein, Aaron; Davis,. Anna; Delaney,. Elizabeth A Delorme, Christine lee
Hippsley, Heather; Bumpus, Jeanne;. Vandecar, Kim; White, Christian. S.
Incoming Letter From Chairman Issa and Outgoing Response, Relating To In t he Matter
of labMD. Docket No. 9357
Issa061314.pdf

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Atta chments:

Everyone, I've attached a. letter from Chairman lssa which relates to the ongoing Part 3_pr oceeding in In the.
Matter of LabMD,.Inc.,. Docket No. 9357. j(b)(5l
(b)(5)

._<b~)(5_>_ _~~-------~-----~-~-~~~-:---------:---~---~l l've.

also. attached a response we sent to. Chairman lssa. on Friday, advising him that the. FTC stands. ready to. respond to. any
Committee requests ..
. . .. ... Please let me. know if you need any additional information; t hanks!

Don
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United States of America
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20580

Office of the Secretary

June 13,2014

The Honorable Darrell Issa
Chairman
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6143
Dear Chairman Issa:
Thank you for your letter to Chairwoman Ramirez dated June 11, 2014 regarding
Tiversa, Inc. and information your Committee has obtained from that company. The Federal
Trade Commission stands ready to respond to any Committee requests. Because this matter
relates to ongoing administrative litigation in In the Matter ofLabMD, Inc., Docket No. 9357,
I am responding on behalf of the agency. Please ask your staff to contact Jeanne Bumpus, the
Director of our Office of Congressional Relations, at (202) 326-2195, if you or your staff have
any additional questions.
Sincerely,

~if!~L-Secretary

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
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June 11, 2014

L11.WREN<:r J. SPADY
STA~F OtRECTO~

The Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chai1woman
U.S. Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Madam Chairwoman:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, Inc., a company upon which the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") relied as a source
of information in its enforcement action against LabMD, Inc.1 Information the Committee
re:::ently obtained indicates that the testimony provided by company officials to federal
government enti6es may not have been truthfuL
The Committee's ongoing investigation has shown that competing claims exist about the
culpability of those responsible for the dissemination of false information. It is clear at this
point, however, that the infonnation provided to the FTC is incomplete and inaccurate. A
witness in the proceedings against LabMD, Inc. recently testified to the Committee that he
provided incomplete or inaccurate information to the FTC regarding the origin of a "1718''
document. In a transcribed interview with Committee staff, Tiversa's ChiefExecutive Officer,
Robert Boback, testified that he received "incomplete information with regard to my testimony
of FTC and LabMD."2 He further stated that the "the original source of the disclosure was
incomplete. " 3 Mr. Boback testified:

Q

How did you determine that it was incomplete or that there was a
problem with the spread analysis?

A

I had .. . [Tiversa Employee A) , performO an analysis, again,
remember, data store versus the peer to peer. So the information in
the data store, [Tiversa Employee B] performed another analysis to
say, what was the original source of the file from LabMD and what

1

See In re Lab.tvfD, [nc. , No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Comm'n Aug. 29,20 13), available at
http://www. ftc. gov/s ites!defau It!fi Ies/documents/cases/20 13/0 8/ 13 0829labmdpart3. pdf.
2
Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, Transcript at 129- I 30 (June 5, 20 14) [hereinafter Boback Tr.].
l /d.
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was the disclosure, a full analysis of it which then provided to me,
which expanded upon what [Tiversa Employee B] had told me
when I asked [Tiversa Employee B] prior to my testimony. And
the only reason why I asked [Tiversa Employee B) in the first
place was because [Tiversa Employee B] was the analyst on it at
the time when it was found, so I asked the analyst who was most
familiar with this. I didn't know [Tiversa Employee B) was going
to provide me with less than accurate information.

***
Q

So at the time that you were first made aware of the 1718
document in April, May of 2008, Tiversa employees had not
conducted the spread analysis?

A

No.

Q

And you did not know the original source of the 1718 document?

A

I did not. No.

** *
Q

Did there come a point at which a Tiversa employee determined
who the original source of the 1718 document was?

A

Well, that's- yes. A Tiversa employee told me who the original
source was ... just before I testified ... in the deposition [in the
FTC LabMD case} in November of last year. And, subsequently,
we have done a new search and found that the origin was different
than what was provided to me ... in November.

The Committee brings this matter to your attention because this information bears
directly on the ongoing proceeding against LabMD, Inc. The Committee is cun·ently considering
next steps with regard to its own investigation, including the possibility of holding hearings,
agreeing to hear certain testimony in executive session, and, based on information provided, to
immunize certain future testimony pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 6005. The Committee may request
documents and access to relevant FTC witnesses. It is my expectation that you and your staff
will cooperate fully with any subsequent requests for documents or transcribed witness
interviews.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee of the House of Representatives and may at "any time" investigate "any matter" as set
forth in House Rule X.
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If you have any questions, please contact the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074.

TI:ank you fo:: your prompt attention to this matter.

>
Darrell Issa
Chairman

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member
William A. Sherman II, Counsel, LabMD, Inc.
Laura R.iposo VanDruff, Complain Counsel, U.S. Federal Trade Commission
William A. Burck, Quinn Emanuel Urquhatt & Sullivan LLP
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Bumpus, Jeanne
Monday, June 16, 2014 2:30. PM
Clark, Donald S.; Vandecar, Kim; White, Christian S.
RE: Draft Email Message Transmitting Letter From Chairman Issa and Response

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Looks good to me Don.

From: Clark, Donald

s.

Sent:. Monday,.june. 16, 2014 1:53PM
To:. Bumpus,.j eanne;. Vandecar,. Kim; White,. ChristianS.

Subject:. FW:. Draft Email. Message Transmitting Letter. From. Chairman

Issa and. Response.

. .. .... Jeanne,. those are good points! I've. tried to incorporate. them into.the proposed revised response below; (b)(S)

this looks. OK; thanks!.
. .. .... . Don
(b)(5)

From:. Bumpus,.j eanne.
Sent:. Monday,.june. 16, 2014 1:39PM
To:. Clark, Donald. 5.; Vandecar, Kim; White, ChristianS.
Subject: RE : Draft Email Message Transm itting Letter From. Chairman Issa. and. Response
Thanks. Don ..
(b)(5)

From: Clark, DonaldS.

Sent:

Monday, june 16,201412:40. PM

To:. Bumpus, j eanne; Vandecar, Kim; White, ChristianS.

Subject:

Draft Email. Message Transmitting Letter From Chairman I ssa. and Response
1
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Jeanne, Kim and Chris, here's my draft message to the Commissioner Offices; I'd be happy to make any changes you'd
like. Thanks!
Don
(b)(5)

From: Clark, Donald S..
Sent:. Monday, j une 16, 2014 12:16 PM
To:. Bumpus, j eanne

Cc: Vandecar,

Kim; Wh ite, ChristianS.
Subject: RE : Letter from Chairman Issa
Jeanne, thanks; I'll send around the complete package this afternoon; here's a copy of both the incoming letter and the
outgoing response, in case you don't have it.
Don

From:. Bumpus, j eanne
Sent: Monday,.j une 16, 2014 12:06 PM
To:. Clark, Donald S.

Cc:. Vandecar,

Kim; Wh ite, ChristianS.

Subject: Letter from Cha irman Issa
Don,
We have shared the letter dated June 11 from Chairman lssa with the Chairwoman and with Commissioner Ohlhausen's
office (who asked for it over the. weekend)Jb)(S)
(b)(5)

Jeanne...

2
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vandecar, Kim
Monday, June 16, 2014 12:58 PM
White, Christian S.; Clark, Donald S.; Bumpus, Jeanne
RE: Draft Email Message Transmitting Letter From Chairman Issa and Response

Me too.

From: White, Christian s.
Sent: Monday, june 16, 2014 12:58 PM.

To: Clark, Donald S.; Bumpus, j eanne; Vandecar,. Kim
Subject: RE: Draft Email Message. Transmitting. Letter. From. Chairman Issa and Response

Looks. ok t o me.
p uplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Davis, Anna
Sunday, June. 15, 2014.10:26. AM
Bumpus, Jeanne; White,. Christian S.
Re:. Letter. from Chairman Issa

Thank you!

From: Bumpus,j ea nne..
Sent: Saturday, J une 14, 2014 10:48 PM
To:. Davis, Anna

Subject:..Fw: Letter. from Chairman I ssa..
Anna,
Attached is the. letter from Chairman lssa.
Jeanne.

From: Oxford, Clinton P..
Sent:. Wednesday,.j une. 11,. 2014 05: 38. PM
To:. Bumpus,. j eanne;. Vandecar, Kim

Subject:. FW:. Letter from Chairman I ssa .

From:. Grimm,. Tyler. [mailto:Tyler.Grimm@mail.house.govl

Sent:. Wednesday,j une 11, 2014. 5:28. PM
To:. Oxford, Clinton. P..
Cc:. Skladany, J on; Pinto, Ashok; Marin, Mark
Subject: Letter from Cha irman lssa

Importance:. High
Clinton,
Attached please f ind a letter from Chairman.lssa t o Chairwoman Ram irez. Please confirm receipt of t his. letter . .
Tyler Grimm
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
Rep. Darrell lssa,. Chairman
(202) 225-5074
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bumpus,. Jeanne
Saturday, June. 14, 2014 10:43. PM
W hite,. Christian. S.
Re: Issa. letter

Thanks.

----- Original Message----From:. Whit e,. Christian 5.
Sent:. Saturday, June. l 4, 2014 07 :39. PM
To: Bumpus, Jeanne; Davis, Anna.
Subject: Re:. lssa letter.
l(b )(5)

----- Original Message----From:. Bumpus, Jeanne.
Sent:. Saturday, June. l 4, 2014 08 :09. AM
To:. Davis,. Anna;.White, ChristianS.
Subject: Re: lssa letter
Anna,.
(b)(5)

Jeanne.
----- Original Message -----.
From: Davis, Anna.
Sent:. Friday, June. 13, 2014 06:04. PM
To: Bumpus, Jeanne
Subject: lssa. letter
Jeanne,
Can you send. us a copy of the. Issa letter.on LabMD?.
Anna.
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Clark, Donald S.
Friday, June 13, 2014 3:47 PM
Hippsley, Heather;. White, Christian S.; Vandecar, Kim
Signed Copy of Letter To Chairman Issa
Issa061314.pdf

Heather,.thanks. for the. final version of the. letter t o Chairman lssa from Edith;. I've. attached a signed copy (along w ith a
copy of t he. incoming letter); OCR is delivering the original to. Chairman lssa.and. a copy. to. Ranking M ember Cummings
(thanks, Kim!). Please let me know if you need anything else, and everyone have. a great weekend!

..... . Don
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United States of America
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20580

Office of the Secretary

June 13,2014

The Honorable Darrell Issa
Chairman
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6143
Dear Chairman Issa:
Thank you for your letter to Chairwoman Ramirez dated June 11, 2014 regarding
Tiversa, Inc. and information your Committee has obtained from that company. The Federal
Trade Commission stands ready to respond to any Committee requests. Because this matter
relates to ongoing administrative litigation in In the Matter ofLabMD, Inc., Docket No. 9357,
I am responding on behalf of the agency. Please ask your staff to contact Jeanne Bumpus, the
Director of our Office of Congressional Relations, at (202) 326-2195, if you or your staff have
any additional questions.
Sincerely,

~if!~L-Secretary

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
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June 11, 2014

L11.WREN<:r J. SPADY
STA~F OtRECTO~

The Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chai1woman
U.S. Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Madam Chairwoman:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, Inc., a company upon which the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") relied as a source
of information in its enforcement action against LabMD, Inc.1 Information the Committee
re:::ently obtained indicates that the testimony provided by company officials to federal
government enti6es may not have been truthfuL
The Committee's ongoing investigation has shown that competing claims exist about the
culpability of those responsible for the dissemination of false information. It is clear at this
point, however, that the infonnation provided to the FTC is incomplete and inaccurate. A
witness in the proceedings against LabMD, Inc. recently testified to the Committee that he
provided incomplete or inaccurate information to the FTC regarding the origin of a "1718''
document. In a transcribed interview with Committee staff, Tiversa's ChiefExecutive Officer,
Robert Boback, testified that he received "incomplete information with regard to my testimony
of FTC and LabMD."2 He further stated that the "the original source of the disclosure was
incomplete. " 3 Mr. Boback testified:

Q

How did you determine that it was incomplete or that there was a
problem with the spread analysis?

A

I had .. . [Tiversa Employee A) , performO an analysis, again,
remember, data store versus the peer to peer. So the information in
the data store, [Tiversa Employee B] performed another analysis to
say, what was the original source of the file from LabMD and what

1

See In re Lab.tvfD, [nc. , No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Comm'n Aug. 29,20 13), available at
http://www. ftc. gov/s ites!defau It!fi Ies/documents/cases/20 13/0 8/ 13 0829labmdpart3. pdf.
2
Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, Transcript at 129- I 30 (June 5, 20 14) [hereinafter Boback Tr.].
l /d.
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was the disclosure, a full analysis of it which then provided to me,
which expanded upon what [Tiversa Employee B] had told me
when I asked [Tiversa Employee B] prior to my testimony. And
the only reason why I asked [Tiversa Employee B) in the first
place was because [Tiversa Employee B] was the analyst on it at
the time when it was found, so I asked the analyst who was most
familiar with this. I didn't know [Tiversa Employee B) was going
to provide me with less than accurate information.

***
Q

So at the time that you were first made aware of the 1718
document in April, May of 2008, Tiversa employees had not
conducted the spread analysis?

A

No.

Q

And you did not know the original source of the 1718 document?

A

I did not. No.

** *
Q

Did there come a point at which a Tiversa employee determined
who the original source of the 1718 document was?

A

Well, that's- yes. A Tiversa employee told me who the original
source was ... just before I testified ... in the deposition [in the
FTC LabMD case} in November of last year. And, subsequently,
we have done a new search and found that the origin was different
than what was provided to me ... in November.

The Committee brings this matter to your attention because this information bears
directly on the ongoing proceeding against LabMD, Inc. The Committee is cun·ently considering
next steps with regard to its own investigation, including the possibility of holding hearings,
agreeing to hear certain testimony in executive session, and, based on information provided, to
immunize certain future testimony pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 6005. The Committee may request
documents and access to relevant FTC witnesses. It is my expectation that you and your staff
will cooperate fully with any subsequent requests for documents or transcribed witness
interviews.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee of the House of Representatives and may at "any time" investigate "any matter" as set
forth in House Rule X.
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If you have any questions, please contact the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074.

TI:ank you fo:: your prompt attention to this matter.

>
Darrell Issa
Chairman

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member
William A. Sherman II, Counsel, LabMD, Inc.
Laura R.iposo VanDruff, Complain Counsel, U.S. Federal Trade Commission
William A. Burck, Quinn Emanuel Urquhatt & Sullivan LLP
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Clark, DonaldS.
Friday, June 13, 2014. 2:57 PM
Hippsley, Heather
White, Christian S.; Vandecar, Kim
RE: Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re Tiversa.docx

Heather, thanks; I just saw your message, as I was in a meeting; I'm signing the letter and taking it to OCR now.
Don

From: Hippsley, Heather
Sent: Friday,June 13, 2014 2:06PM
To:. Clark•. Donald 5.

Cc: White, Christian. 5.; Vandecar•. Kim
Subject: Letter.To. Chairman Issa. Acknowledging Receipt of Letter. Re. Tiversa.docx
Importance: High
Oops; use this. one. please. I created. a typo in the. last version I just sent .. Thanks,. h.
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Hippsley, Heather
Friday, June 13, 2014 2:05 PM
Clark, DonaldS.
Vandecar, Kim; White, Christian S.
Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re Tiversa.docx
Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re. Tiversa.docx

Don,. here. is. the. final with Edith's input . . Please. provide a copy back to. our office after you sign and send. Thanks!. H..
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sheer, Alain
Wednesday, November 05, 2014.3:07 PM
White,. Christian. S.
filed yesterday.
l(b)(5)

(b)(5)
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Clark,. DonaldS.
Thursday, Ju ne 12, 2014 11:26 PM
Vandecar, Kim; Hippsley,.Heather; White, Christian S.
Re: Letter To Chairman IssaAcknowledging Receipt of Letter. Re Tiversa

It looks good to me as well; thanks!
Don

From: Vandecar, Kim
Sent: Thursday, J une 12, 2014 09:43 PM.

To: Hippsley, Heather; Clark, DonaldS.; White, Christian S.
Subject:. Re: Letter. To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re. Tiversa .
Looks good to me.

From: Hippsley, Heather .
Sent:. Thursday, j une. 12, 2014 09:33PM

To:. Clark, Donald. S.; Vandecar, Kim; White, Christian.S. .
Subject: Letter To Chairman Issa. Acknowledging Receipt of Letter. Re Tiversa
Here's. what I'll. show Edith.tomorrow . Any last thoughts? H..
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Vandecar,. Kim
Thursday, June 12, 2014 9:31PM
White, Christian.S.; Hippsley, Heather;. Clark,.Donald S.
Bumpus, Jeanne
Re: Letter To Chairman lssa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re Tiversa.docx

I like that.
From: White, Christian S.
Sent: Thursday,.J une. 12, 2014 08:55 PM.
To:. Hippsley, Heather; Clark, Donald S.; Vandecar, Kim

Cc: Bumpus,j eanne .

Subject: Re: Letter To Chairman Issa. Acknowledging Receipt of Letter. Re. Tiversa.docx.
r )(5)

From: Hippsley, Heather

Sent: Thursday, june 12, 2014 08:52. PM.
To:. Clark, Donald S.; Vandecar,. Kim.
Cc: White, Christian S.; Bumpus, j eanne .
Subject: Re:. Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter. Re. Tiversa .docx.
Let me. read .. l can fix..Thanks h
From: Clark, Donald. S.

Sent: Thursday,.j une. 12, 2014 08:18 PM.
To:. Vandecar, Kim; Hippsley, Heather
Cc:. White, ChristianS.; Bumpus, jeanne
Subject: Re:. Letter To Chairman lssa. Acknowledging Receipt of Letter. Re. Tiversa.docx.
That's. a good point; Ll(b_><_s>_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.
Don

From: Vandecar,. Kim

Sent: Thursday, j une 12,. 2014 07:14PM
To:. Clark, DonaldS.; Hippsley, Heather
Cc:. White, Christian S.; Bumpus,.j eanne .
Subject: Re: Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re Tiversa.docx
Than ks. Don J<b)(S)

From:. Clark, Donald S.

Sent:. Thursday, j une. 12, 2014 06:44 PM
To:. Vandecar, Kim; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: Wh ite, Christian S.; Bumpus, j eanne .
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Subject: RE: Letter To Chairman I ssa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re Tiversa.docx
Kim t hnc;p ;:~rp Pnnrl nnint d (b)(5)
(b)(5)

I

Don

From: Vandecar, Kim
Sent: Thursday, J une 12, 2014 6:17PM
To: Clark, Donald 5.; Hippsley, Heather
Cc: White, Christian 5.; Bumpus, J eanne
Subject: RE: Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re Tiversa.docx.
(b)(5)

From: Clark,. Donald 5..
Sent:. Thursday,J une 12, 2014 6:02. PM.
To:. Hippsley, Heather.
Cc: White, Christian 5.; Vandecar, Kim; Bumpus, J eanne
Subject: RE: Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re Tiversa .docx
Heather, I've now incorporated Chris's comments; please let us know if you or Edith would. like any changes. Thanks!

Don

2
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Clark, Donald S.
Thursday, Ju ne 12, 2014 4:52 PM
White, ChristianS.
Hippsley, Heather; Bumpus, Jeanne; Vandecar, Kim
Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re Tiversa
Letter To Chairman Issa Acknowledging Receipt of Letter Re. Tiversa.docx

Chris, here's the current draft response to Chairman lssa; if it looks OK to you, Heather will forward it on to Edith for
review; thanks!

Don
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Kelly, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Nuechterlein, Jon
Thursday, Ju ne. 12, 2014 12:05 PM
Hippsley, Heather
W hite, Christian S.
FW: Letter from Chai rman Issa
2014-06-11 DEI to Ramirez-FTC - LabMD Tiversa.pdf

Importance:

High

Cc:

fyi

From: White, Christian s.
Sent: Wednesday, j une 11. 2014 6:32PM
To: Nuechterlein, j on

Cc:

Freedma n, Bruce

Subject: FW: Letter from Chairman Issa

Importance:

High

Should have copied you.
From: White, Christian S. .
Sent: Wednesday, June. 11, 2014 6:30 PM
To:. Ramirez, Edit h
Cc: Bumpus,.j eanne
Subject: FW:. Letter from Chairman Issa
Importance:. High
(b)(5)

From: Bumpus,.j eanne
Sent:. Wednesday, j une 11,. 2014 6: 13PM
To:. Wh ite, Christian S.

Subject: FW:. Letter from Chairman Issa

Importance:. High

COA # 000150
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Would
appreciate your advice on how to proceed .. Thanks Chris, .

Jeanne.

From: Oxford, Clinton P...
Sent:. Wednesday, J une 11,. 2014 5:39PM
To: Bumpus, J eanne; Vandecar, Kim

Subject: FW:. Letter from Chairman Issa
Importance:. High

From:. Grimm, Tyler. [mailto:Tyler.Grimm@mail. house.govl

Sent:. Wednesday, j une 11,. 2014. 5:28. PM
To:. Oxford, Clinton. P.

Cc: Skladany, J on; Pinto, Ashok;. Marin, Mark
Subject: Letter from Cha irman Issa
Importance:. High
Clinton,
Attached please find a. letter from Chairman.lssa.to. Chairwoman Ramirez .. Please confirm receipt of this. letter ...
Tyler Grimm.
House. Committee. on oversight and. Government Reform

Rep. Darrell. lssa,. Chairman
(202) 225-5074

2
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June 11 ,20 14

lAWRENCE J . BRADY
STAFF DIRECTOR

The Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chaitwoman
U.S. Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Madam ChaiiWoman:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, Inc., a company upon which the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") relied as a source
of information in its enforcement action against LabMD, Inc. 1 Information the Committee
recently obtained indicates that the testimony provided by company officials to federal
government enti6es may not have been truthful.
The Committee's ongoing investigation has shown that competing claims exist about the
culpability of those responsible for the dissemination of false information. It is clear at this
point, however, that the infonnation provided to the FTC is incomplete and inaccurate. A
witness in the proceedings against LabMD, Inc. recently testified to the Committee that he
provided incomplete or inaccurate information to the FTC regarding the origin of a " 1718"
document. In a transcribed interview with Committee staff, Tiversa's Chief Executive Officer,
Robert Boback, testified that he received "incomplete information with regard to my testimony
of FTC and LabMD."2 He further stated that the "the original source of the disclosure was
incomplete. " 3 Mr. Boback testified:

Q

How did you determine that it was incomplete or that there was a
problem with the spread analysis?

A

I had ... [Tiversa Employee A], perform[] an analysis, again,
remember, data store versus the peer to peer. So the information in
the data store, [Tiversa Employee B] performed another analysis to
say, what was the original source of the file from LabMD and what

1

See In re LabMD, [nc. , No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Comm'n Aug. 29,20 13), available at
http://www. ftc .gov/sites/defau lt/fi Jes/documents/cases/20 13/08/ J 308291abmdpart3 .pdf.
2
Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, T ranscript at 129-I 30 (June 5, 20 14) (hereinafter Boback Tr.].
3

ld.
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was the disclosure, a full analysis of it which then provided to me,
which expanded upon what [Tiversa Employee B] had told me
when I asked [Tiversa Employee B] prior to my testimony. And
the only reason why I asked [Tiversa Employee B] in the first
place was because lTiversa Employee B) was the analyst on it at
the time when it was found, so I asked the analyst who was most
familiar with this. I didn't know [Tiversa Employee B] was going
to provide me with less than accurate information.

***
Q

So at the time that you were first made aware of the 1718
document in April, May of 2008, Tiversa employees had not
conducted the spread analysis?

A

No.

Q

And you did not know the original source of the I 718 document?

A

I did not. No.

***
Q

Did there come a point at which a Tiversa employee determined
who the original source ofthe 1718 document was?

A

W~ll, that's- yes. A Tiversa employee told me who the original
source was ... just before I testified ... in the deposition [in the
FTC LabMD case] in November of last year. And, subsequently,
we have done a new search and found that the origin was differen t
than what was provided to me ... in November.

The Committee brings this matter to your attention because this information bears
directly on the ongoing proceeding against LabMD, Inc. The Committee is cun·ently considering
next steps with regard to its own investigation, including the possibility of hold ing hearings,
agreeing to hear certain testimony in executive session, and, based on information provided, to
inununize certain future testimony pursuant to I 8 U.S.C. § 6005. The Committee may request
documents and access to relevant FTC witnesses. It is my expectation that you and your staff
will cooperate fully with any subsequent requests for documents or transcribed witness
interviews.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee of the House of Representatives and may at "any time" investigate "any matter" as set
forth in House Rule X.
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If you have any questions, please contact the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074.
Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

~~

>

Darrell I ssa
Chairman

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member
William A. Sherman II, Counsel, LabMD, Inc.
Laura Riposo VanDruff, Complain Counsel, U.S. Federal Trade Commission
William A. Burck, Quinn Emanuel Urquhart & Sullivan LLP
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Ramirez, Edith
Wednesday, June. 11,. 2014 6:32 PM
White, ChristianS.
Bumpus, Jeanne
RE: Letter from Chairman lssa

Chris, thanks.
Duplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Bumpus,. Jeanne
Wednesday, June. 11,. 2014 5:42 PM
White,. ChristianS.
VM:. Bumpus, Jeanne. (2946)
Voice_Message_Recording_S1186659_00l_gsm.wav
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sheer,. Alain
Tuesday, June 10,. 2014 2:18. PM
White,. Christian. S.

RE:I(b)(5)

!Thanks. Alain

Thanks Chris

From: White, Christian s..
Sent: Tuesday,.J une. 10,. 2014. 2:17 PM.
To:. Sheer,. Ala.;;,in~~-----------------.
Subject: RE :I<bX5>
Thanks. Alain

I

From: Sheer.. Alain.
Sent:. Tuesday, June. 10, 2014. 2:15. PM.
To:. White•. Christian. S..
Subject: ...
l<b_><_
s>_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,IThanks. Alain ..
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Tuesday, June 10, 2014 11:01 AM
White, Christian. S.
Schoshinski, Robert

l(b){S)

As you discussed. with Bob1L.(b-)(_S_
) -------------'

Best,
Laura

Laura R1poso VanDruff
Federal Trade Commission
Division of Pr.vacy and ldentity Protection
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., NJ-8100
Washington, DC 20580.
202.326.2999 (direct)
202.326.3062 (facsimile)
lvandruff@ftc.gov
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Wednesday, November 05, 2014.10:46 AM

White, Christian. S.

Attachments:

(b)(5)
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Schoshinski, Robert
Monday, June 09, 2014 3:15 PM
White, Christian S.
VM: Schoshinski, Robert (3219)
Voice_Message_Recording_Sll84624_001_gsm.wav
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sheer, Alain
Monday, June 02,. 2014 9:21AM
White,. Christian.S.

RE:

Hi Ch ris . !(b)(S)
l(b)(5)

I

~-------------=======~~
From: White, Christian S. .

Alai n .

-------------------------------------

Sent:. Saturday, May 31, 2014. 1:58. PM
To:. Sheer, Alain
Subject:. Fw:
Fyi. .

From:. Hippsley,. Heather.
Sent: Friday,. May 30, 2014 10:37. PM
To:. Bumpus, j eanne; Cole, j ustin; White, ChristianS.
Subject:. Fw: .
Fyi. l(b)(5)
(b)(5),(b)(6)
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Schoshinski, Robert
Thursday, April 03, 2014 4:30 PM
White, Christian. 5.
FW: new brief from DOJ

LabMD PI Oppn4-2DOJ.docx

Chris:
(b)(5)

Than ks,
Bob. Schoshinski.
(b)(5)
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Tuesday, March 25, 2014 6:30 PM
White, Christian.S.
Schoshinski, Robert

Subject:
Attachments:

Good evening, Chris .
(b)(5)

Best regards,.
Laura
(b)(5)
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yodaiken, Ruth
Friday, March 14, 2014 2:18 PM
White, Christian.5.

RE: j<bJ(o)

Thanks,
Ruth

From: White, Christian 5.
Sent: Friday, March. 14, 2014 2:01 PM
To:. Yodaiken.. Ruth.

Subject: l(b)(S)
(b)(5)
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Tuesday, November 04, 2014 12:51 PM
White, ChristianS.

ca ll

Chris,
If you're up for a short conversation, will you please give me a call? I want to fill you in on a sma ll development.
Best,

Laura

Laura R1poso Vanoruff
Federal Trade Commission
Assistant Director, DiVISion of Privacy and ldentil:y Protection
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., CC-8232
Washington, DC 20580
202.326.2999 {direct)
202.326.3393 (facsimile)
lvandruff@ftc.gov
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Thursday, March.l3, 2014 4:59 PM
White, ChristianS.
VM: VanDruff. Laura. Riposo (2999)
Voice_Message_Recording_S1121540_001_gsm.wav
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sieradzki,. David L.
Monday, March 10, 2014 10:29 AM
Da ly, John F.; Hegedus, Mark S.; Nuechterlein, Jon; Freedman, Bruce; Shonka, David C.

Sent:
To:
Cc:

r Jitlbeo William E·White Christiao S

Subject:
Attachments:

David L. Sieradzki.
Attorney, Office of General Counsel

Federal. Trade. Commission
600. Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20580
. office: . 202.326-2092
. fax: .... 202.326.2477
From:. Daly, john F...
Sent:. Tuesday, February 04,. 2014.1:32. PM
To:. Hegedus, MarkS.; Nuechterlein,jon; Freedman, Bruce; Shonka, David. C.
Cc:. Sieradzki, David L.;. Cohen, Willia m E.;. White,. Christian. S.
Subject:. RE:. LabMD. motion for document subpoena. on FTC Commissioners.
(b)(5)

From:. Hegedus,. Mark S. .
Sent:. Tuesday, February 04,. 2014. 1 :23. PM
To:. Nuechterlein,jon; Freedman, Bruce;. Shonka, David. C.
Cc:. Sieradzki, David. L.;. Daly, John F.; Cohen, William. E..
Subject:. FW:. LabMD. motion for document subpoena. on FTC Commissioners.
Adding in Jon,. Bruce. and Dave ..

From:. Sieradzki,. David L.. .
Sent:. Tuesday, February 04, 2014. 1:14. PM
To:. Shonka, David C.; Da ly, j ohn F.; Cohen, William E.; Hegedus, MarkS.
Subject:. LabMD. motion for document subpoena on. FTC Comm issioners.
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ORIGiNAL
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

In the Matter of
LabMD, Inc.,
a corporation,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)

DOCKETNO. 9357

-------------------------------- )
ORDER DENYING RESPONDENT'S
MOTION FOR A RULE 3.36 SUBPOENA
On January 30, 2014, Respondent filed a Motion for a Rule 3.36 Subpoena to require the
production of documents that are in the possession, custody, or control of the FTC
Commissioners or the FTC's Office of Public Affairs ("Motion"). Complaint Counsel filed its
opposition on February 10, 2014 ("Opposition").
Having fully reviewed the Motion and the Opposition, and having considered all
arguments and contentions raised therein, the Motion is DENIED, as explained below.

I.

Introduction

The Complaint charges that Respondent, a lab that provides doctors with cancer detection
services, engaged in an unfair trade practice in violation of Section S(a) of the FTC Act by
failing to take reasonable and appropriate measures to prevent unauthorized access to consumers'
personal information. Complaint~~ 6-ll, 17-21, 23. Allegations of the Complaint relevant to
the Motion are:
1) one of LabMD's files containing confidential patient information ("the 171~ tile") was
accessible through a public peer-to-peer ("P2P") file sharing network; Complaint W1O(g), 1720;
2) 35 LabMD "Day Sheets," 1 containing confidential patient information, and a small
number of copied checks were found in the possession of individuals who subsequently pleaded
no contest to state charges of identity theft ("the Sacramento Incident"); Complaint ~ 21; and

1

As alleged in the Complaint, Day Sheets are spreadsheets of payments received from consumers, which may
include personal information such as consumer names, Social Security Numbers, and methods, amounts, and dates
ofpayments. Complaint,19.
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Yodaiken, Ruth
Tuesday, March 04, 2014 4:22 PM

Sent:
To:
Subject:

White, Christian S.

RE:I(b)(S)

Thanks,
Ruth

From : White, Christian S.

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:32 PM.
To:. VanDruff Laura Riooso; Yodaiken,. Ruth

Subject: l(b)(S)

I

(b)(5)
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

W hite, Christian S.
Monday, February 10, 2014 3:32 PM
Dalf r John F.; Hegedus, Mark S.; Shonka, David C.
RE: bX5)

(b)(5)

From: Daly,.john F..
Sent:. Monday,. February 10, 2014. 3:23. PM.
To:. Hegedus, Mark S.; Wh ite, ChristianS.; Shonka, David. C.
Subject:. Re :l(b)(5)
l(b)(5)

From:. Hegedus, MarkS . .
Sent:. Monday, February 10, 2014. 02:57 PM
To:. Daly,J ohn F.; White•. ChristianS.; Shonka, David C.
Subject: RE: I(b)(5)

Duplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Hegedus, MarkS.
Tuesday, February 04, 2014 1:56 PM
Sieradzki1 David L.; Daly, John F.; Nuechterlein, Jon; Freedman, Bruce; Shonka, David C.
cofen William E· White c hristian
R E: (b)(S)

s

From: Sieradzki, David L...

Sent: Tuesday/ February 04, 2014 1:49PM
To: Daly, John F.; Hegedus, MarkS.; Nuechterlein,j on; Freedman, Bruce; Shonka, David C.
Cc:. Cohen, William E.; White, Christian S.

Subject: RE: I(bJ(S)

I

(b)(5)

Duplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

W hite,. Christian S.
Tuesday, February 04, 2014.1:20 PM
Daly, John F.

RE:I(b)(5)

Tha nks..
From : Daly, john F..

Sent:. Tuesday,. February 04,. 2014. 1: 17 PM
To:. White, Christian. S.
Subject:. FW:. r::l<b~)(~
5 }---------------------.
I thought you should also see this,. in light of our discussion this morning ..

Duplicate
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Kelly, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:

W hite, Christian S.
Tuesday, February 04, 2014 12:21 PM
liu, Josep hine

Subject:
Attachments:

From: VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014. 11:18 AM

To:. White, Christian. S.
Cc:. Schosh inski,. Robert
Subject:.._l(b_><_5> _ _ _ _ _....J
Good morning,. Chris..

Best regards,
Laura

Laura Riposo VanDruff
Federal Trade Commission.
Division of Pnvacy and Identity Protection
600. Pennsylvania. Avenue, N.W., NJ -8100
Washington, DC 20580
202.326.2999 (direct)
202.326.3062 (facsrmile)
lvandruff@ftc.g ov
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

W hite, Christian S.
Monday, February 03, 2014 4:15 PM
Freedm an, Bruce

From: VanDruff,. Laura Riposo

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014. 11:18 AM
To:. White, Christian. S.
Cc:. Schosh inski. Robert
5
Subject:'-j<b_><_l_ _ _ _ _ ____.
Good morning,. Chris..

Best regards,
Laura

Laura. Riposo VanDruff
Federal Trade Commission
Division of Pnvacy and Identity Protection
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,. NJ -8100
Washington, DC 20580

202.326.2999 (direct)
202.326.3062 (facsrmile)
lvandruff@f tc .g ov
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Monday, November 03, 2014 5:07 PM
White, ChristianS.
RE: VM: VanDruff, Laura Riposo (2999)

Absolutely. Feel better, Chris.
-----Original Message----From: White, Christian S.
Sent: Monday, November 03,2014 4:58PM
To: VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Subject: Re: VM :. VanDruff, Laura. Riposo (2999)
I'm out sick. Can I call you tomorrow?
----- Original Message----From: VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Sent:. Monday, November 03, 2014 04:22 PM
To: White, Christian S.
Subject : VM: VanDruff, l aura Riposo (2999)
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Kelly, Andrea
Federal Trade Commission <subscribe@subscribe.ftc.gov>
Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:41 AM
White,. Christian.S.
Daily Clips. 01.29.14

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Fed era I Trade
Commission
Protecting

Am~uca's

~
~~:~
·~·J
Jl.

Consumers · ~~

January 29, 2014 (Wednesday)
COMPETITION
FTC Says Cephalon Put Ex-GCs Advice In Play .. Law360 1128. (pasted below)
FTC clears way for Kroger, Harris Teeter deal. Daily Press 1/28. (blog)
Smith seeks FfC review of propane. prices .. The Salem News. 1/28.
Life T echnologies. acquisition to. clear FTC this. week .. Dail v Deal l/28
Falling Gasoline Hurts. Exxon Plea for U.S. Crude. Exports .. Bloomberg l/28
Frozen Northeast Getting Gouged by Natural Gas Prices. Businessweek 1/28
C alifomia Gas. Prices Fall8. Ce nts. In L ast 2 Weeks .. AP (via CBS Local) 1/27.

CONSUMER PROTECTION
FTC Cyber Case. Has. Nearly Put Us. Out of Business, Firm Says. WSJ 1128. (pasted below)
LabMD Winding Down Opera tions,. Blaming FTC Suit.. Law360 l/28. (pasted below)
FTC rules. HIPAA not a barrier to security enforcement. Fierce. Health IT 1/28.
FTC Staff Expresses Support for a Shift in Bank Monitoring Rules .. LoanSafe 1/28.
Video:. FTC Says Nissan Frontier Commercial is. Misleading .. Auto. Evolution 11/29. (blog)
FTC's. 'Net Cetera' Advises Parents on How. to Talk. to. Their Kids . Yumanewsnow 1128.
Video:. $9.84. charge. a red flag. USAT 1/29.
Cybercrooks use stolen consumer data hour-to-hour. USAT 1/28
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DMA Prepping New Data Breach Protection Guidelines .. B roadcasting, & Cable. l/28.
3 Steps to Take After a Data Breach. Fox Business 1128
Personal Finance: Imp01tant lessons from the Target data breach. Chattanoo ga T imes Free
P ress 1/29.
Delamaide:. Financial watchdog digs in. USAT 1128
FTC Slaps Diaper Company for False Biodegradability Claims. Environmental Leader

1/27
OF. INTEREST.
Exclusive: Google close to settling EU antitrust investigation - sources. Reuters 1/29
No more Sunday ad supplements -- unless you subscribe . Market Place 1128.
Higher rates loom for some modified mortgages. USAT 1/29

COMPETITION LAW 360
FTC Says Cephalon PutEx-GC's. Advice In Play
By Melissa Lipman
Jan 28 2014
The Federal Trade Commission argued Monday in Pennsylvania federal court that
Cephalon Inc. had put the testimony of its former general counsel at issue in the antitrust
watchdog's pay-for-delay suit, saying the company should either be compelled to tum over
the materials or blocked from using them at trial.
The agency accused Cephalon of twisting the position the FTC took in a motion to compel
in order to skirt the real question at issue. in. the dispute ..
"Cephalon's opposition to the FTC's motion to compel is. little more than an effort to
ignore the elephant in the room," the agency said .. "The elephant here ... is Cephalon' s use
of the testimony of its former general counsel. "
The FTC, which sued Cephalon in 2008 alleging that the drugmaker paid off would-be
competitors to prevent generic versions of their narcolepsy drug Provigil fTom making it to
market, took issue in December with Cephalon's plans to use evidence. of its views. about
the. strength of the underlying parent as a key. part of its. defense to the FTC's case.
Cephalon had maintained that the merits of its underlying patent infringement case agai nst
several generic rivals were irrelevant to the antitrust case, but in November the company
for the first time argued that "'evidence about the perceived strength of the. patent at the
time of settlement' is both relevant and potentially 'critical' to a rule of reason analysis of
its. conduct," the FTC said in its original filing.
To that end , the company offered a statement from its fmmer general counsel in support of
its. bid to. keep the. FTC from successfully barring the company from making those kinds. of
arguments. at trial~ according to the. FTC filing ..
But Cephal on hit back at that request and similar motions to compel brought by the private
plaintiffs in mid-January, saying it had long "zealously guarded" its attorney client
2
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privilege. in the case.
"As this. court has. previously recognized in denying plaintiffs' essentially indistinguishable
prior privilege motions, the. fact that a party's state of mind may be relevant does. not mean
that legal advice is "at issue" and the privilege has. been waived," Cephalon wrote at the
time.
But the FTC maintains that Cephalon strategically quoted from its motion in order to
"fundamentally distort" what the. FTC actually said ..
"The. issue presented by the. FTC's. motion to compel is. whether, given the context and
circumstances,. Cephalon' s use of its attorney's. testimony as a material element of its.
defense against the. FTC's charges is an 'affirmative step' that has put the. advice. of
Cephalon's counsel at issue," the. FTC wrote.
While Cephlon's filing implied that the. testimony from its former general counsel relates
only to the private plaintiffs' case, the. FTC noted that Cephalon never said in its filing that
it would not use that same testimony to. defend itself in the FTC case.
A spokesman for the. FTC declined to comment on the. matter.
An attomey for Cephalon wasn't immediately available. for comment Tuesday.
Cephalon is. represented by James. C. Burling,. Peter A. Spaeth and Mark Ford of
WilmerHale. and John A.. Guernsey and Nancy J. Gellman of Conrad O'Brien PC.
The case is Federal Trade Commission v. Cephalon Inc., case number 2:08-cv-021 41,. in
the U.S. District Court for the. Eastern District of Pennsylvania..

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
FTC Cyber Case. Has. Nearly Put Us Out of Business, Firm Says
By Rachel Louise Ensign
Jan 28 2014
A firm battling the. Federal Trade Commission's authority to regulate. its. corporate
cybersecurity said it has stopped most of its operations because of costs tied to the agency's
case.
Medical testing laboratory LabMD Inc. stopped collecting new specimens. earlier this.
month, according to a letter to customers. filed in federal court as part of its. dispute with the
agency. The firm is also now "closed for phone calls. and Intemet access". though reports
and billing are still available, the letter said.
"This. action is in large. part due to the. conduct of the Federal Trade. Commission,".
President and Chief Executive Michael J. Daugherty wrote. in the. letter.. "The. FTC has
subjected LabMD to. years of debilitating investigation and litigation regarding an alleged
patient-information data-security vulnerability."
The privately held Atlanta firm has shmnk to three. employees. including Mr.. Daugherty
from a peak of about 40 in recent years, he said in an interview. It does not plan to file for
bankruptcy, he said.
A drop in reimbursements and marketplace changes. from the Affordable Care Act also
played a role. in LabMD's. recent cuts, he said.
The FTC filed a complaint against LabMD in August alleging that the. firm failed to.
reasonably protect data after an investigation that began in 2010. It alleged that information
3
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on more than 9,000 consumers was found on a fi le-sharing network and that LabMD
documents with "sensitive personal information" of at least 500 consumers. was. "found in
the hands of identity thieves."
The agency faulted the company for allegedly lax data-security practices and proposed an
order that would require the firm to implement information-security improvements and
send data-breach notices. to.customers.
But LabMD fought back, disputing the FTC's. authority and saying its data-security
practices are. covered by other laws, including the. Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act of 1996 or HIPAA, with which the firm said it was. in compliance.
"The goal in this case has always been to ensure that this sensiti ve information is
appropriately protected. FTC attorneys litigating. this matter will gather information about
the. reported changes to. LabMD's business operations and determine how best to. protect
the sensitive consumer daLa the company has collected," said Jessica L. Rich, director of
the FTC's bureau of consumer protection, in a statement to Risk & Compliance Journal.
The bureau is litigating part of the. case with LabMD ..
The dispute is. now playing out in an administrative law court .. Nonprofit group Cause of
Action in November also filed a lawsuit in Washington, D.C., federal court against the FTC
on behalf of LabMD.

Mr. Daugherty and Cause of Action have. alleged that the. FfC investigation of the alleged
data security problems has been onerous .. "Complying with the. FfC' s demands has cost
Lab MD hundreds of thousands of dollars as well as thousands of hours of management and
employee time," Cause of Action said. in a press release.
The FTC has tJ.ied to fill the gap left by a congressional stalemate. on cybersecurity
legislation,. which has.left the U.S. without a clear national data-security regulator. But it
can. be. difficult for. firms. to know what exactly they. need to.do to. comply. with to stay. on
the FTC 's. good side. "The agency has not issued detailed regulations to. help businesses.
understand what sort of cybersecurity requirements it expects," said Craig Newman,
managing partner at Richards Kibbe. & Orbe LLP and chief executive. of the
Freedom2Connect Foundation, a nonprofit organization that opposes [ntcmet censorship.
Wyndham Worldwide Corp. has also challenged the FTC's. authority to regulate.
cybersecurity. The hotelier is. in an ongoing legal battle with the regulator, which has
faulted it for a data breach.

COMPETITION. LAW 360
LabMD Winding Down Operations, Blaming FTC Suit
By Allison Grande
Jan 28.2014
Citing the "debilitating effects" of its. closely watched challenge to the Federal Trade
Commission's. authority to. regulate private companies' data security practices,. medical
testing laboratory Lab MD Inc. said Tuesday that it has.decided. to wind down its
operations.
4
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LabMD president and CEO Michael J. Daugherty said in a statement that operations.at the
Atlanta-based medical facility have basically ground to a halt and that although the
company would "continue to meet the needs of its cun·ent clients," it has elected to stop
accepting new specimens for analysis.
The company attributed the move to its lengthy battle with the FTC, which after four years
of investigation brought an administrative. action in August alleging that LabMD had
failed to implement reasonable and appropriate. measures to. prevent unauthorized access. to
consumers' personal data stored on its. computer systems.
"LabMD's wind down is largely due to. the FfC's abuse of power," the company said
Tuesday . "Absent any established or uniform data security standards; absent Congressional
approval to regulate data security practices;. absent a consumer victim from any alleged
LabMD security breach; all without alleging that LabMD violated HIPAA privacy
regulations, the FfC has spent untold taxpayer dollars investigating LabMD, destroying
jobs and usurping power over patient information from the. U.S . Department of Health and
Human Services."
The assertions echo those LabMD has made. during the course of its aggressive. defense to
the. FTC's accusations, an effort that marks only. the second time,. behind a similar challenge
currently being mounted by Wyndham Worldwide. Corp.,. that a company has chosen to.
push back at the commission's authority tO regulate the security of consumer information as
an "unfair" practice. under SectionS of the FTC Act.
In both its response to the administrative complaint as well as in separate requests filed
with the District of Columbia and the Eleventh Circuit to shut down the administrative
proceedings, LabMD has argued that Section 5. of the FTC Act doesn't give the
commission authority to regulate. how a business protects consumer information, and that
even if it did, the Health Insurance. Portability and Accountability Act would trump it,.
because the information at stake is sensitive medical information.
FTC has countered that neither HIPAA nor the Health Information Technology for
Economic and Clinical Health Act provides. HHS with the. exclusive authority over the
security of consumers' sensitive personal information. Rather, the statutory framework
provides the FTC and HHS with "concurrent and complementary.jurisdiction" to protect
consumers' sensitive health information, the agency contends.
Following the voluntary recusal of Commjssioner Julie Brill, the remaining three
commissioners dealt a blow to LabMD on Jan. 16, when they refused to dismiss the
administrative complaint in a ruling that reiterated the. commission's position that the FTC
Act allowed it to regulate data security practices. and bring enforcement actions targeting
them.
The FTC did not immediately respond to a request for comment on LabMD's.
announcement Tuesday, and Daugherty was not available to provide further details on the
wind down.
However, the. company did attach a letter. as an exhibit to a Jan. 16 filling. with the. Eleventh
Circuit that shed more light on the matter.
5
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In the letter to physkians, administrators,. ourses and support staff, which was dated Jan. 6,
Daugherty wrote that Jan. 11 would be the last day that LabMD would accept new
specimens,.and that the. company would be closed for phone calls and Internet access. after
Jan. 15.
However, he added that "even during this closure, patient care is.still priority number one
with LabMD," and that all reports. and. second opinion requests would be available for the
remainder of 2014. through fax and that billing operations would also continue. through the
end of the year.
The letter also reiterated the company's view on the. importance of its fight with the FfC.
saying that the action is "a very big deal that may result in another regulator, without
expertise. or clear standards, standing over your shoulder with the power to destroy your
practice or your company."
Craig. Newman, a managing partner of Richards. Kibbe & Orbe LLP who is, not connected
with the. case, told Law360 on Tuesday that companies should keep a careful eye on how
the dispute continues. to unfold, noting that it provides a "cautionary tale" to companies
deciding whether they want to invest the. time and money to challenge regulatory
determinations..
"For the time being, the FTC has taken the. position that it. is regulating data protection,. and
there's. not a court that has said anything to. the contrary," he said .. "So. unless businesses.
want to line up with Wyndham and.LabMD, they will have to deal with the uncertainty of
the FTC's regulations until the cases are resolved, which will likely take years."
Lab MD is represented by Reed Rubinstein and William Sherman II of Dinsmore & Shohl
LLP and Michael D. Pepson of Cause of Action.
The case is. Jn the. Matter of LabMD Inc., docket number 9357,. before the Federal Trade
Commission.

Note: The Office of Public Affairs compiles the FTC's Daily Clips. An archive of
previous versions of Dailv Clips is available in PDF format on the intranet.
Daily Clips are an internal FTC document. You must subscribe to Clips from an
@FTC.gov email address, and you may not distribute them outside the FTC . .
You can unsubscribe or manage your preferences at any time by clicking the links
at the bottom of this email.
If you have questions or concerns about your subscription or Daily Clips, you can
contact OPA at opa@ftc.gov or ca/1202-326-2180..

SUBSCRIBER

SERVICES ~ .

Manage Preferences. I Unsubscribe.. 1 Help

This is a free service provided by the Federal. Trade Commission.
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UNlTED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

)

In the Matter of
LabMD, Inc.,
a corporation.

)
)
)
)
)
)

DOCKET NO. 9357

RESPONDENT LABMD, INC.'S FIRST SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
COMPLAINT COUNSEL
(NUMBERS 1-17)

Pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission's Rules of Practice, 3.37, 16 C.F.R. § 3.37,
and the Court's Scheduling Order dated October 22, 201 3, LabMD requests that Complaint
Counsel produce the documents and material identified below for inspection and copying within
thirty (30) days at the offices of Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP 801 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Suite
610, Washington, D.C. 20004.
DEFINITIONS

1. "All docum ents" means each document within your possession, custody, or control, as
defined below, that can be located, discovered or obtained by reasonable, diligent efforts,.including without limitation aJI documents possessed by: (a) you, including documents
stored in any personal electronic mai l account, electronic device, or any other location
under your control, or the control of your officers, employees, agents, or contractors~ (b)
your counsel; or (c) any other person or entity from which you can obtain such
documents by request or which you have a legal right to bring within your possession by
demand.
2. "All communications" means each communication, as defined below, that is a document
that can be located, discovered, or obtained by reasonable, diligent efforts, including
without limitation all communications possessed by: (a) you, including communications
stored in any personal electronic mail account, electronic device, or any other location
under your control, or the control of your officers, employees, agents, or contractors~ (b)
your counsel; or (c) any other person or entity from which you can obtain such
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documents by request or that you have a legal right to bring within your possession by
demand.
3. The term "communication" includes, but is not limited to, any transmittal, exchange,
transfer, or dissemination of information, regardless of the means by which it is
accomplished, and includes all communications, whether written or oral, and all
discussions, meetings, telephone commun ications, or email contacts.
4. "Complaint'' means the Complaint issued by the Federal Trade Commission m the
above-captioned matter on August 28, 20 13.

5. The term "containing" means containing, describing, or interpreting in whole or in part.
6. "Dartmouth College" means Dartmouth College, its divisions, programs, projects,
affiliates, contractors, and its directors, officers, and employees.
7.

"Document" means the complete original and any non-identical copy (whether different
from the original because of notations on the copy or otherwise), regardless of origin or
location, of any written, typed, printed, transcribed, filmed, punched, or graphic matter of
every type and description, however and by whomever prepared, produced, disseminated
or made, including, but not limited to, any advertisement, book, pamphlet, periodical,
contract, correspondence, file, invoice, memorandum, note, telegram, report, record,
handwritten note, working paper, routing slip, chart, graph, paper, index, map, tabulation,
manual, guide, outline, script, abstract, history, calendar, diary, journal, agenda, minute,
code book or label. "Document" shall also include electronically stored information
("ESI"). ESI means the complete original and any non-identical copy (whether different
from the original because of notation s, different metadata, or otherwise), regardless of
origin or location, of any electronically created or stored information, including, but not
limited to, electronic mail, instant messaging, videoconferencing, and other electronic
correspondence (whether active, archived, or in a deleted items folder), word processing
files, spreadsheets, databases, and sound recordings, whether stored on cards, magnetic or
electronic tapes, disks, computer files, computer or other drives, thumb or flash drives,
cell phones, Blackberry, PDA, or other storage media, and such technical assistance or
instructions as will enable conversion of such ESI into a reasonably usable form.

8. The term "documents sufficient to show" means both documents that are necessary and
documents that are sufficient to provide the specified information. If summaries,
compilations, lists, or synopses are available that provide the information being
requested, these may be provided in lieu of the underlying documents.
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9. The terms "each," "any," and "all" shall be construed to have the broadest meaning
whenever necessary to bring within the scope of any document request all documents that
might otherwise be construed to be outside its scope
10. "Federal T rade Commission'' or "FTC" means the Federal Trade Commission, and its
directors, officers, and employees.
11. "Includes" or "including" means " incl uding, but not limited to," so as to avoid
excluding any information that might otherwise be construed to be within the scope of
any document request.
12. " LabMD" means LabMD, Inc., the named respondent in the above-captioned matter, and
its directors, officers, and employees.
13. " Or" as well as "and" shall be construed both conjunctively and disjunctively, as
necessary, in order to bring within the scope of any document request all documents that
otherwise might be construed to be outside the scope.
14. The term "person" means any natural person, corporate entity, partnership, association,
joint venture, governmental entity, or other legal entity.
15. "Personal information" means individually identifiable information from or about an
individual consumer including, but not limited to: (a) first and last name; (b) telephone
number; (c) a home or other physical address, including street name and name of city or
town; (d) date of birth; (e) Social Security number; (f) medical record number; (g) bank
routing, account, and check numbers; (h) credit or debit card information, such as account
number; (i) laboratory test result, medical test code, or diagnosis, or clinical history; G)
health insurance company name and policy number; or (k) a persistent identifier, such as
a customer number held in a "cookie" or processor serial number.
I 6. Documents that are in your "possession, custody, or control" include, but are not limited
to, documents that are in your constructive possession, custody, or control, as well as
documents that are in the possession, custody, or control of your attorney (if not
privileged or work product). This means that the documents do not need to be owned,
written, or recorded by you to fall within this definition, which should be construed
liberally.
17. The tenns "relate" or "relating to" or "referring or relating to" mean discussing,
constituting, commenting, containing, concerning, embodying, summarizing, refl ecting,
explaining, describing, analyzing, identifying, stating, referring to, dealing with, or in any
way pertaining to, in whole or in part.
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18. "Sacramento Police Department" means the Sacramento Police Department and its
officials, employees, and agents.
19. "Tiversa'' means Tiversa Holding Corporation, its wholly or partially owned
subsidiaries, unincorporated divisions, joint ventures, operations under assumed names,
and affiliates, and all directors, Board members, officers, employees, agents, consultants,
attorneys, and other persons working for or on behalf of the foregoing.
20. "You" or "your" means Federal Trade Commission.
21. "1,718 File" means the 1,718 page file Tiversa Holding Corporation ("Tiversa") found on
a peer-to-peer network and identified as having been created and stored on a LabMD
computer
22. The use of the singular includes the plural , and the plural includes the singular.
23. The use of a verb in any tense shall be construed as the use of the verb in all other tenses.
24. Words in the masculine, f~minine, or neuter form shall include each of the other genders.
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Applicable Tim e Period: Unless otherwise specified, the time period covered by a
document request shall be limited to the period from January 1, 2005 to present.

2. Objections: Pursuant to Commission Rule of Practice § 3.37(b), any objection and
reason therefore must be filed within thirty (30) days of service thereof.
3. Protective Order: On August 29, 20 13, the Court entered a Protective Order governing
discovery material in this matter. A copy of the protective order is enclosed as Exhibit A,
with instructions on the handling of confidential information.
4. Document Identification: Documents that may be responsive to more than one
specification of this Request for Production of Documents need not be submitted more
than once; however, your response shou ld indicate, for each document submitted, each
specification to which the document is responsive. Documents should be produced in the
order in whi ch they appear in your files or as electronically stored and without being
manipulated or otherwise rearranged; if documents are removed from their original
folders, binders, covers, containers, or electronic source in order to be produced, then the
documents shall be identified in a manner so as to clearly specify the folder, binder,
cover, container, or electronic media or fi le paths from which such documents came. In
4
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addition, number by page (or file, for those documents produced in native electronic
format) all documents in your submission, preferably with a unique Bates identifier, and
indicate the total number of documents in your submission.
5. Production of Copies: Unless otherwise stated , legible photocopies (or electronically
rendered images or digital copies of native electronic files) may be submitted in lieu of
original documents, provided that the originals are retained in their state at the time of
receipt of this Request for Prod uction of Documents. Further, copies of originals may be
submitted in lieu of originals only if they are true, correct, and complete copies of the
original documents ; provided, however, that submission of a copy shall constitute a
waiver of any claim as to the authenticity of the copy should it be necessary to introduce
such copy into evidence in any Commission proceeding or court of law; and provided
further that you shaJI retain the original documents and produce them to LabMD or its
counsel upon request. Copies of materials shall be produced in color if necessary to
interpret them or render them intelligible.
6. Sensitive Personally Identifiable Information: If any material called for by these
requests contains sensitive personally identifiable information or sensitive health
information of any individual, please contact LabMD's counsel named above before
sending those materials to discuss ways to protect such information during production.
For purposes of these requests, sensitive personally identifiable information includes: an
individual's Social Security number alone; or an individual's name or address or phone
number in combination with one or more of the following: date of birth, Social Security
number, driver's license number or other state identification number, or a foreign country
equivalent, passport number, financial account number, cred it card number, or debit card
number. Sensitive health information incl udes medical records and other individually
identifiable health information relating to the past, present, or future physical or mental
health or conditions of an individual, the provision of health care to an individual, or the
past, present, or future payment for the provision of health care to an individual.
7. Scope of Search: These requests relate to documents that are in your possession or under
your actual or constructive custody or control, including, but not limited to, documents
and information in the possession, custody, or control of your attorneys, accountants,
directors, officers, employees, or other agents or consultants, whether or not such
documents were received from or disseminated to any other person or entity.
8. Claims of Privilege: Pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission's Rule of Practice
3.38(a), 16 C.P.R. § 3.38(a), if any documents are withheld from production based on a
claim of privilege or any similar claim, you shall provide, not later than the date set for
production of materials, a schedule that describes the nature of the documents,
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communications, or tangible things not produced or disclosed in a manner that will
enable LabMD's counsel to assess the claim of privilege. The schedule shall state
individually for each item withheld: (a) the document control number(s); (b) the full title
(if the withheld material is a document) and the full file name (if the withheld material is
in electronic form); (c) a description of the material withheld (for example, a letter,
memorandum, or email), including any attachments; (d) the date the material was created;
(e) the date the material was sent to each recipient (if different from the date the material
was created); (f) the email addresses, if any, or other electronic contact information to the
extent used in the document, from which and to which each document was sent; (g) the
names, titles, business addresses, emai l addresses or other electronic contact information,
and relevant affiliations of all authors; (h) the names, titles, business addresses, email
addresses or other electronic contact information, and relevant affiliations of all recipients
of the material; (i) the names, titles, business addresses, email addresses or other
electronic contact information, and relevant affiliations of all persons copied on the
material; G) the factual basis supporting the claim that the material is protected (for
example, that it was prepared by an attorney rendering legal advice to a client in a
confidential communication, or prepared by an attorney in anticipation of litigation
regarding a specifically identified claim); and (k) any other pertinent information
necessary to support the assettion of protected status by operation of law. If only patt of a
responsive document is privileged, all non-privileged portions of the document must be
produced.
9. Certification of Records of Regularly Conducted Activity: Attached as Exhibit B is a
Certification of Records of Regularly Conducted Activity, which may reduce the need to
subpoena you to testify at future proceedings in order to establish the admissibility of
documents produced in response to this Request for Production of Documents. You are
asked to execute this Certification and provide it with your response.
10. Continuing Nature of Requests: This request for documents shall be deemed continuing
in nature so as to require production of all documents responsive to any specifi cation
included in this request produced or obtained by you prior to the close of discovery,
which is currently scheduled for March 5, 2014.

11. Document Retention: You shall retain all documentary materials used in the preparation
of responses to the specifications of this Request for Production of Documents. We may
require the submission of additional documents at a later time. Accordingly, you should
suspend any routine procedures for document destruction and take other measures to
prevent the destruction of documents that are in any way relevant to this litigation during
its pendency, irrespective of whether you believe such documents are protected from
discovery by privilege or otherwise.
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Electronic Submission of Documents: The following guidelines refer to the production
of any Electronically Stored Information ("ESI") or digitally imaged hard copy
documents. Before submitting any electronic production, you must confirm with LabMD
counsel named above that the proposed formats and media types will be acceptable to
LabMD. LabMD requests Concordance load-ready electronic productions, including
DAT and OPT load files.

12. Electronically Stored Information: Documents created, uti lized, or maintained in
electronic fonnat in the ordinary course of business should be delivered to LabMD as
follows:
(a) Spreadsheet and presentation programs, including but not limited to
Microsoft Access, SQL, and other databases, as well as Microsoft Excel
and PowerPoint files, must be produced in native format with extracted
text and metadata. Data compilations in Excel spreadsheets, or in
delimited text formats, must contain all underlying data un-redacted with
all underlying formu las and algorithms intact. All database productions
(including structured data document systems) must include a database
schema that defines the tables, fields, relationships, views, indexes,
packages, procedures, functions, queues, triggers, types, sequences,
materialized views, synonyms, database links, directories, Java, XML
schemas, and other elements, including the use of any report writers and
custom user data interfaces;
All ESI other than those documents described in (l)(a) above must be
provided in native electronic format with extracted text or Optical
Character Recognition ("OCR") and all related metadata, and with
corresponding image renderings as converted to Group IV, 300 DPI,
single-page Tagged Image Fi le Format ("TIFF") or as color JPEG images
(where color is necessary to interpret the contents); and
(b) Each electronic file should be assigned a unique document identifier
("DociD") or Bates reference.
( 1) Hard Copy Documents: Documents stored in hard copy in the ordinary course of
business should be submitted in an electronic format when at all possible. These
documents should be true, correct, and complete copies of the original documents
as converted to TIFF (or color JPEG) images with corresponding document-level
OCR text. Such a production is subject to the following requirements:
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(a) Each page shall be endorsed with a document identification number
(which can be a Bates number or a document control number); and
(b) Logical document determination should be clearly rendered m the
accompanying load file and should correspond to that of the original
document; and
(c) Documents shall be produced in color where necessary to interpret them
or render them intelligible.
(2) For each document electronically submitted to LabMD, you should include the
following metadata fields in a standard ASCII delimited Concordance DAT file:
(a) For electronic mail: begin Bates or unique document identification number
("DociD"), end Bates or DociD, mail folder path (location of email in
personal folders, subfolders, deleted or sent items), custodian, from, to, cc,
bee, subject, date and time sent, date and time received, and complete
attachment identification, including the Bates or DociD of the attachments
("AttachiDs,) delimited by a semicolon, MD5 or SHA Hash value, and
link to native file;
(b) For email attachments: begin Bates or DociD, end Bates or DociD, parent
email ID (Bates or DociD), page count, custodian, source location/file
path, file name, file extension, file size, author, date and time created, date
and time modified, date and time printed, MD5 or SHA Hash value, and
link to native ·file;
(c) For loose electronic documents (as retrieved directly from network file
stores, hard drives, etc.): begin Bates or DociD, end Bates or DociD, page
count, custodian, source media, file path, filename, file extension, file size,
author, date and time created, date and time modified, date and time
printed, MD5 or SHA Hash value, and link to na6ve file; and
(d) For imaged hard-copy documents: begin Bates or DociD, end Bates or
DociD, page count, source, and custodian; and where applicable, file
folder name, binder name, attachment range, or other such references, as
necessary to understand the context of the document as maintained in the
ordinary course of business.
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(3) If you intend to utilize any de-duplication or email threading software or services
when collecting or reviewing information that is stored in your computer systems
or electronic storage media, or if your computer systems contain or utilize such
software, you must contact LabMD's counsel named above to determine whether
and in what manner you may use such software or services when producing
materials in response to this Request for Production of Documents.
(4) Submit electronic productions as follows:
(a) With passwords or other document-level encryption removed or otherwise
provided to LabMD;
(b) As uncompressed electronic volumes on size-appropriate, Windowscompatible media;
(c) All electronic media shall be scanned for and free of viruses;
(d) Data encryption tools may be employed to protect privileged or other
personal or private information. LabMD accepts TrueCrypt, PGP, and
SecureZip encrypted media. The passwords should be provided in advance
of delivery, under separate cover. Alternate means of encryption should be
discussed and approved by LabMD; and
(e) Please mark the exterior of all packages containing electronic media sent
through the U.S. Postal Service or other delivery services as follows:
MAGNETIC MEDIA- DO NOT X-RAY
MAY BE OPENED FOR POSTAL INSPECTION.

(5) All electronic files and images shall be accompanied by a production transmittal
letter, which includes:
(a) A summary of the number of records and all underlying images, emails,
and associated attachments, native files, and databases in the production;
and
(b) An index that identifies the corresponding consecutive document
identification number(s) used to identify each person's documents and, if
submitted in paper form, the box number containing such documents. If
the index exists as a computer file(s), provide the index both as a printed
hard copy and in machine-readable form (provided that LabMD's counsel
9
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named above determines prior to submission that the machine-readable
form would be in a format that allows LabMD to use the computer
files). We have included a Bureau of Consumer Protection Production
Guide as Exhibit C. This guide provides detailed directions on how to
fully comply with this instruction.
13. Documents No Longer In Existence: If documents responsive to a particular
specification no longer exist for reasons other than the ordinary course of business or the
implementation of your document retention policy but you have reason to believe have
been in existence, state the circumstances under which they were lost or destroyed,
describe the documents to the fullest extent possible, state the specification(s) to which
they are responsive, and identify Persons having knowledge of the content of such
documents.
14. Incomplete Records: If you are unable to answer any question fully, supply such
information as is available. Explain why such answer is incomplete, the efforts made by
you to obtain the information, and the source from which the complete answer may be
obtained. If books and records that provide accurate answers are not available, enter best
estimates and describe how the estimates were derived, including the sources or bases of
such estimates. Estimated data should be followed by the notation "est." If there is no
reasonable way for you to make an estimate, provide an explanation.
15. Questions: Any questions you have relating to the scope or meaning of anything in this
request or suggestions for possible modifications thereto should be directed to William A.
Sherman, II at 202.372.9100.

16. Documents responsive to the request shall be addressed to the attention of William A.
Sherman, II, Dinsmore & Shohl LLP, 801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 610,
Washington, DC 20004, and delivered between 8:30a.m. and 5:00p.m. on any business
day.
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REQUESTS

Please produce the following:
1. All documents referring or relating to the 1, 718 File.
2. All communications between Dartmouth College and FTC.
3. All communications between M. Eric Johnson and FTC.
4. All communications between Tiversa and FTC.
5. All communications between FTC and any third person not employed by FTC referring
or relating to LabMD or the 1,718 File.
6. All communications between FTC and any federal Government agency, including the
U.S. Department of Homeland Security, concerning LabMD generally and/or the I,718
File specifically.
7. All communications between FTC employees referring or relating to LabMD or the 1,718
File that is not protected as attorney work product, including communications between
the FTC and the FTC's Office of Public Affairs (including communications between the
FTC and the Office of Public Affairs's current and former employees).
8. All documents sufficient to show what data-security standards are currently used by FTC
to enforce the law under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act.
9. All documents sufficient to show what changes occurred in the data-security standards
used by FTC to enforce the law under Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
from 2005 to the present and the dates on which these standards changed.
I 0. All documents sufficient to show the standards or criteria the FTC used in the past and is
currently using to determine whether an entity's data-security practices violate Section 5
of the Federal Trade Commission Act from 2005 to the present.
ll. A ll documents provided to the FTC pursuant to any Civil Investigation Demand regarding its
investigation of Lab MD.
12. All documents identifying LabMD and other companies whose documents or files Tiversa
downloaded from Peer to Peer Networks which contained Personal Identifying Infonnation and
or Protected Health Information that were provided to FTC.
13. All documents identifying consumers that were hanned, or that are substantially likely to be
harmed, as result of the claims alleged against LabMD in the Complaint.
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14. All documents that are uti lized by FTC to determine whether to pursue an investigation or
complain t against an entity or individual, inc luding but not limited to evaluation standards and
scoring systems.

15. All communications and all documents relating to communications between FTC and the
Sacramento Police Department from October 5, 20 12 to the present.
16. All communications-including letters-between FTC and the Persons identified in the
documents discovered by the Sacramento Police Department at 5661 Wilkinson Street,
Sacramento, CA, on October 5, 20 12; Bates-Labeled by the FTC in the present matter as
FTC-SAC-000233 through 000272, FTC-SAC-000273 through 000282, and FTC-SAC000001 through 000044.
17. All documents relating to communications between the Bureau of Competition and the
Persons identified in documents discovered by the Sacramento Police Department at
5661 Wilkinson Street, Sacramento, CA, on October 5, 2012; Bates-Labeled by the FTC
in the present matter as FTC-SAC-000233 through 000272, FTC-SAC-000273 through
000282, and FTC-SAC-000001 through 000044.

December 24, 2013

By

iliA~ (/'!J"A~Mttc

William A. Sherman, II
Dinsmore & Shohl
80 1 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 610
Washington, D.C. 20004
Phone: 202.372.9100
Fax: 202.372.91 4 1
william.sherman@dinsmore.com

Counsel for Respondent Lab MD
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
This is to certify that on December 24 2013, I served via email a copy of the foregoing
document to:
Alain Sheer
Attorney
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Room NJ-8100
Washington, DC 20580
Phone:202-326-3321
Fax Number: 202-326-3062
Email: asheer@ftc.gov
Laura Ri poso VanDruff
Attorney
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Room NJ-8100
Washington, DC 20580
Phone: 202-326-2999
Fax Number: 202-326-3062

Margaret Lassack
Attorney
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Room NJ-8100
Washington, DC 20580
Phone: 202-326-3713
Fax Number: 202-326-3062
Ryan Mehm
Attorney
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Room NJ-8100
Washington, DC 20580
Phone: 202-326-3713
Fax Number: 202-326-3062

Megan Cox
Attorney
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave, NW
Room NJ-81 00
Washington, DC 20580
Phone:202-326-2282
Fax Number: 202-326-3062

December 24, 2013

By:W~MJl/aCoo
William A. Sherman, II
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

White,. Christian S.
Friday, October 31, 2014 9:26 AM
VanDruff, Laura Riposo
Accepted: Teleconference
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Nuechterlein, Jon
Thursday, December 26, 2013 10:08 AM
Shonka, David C.; White, ChristianS.; Da ly,. John F.; Freedman, Bruce; Cohen, William E.;
Sieradzki, David L.; Grossman,. Bradley D.
Fw: LabMD
Brill Statement Re LabMD for filing. pdf

Fyi -- here is Commissioner Brill's disqualification statement, which has been emailed to the parties but not yet posted.
Thanks to those who helped on this. - Jon

From: Tabor, April

Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013. 10:00 AM
To:. Nuechterlein,.Jon .
Cc:. Clark, DonaldS.; Frankle,.j anice Podoll
Subject: RE: LabMD.
HiJon,
Commissioner Brill. did. end up f iling a statement on Tuesday, which is. attached ... lt was. sent to. the. parties on Tuesday via
email. and Fed Ex .. . However, it has. not yet been posted to. the. website. because the. Commissioner asked that we. hold. off
posting until. further notice .. . !. expect we. will. receive. further instructions. later today.
Best,.
April
-----Original Message----From: Nuechterlein, Jon .
Sent:. Thursday, December 26, 2013.9:55. AM
To: Tabor, April
Subject: LabMD
Hi April -- did Commissioner. Brill end up filing a statement on Tuesday? If so, could you send it to. me?.. Thanks!
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In the Matter of LabMD, Inc..
Docket No..9357
Statement of Commissioner Julie Brill
December 24, 2013
On August 28, 2013, the Commission voted unanimously to issue. an administrative.
complaint against LabMD, Inc. ("LabMD"). The. complaint alleges. that LabMD exposed
consumers' sensitive personal information to unauthorized disclosure through its failure to
provide reasonable and appropriate. security for that information. As. a result, the complaint
alleges, LabMD engaged in an "unfair act or practice," in violation of FTC Act§ 5(a), 15 U.S.C.
§ 45(a). See Complaint, at 2-5 (~[~[ 6-23) . . LabMD denies that it violated the. FTC Act.. See
LabMD'sAnswer and Defenses to Administrative. Complaint, at 5 (~[lj[ 22-23) (Sept. 17, 2013).
On November 12 and November 26, 2013,. LabMD filed two separate. motions to stay the.
Commission's. administrative proceeding while. LabMD seeks review in two. federal courts. of the
propriety of the Commission's administrative. action against LabMD. See generally Motion to
Dismiss Complaint with Prejudice and to Stay Administrative Proceedings (Nov. 12, 2013);
Motion to Stay Proceedings Pending Review in the. U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eleventh
Circuit and the. U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia (Nov. 26, 2013). LabMD
brought the first of these federal court actions through a Verified Complaint for Declaratory
Relief against the Commission filed in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia on
November 14, 2013. On November 18.2013, LabMD filed a "Petition for Review of Unlawful
Federal Trade Commission Attempt to Regulate Patient-Information"in the. U.S. Court of
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit. On December 13,. 2013, the Commission unanimously denied
LabMD' s motions. to stay the. Commission's administrative proceeding . . See Order Denying
Respondent LabMD's MotionsforStay, at 1 (Dec. 13, 2013).
On December 17, 2013, four days after the. Commission denied LabMD's. motions to stay
the. administrative proceeding, LabMD filed a motion to. disqualify me. from further participation
in this matter ("Motion to Disqualify") on the basis of two. speeches. I recently delivered about
data security and privacy protection in the United States, and the relationship between the U.S.
and the. European Union with regard to. commercial privacy . . On December 24, 2013, Complaint
Counsel filed an opposition to. the Motion to Disqualify. My statement today addresses the
Motion to Disqualify. See 16 C.P.R. § 4.17(b)(3)(ii).
LabMD's. Motion to. Disqualify is without merit.. In my speeches, I provided an overview
of the Commission's. enforcement work in the areas of privacy and data security. The Motion to.
Disqualify focuses on one or two sentences in each of these. two speeches. These sentences refer
in the most general of terms to the Commission's wide range of enforcement activities .. In this
context, both speeches note. that the. Commission has "sued companies" on the. basis. of their data
security practices. The. main text does. not name a specific. company, nor does it discuss the
specific facts in any complaint that the Commission has filed.
The. only specific reference to LabMD in the. two speeches is. in the footnotes, which were.
provided to point readers to. supporting documents. and resources. Specifically,. each speech
contains a single footnote that cites. the administrative complaint against LabMD as an example
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of the Commission' s enforcement activity in the data security area. Similarly, the neighboring
citations. provide examples of other enforcement actions in areas ranging from spam to children' s
privacy. The clear purpose of the single citation to the administrative complaint against LabMD
- as. well as the other citations.- is to. refer readers to. enforcement actions. that the Commission
has brought in its efforts to protect consumers from a variety of privacy and data security harms.
A disinterested reader could not reasonably conclude from these two speeches that I had
prejudged either the facts or the legal issues. in the LabMD proceeding. See Metropolitan
Council of NAACP Branches v.. FCC, 46 F.3d. l154, 1165 (D.C. Cir. 1995). The. speeches cited
in the Motion to Disqualify contain no explicit or implicit discussion of any facts at issue in this
case,. and thus bear no resemblance. to. the 1968. speech (of the FTC's then-Chairman Dixon)
underlying the. main judicial precedent on which LabMD relies ... See Cinderella Career &
Finishing Schools v.. FTC, 425 F.2d 583, 589-90 (D.C. Cir. 1970). Nor do my speeches contain
any discussion of how the legal standard that the Commission applies in data security cases
might apply to LabMD. Simply put, the speeches contain no evidence that I had made up. my
mind about specific factual or legal issues in this case .. See Metropolitan Council, 46 F.3d at
1164-65 (denying challenge to commissioners' decisions not to recuse themselves).
My speeches are designed to inform the public of the. many enforcement activities that
the Commission undertakes to protect consumers' privacy and security interest<>. See American
Medical Ass 'n v.. FTC, 638 F.2d 443, 448-49 (2d Cir. 1980). In every matter that comes before
the Commission, I review all of the relevant facts and arguments on all sides of the issues before
reaching any conclusions. My participation in LabMD is no different. LabMD' s. references to
the. footnote citations amount to nothing more than a "vague and flimsy" suggestion to. the
contrary. Metropolitan Council, 46 F.3d at 1165.
Nevertheless, r am concerned that full adjudication of the Motion to Disqualify under
Rule. 4.17 would likely create. an undue. distraction from the important issues raised in the
Commission' s administrative complaint against LabMD. Allowing such a distraction to further
complicate or delay adjudication of this matter would not serve the public. interest. Accordingly,
I recuse myself from further participation in this matter.

2.
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Kelly, Andrea
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nuechterlein, Jon
Wednesday, December 18, 2013. 5:50 PM
Kestenbaum, Janis; White,. Christian S.
RE: LabMD

Chris will be on an airplane tomorrow morning en route to Tahoe. We j ust tried to call you; if you're around, please
call. Otherwise, let's shoot for tomorrow afternoon, either between 2 and 3:30 or after 5.

From: Kesten baum, j anis
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013. 5:36. PM
To: White, Christian. S.; Nuechterlein, j on
Subject:. LabMD.
Chris.- I'd like. to. speak to. you about this case .. Do. you have time tomorrow at 11?.. Jon, if you're free too, that would. be
great, but if not and Chris is available at 11, let's go ahead.
Thanks,.
Janis.

Janis. Clair e. Kestenbaum. 1. Federal. Trade. Commissio n
Office : (202} 326-2798. I Mobile:.. (202) 460-6261
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS:

In the Matter of
LabMD, Inc.,
a corporation.

Edith Ramirez, Chairwoman
Julie Brill
Maureen K. Ohlhausen
Joshua D. Wright

).
)
)
)
)

DOCKET NO .. 9357
PUBLIC

___________________________ )

RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COMMISSIONER BRILL
FROM THIS ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
Pursuant to. Commission Rule 4.17,. 16 C.P.R.§ 4.17, Respondent LabMD, Inc .. (LabMD)
respectfully moves. for the. disqualification of Commissioner Julie. Brill from this matter because.
her public statements show she has prejudged the facts of LabMD's case . .
In a September 17,. 2013, keynote address. to Forum Europe in Brussels, Belgium,
Commissioner Brill said FTC has "brought myriad cases against companies that are not
household names, but whose practices crossed the. line." She. called out LabMD by name. as the
leading example of companies FTC challenged for "fail[ing] to properly secure. consumer
information."

Forum Europe Fourth Annual EU Data Protection and Privacy Conference,

Commissioner Julie Brill's Keynote Address,. at 3 & n.l5 (Sept. 17,. 2013) (citing In the Matter
of LabMD,. FTC File No. 102 3099 (Aug. 28, 2013) (administrative complaint) (Ex. A).

On October 29, 2013, Commissioner Brill used even more damning language, stating:
"We. . .. have brought myriad cases against companies ... whose practices [have] violated the
law.

We've sued companies that ... failed to. secure consumers' personal information."

Commissioner Julie Brill's Opening Panel Remarks, European Institute, "Data Protection,
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Privacy and Security: Re-Establishing. Trust Between Europe and the United States," at 3 & n.l5
(Oct. 29, 2013) (emphasis added) (Ex. B). Commissioner Brill then, once again for emphasis,
cited LabMD as the leading and only culprit.. . /d. (citing In the Matter of LabMD, FTC File No ..
102 3099 (Aug. 28, 2013) (administrative complaint)).

With the exception of the LabMD matter, each Commission matter that Commissioner
Brill cited as examples of Section 5 violations in the foregoing speeches is a final decision of
some. kind:

1

"decision and order"; "consent decree and order";. "stipulated final order";

"agreement containing consent order"; "stipulated final order"; an Article III court's order. See
Ex .. A at 3-4 & nn. 11-23; Ex. B. at 3 nn. 9-19 ... /n the Matter ofLabMD, FTC File No. 102 3099
(Aug. 28,. 2013), is a pending case before the Commission (including. Commissioner Brill);
LabMD has denied violating Section 5. and has. exercised its. right to a hearing before an ALJ;
the ALJ has not made any factual findings as to LabMD's Section 5 liability; and LabMD has
filed a Motion to. Dismiss. with Prejudice that is currently pending before the. Commission (which
Commissioner Brill, along with the. other Commissioners, will rule on absent disqualification).
The. test for disqualification is whether "a disinterested observer may conclude. that [the
agencyl has in some measure. adjudged the. facts as we1l as. the law of a particular case in advance.
of hearing it."2 Cinderella Career & Finishing Schools, Inc. v. FTC, 425. F.2d 583,. 591 (D.C.
Cir.. 1970); see also Nuclear Info. & Res. Serv. v. NRC, 509. F.3d 562,. 571 (D.C. Cir.. 2007)
(agency official should be disqualified when the "disinterested observer" standard has been met
under Cinderella, i.e., the official "has. in some. measure. adjudged the facts as well as the. law of a
1

Undersigned counsel learned of Commissioner Brill's statements on Sunday, December
15,. 2013 ..
2

"[O]ur system of law has always endeavored to prevent even the probability of
unfairness." In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 133, 136-37 (1955). "[T]he Due. Process Clause has. been
implemented by objective standards that do not require. proof of actual bias." Caperton v. A. T.
Massey Coal Co.,. 556 U.S. 868,. 883-84. (2009).
[2]
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particular case in advance of hearing it"); Metropolitan. Council of NAACP Branches v. FCC, 46
F.3d 1154, 1164-65 (D.C. Cir.. 1995) (citing Cinderella as the standard). Here, that test has been
more than met. Commissioner Brill has told the world that LabMD failed to secure consumer
information and violated the law. Both of these conclusions,. however, should properly follow an
evidentiary hearing, not precede it. 3 No neutral judge with any regard for the due processrequirement of avoiding the appearance of bias and prejudgment would ever say. such things
about a pending case.4

Cinderella therefore controls and mandates Commissioner Brill's disqualification.
There,. as here, a FTC commissioner made. statements suggesting he. had prejudged a pending
case. See Cinderella, 425 F.2d at 589-91. In Cinderella, the respondent's business. "operate[d]
and grant[ed] franchises for the. operation of schools. offering various courses. in modeling,
fashion merchandising, charm, and self-improvement." FTC v. Cinderella Career & Finishing
3

Cf.. Michael D. Pepson & John N. Sharifi, Lego v. Twombly:. The. Improbable
Relationship Between An Obscure Supreme Court Decision. and Wrongful Convictions, 47 AM.
CRIM .. LREV .. 1185,. 1231-35 (2010) (arguing that institutional bias agai nst defendants leads to.
erroneous factfinding and,. in turn, wrongful convictions); Michael D. Pepson, Comment,
Therapeutic Jurisprudence in. Philosophical. Perspective,. 2 J .. OF LAW,. PHIL & CULTURE 239,
260-64 (2008) (noting that the Supreme. Court has said that due. process requires a hearing that is
more. than a sham or a pretense).
4

Commissioner Brill's conclusory statements. that LabMD has, infact, violated Section 5
are markedly different from a factual press release stating that the Commission has issued a
complaint after finding . "reason. to believe" that a Section 5. violation may have. occurred.
Commissioner Brill said these things about a hotly contested high-profile case pending before
her without using words like. "allegedly" and without mentioning that she. was. responsible for not
only ruling on LabMD 's dispositive motions in the first instance but also deciding the. matter
ajier a full-blown administrative adjudication.. "It is. fundamental that both unfairness and the
appearance of unfairness should be avoided. Wherever there may be reasonable suspicion of
unfairness, it is best to. disquaUfy." Am.. Cyanamid Co. v.. FTC, 363 F.2d 757, 767 (6th Cir..
1966). See. generally Marshall v. Jerrico,. Inc., 446 U.S. 238, 242 (1980) (The Due Process.
Clause's "neutrality requirement[,. inter alia,] preserves. both the appearance and reality of
fairness, generating the feeling, so important to a popular government, that justice has. been done,
by ensuring that no person will be. deprived of his interests in the absence of a proceeding in
which he may present his case with assurance that the arbiter is. not predisposed to find against
him." (citation omitted)).
[3]
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Schools, Inc., 404 F.2d 1308, 1309. (D.C. Cir. 1968).

FTC Chairman Dixon discussed the.

respondent's business model and allegedly unfair or deceptive practices in a thinly-veiled speech
to a trade association and said:
What kind of vigor can a reputable newspaper exhibit? . . . What standards are
maintained on advertising acceptance? What would be the. attitude toward
accepting good money for advertising by a merchant who conducts a "going out
of business" sale every five months? What about carrying ads that ofler college.
educations in five weeks, fortunes by raising mushrooms in the basement, getting
rid of pimples. with a magic lotion,. or becoming an airline's hostess by attending
a charm school?. Or, to raise the target a bit,. how many newspapers would hesitate.
to accept an ad promising an unqualified guarantee for a product when the
guarantee is subject to many limitations? .... Granted that newspapers are not in
the advertising policing business,. their advertising managers are savvy enough to
smell deception when the odor is strong enough ..
Cinderella, 425 F.2d at 589-90 (emphasis in original).

The. Cinderella court disqualified Dixon for this, saying:
It requires no superior olfactory powers to recognize that the danger of unfairness
through prejudgment is. not diminished by a cloak of self-righteousness . . We have
no concern for or interest in the. public statements of government officers, but we
are charged with the responsibility of making certain that the image of the
administrative. process. is not transformed from a Rubens. to a Modigliani.

[T]here is in fact and law authority in the Commission, acting in the public
interest, to. alert the public to suspected violations of the law by factual press
releases whenever the Commission shall have reason to. believe. that a respondent
is engaged in activities made unlawful by the Act. This does not give individual
Commissioners. license to prejudge cases or to make speeches which give the
appearance that the case has been prejudged. Conduct such as this may have the
effect of entrenching a Commissioner in a position which he has. publicly. stated,
making it difficult, if not impossible,. for him to. reach a different conclusion in the.
event he deems it necessary to do so after consideration of the record. There is. a
marked difference between the issuance of a press release. which states. that the
Commission has. filed a complaint because it has. "reason to. believe" that there
have been violations. and statements by a Commissioner after an appeal has. been
filed which give the appearance that he has already prejudged the case and that
the ultimate determination of the merits will move in predestined grooves. While
these two. situations-Commission press releases. and a Commissioner's predecision public statements-are similar in appearance, they are. obviously of a
different order of merit.

(4]
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/d. at 590 (emphasis. added).

Commissioner Brill's statements are even more explicit and egregious than Dixon's.
Commissioner Brill effectively stated that,. in her view,. LabMD's. data-security practices, as a
factual matter, violate Section 5.

The above-cited statements were made shortly after

Commissioner Brill voted to issue a Complaint against LabMD, and subsequent to LabMD's
Answer denying any violation of Section 5. Commissioner Brill has thereby disposed of the
fiction of FTC fairness and left no doubt about her position as to LabMD' s eventual fate
regardless of the outcome of its evidentiary hearing. Even before her statements, the evidence of
futility was there for anyone who cared to peek inside FTC's procedural curtain and see. But
Commissioner Brill has tom down this curtain and left FTC bare.
To begin with, FTC's administrative. process appears to be rigged against respondents.
The empirical data is that for nearly the past twenty years, in 100% of the cases where the ALJ
ruled for FTC, the Commission affirmed, but in 100% of the cases where. the ALJ ruled for
respondent, the Commission reversed. ln other words, FTC never loses.5
According to Commissioner Wright,. the. reason that the FTC's enforcement of Section 5
is. fundamentally unfair arises from a combination of FTC's administrative process advantages
and the vague nature of Section 5 authority. This toxic mixture gives FTC great power because,
as. Commissioner Wright recently told Congress, "firms typically prefer to settle. Section 5. claims.
rather than go through the lengthy and costly administrative litigation in which they are both
shooting at a moving target and may have the. chips. stacked against them."

Preliminary

Transcript, "The. FTC at 100: Where Do We. Go From Here?," House of Representatives,

5

Wright, "Recalibrating Section 5: A Response to the CPI Symposium," CPl ANTITRUST
CHRONICLE, 4 (Nov. 2013), available at https://www.competitionpolicyintemational.com/ (accessed
Dec. 15, 2013) . .
[5]
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Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing,. and Trade, Committee on Energy and Commerce,
at

34

(Dec

3,.

2013),

available

at

http://democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/sites/default/files/documents/PreliminaryTranscript-CMT-FTC-at-100-2013-l2-3.pdf (accessed Dec. 16,.2013).
Unfairness and even the appearance of unfairness should be. avoided by FTC. Cinderella,
425. F.2d at 591;. accord Am. Cyanamid Co. , 363 F.2d at 767. No FTC official should ever take
the broad license to prejudge adjudications. or to make speeches. giving the clear appearance that
a matter has been decided before a fair evidentiary hearing, as Commissioner Brill has. done here ..

See Cinderella, 425 F.2d at 589-92. Because Commissioner Brill has "in some measure adjudged
the facts as. well as the law" of LabMD' s. case, she. must be disqualified. !d.. at 591.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, we respectfully move that Commissioner Brill disqualify
herself immediately and abstain from any further participation in this. matter, including, but not
limited to, participation in the Commission's forthcoming decision on LabMD 's pending
Motion to Dismiss ...
Respectfully submitted,

Is/ Reed D. Rubinstein
Reed D. Rubinstein, Partner
D.C. Bar No .. 440153
William Sherman II, Partner
D.C. Bar No. 1005932
Dinsmore & Shohl,. L.L.P.
801 Pennsylvania Ave.,. NW, Suite. 610
Washington,. D.C. 20006
Telephone:. 202.372.9120
Fax: 202.372.9141
Email: reed.rubinstein @dinsmore.com
Counsel to Cause ofAction
[6]
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Michael D. Pepson
Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 650
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: 202.499.4232
Fax: 202.330.5842
Email: michael.pepson@causeofaction.org
Admitted only in Maryland.
Practice limited to cases in federal court and
administrative proceedings before federal agencies

Dated: December 17,2013
[7]
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EXHIBIT A
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Forum Europe Fourth Annual EU Data. Protection and Privacy Conference.
Commissioner Julie. Brill's Keynote Address
September 17, 2013
Brussels, Belgium

Good morning. I would like to thank Forum Europe for the invitation to
participate in this important conference today. . I am always delighted to have the
opportunity to engage with my EU counterparts on issues. that are important to. all of us,
and 1 see many of my friends in the. audience. today.
A lot has changed since this past April when I was last in Brussels. The. revelations
about the U.S. National Security Agency's. programs 1 have. sparked a global debate about
government surveillance. and its effect on individual privacy. As many of you know, I
have spent a lifetime working on consumer protection and privacy issues, so it should be
no surprise that this is a debate I welcome. It is a conversation that is long overdue, but I
also think it is important that we have the right conversation- one that is open and
honest, practical and productive . . As we move forward with this. conversation, my
personal view is that there are some important facts that we should keep in mind as we
collectively attempt to answer some very tough questions:
•

First,. whether we. call privacy a "fundamental right". or a Constitutional right,. the.
U.S., EU, and many other countries around the world place tremendous value on
privacy. Our legislative and regulatory frameworks may differ,.but the.
acknowledgment of the need for privacy protections and the principles underlying
how we define those protections are, at their core, the same.2

•

Second,. national security exceptions in laws, including privacy laws,. are the
norm, not the exception, for countries around the globe, including EU Member
States and third countries that have received European Commission adequacy
determinations.3 . As. we revisit the proper scope of government surveillance,. the

1
. See

Glen. Greenwald, Ewen MacAskiU & Laura Poitras, Edward Snowden: the Whistleblower Behind the.
NSA. SurveilLance Revelations, T HE GUARDIAN (Jun. 9, 2013), available at.
http://www.theguardian.com/world/20 13/ jun/09/edward-snowden-nsa-whistleblower-surveillance.
2

See Julie.Brill, Commissioner,. Fed ..T rade. Comm'n, Address. at the Mentor Group Forum for EU-US.
Legal Economic. Affairs: Remarks. to. the. Mentor Group (Apr. 16,. 20 13), available. at
http://www.ftc .gov/speeches/brill/ l 30416mentorgroup.pdf.
3

See,. e.g., Directive. 1995/46/EC,. of the. European Parliament and of the. Council. of 24. October 1995. on the.
Protection oflndividuals with Regard to. the. Processing of Personal Data and on the. Free. Movement of
Such. Data, 2005. O.J.. (L 281) 31, 42,. available at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/95-46ce/dirl 995-46 part I en.pdf [hereinafter. "EU Data Protection Directive"];. Personal Information Protection
and Electronic. Documents. Act, R.S.C .. 2000,. c .. 5, 6-8,. I I, available. at http://laws-lois. justice.gc.ca/PDF/ P8.6 .pdf (Can.). See.generally Christopher Wolf,. An Analysis of Service Provider Transparency Reports on
Government Requestsfor Data,. HOGAN LOVELLS (Aug. 27, 20 I 3),
http://www .hldataprotection.com/files/20 13/08/I-Iogan -Love lis-White-Paper-Analysis-of-TransparencyReports.pdf.
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sufficiency of procedural safeguards, and how to ''balance the ends with the
4
means", we should examine these issues with a global lens, as these challenges
are. not unique to a single sovereign.
•

Third, the. recent events. provide a teachable. moment that should encourage us. to
redouble. our efforts on improving transparency and privacy protections for
consumers in the commercial sphere. We have a renewed opportunity to be
proactive rather than reactive, and to move. the separate but equally important
conversation about enhancing consumer privacy forward, not backward. It is
important to acknowledge that commercial privacy and national security issues
are two distinctly separate issues. Indeed,.the EU has recognized this. distinction,.
as the. data protection laws. do not apply to national security issues. 5 . And this is.
the right approach, helping to ensure the solutions we develop will be tailored to
each set of problems we. seek to. address.

At the Federal Trade Commission, we address. commercial privacy. . We do not have
criminal jurisdiction, or jurisdiction over national security issues. Of course, there are
other U.S. officials who are charged with addressing those issues, and they are eager to
do so.
The FTC has a long traditi.on of using its authority against unfair or deceptive
practices to. protect consumer privacy. We. take. action against companies that fail to
comply with their own privacy policies. or otherwise misrepresent their information
management practices. And, just as importantly,. we also address unfair collection and
use of personal information that inflicts harm on consumers that they cannot reasonably
avoid, and that does. not ofier offsetting benefits to. consumers. or competition. 6
As specific privacy and data security issues. have arisen over the past 40 years,.
Congress has supplemented the FTC's broad remedial authority by charging us and other
agencies with enforcing other privacy laws, including laws designed to protect financiat?
and health information, 8 children,9 and information used for credit,. insurance,
employment and housing decisions. 10 .
4

Full Transcript:. President. Obama 's Press Conference with. Swedish Prime Minister Fredrik Reinfeldt in
Stockholm. WASH .. POST, Sept. 4. 2013. available at. http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/fu lltranscript-president-obamas-press-conference-with-swedish-prime-minister-fredrik-reinteldt-instockhohn/20 13/09/04/35e3e08e- 1569-1 1e3-804b-d3a1a3a 18t2c story.html.
5

See EU Data Protection Directive,. supra. note. 3,. at 42.

6
.

15. U.S.C. §. 45(n).

7

Gramm-Leach-Biiley Act of 1999, Pub .. L .. No. I 06-102,. 113. Stat.. 1338. (codified in scattered sections of
12. and 15. U.S. C.)~ Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970 (FRCA ), Pub.. L.. No .. 91-508, 84 Stat. 1128 (codified
as. amended at 15. U.S.C .. §§ 1681-1681 u).
8

Health Insurance. Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. (HIPAA), Pub .. L.. I 04-1 91, 110 Stat.. 1936.
(codified as. amended in scattered. sections. of 18, 26,. 29. & 42 U.S.C.);. Health Information Te.chnology for
Economic. and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of2009. 42. U.S.C. §§. 20 L note, 300jj et seq .• 17901 ..

2
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At the FTC, protecting consumer privacy is one. of our most important missions. We
have used our broad enforcement authority to challenge inappropriate privacy and data
security practices of companies that operate throughout the Internet and mobile
ecosystem. Our most well-known cases- against Google, 11 Facebook, 12 and MySpace 13
- have. led to orders that, for the next 20 years, govern the. data collection and use
activities ofthese companies. And in each of these cases we. have addressed the
companies' failure to. comply with the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor.
We. have also brought myriad cases against companies that are not household
names, but whose. practices crossed the line .. We've sued companies spamming
14
consumers and installing spyware on their computers. We've. challenged companies
that fai led to properly secure consumer information. 15 We have. sued ad networks, 16
analytics. companies, 17 data brokers, 18 and software developers. 19 We have. vigorously

9

Children's. Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998. (COPPA), Pub. L. 105-277, 112 Stat.. 2581-728
(codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-6505).
10

15 U.S.C. §§ 1681-1681t.

11

In the Matter of Google, Inc., FTC File No. I 02 3136 (Oct. 13, 2011 ), available. at
http://ftc.gov/os/caselist/l 023 13611 11024googlebuzzdo.pdf (decision and order).
12

In the Matter of Facebook, Inc., FTC File No. 092 3184 (July 27, 2012), available. at
http://www. ftc .gov/os/caselist/0923 184/1208 1Ofacebookdo.pdf (decision and order).

n In the Matter. of Myspace, LLC, FTC File. No. I02. 3058. (Aug. 30,. 20 12) available. at.
http://ftc .gov/os/caselist/l 023058/ 1209 11myspacedo.pdf (decision. and order).
14

See,. e.g., FTC v.. Flora, 2011. U.S .. Dist.. LEXIS 121712 (C.D. Cal. Aug .. 12, 2011), available. at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/1 023005/ 11 09291oanmodorder.pdf; FTC v.. CyberSpy Software, LLC, et al.,.
No. 08-CY-01872 (M.D. Fla. Apr.. 22, 201 0), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/0823 160/ 100602cyberspystip.pdf (stipulated final order). .
15

See,. e.g., In the Matter of LabMD, FTC File No. 102 3099. (Aug. 28, 20 13), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/adjpro/d9357I 130829Iabmdpart3 .pdf (administrative. complaint).
16

See, e.g. , In the Matter of Epic Marketplace, Inc. eta!., FTC File No. I 12 3182 (Mar. 13, 20 13),
available. at. http://www.fk.gov/os/caselist/ 1123 t82/ 130315epicmarketplacedo.pdf (decision and order).
17

See,. e.g., In. the. Matter ofUpromise, Inc., FTC File. No .. 102. 3116 (Apr. 3,.2012), available at
http://www.ftc .gov/os/caselist/1 023 116/ 120403upromisedo.pdf (decision and order).
18

See, e.g, U.S. v. Spokeo,Jnc., No. 12-CY-05001 (C.D. Cal. June 19, 2012), available. at
http://ftc.gov/os/caselist/ l 023l63/ 120612spokeoorder.pdf (consent decree and order); In the Matter of
Filiquarian Pub. LLC eta!., FTC File No. 112. 3195 (Apr. 30,. 20 13), available at
http://www.ftc .gov/os/caselist/1 123 195/ 13050 I fil guariando.pdf (decision and order).
19

See, e.g. ,ln the Matter. of DesignerWare LLC, FTC File No. 112.3151 (Apr. II, 2013), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/1 123 151/designerwarell 304 15designerwaredo.pdf (decision and order)...
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enforced the. Children's. Online. Privacy Protection Act. 20 And with the world moving to
mobile, we have. targeted app developers as. well as handheld device manufacturers
engaged in inappropriate data collection and use practices. 21 .
As. part of our ongoing effort to address privacy issues in the. changing
technological landscape, just two weeks ago we brought our first action involving the
22
Internet of Things. In that case, the company failed to secure the software for its.
Internet-accessible video. cameras, which put hundreds of private lives. on public
display. 23
Together, these enforcement efforts have established what some scholars. call "the.
common law of privacy" in the United States, in which the FTC articulates -to. industry,
defense counsel, consumer groups. and other stakeholders - in an incremental, but no less
24
effective way, the. privacy practices that are deceptive or unfair.
In addition to. our privacy enforcement work, the FTC is actively engaged in
ongoing policy development to improve privacy protection in light of rapid technological
change. We have held hearings and issued reports on cutting edge issues,. including facial
recognition technology25 , kids apps, 26 mobile privacy disclosures,27 and mobile
20

See, e.g. , U.S. v. Path,.lnc., No .. 13-CV-0448 (N.D. Cal. Feb. 8, 2013) (Consent decree and order),
available at http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/1 223 I 5811 3020 1pathincdo.pdf. .
21

S ee, e.g. , In the Matter of HTC, Inc.,. FTC File. No .. I 22 3049. (June 25, 20 13), available. at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1223049/130702htcdo.pdf (decision and order).

22

In the. Matter ofTRENDnet, Inc., FTC File. No .. 122. 3090 (Sept. 4, 201 3), available at.
http://www.ftc .gov/os/caselist/1223090/130903trendnetorder.pdf (agreement containing consent order); see.
also. Julie. Brill, Op-Ed., From. Regulators, Guidance. and Enforcement,. N.Y.. TIMES,. Sept. 8, 2013,
available. at. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/20 13/09/08/privacy-and-the-internet-ofthings/regulators-must-guide-the-internet-o f-things . .
23

See. id..

24

Daniel J.. Solove. & Woodrow Hartzog. The. FTC and the New Common Law. ofPrivacy,. 114. COLUM .. L
REv .. (forthcoming 2014), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=23 12913 ..See also Kenneth A .. Bamberger
& Deirdre. K .. Mulligan,. Privacy on the Books and on the Ground,. 63. STAN ..L REv .. 247. (20 11 ),. (discussing
how chief privacy officers reported that " state-of-the-art privacy practices" need to reflect both established
black letter law and FTC cases and best practices, including FTC enforcement actions and FTC guidance);
Christopher Wolf, Targeted Enforcement and Shared Lawmaking Authority As Catalysts for Data
Protection in the United States, BNA Privacy and Secw·ity Law Report, Oct.. 25,. 20 I 0 ), available at
http://www.justice.gov.ii/NR/rdonlyres/8D438C53-82C8-4F25-99F8E3039D40E4E4/2645 1/Consumer WOLF DataProtectionandPrivacyComrnissioners.pdf (FTC consent
decrees have. "created a 'common law of consent decrees,' producing a set of data. protection rules for
businesses. to follow").
25

See Press Release, FTC Recommends Best Practices. for Companies That Use Facial. Recognition
Technologies (Oct. 22,. 20 12), available at http://ftc.gov/opa/20 12/ l 0/facialrecognition.shtm .
26

See. FED. TRADE COMM'N,. Mobile. Appsfbr. Kids:.. Disclosures Still Not Making the. Grade (December
20 12), available. at http://www.ftc.gov/os/20 12/ 12/ 1212 1Omobilekidsappreport.pdf..
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payments.28 Last year the FTC issued its landmark privacy report in which the agency
developed a new framework for addressing privacy in the U.S., including best practices
for companies. to. follow based on three. core principles: privacy by design, simplified
choice, and greater transparency around data collection and use. 29 We called on
companies to operationalize the. report's. recommendations. by developing better just-intime notices and robust choice mechanisms, particularly for health and other sensitive.
information. 30
The FTC is also actively studying the data broker industry to learn more about the
ways that companies collect, buy, and sell consumer data.. We hope to issue a report later
31
this year on how data brokers could improve their privacy practices. In last year's
privacy report, the FTC called on Congress to enact data broker legislation that would
increase the transparency of the practices of data brokers. 32
But we don't have. to wait for legislation. I recently launched "Reclaim Your
Name", a comprehensive initiative to give consumers the means they need to reassert
control over their personal data. 33 . I call on industry to develop a user-friendly, one-stop
online shop to provide consumers with some. tools to find out about data broker practices
34
and to exercise. reasonable. choices. about them. . Acxiom,. the largest data broker in the
U.S., has taken the first step toward greater transparency by launching aboutthedata.com,
a web portal that allows consumers to access, correct, and suppress the. data that the
company maintains about them. 35 And while there is certainly room for Acxiom to
27

See Press Release, FTC Staff Report Recommends Ways to Improve Mobile Privacy Disclosures. (Feb. I,
20 13), available. at http://www. ftc.gov/opa/20 13/02/mobileprivacy.shtm.
28

See FED. TRADE COMM'N, Plastic,. Paper,. or. Mobile? An FTC Workshop. on Mobile Payments (March
20 13), available. at http://www.ftc.gov/os/20 13/03/ 130306mobilereport.pdf.
29

See FED. TRADE COMM'N, Protecting Consumer. Privacy in an Era ofRapid Change: Recommendations
.for. Businesses and Policymakers (Mar. 26, 2012) available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2012/03/ 120326privacyreport.pdf [hereinafter "FTC Privacy Report").
30

See. id..

31

.See. Press. Release,. FTC to. Study Data Broker Industry's Collection and Use of Consumer Data (Dec. 12,
20 12), available. at http://www.ftc.gov/opa/20 12/ 12/databrokers.shtm . .
32

.See. FTC Privacy Report, supra note. 29, at 14 ..

33

S ee. Julie. Brill,. Commissioner,. Fed .. Trade. Comm'n, Keynote Address. at 23'd Computers Freedom and
Privacy Conference: Reclaim Your Name (June 26,. 20 13), available. at
http :I/www.ftc. govIspeeches/brill/ 130626computersfreed om.pdf.
34

See. id.. See also. Julie. Brill, Op-Ed., Demanding Transparency .from Data Brokers,. WASH .. POST, Aug.
15, 20 I 3, available at . http://artic les. washingtonpost.com/2013 -08-15fopinions/4 1412540 I data-brokersfair-credi t-reporting-act-data-fuel.

35

See generally Natasha. Singer, Acxiom Lets. Consumers. See Data It Collects, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 4, 20 I 3,
available. at http://l.vww.nytimes.com/20 13/09/05/technology/acxiom-lets-consumers-see-data-itcollects.html?pagewanted=all.
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improve its portal, l encourage other industry players to join Acxiom and step up to the
plate to provide consumers with greater transparency about their data collection and use
practices.
The FTC has also supported baseline privacy legislation. 36 The Obama
Administration has been actively working on privacy legislation that would implement its
Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. 37
Through the FTC Act and other US privacy and data protection laws, the FTC's
privacy report and other policy initiatives, and the Obama Administration's Consumer
Privacy Bill of Rights, the US aims to achieve many of the. same objectives that are.
outl ined in the draft EU data protection regulation. For instance, on both sides of the
Atlantic,. we are. striving to protect children's. privacy; spur companies to implement
privacy by design, increase transparency, and adopt accountability measures; and require
companies to provide. notice about data breaches. As the technological challenges. facing
the EU and the US have. grown , so. has our common ground in protecting consumers .. In
some. instances,.we differ on how to achieve these. common goals. For example, we both
believe that consumer consent is important,. but we have different approaches. as. to when
and how that consent should be. obtained. The particular solutions. we develop may
differ, but the challenges we face and our desire to. solve. them are. the same.
In a world with diverse privacy frameworks, interoperability is critical.. We. should
work together to preserve existing mechanisms and develop new ways. that allow our
different privacy frameworks to. co-exist while. facilitating the flow of data across
borders. The. U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework,. which enables the lawful transfer of
personal data from the EU to the U.S., is vital to preserving interoperability. 38 .
Most importantly from my perspective,. the Safe Harbor provides. the FTC with an
effective tool to protect the privacy of EU citizens .. Our cases. against Google, Facebook,
and MySpace - which each protect EU consumers. as. well as American consumers,. and
together protect 1 billion consumers. worldwide.- have demonstrated the. effectiveness
of this Framework, as well as the FTC's. determination to enforce it.
In recent months,. the NSA revelations have led some to. ask whether the Safe Harbor
can adequately protect EU citizens' data in the. commercial context. My unequivocal
answer to this question is "yes." As I said before, the issue of the proper scope of
government surveillance is a conversation that should happen - and will happen - on
both sides of the. Atlantic .. But it is a conversation that should proceed outside out of the

36

See FTC Privacy Report, supra note. 29, at 13.

37

See. WHITE HOUSE, Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World:.A Framework for Protecting Privacy
and Promoting Innovation in the Global Digital Economy (Feb. 23, 2012), available at.
http :1/www.whitehouse. gov/sites/defau It/fi Ies/privacy-fi nal.pdf.
38

See U.S .. D EP'TOF COMM ERCE, Safe Harbor Privacy Principles (Jul. 21 , 2000), available. at
http://export.gov/safeharbor/eu/eg main 01 84 75 .asp ...
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commercial privacy context. In the commercial space, the. Safe Harbor Framework
facilitates the FTC's ability to. protect the privacy ofEU consumers. Without the Safe
Harbor, my job to protect EU consumers' privacy, where. appropriate, would be. much
harder.. In an era where we face many threats to. privacy, Safe Harbor has. been an
effective solution, not the problem.
I understand that Safe Harbor,. in part because of its notoriety, is an easy target, but I
ask you to consider whether it is. the. right target. Neither the. Safe Harbor nor the EU data
protection directive was designed to. address national security issues. 39 Data transferred
to. "adequate" countries, or through binding corporate rules, approved contractual clauses,
or the Safe Harbor, are all subject to the same national security exceptions. The most
salient difference is that, for transfers made pursuant to Safe. Harbor, the FTC is the cop
on the beat for commercial privacy issues. The same is not true of the other transfer
mechanisms. So, from my consumer protection enforcer's perspective, the Safe Harbor
provides more, not less, privacy protection. And, for that reason, I support its
continuation ..
While some things have changed since. my last trip to Brussels in April, many things
have remained the same. Our enforcement is still robust, including our enforcement of
the Safe Harbor.. Our policy development continues .. And I believe that the common
ground between the U.S. and the EU is. still quite fertile.
Last April when I was here I quoted one of my heroes, John F. Kennedy, and I
believe it is worth quoting him again. Fifty years ago, in 1963, he said: "[L]et us not be
blind to our differences- but let us also direct attention to our common interests and to
the means by which those. differences can be resolved.. And if we cannot end now our
differences, at least we. can help make. the world safe for diversity.'' 40
These words continue to ring true - especially now, when we each have so much
work to do to foster better consumer privacy protections. for all of our citizens.

39

See. id.. See also. EU Data Protection Directive, supra note. 3 ..

40

See. John F .. Kennedy, Commencement Address at American University: Towards a Strategy of Peace
(June 1o. 1963), available at http://www.jfklibrarv.org/Asset-Viewer/BWC714C9QUmLG9J618oy8w.aspx.
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Commissioner Julie Brill's Opening. Panel Remarks
European Institute
Data Protection, Privacy and Security:
Re-Establishing Trust Between Europe and the. United. States.
October 29, 2013

Good morning. 1 would like to thank Joelle. Attinger and the European Institute for
inviting me to speak to you today. . I am honored to be here with Jan Philipp Albrecht, Jim
Halpert, and our esteemed colleagues from the. European Parliament's. LIBE committee...
Welcome to. Washington. 1 am very happy to say that we. are once again open for business ..
Your visit comes on the heels of a significant milestone in Brussels. Just last week, the.
LIBE committee reconciled thousands. of amendments. to. the proposed EU data protection
legislation,. passed an initial draft,. and authorized negotiations with the Council. 1 .
In the U .S., we. have. followed the. EU's. revision of its. privacy framework closely. .
Although we. often hear about the. differences between the U.S. and EU privacy frameworks, I
think it's. important to highlight that we. share many of the same. goals ... The draft EU data
protection legislation that the LIBE committee approved last week adopts measures that echo
many of the FTC's. efforts here in the U.S., including calling on firms to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopt privacy by design;.
Increase transparency;..
Enhance. consumer control;
Improve data accuracy and consumers' access to their data;
Strengthen data security;
Provide parental control over infonnation companies. collect about children;. and
Encourage accountabi lity?

As. the technological challenges. facing the. EU and the U.S. have grown,. so. has. our
common effort to protect consumers .. In some cases, we differ on how to achieve these common
goals. 3 . For example, we both believe that consent is. important, but we. have different approaches
1
. See Press. Release, European Parliament Conunittee. on Civil Liberties, Justice, and Home. Affairs, Civil Liberties
MEPs.pave. the. way for stronger data protection in the. EU (Oct. 21, 2013), available. at.
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef-=-%2fO/o2tEP%2fO/o2 ITEXT%2biMPRESS%2b20 131021 IPR22706%2b0%2bDOC%2bXML%2bV0%2f%2fEN &language=E N .
2

See. Commission. Proposalfor a Directive ofthe European. Parliament and of the Council on the Protection of
Individuals with regard to the Processing ofPersonal Data. and on the.Free Movement ofsuch Data (General Data.
Protection. Re~:,rulation) . COM (20 12) 11. amended (Oct. 21, 20 13), available at
http:f/www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009 20 14/documents/libe/dv/comp am art 0 1-29/comp am att 0 l 29en.pdf, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009 20 14/documents/ libe/dv/comp am art 309 1/comp am art 30-91 en.pdf (listing the. European Parliament Committee. on Civil Liberties,. Justice, and Home.
Affairs's latest amendments. to. Articles I -91 ); FED ..TRADE COMM 'N, Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era of
Rapid Change: Recommendations/or Businesses. and Policymakers (Mar. 26, 20 12), available. at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/201 2/03/ l 20326privacyreport.pdf.
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as to. when and how that consent should be. obtained.. The. particular means. we. choose may
differ, but the challenges we face and our focus on solving them are the same.
Despite our commonalities,. recent events make. the. title. of today's discussion - "ReEstablishing Trust Between Europe and the United States".- particularly relevant. There. is. no
doubt that the. revelations. about the. National Security Agency's surveillance. programs have.
severely tested the close friendship between the US and many of our European colleagues. Let
me take a moment to address this. issue.
Edward Snowden's disclosures about the NSA have sparked a global debate about
govemment surveillance and its impact on individual privacy. 4 . There is. great interest in the.
United States. and in Europe in having the revelations about the NSA serve as a catalyst for
change in the. way governments engage in surveillance to enhance national security. As. some. of
you know, I have spent a lifetime working on privacy issues, so it should be no surprise that this
is a debate I personally welcome, as my own view is that it is a conversation that is. overdue.
But I also think it is important that we have the right conversation - one. that is open and
honest,. practical and productive. As we. move. forward with this conversation, we. should keep in
mind that consumer privacy in the commercial sphere, and citizens' privacy in the face of
government surveillance to. protect national security, are two distinctly separate. issues ... I and my
colleagues at the FTC focus on the appropriate balance between consumer privacy interests and
commercial firms' use of consumer data,. not on national security issues. And I believe. the
recent revelations should spur a separate and equally long overdue conversation about how we
can further enhance consumer privacy and increase transparency in the commercial sphere.
The FTC is the premier U.S. consumer protection agency focused on commercial.
privacy. The FTC has a great track record of using its. authority to go after unfair or deceptive
practices that violate consumer privacy, and vigorously enforcing other laws designed to protect
financial 5 and health6 information, information about children7 , and credit information used to
make decisions. about credit, insurance, employment, and housing. 8 .

3

See Julie. Brill, Commissioner,. Fed..Trade. Comm'n,. Address. at the. Mentor Group Forum for EU -US. Legal
Economic Affairs: Remarks. to the. Mentor Group (Apr. 16,. 20 13), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/speeches/br ill/130416mentorgroup.pdf. .
4
. See. Glen Greenwald,

Ewen MacAskill & Laura Poitras, Edward Snowden:. the Whistleblower Behind the. NSA
Surveillance Revelations , THE. GUARDIAN (JUN. 9,. 20 13), available. at.
http://www. theguardian. com/world/20 13/ jun/09/edward -snowden-nsa-whist!eb lower-surveillance.

5

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999, Pub.. L No .. l06-102,. 113 Stat.. 1338. (codified in scattered sections. of 12 and. 15.
U.S. C.).

6

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, Pub.. L I 04-1 91, 11 0 Stat. 1936 (codified as.
amended in scattered sections. of 18, 26, 29. & 42 U.S.C.); Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical. Health Act of2009,. 42 U.S. C. 300jj et seq. §§ 1790 I et seq.
7

Children 's. Online Privacy Protection Act of 1998, Pub .. L 105-277, 112 Stat. 2581-728 (codified as. amended at 15
U.S.C. §§. 6501 -6505).
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We. have used our broad enforcement authority to challenge inappropriate privacy and
data security practices of companies that operate. throughout the Internet and mobile. ecosystem.
We have brought enforcement actions against well-known companies, such as Google,9
Facebook, 10 Twitter, u and MyspaceY
We have also brought myriad cases. against companies that are not household names, but
whose. practices violated the law. We've sued companies that spammed consumers, 13 installed
spyware on computers, 14 failed to secure. consumers' gersonal information, 15 deceptively tracked
consumers online, 16 violated children's privacy laws, 7 inappropriately collected information on
consumers' mobile devices, 18 and failed to secure Internet-connected devices. 19 We have
obtained millions of dollars in penalties and restitution in our privacy and data security cases,
and placed numerous. companies under 20-year orders. with robust injunctive provisions.

8

Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91 -508,. 84 Stat. 1128 (codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. §§ 1681168lx).

9

In the Matter of Google, Inc., FTC File. No.. I 02 3136 (Oct. 13, 20 II), available at
http://ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1023 136/ 111 024googlebuzzdo.pdf (decision and order).
10

In the Matter ofFacebook, Inc., FTC File. No .. 092 3184 (July 27,. 20 12), available. at
http://www. ftc.gov/os/caselist/0923 184/ 1208 1Otacebookdo.pdf (decision and order) .. .
11

In the Matter of Twitter, Inc., FTC File No.. 092 3093. (March 3, 2011} available. at
http://www.ftc. gov/os/case1ist/0923093/ II 031 1twitterdo.pdf (decision and order).
12

In. the Matter of Myspace, LLC, FTC File. No.. I 02 3058 (Aug. 30,.2012) available. at
http://ftc.gov/os/casclist/ I 023058/1209 11 myspacedo.pdf (decision and order) . .
13

See,. e.g., FTC v. Flora. 2011 U.S. Dist.. LEXIS. 121712 (C.D. CaL Aug. 12, 2011), available at
http://www.ftc .gov/os/caselist/ 1023005/1 109291oanmodorder.pdf..
14

See,. e.g., FTC v. CyberSpy Software,.LLC,. et al., No.. 08-CV-01872 (M.D. Fla.. Apr. 22, 201 0), available at
http://www. ftc .govIoslcaselist/0823160/ 100602cyberspystip.pdf (stipulated final order).
15

See,. e.g. , In the Matter of Lab MD, FTC File No. 102 3099 (Aug. 28, 20 13), available. at
http://www.ftc .gov/os/ad jpro/d9357 I 130829labmdpart3 .pdf (administrative complaint).
16
See,. e.g., In the Matter of Epic Marketplace, Inc., et. al. , FTC File. No. 112 3182 (Dec. 5, 20 12), available at
http://www. ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1123 182/ 1303 15epicmarketplacedo.pdf (decision and order).

17

See, e.g,. U. S. v..ArtistArena,. LLC, No .. l2-CV-7386 (S.D.N.Y. Oct.. 3, 2012), available at.
http://www. ftc. gov/oslcaselist/ 1123167I 121003artistarenadecree.pdf (stipulated final order).
18

See U.S. v.. Path,.lnc.,. No .. 13-CV-0448 (N.D. CaL Feb. 8, 2013)(Consent decree and order), available at

http://www. ftc. gov/os/casel ist/ 1 223 1 5 8/ 1 30201 path i ncdo .pdf~

In the. Matter ofHTC,. Inc., FTC File No .. 122 3049
(June 25, 2013), available. at. http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1223049/ 130702htcdo.pdf (decision and order) . .
19

See. In the Matter ofTRENDnet,. Inc., FTC File. No .. 122 3090 (Sept. 4, 2013), available at
http://www. ftc. gov/os/caselist/ 1223090/ 130903trendnetorder.pdf (agreement containing consent order); see. also.
Julie. Brill, Op-Ed., From. Regulators, Guidance. and EnfiJrcement,. N.Y.. TIMES, Sept. 8, 2013, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/20 13/09/08/privacy-and-the-internet-of-things/regu1ators-must-guide-theinternet-o f-things . ..
3
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As a complement to. our privacy enforcement work, the FTC is. actively engaged in
ongoing policy development to improve privacy protection in light of rapid technological
change. In addition to our landmark privacy report issued last year, we. have. addressed cuttingedge privacy issues involving facial recognition technology, 20 kids apps, 21 mobile privacy
disclosures, 22 and mobile payments.23
In light of our increasingly interconnected world, the. FTC has devoted significant time to
enhancing international privacy enforcement cooperation so that we. are. better able. to address
global challenges. We continue to foster a strong relationship and engage in ongoing dialogue
with European data protection authorities. We meet regularly with EU DPAs,.and in April I met
with the entire Article 29 Working Party. The Article 29 Working Party has been kind enough to
24
recognize the. FTC as a crucial partner in privacy and data protection enforcement. And the.
Working Party, like the FTC, has welcomed the ongoing dialogue and constructive cooperation
between us, and stressed the need for further transatlantic. cooperation, especially in enforcement
matters, in order to. achieve our common goals?5 Indeed,. the FTC's. recent Memorandum of
Understanding with the Irish DPA establishes a good framework for increased, more.
streamlined, and more. effective privacy enforcement cooperation.26 . And just last month, we
worked very closely with our EU and Canadian counterparts to launch the International
Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners' initiative to address challenges in
global privacy enforcement cooperation?7

20

See Press. Release, FTC Recommends. Best Practices for Companies That Use Facial Recognition Technologies
(Oct. 22, 20 I 2), available at http://ftc.gov/opa/20 I 211 0/facialrecognition.shtm.
21

. See FED. TRADE COMM 'N, Mobile Appsfor Kids: Disclosures Still Not Making the. Grade (December 20 12),
available at. http://www.ft.c. gov/os/20 12/ I 2/ 12I 2 I Omobilekidsappreport.pdf.. .

22

See Press Release, FTC Staff Report Recommends. Ways to. Improve. Mobile. Privacy Disclosures. (Feb. I, 2013),
available at http://www.ftc. gov/opa/20 13/02/mobileprivacy.shtm. .
23

See FED. TRADE COMM 'N,. Plastic,. Paper, or Mobile?An FTC Workshop on Mobile Payments (March 20 13),
available at http://www.ftc. gov/os/20 13/03/ 130306mobilereport.pdf. .
24

Press. Release, Article. 29. Data Protection Working Party Meeting with FTC Commissioner Julie. Brill (Apr. 29,
20 J3), available. at. http://ec.europa.eu/iustice/data-protection/article-29/press-material/pressrelease/art29 press material/20 130429 pr april plenary en.pdL
2

s.Seeld..

26

Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Mutual Assistance. in the. Enforcement of Laws Protecting Personal
Information in the. Private. Sector,.U.S. FED ..TRADE COMM 'N-DATA PROTECTION.COMMISSIONER OF IRELAND,. June
20 l3, available. at. http://www.ftc.gov/os/20 13/06/130627usirelandmouprivacyprotection.pdf.
27

See Resolution on International Enforcement and Cooperation, 35th International. Conference of Data Protection
and Privacy Commissioners, Sept. 23-26, 2013, available at
https:/ /privacyconference20 13 .org/web/pageF iles/kcfinder/fi les/4 .%20Enforcement%20coordination%20reso Iuti on
%20EN%20.pdL
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Another critical role played by the FTC is to enforce the. U.S.-EU Safe Harbor
framework. 28 We know that Safe Harbor has received its. share of criticism,.particularly in the.
past few months. We've read the news reports. and heard about the recent Parliamentary
hearings about Safe Harbor. 29 . Given the active debate over Safe Harbor right now, I'd like to
address head-on the contention in some quarters that Safe Harbor isn't up to the job of protecting
EU citizens' data in the commercial sphere.
First, the FTC vigorously enforces the Safe Harbor. As. the Safe Harbor program has
grown over the past decade,. so has the FTC's enforcement activity. Since. 2009, we have
brought ten Safe Harbor cases. 30 When Safe Harbor was established,. the FTC committed to
review on a priority basis all referrals from EU member state authorities. 3 1 With few referrals
over the past decade,. we. have taken the. initiative. to proactively look for Safe Harbor violations.
in every privacy and data security investigation we conduct.. That is how we discovered the Safe
Harbor violations ofGoogle, Facebook,. and Myspace in the. last few years. These cases
demonstrate. the enforceability of Safe Harbor cettifications and the high cost that companies can
pay for non-compliance. The orders in Google, Facebook, and Myspace require the companies
to implement comprehensive ptivacy programs. and subject the companies to ongoing privacy
audits for 20. years. 32 Violations. of these orders can result in hefty fines, as. Google discovered
when we assessed a $22.5 million civil penalty against the. company last year for violating its
consent decree. 33 The FTC orders against Google, Facebook, and Myspace help protect over a
billion consumers worldwide,. hundreds of millions of whom reside in Europe. These cases
demonstrate that Safe Harbor gives the. FTC an effective and functioning tool to protect the
privacy ofEU citizen data transferred to. America. Without the Safe Harbor,. my job to protect
EU consumers' privacy, where. appropriate, would be. much harder.. In an era where. we. face
many threats to privacy, Safe Harbor has been an effective solution,. not the. problem.
Second, going forward, the FTC will continue to make the Safe Harbor a top enforcement
priority. Indeed, we have opened numerous investigations into Safe Harbor compliance in recent
months. We will continue. to welcome. any substantive leads, such as. the. complaint we received
in the past month from a European-based consumer advocate alleging a large number of Safe
Harbor-related violations. And,. let me be clear, we take this recent complaint very seriously... Of
28

See. U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE, Safe. Harbor Privacy Principles (Jul. 21 , 2000), available. at.
http://export.gov/safeharbor/eu/eg main 0 18475.asp . .

29
See. LJBE Committee. Inquiry on Electronic Mass Surveillance of EU Citizens,. Sixth Hearing (Oct 7, 20 13),
available. at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/video?event=20 13 1014- 1500-COMMITTEE-

LIBE...
30

See. Legal Resources, Bureau of Consumer Protection Business. Center,.U.S. FED .. TRADE COMM 'N,.available at
http:/lbusiness.ftc.gov/legal-resources/2840/3 ..

31
. See. Letter

from Robert Pitofsky, Chairman,. Fed .. Trade Comm 'n to John Mogg, Director,. Directorate-General.
XV, European Commission (Jul. 14, 2000), available. at
http://export.gov/static/sh en FTCLETTERFTNAL Latest eg main 0 18455.pdL

32
. See.

Google, supra. note. 9~ Face book,.supra note. I 0 ~ Myspace, supra. note. 12 ..

33

See. Press. Release, Google. Will Pay $22.5 Million to. Settle. FTC Charges. it Misrepresented Privacy Assurances to
Users. of Apple's Safari Internet Browser (Aug. 9,. 20 12), available. at http://ft.c .gov/opa/20 12/0 8/google.shtm.
5
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course, as we do in every instance, we take the necessary time to separate fact from fiction. And,
as I am sure. many in this audience. would appreciate, we also proceed carefully to provide proper
notice. and appropriate levels of due process. If we discover in our investigations that companies
have committed Safe Harbor-related law violations, we will take appropriate enforcement
actions ..
As I mentioned earlier, I think it is healthy to have. a vigorous debate over how to
appropriately balance national security and privacy, but that ongoing debate should not be
allowed to distort discussions. in the commercial sphere about role of the Safe Harbor in
protection consumer privacy. The. EU itself has created national security exemptions in its
existing data protection laws, 34 and the European Commission proposed such exemptions for
government surveillance in its draft data protection regulation.35 In other words, the EU has
justifiably recognized the need to tackle their member states' national security issues
separately. Safe Harbor is no different and warrants a similar approach. Just as the EU Data
Protecti.o n Directive. was not designed to address national security issues, neither was. the. Safe
Harbor. Whatever the means to transfer data about European consumers for commercial
purposes.- whether to countries whose laws are deemed "adequate", through approved
contractual clauses, or by way of the Safe Harbor- all these. transfer mechanisms are subject to.
national security exceptions. The difference is. that, for Safe Harbor violations, the. FTC is the
cop on the. beat. So, from my consumer protection enforcer's perspective, the. Safe Harbor
provides more, not less, privacy protection.
I know that some of you in this. room may have taken a different view of the Safe Harbor
framework. [hope my thoughts give you cause. to. reexamine the. virtues of the Safe Harbor
system. As the draft regulation continues its journey through the process of review and adoption,
I am hopeful that we can continue to work together to. promote both the free flow of data and
strong consumer privacy protections.
And while. it may not make. the headlines or the. nightly news, in the midst of all of the
recent developments at home and across the.pond, our efforts to enhance privacy enforcement
cooperation continue to build trust day by day . . We want to continue to. develop these ties of
cross border law enforcement cooperation- including Safe Harbor enforcement- that enhance
privacy and data security - as these. are. the ties that build rather than erode trust, the. ties. that bind
rather than divide. us. We have worked extensively with our friends in the EU on these and other
issues, and we look forward to continuing that collaboration to enhance privacy protection for
consumers on both sides of the Atlantic.
Thank you.

34

Directive 1995/46/EC, of the European Parliament and.of the Council of24 October 1995. on the Protection of
Individuals with Regard to the. Processing of Personal Data. and on the Free Movement of Such Data,.2005 OJ. (L
281) 31 , 42, available. at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacvJdocs/95-46-ce/dirl 995-46 part l en.pdf.

35

See. Commission. Proposalfor a Directive. of the European Parliament. and ofthe Council on. the Protection. of
Individuals with regard to the Processing ofPersonal Data and on the Free Movement ofsuch Data (General Data
Protection Regulation),. COM (20 12). 11. final (Jan. 25,. 20 12), available. at http://ec.europa.eu/ justice/dataprotection/document/rev.iew20 12/com 20 12 11 en.pdf.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS:

In the. Matter of
LabMD, Inc.,

Edith Ramirez, Chairwoman
Julie Brill
Maureen K. Ohlhausen
Joshua D. Wright
)
)
)
)
}
)

DOCKET NO. 9357
PUBLIC

a corporation.
___________________________
)

[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
COMMISSIONER BRILL FROM THIS ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEEDING
This matter came before the Commission on December 17, 2013,. upon a Motion to
Disqualify Commissioner Brill From This Administrative. Proceeding (Motion) filed by
Respondent LabMD, Inc. (LabMD) pursuant tO. Commission Rule. 4.17. 16. C.F.R. § 4.17, for an
Order disqualifying Commissioner Julie Brill from participation in the above-captioned matter.
Having considered LabMD' s. Motion and all supporting papers,. and good cause. appearing,
IT IS ORDERED THAT LabMD's Motion IS GRANTED; and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT Commissioner Brill is disqualified from
participating in the above-captioned matter,. including. but not limited to. any vote concerning the
above-captioned matter and the Commission's forthcoming decision on LabMD's pending
Motion to Dismiss the. Complaint with Prejudice..
By the Commission.
DonaldS. Clark
Secretary
SEAL
ISSUED:.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on December 17, 2013, I filed the foregoing document electronically
using the FfC's E-Filing System, which will send notification of such filing to:
DonaldS. Clark, Esq.
Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rm. H-113
Washington, DC 20580
I certify that I caused hand-delivery of twelve paper copies of the foregoing document to
the following address: Document Processing Section, Room H-113, Headquarters Building, 600
Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20580.

I also certify that I delivered via electronic mail and caused hand-delivery of a copy of
the foregoing document to:
The Honorable D. Michael Chappell
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rrn. H-110
Washington, DC 20580
I further certify that I delivered via electronic mail and first-class mail a copy of the
foregoing document to:
Alain Sheer, Esq.
Laura Riposo VanDruff, Esq.
Megan Cox, Esq.
Margaret Lassack. Esq.
Ryan Mehm, Esq.
John Krebs, Esq.
Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Mail Stop NJ-8122
Washington, D.C. 20580

CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC FILING
I certify that the electronic copy sent to the Secretary of the Commission is a true and
correct copy of the paper original and that I possess a paper original of the signed document
that is available for review by the parties and the adjudicator.
Dated: December 17, 2013

By.· _____________
Michael D. Pepson
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From: Clark, Donald S.

Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 5:20PM
To: Tabor, April
Subject: FW:. In the Matter of LabMD, Docket No. 9357: Respondent LabMD, Inc.'s. Motion to Disqualify Commissioner
Brill. From Th is. Administrative. Proceeding

From: Michael Pepson [ ma ilto:m ichael.pepson@causeofaction .org]

Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013.3:26 PM
To: Secretary; Clark, Donald S.
Subject: In the. Matter of LabMD, Docket No .. 9357: Respondent LabMD, Inc.'s. Motion to Disqualify Commissioner Brill.
From This Administrative Proceeding
Dear Secretary Clark:.
Please f ind attached to this e-mail. a courtesy copy of Respondent LabMD, Inc.'s Motion to Disqualify Commissioner Brill
from this. Administrative Proceedi ng, which was. filed today using the. Federal. Trade Commission E-Filing System . .
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Michael Pepson
Michael D. Pepson I Counsel I Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue NW, Suite #650
Washington, D.C.. 20006
Admitted to practice only in Maryland,. the U.S. District Court for the. District of Maryland, the U.S. District Court for the.
District of Colorado,. the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C.. Circuit, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, and the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the. Eleventh Circuit. Practice limited to cases in federal court and administrative proceedings
before federal agencies.
M ichaei .Pepson@causeofaction .org
o: 202.499.2024 I
Confidential ity:.. The information contained in. t his. communication. may be. conf idential,. is. intended only for. t he use of. t he. recipient named above, and may be lega lly
privileged, It is not intended as. lega l advice and may not be. relied upon or used as lega l advice. This. communication does. not establish an attorney-client relationship
between us. If the reader of. this. message is. not t he. intended recipient, you are. hereby notified that any. dissemination, distribution,. or. copying of. this
communication, or. any. of. its. contents,. is. strictly prohibited. lf. you. have received this. communication. in. error,. please. re-send t his. communication. to. the. sender and
delete.the original. message and any copy of. it from. your. computer. system. Thank you .
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UNITED. STATES OF. AMERICA
BEFORE.THE. FEDERAL TRADE. COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS:.

In the. Matter of

Edith Ramirez, Chairwoman
Julie.Brill
Maureen K.. Ohlhausen
Joshua D.. Wright

.}
.}
)
).
).

DOCKET NO .. 9357.
PUBLIC

LabMD, Inc.,
a corporation..
-------------~·).

RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COMMISSIONER BRILL .
FROM. THIS ADMINISTRATIVE. PROCEEDING.
Pursuant to. Commission Rule. 4.17, 16. C.P.R.. § 4.17, Respondent LabMD,. Inc .. (LabMD)
respectfully moves. for the. disqualification of Commissioner Julie. Brill from this. matter because.
her public statements show she. has prejudged the facts of LabMD' s. case .. ..
In a September 17,. 2013, keynote address. to. Forum Europe in Brussels, Belgium.
Commissioner Brill said FTC has "brought myriad cases. against companies. that are not
household names, but whose. practices crossed. the. line.". She. called out LabMD by name. as. the.
leading example of companies. FTC challenged for "fail[ing] to properly secure consumer.
information." . Forum Europe Fourth Annual EU Data Protection and Privacy Conference.
Commissioner Julie Brill's. Keynote Address,. at 3. & n.15. (Sept. 17, 2013) (citing In the Matter
of LabMD,. FTC File. No .. 102 3099. (Aug. 28, 2013) (administrative complaint} (Ex. A).

On October 29, 2013 ,. Commissioner Brill used even more damning language, stating:
"We.... have. brought myriad cases against companies ... whose practices [have] violated the.
law .. . We've. sued companies. that ... failed to secure. consumers'. personal information."

Commissioner Julie Brill's. Opening Panel Remarks,. European Institute,. "Data Protection,
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Privacy and Security:. Re-Establishing Trust Between Europe and the United States,". at 3. & n.l5.
(Oct. 29,. 2013) (emphasis added) (Ex. B). Commissioner Brill then,. once again for emphasis,
cited LabMD as. the leading and only culprit... /d. (citing In the. Matter of LabMD,. FTC File No ..
102 3099. (Aug .. 28 ,. 2013) (administrative complaint)) ....
With the exception. of the LabMD matter, each Commission matter that Commissioner

Brill cited as. examples. of Section 5. violations in the foregoing speeches. is. a final decision of
some. kind:

1

"decision and order"; "consent decree. and order";. "stipulated final order";

"agreement containing consent order";. "stipulated final order";. an Article. III court's. order.. See.
Ex .. A at 3-4 & nn. 11-23; Ex .. B .. at 3 nn .. 9-19 ... /n the. Matter ofLabMD,. FTC File. No .. 102 3099
(Aug .. 28,. 2013), is a pending case. before the. Commission (including Commissioner Brill);
LabMD has. denied violating Section 5. and has. exercised its. right to. a hearing before an ALJ; .
the ALJ has. not made. any factual findings. as to LabMD's. Section 5.1iability; and LabMD has
filed a Motion to. Dismiss. with Prejudice that is. currently pending before the. Commission (which
Commissioner Brill,. along with the. other Commissioners,. will rule. on absent disqualification) . .
The. test for disqualification is. whether "a disinterested observer may conclude. that [the
agencyl has in some. measure. adjudged the facts as. well as. the law of a particular case. in advance.
of hearing it."2 Cinderella Career & Finishing Schools, Inc .. v.. FTC,. 425. F.2d 583,. 591 (D.C.
Cir.. 1970); see. also Nuclear Info. & Res.. Serv .. v.. NRC. 509. F.3d 562,. 571. (D.C. Cir.. 2007)
(agency official should be disqualified when the "disinterested observer". standard has. been met
under Cinderella,. i.e.,. the. official "has. in some. measure. adjudged the. facts as well as the. law of a
1

Undersigned counsel learned of Commissioner Brill's. statements on Sunday, December

15,.2013 ..
2

"[O]ur system of law has always endeavored to prevent even the probability of
unfairness." In re. Murchison,. 349. U.S. 133,. 136-37 (1955). "[T]he Due Process Clause. has. been
implemented by objective standards. that do not require. proof of actual bias.". Caperton v.. A. T ..
Massey Coal Co.,. 556 U.S. 868,. 883-84. (2009).
[2]
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particular case in advance. of hearing it"); Metropolitan. Council of NAACP Branches v.. FCC. 46
F.3d 1154,. 1164-65. (D.C. Cir.. 1995) (citing Cinderella as the. standard). Here,. that test has. been
more. than met.. . Commissioner Brill has. told the world that LabMD failed to secure. consumer
information and violated the law .. Both of these conclusions,. however,. should properly follow an
evidentiary hearing, not precede it. 3 No neutral judge. with any regard for the due. processrequirement of avoiding the. appearance. of bias and prejudgment would ever say. such things.
about a pending case.4

Cinderella therefore controls. and mandates Commissioner Brill's. disqualification.
There,. as. here, a FTC commissioner made. statements. suggesting he. had prejudged a pending
case ... See Cinderella,. 425. F.2d at 589-91. . In Cinderella,. the. respondent's. business. "operate[d)
and grant[ed] franchises for the. operation of schools. offering various. courses. in modeling,
fashion merchandising,. charm,. and self-improvement." FTC v.. Cinderella Career & Finishing
3

Cf. Michael D .. Pepson & John N .. Sharifi, Lego v .. Twombly:. The Improbable
Relationship Between An Obscure Supreme Court Decision and Wrongful Convictions,. 47 AM ..
CRIM. L. REV .. 1185,. 1231-35 (2010) (arguing that institutional bias. agai nst defendants leads. to.
erroneous. factfinding and, in turn,. wrongful convictions); Michael D .. Pepson,. Comment.
Therapeutic Jurisprudence. in. Philosophical. Perspective,. 2 L OF LAW,. PHIL. & CULTURE 239,.
260-64. (2008} (noting that the. Supreme Court has. said that due. process. requires. a bearing that is
more. than a sham or a pretense) . .
4

Commissioner Brill's. conclusory statements that LabMD has,. infact, violated Section 5.
are markedly different from a factual press. release stating that the Commission has issued a
complaint after finding "reason to believe". that a Section 5 violation may have occurred . .
Commissioner Brill said these things. about a hotly contested high-profile case. pending before
her without using words. like. "allegedly" and without mentioning that she. was. responsible for not
only ruling on LabMD 's. dispositive motions. in the first instance but also deciding the. matter
ajier a full-blown administrative adjudication.. "It is fundamental that both unfairness and the.
appearance of unfairness should be. avoided .. Wherever there may be. reasonable. suspicion of
unfairness, it is. best to. disqualjfy." Am. Cyanamid Co. v. FTC, 363 F.2d 757, 767 (6th Cir..
1966). See generally Marshall v. Jerrico, Inc.,. 446 U.S. 238,. 242 (1980) (The Due Process.
Clause's. "neutrality requirement[,. inter alia,] preserves. both the appearance. and reality of
fairness, generating the. feeling, so important to a popular government,. that justice has. been done,.
by ensuring that no person will be. deprived of his. interests in the. absence of a proceeding in
which he may present his. case with assurance that the. arbiter is. not predisposed to find against
him.". (citation omitted)).
[3]
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Schools, Inc.,. 404 F.2d 1308,. 1309. (D.C. Cir.. 1968). FTC Chairman Dixon discussed the.
respondent's business model and allegedly unfair or deceptive practices in a thinly-veiled speech
to a trade. association and said:.
What kind of vigor can a reputable. newspaper exhibit?. . . . What standards are
maintained on advertising acceptance? What would be. the. attitude. toward
accepting good money for advertising by a merchant who. conducts. a "going out
of business". sale every five months? What about carrying ads that ofler college
educations infive weeks, fortunes by raising mushrooms. in the basement, getting
rid of pimples. with a magic lotion,. or becoming an airline's hostess by attending
a charm school?. Or, to raise. the. target a bit,. how many newspapers would hesitate.
to. accept an ad promising an unqualified guarantee. for a product when the.
guarantee. is. subject to many limitations? .... Granted that newspapers are not in
the advertising policing business,. their advertising managers are savvy enough to
smell deception when the odor is strong enough...

Cinderella,. 425. F.2d at 589-90 (emphasis. in original) ..
The Cinderella court disqualified Dixon for this,. saying: .
It requires. no superior olfactory powers. to recognize that the danger of unfairness
through prejudgment is. not diminished by a cloak of self-righteousness . . We have
no. concern for or interest in the. public. statements of government officers, but we.
are charged with the responsibility of making certain that the image of the
administrative. process is not transformed from a Rubens. to a Modigliani.
[T]here is. in fact and law authority in the. Commission,. acting in the public.
interest,. to. alert the. public. to suspected violations. of the. law by factual press.
releases whenever the. Commission shall have. reason to. believe. that a respondent
is. engaged in activities. made. unlawful by the. Act. . This does not give individual
Commissioners license to prejudge cases or to make speeches which give the
appearance. that the case has been prejudged.. . Conduct such as. this may have the.
effect of entrenching a Commissioner in a position which he. has publicly stated,
making it difficult, if not impossible,. for him to. reach a different conclusion in the.
event he. deems. it necessary to. do. so after consideration of the. record. . There is. a
marked difference between the issuance of a press. release. which states. that the.
Commission has filed a complaint because. it has. "reason to believe" that there
have. been violations. and statements by a Commissioner after an appeal has. been
filed which give the appearance that he has already prejudged the case and that
the ultimate determination of the merits will move. in predestined grooves .. While
these. two. situations-Commission press. releases and a Commissioner's. predecision public statements-are. similar in appearance, they are. obviously of a
different order of merit..

(4]
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/d.. at 590. (emphasis added).

Commissioner Brill's. statements are even more explicit and egregious than Dixon's.
Commissioner Brill effectively. stated that,. in her view, LabMD's. data-security practices, as. a
factual matter, violate Section 5..

The above-cited statements. were made shortly after

Commissioner Brill voted to issue. a Complaint against LabMD,. and subsequent to. LabMD's
Answer denying any. violation of Section 5.. Commissioner Brill has. thereby disposed of the
fiction of FTC fairness and left no doubt about her position as. to LabMD' s eventual fate
regardless. of the outcome of its. evidentiary hearing . . Even before her statements, the evidence. of
futility was there for anyone who cared to. peek inside. FTC's procedural curtain and see ... But
Commissioner Brill has. tom down this curtain and left FTC bare . .
To begin with,. FTC's. administrative process. appears. to. be. rigged against respondents .. .
The empirical data is that for nearly. the. past twenty. years,. in 100% of the. cases where. the. ALJ
ruled for FTC, the Commission affirmed, but in 100% of the cases. where. the ALJ ruled for
respondent,. the Commission reversed .. ln other words, FTC never loses.5
According to Commissioner Wright,. the reason that the FTC's enforcement of Section 5
is. fundamentally unfair arises from a combination of FTC's administrative. process. advantages
and the vague nature. of Section 5. authority .. . This. toxic mixture gives FTC great power because,
as Commissioner Wright recently. told Congress, "firms typicall y. prefer to. settle. Section 5 claims.
rather than go. through the. lengthy and costly administrative. litigation in which they are both
shooting at a moving target and may have the. chips stacked. against them." . Preliminary
Transcript,. "The FTC at 100:. Where. Do We Go. From Here?," House. of Representatives,.

5

Wright, "Recalibrating Section 5: A Response to the. CPI Symposium," CPI ANTITRUST
CHRONICLE, 4 (Nov. 2013), available at https://www.competitionpolicyintemational.com/ (accessed
Dec.. l5, 2013).
[5]
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Subcommittee on Commerce,. Manufacturing,. and Trade, Committee on Energy and Commerce,
at

34

(Dec

3,

2013),

available

at .

http://democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/sites/default/files/documents/PreliminaryTranscript-CMT-FTC-at-100-2013-l2-3.pdf (accessed Dec .. 16, 2013) . .
Unfairness and even the. appearance of unfairness should be avoided by FTC. . Cinderella,
425. F.2d at 591; accord Am.. Cyanamid Co. , 363 F.2d at 767 ... No FTC official should ever take
the broad license to prejudge. adjudications. or to make speeches. giving the. clear appearance that
a matter has been decided before a fair evidentiary hearing,. as Commissioner Brill has. done. here ..

See Cinderella, 425. F.2d at 589-92.. Because Commissioner Brill has "in some measure adjudged
the facts as well as the. law" of LabMD' s case,. she must be disqualified. I d. at 591.

CONCLUSION
For the. foregoing reasons,. we. respectfully move that Commissioner Brill. disqualify
herself immediately and abstain from any further participation in this matter,. including, but not
limited to,. participation in the Commission's forthcoming decision on LabMD 's. pending
Motion to Dismiss . .
Respectfully submitted,..

Is! Reed D .. Rubinstein
Reed D. Rubinstein, Partner
D.C .. Bar No .. 440153
William Sherman II, Partner
D.C .. BarNo .. 1005932.
Dinsmore. & Shohl,. L.L.P.
801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW,. Suite. 610
Washington,. D.C. 20006
Telephone:. 202.372.9120
Fax:. 202.372.9141.
Email: reed.rubinstein @dinsmore.com
Counsel to Cause. of Action
[6]
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Michael D. Pepson
Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 650
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: 202.499.4232
Fax: 202.330.5842
Email: michael.pepson@causeofaction.org
Admitted only in Maryland.
Practice limited to cases in federal court and
administrative proceedings before federal agencies

Dated: December 17,2013
[7]
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Forum Europe. Fourth.Annual EU Data. Protection and. Privacy Conference
Commissioner Julie. Brill's. Keynote Address.
September 17, 2013.
Brussels, Belgium

Good morning. l would like. to. thank Forum Europe for the. invitation to.
participate in this. important conference today. I am always delighted to have the.
opportunity to engage with my EU counterparts on issues. that are important to. all of us,.
and 1 see. many of my friends in the. audience. today.
A lot has. changed since. this. past April when I was. last in Brussels ... The revelations.
about the U.S. National Security Agency's. programs 1. have sparked a global debate about
government surveillance. and its. effect on individual privacy. . As many of you know~ I
have. spent a lifetime working on consumer protection and privacy issues,. so. it should be.
no. surprise that this. is. a debate. I welcome .. It is. a conversation that is. long overdue,. but I
also think it is important that we have the right conversation- one that is open and
honest~ practical and productive . . As we move forward with this conversation, my
personal view is. that there are some. important facts that we should keep in mind as. we
collectively attempt to answer some very tough questions:
•

First,. whether we. call privacy a "fundamental right". or a Constitutional right,. the
U.S., EU,.and many other countries. around the. world place tremendous value. on
privacy. Our legislative and regulatory frameworks may differ, but the
acknowledgment of the need for privacy protections. and the principles. underlying
how we. define those. protections are, at their core, the same.2

•

Second,. national security exceptions in laws, including privacy laws,. are the
norm,. not the. exception, for countries. around the globe, including EU Member
States. and third countries. that have. received European Commission adequacy
determinations. 3 As. we revisit the proper scope of government surveillance,. the

1
. See

Glen Greenwald. Ewen MacAskiU & Laura Poitras. Edward Snowden:. the Whistleblower Behind the
NSA. SurveilLance Revelations. THE G UARDIAN (Jun. 9. 2013), available at
http://www.theguardian.com/world/20 13/ jun/09/edward-snowden-nsa-whistleblower-surveillance..
2

See Julie.Brill, Commissioner, Fed ..Trade. Comm'n, Address at the. Mentor Group Forum for EU-US.
Legal. Economic. Affairs: Remarks. to the. Mentor Group (Apr. 16,. 20 13), available. at
http://www.ftc .gov/speeches/brill/ l 30416mentorgroup.pdf.
3

See,. e.g., Directive. 1995/46/EC,. of the European Parliament and of the. Council of 24. October 1995. on the
Protection oflndividuals with Regard to. the. Processing of Personal Data and on the. Free. Movement of
Such. Data, 2005. O.J.. (L 281) 31 , 42,.available. at. http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacy/docs/95-46ce/dirl 995-46 part I en.pdf [hereinafter "EU Data Protection Directive"]; Personal Information Protection
and Electronic Documents. Act, R.S.C .. 2000, c .. 5, 6-8, I I, available. at. http://laws-lois.justice.gc.ca/PDF/ P8.6 .pdf (Can.). See. generally Ch.r.istopher Wolf,. An Analysis of Service Provider Transparency Reports on
Government Requestsfor Data,. HOGAN LOVELLS (Aug. 27, 20 13),
http://www .hldataprotection.com/files/20 13/08/I-Iogan -Love lis-White-Paper-Analysis-of-TransparencyReports.pdf.
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sufficiency of procedural safeguards, and how to. ''balance the ends with the.
4
means", we. should examine. these. issues with a global lens, as. these. challenges
are. not unique to a single sovereign.
•

Third,. the recent events provide a teachable. moment that should encourage. us to
redouble our efforts on improving transparency and privacy protections for
consumers. in the commercial sphere.. . We have a renewed opportunity to. be.
proactive rather than reactive, and to move. the separate. but equally important
conversation about enhancing consumer privacy forward, not backward ... It is
important to. acknowledge that commercial privacy and national security issues.
are two distinctly separate issues ... Indeed,.the EU has. recognized this. distinction,
as. the data protection laws. do not apply to. national security issues. 5 And this is.
the. right approach, helping to. ensure. the. solutions. we. develop will be tailored to.
each set of problems we. seek to. address ..

At the Federal Trade Commission, we address. commercial privacy. We do. not have
criminal jurisdiction, or jurisdiction over national security issues .. Of course,. there. are
other U.S. officials who. are. charged with addressing those issues,.and they are. eager to.
do so ...
The. FTC has. a long traditi.on of using its. authority against unfair or deceptive
practices to. protect consumer privacy. . We. take. action against companies that fail to.
comply with their own privacy policies. or otherwise misrepresent their information
management practices ... And,.just as. importantly,. we also address unfair collection and
use. of personal information that inflicts harm on consumers that they cannot reasonably
avoid, and that does. not ofier offsetting benefits to. consumers. or competition. 6
As specific privacy and data security issues. have arisen over the past 40 years,.
Congress has supplemented the. FTC' s broad remedial authority by charging us and other
agencies with enforcing other privacy laws,. including laws designed to. protect financiat?
and health information, 8 children,9 and information used for credit,. insurance.
employment and housing decisions. 10 ..
4

Full Transcript:.President. Obama 's Press Conference with Swedish Prime Minister. Fredrik Reinfeldt in
Stockholm, W ASH. POST, Sept. 4, 2013, available at. http://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/fu lltranscript-president-obamas-press-conference-with-swedish-prime-minister-fredrik-reinteldt-instockhohn/20 13/09/04/35e3e08e- 1569-1 1e3-804b-d3a1a3a 18t2c story.html.
5

See EU Data Protection Directive,. supra. note. 3,. at 42..

6
.

15 U.S.C. §45(n).

7

Gramm-Leach-Biiley Act of 1999, Pub .. L.. No .. I 06-102,. 113. Stat.. 1338 (codified in scattered sections. of
12. and 15 U.S. C.); Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970 (FRCA ), Pub.. L.. No .. 91 -508,. 84. Stat.. 1128. (codified
as. amendedat 15U.S.C. §§.1681 - 1681u).
8

Health Insurance. Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. (HIPAA), Pub .. L.. I 04- 191, II 0 Stat. 1936.
(codified as. amended in scattered. sections. of 18,. 26,. 29 & 42 U.S.C.); Health Information Te.chnology for
Economic. and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of2009, 42. U.S.C. §§. 20 L note,. 300jj et seq., 17901 ....

2
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At the FTC, protecting consumer privacy is one of our most important missions .. We
have. used our broad enforcement authority to challenge inappropriate privacy and data
security practices of companies that operate throughout the. Internet and mobile.
ecosystem... Our most well-known cases.-: against Google, 11 Facebook, 12 and MySpace 13
- have. led to orders that,. for the next 20. years, govern the data collection and use.
activities of these. companies. And in each of these. cases. we. have. addressed the.
companies' failure to. comply with the U.S .-EU Safe Harbor..
We have. also brought myriad cases against companies that are not household
names,. but whose. practices crossed the. line .. We've. sued companies spamming
14
consumers. and installing spyware on their computers. . We've. challenged companies
that failed to properly secure consumer information. 15 . We have. sued ad networks, 16
analytics. companies, 17 data brokers, 18 and software developers. 19 We have vigorously

9

Children's. Online. Privacy Protection Act of 1998. (COPPA), Pub.. L.. 105-277, 112. Stat. 2581-728.
(codified as amended at 15 U.S.C. §§ 6501-6505).
10

15. U.S.C.. §§ 1681-1681t..

11

.Tn the. Matter ofGoogle, Inc., FTC File.No .. I 02 3136 (Oct.l3, 2011), available at
http://ftc. gov/os/caselist/102313611 11024googlebuzzdo.pdf (decision and order).
12

In the. Matter of Facebook, Inc., FTC File.No .. 092 3 184 (July 27, 2012), available at.
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/0923 184/1 2081Ofacebookdo.pdf (decision and order) ..

n In the. Matter of Myspace, LLC, FTC File. No .. I02. 3058. (Aug. 30,. 20 12) available. at.
http://ftc .go v/os/caselist/l 023058/ 1209 11myspacedo.pdf (decision. and order).
14

See, e.g., FTC v.. Flora,. 2011. U.S. Dist.. LEXIS 121712 (C.D. Cal. Aug.. 12, 2011), available. at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/l 023005/ 11 09291oanmodorder.pdf; FTC v.. CyberSpy Software, LLC, et. al.,.
No .. 08-CY-01872. (M.D. Fla.. Apr. 22,. 201 0), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/0823 160/ 100602cyberspystip.pdf (stipulated final order). .
15

See,. e.g., In the Matter of LabMD,. FTC File. No .. 102 3099 (Aug. 28,. 20 13), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/adjpro/d9357I 130829Iabmdpart3 .pdf (administrative. complaint).
16

See, e.g , In the Matter of Epic Marketplace,Jnc. et a l., FTC File No. I 12 3182 (Mar. 13, 20 13),
available at. http://www.fk.gov/os/caselist/ 1123 t82/ 1303 15epicmarketplacedo.pdf (decision and order) ..
17

See,. e.g., In the. Matter ofUpromise, Inc., FTC File No. 102. 3116. (Apr. 3,. 2012), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/l 023 116/ 120403 upromisedo.pdf (decision and order).
18

See, e.g.,. U.S. v. Spokeo,Jnc. , No .. 12-CY-05001 (C.D. Cal. June. 19, 2012), available. at
http://ftc. gov/os/caselist/ l 023l63/ 1206 12spokeoorder.pdf (consent decree. and order); In the. Matter of
Filiquarian Pub. LLC et al.,.FTC File. No .. 112. 3195. (Apr. 30,. 20 13), available at.
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/1 123 195/ 13050 I fil guariando.pdf (decision and order).
19

See, e.g. ,ln the. Matter ofDesignerWare LLC,FTC File No. 11 2. 3 151 (Apr. 11 , 2013), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1123 151/designerware/1304 15designerwaredo .pdf (decision and order).. .
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enforced the Children's. Online. Privacy Protection Act. 20 . And with the. world moving to.
mobile,. we. have. targeted app developers as. well as. handheld device. manufacturers
engaged in inappropriate data collection and use. practices.21 ..
As. part of our ongoing effort to. address privacy issues. in the. changing
technological landscape, just two. weeks. ago we brought our first action involving the.
22
Internet of Things. . In that case, the. company fai led to. secure. the. software for its.
Internet-accessible video. cameras, which put hundreds. of private lives. on public
display. 23 .
Together, these. enforcement efforts have. established what some. scholars. call "the.
common law of privacy" in the United States, in which the FTC articulates -to. industry,
defense counsel,. consumer groups. and other stakeholders.-: in an incremental,. but no less
24
effective way, the. privacy practices that are. deceptive or unfair. .
In addition to. our privacy enforcement work,. the FTC is. actively engaged in
ongoing policy development to improve privacy protection in light of rapid technological
change. . We. have. held hearings and issued reports. on cutting edge issues,. including facial
recognition technology25 , kids apps, 26 mobile privacy disclosures, 27 and mobile.
20

See, e.g. , U.S. v. Path,lnc., No .. 13-CV-0448 (N.D. Cal.. Feb .. 8, 2013)(Consentdecree and order),
available. at. http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1223 158/13020 I pathincdo.pdf. .
21

See,. e.g.,. In the. Matter ofHTC,. Inc.,. FTC File. No .. 122.3049. (June 25,20 13), available. at.
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/1223049/130702htcdo.pdf (decision and order).

22

In the. Matter. ofTRENDnet, Inc .• FTC File. No .. 122. 3090. (Sept. 4, 201 3), available at.
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1223090/130903trendnetorder.pdf (agreement containing consent order); see.
also. Julie. Brill,. Op-Ed., From Regulators, Guidance. and Enforcement,. N.Y..TIMES,. Sept. 8. 2013,
available. at. http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/20 13/09/08/privacy-and-the-internet-ofthings/regulators-must-guide-the-internet-o f-things . .
23

See. id..

24

Daniel J.. Solove& Woodrow Hartzog, The FTC and the New Common Law ofPrivacy,. 114. COLUM .. L
REv. (forthcoming 2014), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=23 12913 . See also Kenneth A .. Bamberger
& Deirdre K .. Mulligan,. Privacy on the Books and on the. Ground,.63. STAN. LREv. 247. (2011),. (discussing
how chief privacy officers reported that "state-of-the-art privacy practices" need to. reflect both established
black letter law and FTC cases and best practices, including FTC enforcement actions. and FTC guidance);
Christopher Wolf, Targeted Enforcement and Shared Lawmaking Authority As Catalystsfor Data
Protection. in the. United States, BNA Privacy and Secw·ity Law Report, Oct. 25,. 20 I 0 ), available at.
http://www.justice.gov.ii/NR/rdonlyres/8D438C53-82C8-4F25-99F8E3039D40E4E4/2645 1/Consumer WOLFDataProtect ionandPrivacyCommissioners.pdf (FTC consent
decrees have "created a 'common law of consent decrees,' producing a set of data protection rules. for
businesses to follow").
25

See. Press. Release,. FTC Recommends. Best Practices. for Companies That Use FaciaL Recognition
Technologies (Oct. 22,. 20 12), available at http://ftc.gov/opa/20 12/ 10/facialrecognition.shtm.
26

See. FED. TRADE COMM'N,. Mobile Appsfbr. Kids:.. Disclosures Still Not Making the. Grade. (December
20 12), available. at http://www.ftc.gov/os/20 12/ 12/ 1212 1Omobilekidsappreport.pdf.
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payments.28 . Last year the FTC issued its landmark privacy report in which the agency
developed a new framework for addressing privacy in the. U.S., including best practices
for companies to follow based on three. core. principles: . privacy by design, simplified
choice,. and greater transparency around data collection and use. 29 . We called on
companies. to operationalize the. report's. recommendations by developing better just-intime. notices. and robust choice. mechanisms, particularly for health and other sensitive.
information. 30
The. FTC is. also actively studying the. data broker. industry to. learn more about the
ways that companies collect, buy, and sell consumer data... We. hope to. issue. a report later
31
this year on how data brokers. could improve their privacy practices. . In last year's
privacy report, the FTC called on Congress to enact data broker legislation that would
increase the. transparency of the practices of data brokers.32
But we. don't have. to wait for legislation.. I recently launched "Reclaim Your
Name",. a comprehensive. initiative to. give consumers. the means. they need to. reassert
control over their personal data. 33 I call on industry to develop a user-friendly, one-stop.
online. shop to. provide consumers. with some. tools. to. find out about data broker practices
34
and to exercise reasonable. choices. about them. Acxiom,. the. largest data broker in the.
U.S., has. taken the first step toward greater transparency by launching aboutthedata.com.
a web portal that allows. consumers. to access,. correct,. and suppress. the. data that the
company maintains. about them. 35 And while. there. is. certainly room for Acxiom to.
27

See Press. Release,. FTC Staff Report Recommends Ways to Improve Mobile. Privacy Disclosures. (Feb, I,
20 13), available. at http://www. ftc.gov/opa/20 13/02/mobileprivacy.shtm.
28

See. FED..TRADE. COMM'N,. Plastic,. Paper, or. Mobile? An FTC Workshop. on Mobile Payments (March
20 I 3), available. at. http://www.ftc.gov/os/20 13/03/ 130306mobilereport.pdf.
29

See. FED..TRADE. COMM'N,. Protecting Consumer Privacy in an Era ofRapid Change:. Recommendations
.for. Businesses and Policymakers (Mar. 26, 2012) available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2012/03/ 120326privacyreport.pdf [hereinafter "FTC Privacy Report").
30

See. id..

31

.See Press Release, FTC to. Study Data Broker Industry's Collection and Use of Consumer Data (Dec. 12,
20 12), available. at. http://www.ftc.gov/opa/20 12/ 12/databrokers.shtm ..
32

.See. FTC Privacy Report, supra note. 29, at 14 ..

33

S ee Julie. Brill,. Commissioner, Fed.. Trade. Comm'n, Keynote Address. at 23'd Computers Freedom and
Privacy Conference: Reclaim Your Name. (June 26, 20 13), available. at.
http://www.ftc. govI speeches/brill/ 130626computersfreedom. pdf.
34

See. id.. See also. Julie. Brill, Op-Ed., Demanding Transparency.from Data Brokers,. WASH .. POST, Aug.
15, 20 I 3, available at.. http://articles. washingtonpost.com/2013-08- 15fopinions/4 1412540 I data-brokersfair-credi t-reporting-act-data-fuel .

35

See generally Natasha. Singer, Acxiom Lets. Consumers. See. Data It Collects, N.Y .. TIMES, Sept. 4, 20 I 3,
available. at http://l.vww.nytimes.com/20 13/09/05/technology/acxiom-lets-consumers-see-data-itcollects.html?pagewanted=all.
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improve its portal, I encourage other industry players tojoin Acxiom and step up to the.
plate. to. provide consumers with greater transparency about their data collection and use.
practices.
The FTC has. also. supported baseline privacy legislation. 36 The Obama
Administration has been actively working on privacy legislation that would implement its.
Consumer Privacy Bill of Rights. 37 .
Through the. FTC Act and other US privacy and data protection laws, the. FTC's
privacy report and other policy initiatives,.and the Obama Administration's Consumer
Privacy Bill of Rights, the. US aims. to achieve. many of the. same objectives that are.
outlined in the. draft EU data protection regulation. For instance,. on both sides. of the.
Atlantic, we are. striving to protect children's. privacy; spur companies to implement
privacy by design,. increase. transparency,. and adopt accountability measures; and require.
companies. to provide. notice about data breaches .. As. the technological challenges. facing
the. EU and the. US have grown, so has our common ground in protecting consumers. In
some instances, we differ on how to achieve. these. common goals. For example, we both
believe. that consumer consent is. important,.but we have different approaches. as. to when
and how that consent should be. obtained. . The particular solutions. we develop may
differ, but the. challenges we. face and our desire. to solve. them are the. same ...
In a world with diverse privacy frameworks, interoperability is critical.. We. should
work together to preserve existing mechanisms and develop new ways that allow our
different privacy frameworks to. co-exist while facilitating the flow of data across.
borders ... The. U.S.-EU Safe Harbor Framework,. which enables the. lawful transfer of
personal data from the EU to the U.S., is vital to preserving interoperability.38
Most importantly from my perspective, the Safe Harbor provides. the FTC with an
effective tool to protect the privacy of EU citizens ... Our cases. against Google, Facebook,
and MySpace - which each protect EU consumers as well as. American consumers, and
together protect 1 billion consumers. worldwide. - have. demonstrated the. effectiveness
of this Framework,. as. well as the FTC's. determination to enforce it..
In recent months,. the NSA revelations have led some. to. ask whether the Safe Harbor
can adequately protect EU citizens'. data in the commercial context... My unequivocal
answer to this. question is. "yes." . As. I said before, the. issue of the. proper scope. of
government surveillance is a conversation that should happen - and will happen - on
both sides. of the. Atlantic ... But it is a conversation that should proceed outside out of the

36

See FTC Privacy Report, supra note. 29, at 13 ..

37

See WHITE HOUSE, Consumer Data Privacy in a Networked World:.A Framework for Protecting Privacy
and Promoting Innovation in the Global Digital Economy (Feb. 23, 2012), available at.
http :1/www.whitehouse. gov/sites/defau It/fi Ies/privacy-fi nal.pdf.
38

See. U.S. D EP'TOF COMMERCE,.Safe. Harbor Privacy Principles (Jul. 2 1, 2000), available. at.
http://export.gov/safeharbor/eu/eg main 01 84 75 .asp ...
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commercial privacy context.. . In the commercial space, the. Safe Harbor Framework
facilitates the. FTC's ability to protect the. privacy ofEU consumers .. Without the Safe
Harbor,. my job to. protect EU consumers' privacy, where. appropriate, would be. much
harder... In an era where we face many threats. to. privacy, Safe Harbor has. been an
effective solution, not the problem ...
I understand that Safe Harbor,. in part because. of its notoriety, is. an easy target, but I
ask you to consider whether it is. the. right target.. Neither the. Safe Harbor nor the EU data
protection directive. was. designed to. address. national security issues. 39 Data transferred
to. "adequate". countries, or through binding corporate. rules, approved contractual clauses,.
or the. Safe Harbor, are. all. subject to. the same. national security exceptions. The. most
salient difference is that, for transfers made. pursuant to Safe Harbor,. the.FTC is. the. cop.
on the beat for commercial privacy issues. The same is. not true. of the other transfer
mechanisms. So,. from my consumer protection enforcer's perspective, the Safe Harbor
provides more, not less,. privacy protection.. And, for that reason, 1 support its.
continuation ...
While some things have. changed since my last trip to Brussels in April, many things
have. remained the. same... Our enforcement is. still robust,. including our enforcement of
the Safe Harbor. . Our policy development continues ... And I believe that the common
ground between the U.S. and the EU is still quite fertile . .
Last April when I was here l quoted one. of my heroes,. John F .. Kennedy, and I
believe. it is. worth quoting him again. . Fifty years ago, in 1963,. he. said: . "[L]et us not be
blind to our differences- but let us. also direct attention to our common interests. and to.
the means by which those. differences can be resolved.. And if we cannot end now our
differences, at least we. can help make. the. world safe for diversity.'' 40
These. words. continue. to. ring true - especially now, when we. each have. so. much
work to do to. foster better consumer privacy protections. for all of our citizens ..

39

See id.. See. also. EU Data Protection Directive, supra note 3.

40

See. John F. Kennedy, Commencement Address. at American University: Towards. a Strategy of Peace
(June 10, 1963), available at http://www.jfklibrarv.org/Asset-Viewer/BWC714C9QUmLG9J618oy8w.aspx ..
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Commissioner Julie. Brill's. Opening. Panel Remarks
European Institute
Data. Protection, Privacy and Security:
Re-Establishing Trust Between Europe and the. United. States.
October 29,. 2013.

Good morning. I would like. to thank Joelle. Attinger and the European Institute. for
inviting me to speak to you today.. . I am honored to be here with Jan Philipp Albrecht, Jim
Halpert, and our esteemed colleagues from the European Parliament's. LIBE committee..
Welcome to. Washington . . I am very happy to. say that we. are once again open for business ..
Your visit comes on the heels. of a significant milestone. in Brussels .. Just last week, the.
LIBE committee reconciled thousands. of amendments. to. the proposed EU data protection
legislation,.passed an initial draft,. and authorized negotiations with the Council. 1 .
In the. U.S., we. have. followed the. EU's. revision of its privacy framework closely.
Although we. often hear about the. differences between the. U.S. and EU privacy frameworks, I
think it's. important to highlight that we. share many of the same. goals .. The draft EU data
protection legislation that the LIBE committee approved last week adopts measures that echo
many of the FTC's. efforts here in the U.S., including calling on firms to:.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adopt privacy by design;.
Increase. transparency;..
Enhance. consumer control;.
Improve data accuracy and consumers' access to their data;.
Strengthen data security;
Provide parental control over infonnation companies. collect about children;. and
Encourage accountabi lity?

As. the technological challenges. facing the. EU and the U.S. have grown, so. has. our
common effort to protect consumers ... In some cases,. we differ on how to achieve these common
goals. 3 For example, we both believe. that consent is important, but we have. different approaches
1
. See. Press. Release, European Parliament Conunittee. on Civil Liberties, Justice, and Home. Affairs, Civil Liberties
MEPs.pave. the. way for stronger data protection in the. EU (Oct. 21 , 2013), available at
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef-=-%2fO/o2tEP%2fO/o2 ITEXT%2biMPRESS%2b20 131021 IPR22706%2b0%2bDOC%2bXML%2bV0%2f%2fEN &language=E N .

2

See. Commission. Proposalfor a Directive ofthe European. Parliament and of the Council on the Protection of
Individuals with regard to the Processing ofPersonal Data. and on the Free Movement ofsuch Data (General Data.
Protection. Re~:,rulation) , COM (20 12) 11. amended (Oct. 21, 20 13), available at
http:f/www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009 20 14/documents/libe/dv/comp am art 0 1-29/comp am att 0 l 29en.pdf, http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2009 20 14/documents/ libe/dv/comp am art 309 1/comp am art 30-91 en.pdf (listing the. European Parliament Committee. on Civil Liberties,. Justice,. and Home
Affairs's latest amendments. to. Articles. I -91 ); FED ..TRADE COMM 'N, Protecting Consumer Privacy in. an. Era of
Rapid Change: Recommendations for Businesses and Policymakers (Mar. 26, 20 12), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2012/03/ l 20326privacyreport.pdf. .
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as. to. when and how that consent should be. obtained._ The. particular means. we. choose may
differ,. but the challenges we. face and our focus. on solving them are the same ..
Despite our commonalities,. recent events make. the. title. of today's discussion -: "ReEstablishing Trust Between Europe. and the United States".-: particularly relevant.. . There. is. no.
doubt that the. revelations. about the. National Security Agency's surveillance. programs. have.
severely tested the. close. friendship between the. US and many of our European colleagues .. Let
me. take a moment to. address this. issue .. .
Edward Snowden's. disclosures. about the NSA have sparked a global debate. about
govemment surveillance and its. impact on individual privacy. 4 . There is. great interest in the.
United States. and in Europe. in having the revelations. about the. NSA serve as. a catalyst for
change in the. way governments engage in surveillance. to enhance. national security. As some of
you know,. l have spent a lifetime working on privacy issues. so. it should be no surprise that this.
is. a debate I personally welcome,.as my own view is. that it is. a conversation that is. overdue ...
But I also think it is important that we. have. the. right conversation.- one. that is. open and
honest,. practical and productive. . As. we. move. forward with this conversation,. we. should keep in
mind that consumer privacy in the commercial sphere,.and citizens' privacy in the face of
government surveillance to. protect national security, are two. distinctly separate. issues ... I and my
colleagues at the FTC focus on the. appropriate balance. between. consumer privacy interests and
commercial firms' use. of consumer data, not on national security issues ... And I believe. the.
recent revelations should spur a separate. and equally long overdue conversation about how we
can further enhance consumer privacy and increase transparency in the commercial sphere .. .
The. FTC is. the. premier U.S. consumer protection agency focused on commercial
privacy . . The. FTC has. a great track record of using its. authority to. go after unfair or deceptive
practices. that violate consumer privacy, and vigorously enforcing other laws. designed to. protect
5
6
7
financial and health information. information about children , and credit information used to.
make decisions. about credit,. insurance,. employment,. and housing. 8 .

3

See Julie. Brill, Commissioner,. Fed.. Trade. Comm'n, Address. at the. Mentor Group Forum for EU -US. Legal
Economic. Affairs: Remarks. to the. Mentor Group (Apr. 16,. 20 13), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/speeches/br ill/130416mentorgroup.pdf.
4

See. Glen Greenwald,. Ewen MacAskill. & Laura Poitras, Edward Snowden:. the Whistleblower Behind the NSA.
Surveillance. Revelations ,.THE. G UARDIAN (JUN. 9,. 20 13), available at.
http://www. theguardian. com/world/20 13/ jun/09/edward -snowden-nsa-whist!eb lower-surveillance ..

5

Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act of 1999, Pub. L. No .. l06-102,.1 13 Stat.. 1338. (codified in scattered sections. of 12 and. 15.
U.S. C.).

6

Health Insurance. Portability and Accountability Act of 1996,. Pub. L. I 04-1 91, 110 Stat. 1936 (codified as
amended in scattered sections of 18, 26,. 29. & 42 U.S.C.); Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical. Health Act of2009, 42 U.S. C. 300jj et seq. §§ 17901. et seq.
7

Children's. Online. Privacy Protection Act of 1998, Pub .. L I 05-277, 112 Stat.. 2581-728 (codified as. amended at 15
U.S.C. §§ 6501-6505).
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We. have. used our broad enforcement authority to. challenge inappropriate privacy and
data security practices of companies that operate. throughout the. Internet and mobile. ecosystem . .
We. have. brought enforcement actions against well-known companies, such as. Google,9
Facebook, 10 Twitter, 11 and MyspaceY.
We have. also brought myriad cases. against companies that are. not household names~ but
13
whose practices violated the law .... We've. sued companies that spammed consumers, installed
14
spyware on computers, failed to secure. consumers' gersonal information, 15 deceptively tracked
consumers. online, 16 violated children's privacy laws, 7 inappropriately collected information on
18
consumers' mobile devices, and failed to. secure Internet-connected devices. 19 . We. have
obtained millions of dollars in penalties and restitution in our privacy and data security cases,
and placed numerous. companies under 20-year orders. with robust injunctive provisions.

8

Fair Credit Reporting Act of 1970, Pub .. L No .. 91 -508,. 84 Stat..1128 (codified as. amended at 15 U.S.C. §§ 16811681x).

9

In the Matter of Google, Inc., FTC File. No.. I 02. 3136 (Oct. 13, 20 II), available at.
http://ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1023 136/ 111 024googlebuzzdo.pdf (decision and order).
10

In the. Matter ofFacebook, Inc.,. FTC File No .. 092 3184 (July 27,. 20 12), available at
http://www. ftc.gov/os/caselist/0923 184/ 1208 1Otacebookdo.pdf (decision and order) ....
11

In. the Matter of Twitter, Inc., FTC File No. 092 3093 (March 3, 2011) available. at
http://www.ftc. gov/os/case1ist/0923093/ II 031 1twitterdo.pdf (decision and order).
12

In. the Matter ofMyspace, LLC, FTC File No. 102 3058. (Aug. 30,.2012) available at
http://ftc.gov/os/casclist/ I 023058/1209 11 myspacedo.pdf (decision and order).
13

See,. e.g.,. FTC v.. Flora, 2011 U.S. Dist.. LEXIS 121712 (C.D .. Cal. Aug.. 12, 2011). available at
http://www.ftc .gov/os/caselist/1 023005/1 109291oanmodorder.pdf.. .
14

See,. e.g.,. FTC v.. CyberSpy Software,.LLC, et al., No. 08-CV-01872 (M.D. Fla .. Apr.. 22, 201 0), available at
http://www. ftc .govIoslcaselist/0823160/ 100602cyberspystip.pdf (stipulated final order) . .
IS See,. e.g. , In the. Matter ofLabMD, FTC File. No .. 102.3099. (Aug. 28,. 2013), available. at
http://www.ftc .gov/os/ad jpro/d9357 I 130829labmdpart3 .pdf (administrative complaint).
16
See,. e.g.,. In the. Matter of Epic Marketplace, Inc.,. et. al. ,. FTC File No. 112.3182. (Dec. 5,.20 12), available at
http://www. ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 11 23 182/ 1303 15epicmarketp1acedo.pdf (decision and order).

17

See, e.g,. U.S v.. ArtistArena, LL C,.No .. l2-CV-7386 (S.D.N.Y. Oct.. 3, 2012), available at
http://www. ftc. gov/oslcaselist/ I 123167I 121003artistarenadecree.pdf (stipulated final order).
18

See U.S v.. Path,.lnc.,. No .. 13-CV-0448. (N.D. CaL Feb.. 8, 2013)(Consent decree and order), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1223 158/ 130201 path i ncdo .pdf~ In the. Matter ofHTC,. Inc., FTC File. No .. 122 3049.
(June 25, 2013), available. at. http://www.ftc.gov/os/caselist/ 1223049/ 130702htcdo.pdf (decision and order) . ..
19
. See

In the. Matter ofTRENDnet,. Inc.,. FTC File. No .. 122.3090. (Sept. 4, 2013), available at
http://www. ftc. gov/os/caselist/ 1223090/ 130903trendnetorder.pdf (agreement containing consent order); see. also.
Julie. Brill, Op-Ed., From Regulators, Guidance. and EnfiJrcement,.N.Y.. TIMES, Sept. 8, 2013, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/20 13/09/08/privacy-and-the-internet-of-things/regu1ators-must-guide-theinternet-o f-things. .
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As a complement to. our privacy enforcement work,. the FTC is actively engaged in
ongoing policy development to. improve privacy protection in light of rapid technological
change. In addition to our landmark privacy report issued last year, we. have. addressed cuttingedge privacy issues. involving facial recognition technology, 20 kids apps, 21 mobile privacy
disclosures,22 and mobile payments.23
In light of our increasingly interconnected world,. the. FTC has. devoted significant time to.
enhancing international privacy enforcement cooperation so that we are. better able. to. address.
global challenges . . We continue to foster a strong relationship and engage in ongoing dialogue
with European data protection authorities .. We meet regularly with EU DPAs,. and in April I met
with the. entire. Article 29. Working Party.. The. Article 29. Working Party has been kind enough to.
24
recognize the. FTC as a crucial partner in privacy and data protection enforcement. . And the.
Working Party, like the. FTC, has welcomed the. ongoing dialogue and constructive. cooperation
between us, and stressed the. need for further transatlantic. cooperation,. especially in enforcement
matters, in order to. achieve. our. common goals?5 . Indeed,.the FTC's. recent Memorandum of
Understanding with the Irish DPA establishes. a good framework for increased,. more.
streamlined, and more. effective privacy enforcement cooperation.26 . And just last month, we
worked very closely with our EU and Canadian counterparts. to. launch the International
Conference of Data Protection and Privacy Commissioners'. initiative to. address. challenges in
global privacy enforcement cooperation. 27 .

20

See Press. Release, FTC Recommends. Best Practices. for. Companies That Use. Facial Recognition Technologies
(Oct. 22, 20 I 2), available at http://ftc.gov/opa/20 I 2/l 0/facialrecognition.shtm . ..
21

See FED ..TRADE COMM 'N,. Mobile Apps for Kids: Disclosures Still Not Making the. Grade (December 20 I 2),
available at. http://www.ft.c. gov/os/20 12/ I 2/ 12I 2 I Omobilekidsappreport.pdf.. ..

22

See Press Release, FTC Staff Report Recommends. Ways. to. Improve. Mobile. Privacy Disclosures. (Feb. I, 2013),
available at. http://www.ftc. gov/opa/20 13/02/mobileprivacy.shtm. ..
23

See FED. TRADE COMM 'N,. Plastic,. Paper,. or. Mobile?An FTC Workshop on Mobile Payments (March 20 13),
available at. http://W\vw.ftc. gov/os/20 13/03/ 130306mobilereport.pdf. ..
24

Press Release, Article. 29 Data Protection Working Party Meeting with FTC Commissioner. Julie. Brill (Apr. 29,
20 J3), available at http://ec.europa.eu/iustice/data-protection/article-29/press-material/pressrelease/art29 press material/20 130429 pr april plenary en.pdf.
2

s.Seeld.

26

Memorandum of Understanding Regarding Mutual Assistance. in the Enforcement of Laws. Protecting Personal
Information in the Private. Sector,. U.S. FED ..TRADE.COMM'N-DATA PROTECTlON.COMMISSIONEROFlRELAND, June.
20 l3, available. at. http://www.ftc.gov/os/20 13/06/130627usirelandmouprivacyprotection.pdf.
27

See Resolution on International Enforcement and Cooperation, 35th International. Conference of Data Protection
and Privacy Commissioners, Sept. 23-26, 2013, available at
https:/ /privacyconference20 13 .org/web/pageF iles/kcfinder/fi les/4 .%20Enforcement%20coordination%20reso Iuti on
%20EN%20.pdf.
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Another critical role. played by the. FTC is. to. enforce the. U.S.-EU Safe Harbor
framework. 28 We know that Safe Harbor has. received its. share of criticism,. particularly in the.
past few months ... We've. read the. news. reports and heard about the. recent Parliamentary
hearings about Safe Harbor. 29 Given the active debate over Safe Harbor right now, I'd like to
address head-on the. contention in some. quarters. that Safe Harbor isn't up to. the. job of protecting
EU citizens' data in the. commercial sphere..
First, the. FTC vigorously enforces the. Safe Harbor.. As the Safe Harbor program has
grown over the. past decade,. so. has. the FTC's. enforcement activity. Since 2009,. we have
brought ten Safe Harbor cases. 30 . When Safe Harbor was. established,. the FTC committed to
review on a. priority basis all referrals from EU member state. authorities.31 With few referrals
over the. past decade, we. have taken the initiative. to proactively look for Safe Harbor violations
in every privacy and data security investigation we conduct.. That is how we discovered the Safe
Harbor violations ofGoogle, Facebook,. and Myspace. in the. last few years .. These cases
demonstrate. the. enforceability of Safe Harbor cettifications and the. high cost that companies can
pay for non-compliance. The orders in Google, Facebook, and Myspace require the. companies
to implement comprehensive ptivacy programs. and subject the companies. to. ongoing privacy
audits for 20. years. 32 . Violations. of these orders can result in hefty fines, as. Google discovered
when we. assessed a. $22.5 million civil penalty against the. company last year for violating its.
consent decree. 33 The FTC orders. against Google, Facebook,.and Myspace help protect over a
billion consumers worldwide,. hundreds. of millions of whom reside. in Europe ... These cases
demonstrate. that Safe Harbor gives the. FTC an effective and functioning tool to protect the
privacy ofEU citizen data transferred to. America... Without the. Safe Harbor,. my job to. protect
EU consumers' privacy, where appropriate, would be much harder... In an era. where. we face
many threats. to privacy, Safe Harbor has been an effective solution, not the problem.
Second, going forward, the. FTC will continue. to make the. Safe Harbor a top enforcement
priority. Indeed,. we. have. opened numerous investigations into. Safe Harbor compliance in recent
months .. We will continue to welcome. any substantive. leads,. such as. the complaint we received
in the past month from a European-based consumer advocate alleging a large number of Safe.
Harbor-related violations .. . And,. let me. be clear, we take. this. recent complaint very seriously. . Of
28

See U.S. DEP'T OF COMMERCE,. Safe Harbor Privacy Principles (Jul. 21 , 2000), available at.
http://export.gov/safeharbor/eu/eg main 0 18475.asp.

29
See LJBE Committee. Inquiry on Electronic Mass Surveillance of EU Citizens,. Sixth. Hearing (Oct. 7, 20 13),
available at http://www.europarl.europa.eu/ep-live/en/committees/video?event=20 13 1014- 1500-COMMITTEELIBE... .

30

See Legal Resources, Bureau of Consumer Protection Business. Center,.U.S. FED ..TRADE COMM 'N,. available. at
http:/lbusiness.ftc.gov/legal-resources/2840/3 ...

31

See. Letter from Robert Pitofsky, Chairman,. Fed. T rade Comm'n. to. John. Mogg, Director,. Directorate-General.
XV, European. Commission (Jul. 14, 2000), available. at
http://export.gov/static/sh en FTCLETIERFTNAL Latest eg main 0 18455.pdL

32

See. Google,.supra note. 9~ Facebook, supra note. I 0;. Myspace, supra note. 12 ...

33

See Press Release, Google. Will Pay $22.5 Million to. Settle. FTC Charges. it Misrepresented Privacy Assurances. to
Users. of Apple's. Safari Internet Browser (Aug. 9,. 20 12), available at http://ft.c .gov/opa/20 12/0 8/google.shtm.
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course,. as. we do in every instance, we take the necessary time to separate fact from fiction. And,.
asl am sure. many in this audience. would appreciate, we. also proceed carefully to provide proper
notice. and appropriate levels. of due. process .. If we. discover in our investigations that companies
have committed Safe Harbor-related law violations, we will take appropriate enforcement
actions ...
As I mentioned earlier,. I think it is. healthy to have. a vigorous debate. over how to.
appropriately balance. national security and privacy, but that ongoing debate. should not be.
allowed to distort discussions. in the commercial sphere. about role of the Safe Harbor in
protection consumer privacy. .. The. EU itself has created national security exemptions in its
34
existing data protection laws, and the. European Commission. proposed such exemptions for
government surveillance. in its. draft data protection regulation.35 In other words,. the EU has
justifiably recognized the need to tackle their member states' national security issues.
separately.. . Safe Harbor is. no different and warrants. a similar approach.. . Just as. the EU Data
Protecti.o n Directive. was not designed to. address. national security issues, neither was. the. Safe
Harbor. . Whatever the. means. to transfer data about European consumers for commercial
purposes.--: whether to. countries.whose laws. are deemed "adequate", through approved
contractual clauses,. or by way of the. Safe Harbor- all these. transfer mechanisms are. subject to.
national security exceptions . . The. difference is. that,. for Safe Harbor violations,. the FTC is. the.
cop. on the. beat.. So, from my consumer protection enforcer's perspective, the. Safe Harbor
provides more, not less, privacy protection.
I know that some of you in this. room may have taken a different view of the. Safe Harbor
framework. .l hope my thoughts give you cause. to. reexamine. the. virtues. of the. Safe Harbor
system. As. the. draft regulation continues its. journey through the.process. of review and adoption,
1 am hopeful that we can continue to work together to. promote. both the free flow of data and
strong consumer privacy protections ...
And while it may not make the. headlines or the. nightly news, in the. midst of all of the.
recent developments at home. and. across the.pond, our efforts to. enhance. privacy enforcement
cooperation continue to build trust day by day . . We want to. continue to. develop these. ties. of
cross. border law enforcement cooperation--: including Safe Harbor enforcement- that enhance
privacy and data security - as. these. are. the ties that build rather than erode. trust,. the. ties. that bind
rather than divide. us .. . We. have. worked extensively with our friends in the. EU on these. and other
issues,. and we. look forward to continuing that collaboration to. enhance privacy protection for
consumers on both sides of the. Atlantic ...
Thank you.

34

Directive 1995/46/EC, of the European Parliament and of the Council of24 October 1995. on the Protection of
Individuals with Regard to the. Processing of Personal Data. and on the Free. Movement of Such Data,. 2005 OJ. (L
281) 31 . 42, available. at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/policies/privacvJdocs/95-46-ce/dirl 995-46 part l en.pdf. ..

35

See. Commission. Proposalfor a Directive of the European Parliament. and ofthe Council on the Protection. of
Individuals with regard to. the. Processing ofPersonal Data and on. the. Free. Movement ofsuch Data (General Data
Protection Regulation),. COM (20 12). 11. final (Jan. 25, 20 12), available. at. http://ec.europa .eu/ justice/dataprotection/document/rev.iew20 12/com 20 12 11 en.pdf..
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UNITED. STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE. THE. FEDERAL TRADE. COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS:.

In the. Matter of.
LabMD, Inc.,

Edith Ramirez, Chairwoman
Julie. Brill
Maureen K .. Ohlhausen
Joshua D. Wright
).
)
)
).
}.
)

DOCKET NO.. 9357
PUBLIC

a corporation..
___________________________
)

[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENT'S MOTION TO DISQUALIFY
COMMISSIONER BRILL FROM. THIS ADMINISTRATIVE. PROCEEDING
This. matter came before the Commission on December 17, 20 13,. upon a Motion to
Disqualify Commissioner Brill From This. Administrative. Proceeding. (Motion) filed by
Respondent LabMD, Inc .. (LabMD) pursuant to Commission Rule. 4.17. 16. C.F.R.. § 4.17,. for an
Order disqualifying. Commissioner Julie. Brill from participation in. the above-captioned matter.. .
Having. considered LabMD' s. Motion and all supporting. papers,.and good cause. appearing,.
IT IS ORDERED. THAT LabMD' s. Motion IS GRANTED; and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED. THAT Commissioner Brill is. disqualified from
participating. in the. above-captioned matter,. including. but not limited to. any vote concerning. the.
above-captioned matter and the Commission' s. forthcoming decision on LabMD's. pending.
Motion to Dismiss the. Complaint with Prejudice..
By the. Commission..
DonaldS. Clark
Secretary
SEAL
ISSUED:.
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PUBLIC
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on December 17, 2013, I filed the foregoing document electronically
using the FfC's E-Filing System, which will send notification of such filing to:
DonaldS. Clark, Esq.
Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rm. H-113
Washington, DC 20580
I certify that I caused hand-delivery of twelve paper copies of the foregoing document to
the following address: Document Processing Section, Room H-113, Headquarters Building, 600
Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20580.

I also certify that I delivered via electronic mail and caused hand-delivery of a copy of
the foregoing document to:
The Honorable D. Michael Chappell
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rrn. H-110
Washington, DC 20580
I further certify that I delivered via electronic mail and first-class mail a copy of the
foregoing document to:
Alain Sheer, Esq.
Laura Riposo VanDruff, Esq.
Megan Cox, Esq.
Margaret Lassack. Esq.
Ryan Mehm, Esq.
John Krebs, Esq.
Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Mail Stop NJ-8122
Washington, D.C. 20580

CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC FILING
I certify that the electronic copy sent to the Secretary of the Commission is a true and
correct copy of the paper original and that I possess a paper original of the signed document
that is available for review by the parties and the adjudicator.
Dated: December 17, 2013

By.· _____________
Michael D. Pepson
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EXHIBIT 2

Kelly, Andrea
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

EH~n,

Ramirez, Edith
Wednesday, July 23, 2014 1:53 PM
Ellen Doneski
RE: Rockefeller Letter to lssa Re: Improper Interference

thank you for sending a copy of Chairman RockefeHer's ietter. - Edith

From: Ellen Doneski
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 1 :34 PM

To: Ramirez, Edith
Subject: Rockefeller Letter to Issa Re: Improper Interference
Senator Rockefeller just sent this. letter. to. Congressman lssa and we wanted to make sure. you had a copy. Will call after mark
up/hearing on cramming. Best, Ellen
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CCMMHTE'E CN CCMM!-:f~CE, SClE~K.t',
ANO Ht•V.J~;POHT!\'l'!ON

July 23, 2014
The Hanorabie Darren E. fssa
Chairman
U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Govemment Refbnn
2157 Rayburn. House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

.

~'~,

Dear
I am troubled by the impropriety of your ongoing interference with an administrative trial
regarding allegations that the medical testing CQmpany LabMD, Inc. (LabMD) violated the
security and privacy of almost 10,000 consmncrs. The trial is the result of an enforcement action
brought by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) against LabMD for lax data-security practices
after discovering that consumers' sensitive personal and. health intonnation was available
through a ''peer¥to-peer" sharing application and was being used by criminals to commit identity
theft. Your interference in this Legal matter is apparently going to be the subject of an upcoming
hearing on July 24 in the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reffmn.
You purport to be concerned about allegations that a third-party company provided
untruthful testimony to the FTC with regard to the LabMD breach. This alLegation would be
more properly raised by LabMD~s defense counsel to the administrative law judge presiding over
this triaL The trial process provides defense counsel with ample opportunity to impugn the
veracity or .integrity of a witness or evidence. It is not the job of Congress to serve as an
advocate for one particular side and attempt to sway a judge who makes determinations of fact
based on evidence formally presented under well-established rules and procedures.

rnstead of allowing the parties in this trial to present evidence and to argue their positions
before an. independent fact finder. you are instead using heavy..handed, bullying tactics to
undermine due process and to inappropriately assist the defendant, LabMD. As a result of your
interference- including a June 11, 2014~ letter to Chairwoman Edith Ramirez stating that your
Committee may "immunize certain future testimony under 18 U.S~C. § 6005"- the
administrative law judge presiding over this case has suspended the trial indefinitely. This delay
is completely unnecessary; it needlessly forestalls resolution of this important consumerprotection case.
\Vhile Congress obviously has an. important role in government oversight, 1 believe you
have overstepped your bounds in this instance. It is not appropriate for OJngtess to intervene in
the midst of a trial and to adversely affect its proceedings, as you have done. The inappropriate
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timing and nature of your investigation are buttressed by the revelation that LahMD is being
represented by a former member of your Committee staff. This raises the question of whether
LabMD directly sought your help and intervention in the legal process rather than take the risk of
losing on the merits at triaL
Another apparent purpose of your hearing is to express skepticism about the FTC's longstanding a11d well~established legal authority under Section 5 of the FTC Act to bring an action
against companies like LabMD for negligent data~securhy practices. This skepticism is
unfounded, and your public position was recently rejected by a federal judge in the FTC's data
security case against Wyndham Corporation. Over the pa'jt 13 years~ the Commission has
initiated dozens of administrative adjudicatory proceedings and cases in federal court
challenging _practices that compromised the security of consumers' data and that resulted in
lmproper disclosures of personal inionnation collected from consumers.
Indeed! Congress has mandated that the FTC effectively use its authority to protect
consumers from "'unfair or deceptive ac.1s or practices in or affecting interstate commerce'' -- the
very issues at the heart of the LabMD case. The legislative history of the F'TC Act confirms that
Congress_ intended to delegate broad authority "to the [C]ommission to dctennine what practices
were unfair/' rather than '"enumerating the particular practices to which [the term 'unfair'] was
intended to apply ... There .is no limit to human inventiveness in this field. Even if all known
unfair practices were specifically defined and prohibited, it would be at once necessary to begin
over again." Against this backdrop, one must conclude that your upcoming hearing and current
investigation are nothing more or less than an effort to weaken one of our nation's most
important consUmer-protecti~rt laws~ a law that has protected generations of American
· ·
·
consumers· from sdmis and rip-6ffs~. ·

Lastly, it is worth ~oting th~lt due to Congress's repeated failure topass stmng data·
secilrity and breachnotification legislation, the FTC stands as the primary federal entity ·
protecting American consumers from harmtill data breaches. Recent high~profile, large-scale
data breaches-- most notably at Target- have once again mised public awareness about the need
for companies to adequately secure consumer information. Because Congress rt.mains incapable
of passing meaningful data~security legislation that provides American consumers with strong
protections~ we must continue to rely on the FTC and its organic authority urider the FTC Act to
bring enforcement actions against compariies that break the law. Rather than continuing to .
pursue your cmTent course of inte1ference, I would urge you ui instead work to pass meaningful
data-security legislation. I would welcome your assistance. ·
As Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, l .
regard th~ FTC a."> the premi.er consumer-protection agency· in the nation. The Commission
consistently seeks to carry out its mission of protecting consumers and competition, and the
agency and its employees serve as an important watchdog for corporate \:VTongdoing. If the
Commission acted improperly or othenvise relied on faulty testimony or evidence in its case
again~i LabMD, ajudge would be the proper arbiter of such an al!eg'ation at trial; not Mem~bers
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of Congress. I urge you to reconsider yow: actions and to all.ow fur the American Legal system
and the ruie of law - not po1 itical theater - .to resolve this case.
Sin<:~rely.

9~<~~

John D. Rockefeller IV
Chairman.
c~:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking. Member
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SlA'f:P

:lii'£\lTO~

1~1e

Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chairwoman
U.S. Federal Trade Corr.:..:.11ission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW
Washington, D.C. 205&0
Dr~ar

Madarn Chairwoman:

The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, Inc., a con;:oa.:w upon which the Federal Trade Commission c·:tJ.'C'~) relied as a source
of infbrmation in its. enfor~ement action against LabMD, Inc. 1 Information the Cmmnittee
recently obtained indicates that the testimony provided by company officials to federal
government entities may not have been truthf\.t1.
The Cornmittee's ongoing investigation has shown that competing claims exist about the
cu.lpabllity ofthose responsible for the dissemination offaise information, It.is clear at this
point) however~ that tl1e infonnation previd:=d to the FTC is incomplete and inaccurate, A
witness in the proceedings against LabMD, Inc. recently testified to the Committee that he
provided incomplete or inaccurate inform.ation to the FTC regarding the origin of a "171 B"
document. In a transcribed interview \:Yith Committee stafft Tive:rsa's Chief Executive Officer,
Robert Boback, testified that he received "incomplete information with :regard to my testimony
of FTC and Lab:tviD.''2 He furt'let stated that the "the original source of the disdosure was
i..'1complete."3 Mr. Boback testified:
Q

A

.How did you determine that it was incomplete or that there was a
problem with the spread analysis?
t had ... [Tiversa Employee AJ, perfonn[J an analysis) again,
data store versus the peer to peer. So the infonnation in
the data store, [Tiversa Em.p!()yee B] perfonued an.other analysis to
say, what was the original source of the file from LabMD and what

remember~

--....

~-··---····-------

'See in re LabMD, me., .Nc. 9357 (f::d, Trade Comm'r: Aug. 29, 2013). ovailab!e at
http;!!www. ftc. govisi!es/defau! t!fi lcsidocuments/casest20 13/0 8/13 0829 !abmdpart3. po f.
2
Transcribed lme.rview of Robert Hoback, Transcript :at 129·130 (June 5, 2014) [hereinafter Boback ir.l,
l jd_
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was the disclosure, a ii.1H analysis of 1t which then provided to

me~

which expanded upon what [Tiversa Employee BJ had told me

when I asked [Tiversa Employee BJ prior to my testimony. And
the only reason why 1 asked ['fiversa Employee BJ in the first

place was because [Tiversa Employee B} \Vas the analyst on it at
the time when it was found~ so I asked the analyst who was most
familiar with this. I didn)t know (Tiversa Employee B] was going
to provide me with less than accurate information.

* *
>j:

Q

So at the time that you were first made aware of the 1718
docwnent in .April) May of 2008, Tiversa employees had not
conducted the spread analysis?

A

No.

Q

And you did not know the original source of the 1718 document'>

A

I did not. No.

Q

Did there come a point at which a Tiversa employee determined
who the original source of the 171 S document was?

A

Wen, that's- yes. A Tiversa employee tcld me who the o.riginal
source was ... just before I testified ... in the deposition [in the
FTC LabMD case] in November of last year. And, subsequently,
we bave do.ne a new search and found that the origin vva'.i different

than wr.at was provided to me ... in November.
The Committee brings this matter to your attention because this information bears
directly en the ongoing proceeding against LabMD, l:nc. The Conunittce is cummtly considering
next steps v..ith regard to its own investigation, including the possibility of holding hearings,
agreeing tc hear ce.rtain testimony in executive session~ and.) based on information provided, to
immunize certain future testimony pursuant to 18 US. C. § 6005, The Committee may request
documents a.'1d access to relevant FTC witnesses. lt is my expectation that you and your staff
will cooperate fuUy with any subsequent requests fo.r documents or transcribed witness
interviews.

The Committee on Oversight a.,.;.d Government Refo:rrn is the principal oversi.ght
committee of t1e House of Reprcscn:tatives and may at "any time" investigate "any matter" as set
forth in House Rule X.
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If you have any questions, please contact the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074,
Trla'1k you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Chairman

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Currunings, Ranking Minority Member
Wil1ia.'11 A. Shennan H, Counsel, LabMD, Inc.
Laura Riposo VanDruff, Complain Counsel, U.S. Federal Trade Com.lllissi.cn

Willie:m A. Burck, QniP...n Emanuel Urquhatt &

Sulfiv~m LLP
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Bumpus, Jeanne
Thursday, July 17, 2014 2:24 PM
'Ash, Michelle'; Berroya, Meghan
RE: hearing
Follow up
Flagged

Thanks Michelle,
Hi Meghan, I would love to talk to you at your earliest convenience. My number is (202) 326-2946.
Jeanne
Jeanne Bumpus
Director.
Office of Congressional Relations.
Federal Trade. Commission
326-2946.
From : Ash, Michelle [mailto:Michelle.Ash@mail. house. gov]
Sent: Thursday, j uly 17, 2014 2:21 PM
To: Berroya, Meghan; Bumpus, Jeanne
Subject: hearing

Meg han is.with Oversight and Government Reform, Jeanne. Bumpus is w ith. FTC congressional. Meet each
other. . Cheers ..
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:

Bumpus, Jeanne
Monday, July 21, 2014 12:48 PM
'Nagle, Paul'
RE: Hearing in OGR re: Section 5

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:

Thanks Paul.

From: Nagle, Paul [ mailto:Pa ui.Nagle@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2014 12:48 PM
To: Bumpus, j eanne
Subject: RE: Hearing in OGR re: Section 5
Thanks for the heads up- that had caught my eye as well. We will monitor the hearing from afar for now.

From: Bumpus, Jeanne [mailto: I Bumpus@ftc.gov]
Sent: Monday, july 21, 201412:19 PM
To: Nagle, Paul
Subject: Hearing in OGR re: Section 5
Paul,
I wanted to. make you are aware that the Oversight and Government Reform Committee has noticed a hearing for this.
Thursday morning entitled "The. Federal. Trade commission and Its Section 5 Authority: Prosecutor, Judge, and Jury." We.
expect they will discuss. data security and the Lab MD case. We hope to learn more about the hearing this. afternoon ..

Jeanne .
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Bumpus, Jeanne
Wednesday, July 23, 2014 2:16 PM
Christian Fjeld; Vandecar, Kim
RE: letter

Follow up
Flagged

Thanks for sharing it.

From: Christian Fjeld

Sent: Wednesday, J uly 23, 2014 1:42 PM
To: Bumpus, Jeanne; Vandecar, Kim
Subject: Letter
Jeanne and Kim- attached is a letter t hat Chairman Rockefeller sent to Chairman lssa with regard to his ongoing
investigation and upcoming hearing on LabMD. Call me with any questions.
Christ ian.

Christian Tamotsu Fjeld
Senior Counsel
Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
428 Hart O ffice Building
Washington, DC 20510
p: (202) 224- 1270 f: (202) 228-0327
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Benway, Kathleen (Commerce) < Kathleen_Benway@comrnerce.senate.gov>
Monday, July 21, 2014 9:36AM
Vandecar, Kim; Bumpus, Jeanne; Simons, Claudia A.
RE: The Federal Trade commission and Its Section 5 Authority: Prosecutor, Judge, and
Jury I Committee on Oversight & Government Reform
Follow up
Flagged

I figured

From: Vandecar, Kim rmailto :KVANDECAR@ftc. govl
Sent: Monday. july 21.2014 9:34AM
To: Benway, Kathleen (Commerce); Bumpus. j eanne; Simons. Claudia A.
Subject: RE: The Federal Trade commission and Its Section 5 Authority: Prosecutor. j udge. and j ury I Committee on
Oversight & Government Reform
Thanks. We saw it yesterday.

From: Benway, Kath leen (Commerce) [mailto:Kat hleen Benway@commerce.senate.gov]
Sent: Monday, july 21, 2014 9:33AM
To: Bumpus, j eanne; Vandecar, Kim; Simons, Claudia A.
Subject: FW: The Federal Trade commission and Its Section 5 Authority: Prosecutor, judge, and j ury 1 Comm ittee on
Oversight & Government Reform

Link to. the l ssa hearing is up. NO. witnesses. listed.
http :l/oversight.house.gov/ hearing/ fe deral-trade-commission-section-5-authority-prosecutor- judge- jury-2/
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Subject:

Vandecar, Kim
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 3:22 PM
'Taylor, Shannon'
RE: RELEASE: Issa to FTC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent:
To:

I'll be in touch shortly.

From: Taylor, Shannon [mailto:shannon.taylor@mail.house.gov]

Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2014 3:12PM
To: Vandecar, Kim
Subject: Fw: RELEASE: Issa to FTC Watchdog: Invest igate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail
We definitely need to talk now. l et me know if Friday late morning would work. If not we'll find another time.

From: Marrero, Alexa

Sent: Wednesday, J une 18, 2014 03:09 PM
To: Nagle, Paul; Taylor, Shannon
Subject: FW: RELEASE: Issa to FTC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail
ICYMI

From: Watkins, Becca

Sent: Wednesday, j une 18, 2014 3:01 PM
Subject: RELEASE: Issa to FTC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail

June 18th, 2014
Contact: Becca. Watkins, 202 .225.0037

lssa to FTC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate
Blackmail
WASHINGTON -House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman Darrelllssa, R-Calif., sent a letter to
Federal Trade. Commission's (FTC} Acting Inspector General Kelly Tshibaka last night requesting that the IG's office
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investigate the FTC's relationship with Tiversa, Inc. The Committee has substantial concerns about the reliability of the
information Tiversa provided to the FTC and the relationship between the FTC and Tiversa.
In 2008, Tiversa allegedly discovered a document pertaining to LabMD, Inc. containing the personal information of
thousands of patients on a peer-to-peer network. Tiversa contacted LabMD in May 2008, explaining that it believed it
had identified a data breach at the company and offering "remediation" services through a professional services
agreement. LabMD did not accept Tiversa's offer because LabMD believed it had contained and resolved the data
breach. Tiversa, through an entity known as the Privacy Institute, later provided the FTC with a document it created that
included information about LabMD, among other companies. Tiversa allegedly provided information to the FTC about
companies that refused to buy its. services. In the case of LabMD, after Tiversa provided information to the FTC, the
Commission sought an enforcement action against the company under its Section 5 authority related to deceptive and
unfair trade practices. New information has surfaced indicating that information Tiversa supplied to the FTC may have
been inaccurate
11

The possibility that inaccurate information played a. role. in the FTC's decision to initiate. enforcement actions against
Lab MD. is a serious matter,~~. said Chairman lssa in today's letter. The FTC's enforcement actions have. resulted in serious
financial difficulties for the company. Additionally, the. alleged collaboration between the FTC and. Tiversa, a company
which. has now admitted that the information it provided to federal government entities-including the FTC-may be
inaccurate,. creates the appearance that the FTC aided a company whose business practices allegedly involve.
disseminating false data about the nature of data. security breaches.~~
11

The letter continues: ''Further, the Committee has received information from current and former Tiversa employees
indicating a lack of truthfulness in testimony Tiversa provided. to. federal government entities. The. Committee's
investigation is ongoing, and competing claims exist about the culpability of those. responsible for the dissemination of
false information. It is now clear, however, that Tiversa provided incomplete and inaccurate information to the FTC."
Read the letter and embedded below.

June 16, 2014
Ms. Kelly Tshibaka
Acting Inspector General
Federal Trade Commission
Room CC-5206
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Ms. Tshibaka:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is. investigating the activities of Tiversa, Inc., a company
that provided information to Federal Trade Commission in an enforcement action against LabMD, lncY1 In 2008, Tiversa
allegedly discovered a document containing the personal information of thousands of patients on a peer-to-peer
network.r21 Tiversa contacted LabMD in May 2008, explaining that it believed it had identified a data breach at the
company and offering "remediation" services through a professional services agreement.f31 LabMD did not accept
Tiversa's offer because LabMD believed it had contained and resolved the data breach. Tiversa, through an entity
2
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known as the Privacy Institute, later provided the FTC with a document it created that included information about
LabMD, among other companies. 141 Apparently, Tiversa provided information to the FTC about companies that refused
to buy its services. In the case of LabMD, after Tiversa provided questionable information to the FTC, the Commission
sought an enforcement action against the company under its Section 5 authority related to deceptive and unfair trade
practices.151
In addition to concerns about the merits of the enforcement action with respect to the FTC's jurisdiction, the
Committee has substantial concerns about the reliability of the information Tiversa provided to the FTC, the manner in
which Tiversa provided the information, and the relationship between the FTC and Tiversa . For instance, according to
testimony by Tiversa CEO Robert Boback, the Committee has learned of allegations that Tiversa created the Privacy
Institute in conjunction with the FTC specifically so that Tiversa could provide information regarding data breaches to
the FTC in response to a civil investigative demand. The Committee has also learned that Tiversa, or the. Privacy
Institute, may have manipulated inf ormation to advance the FTC's investigation. If these allegations are true, such
coordination between Tiversa and the FTC would call. into account the LabMD enforcement action, and other FTC
regulatory matters that relied on Tiversa supplied information.
Further, the Committee has received information from current and former Tiversa employees indicating a lack of
truthfulness in testimony Tiversa provided to federal government entities. The Committee's investigation is. ongoing,
and competing claims exist about the. culpability of those responsible for the dissemination of false information . . It is.
now clear, however, that Tiversa provided incomplete and inaccurate. information to the. FTC.. In a transcribed interview
with Oversight and Government Reform Committee staff, Boback testified that he received "incomplete inf ormation
with regard to my testimony of FTC and LabMD." 161 He stated that he now knows "[t]he original source of the. disclosure
was incomplete." 171 Mr. Boback testified :
Q
A

How did you determine that it was incomplete or that there was a problem with the spread analysis?
I had ... [Tiversa Employee A] perform[] an analysis, again, remember, data store versus the peer to
peer. So the. information in the data store, he. performed another analysis to say, what was the original
source of the file from LabMD and what was the. disclosure, a full analysis of it which then provided to
me, which expanded upon what [Tiversa Employee Bl had told me when I asked [Tiversa Employee
B]prior to my testimony. And the only reason why I. asked [Tiversa Employee B] in the. first place was.
because [Tiversa Employee B] was the analyst on it at the time when it was. found, so I asked the analyst
who was. most familiar with this . . I. didn't know [Tiversa Employee B) was going to provide me with less
than accurate information. IS!

***
Q

So at the time that you were first made aware of the 1718 document in April, May of 2008, Tiversa
employees had not conducted the spread analysis?

A

No.

Q

And you did not know the original source of the 1718 document?

A

I did not. No.

***
Q

Did there come a point at which a Tiversa employee determined who the origina l. source of the 1718
document was?

3
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A

Well, that's- yes. A Tiversa employee told me who the original source was ... just before I testified ... in
the deposition [in the FTC LabMD case) in November of last year. And, subsequently, we have done a
new search and found that the origin was different than what was provided to me ... in November. 191

The possibility that inaccurate information played a role in the FTC's decision to initiate enforcement actions
against LabMD is a serious matter. The FTC's enforcement actions have resulted in serious financial difficulties for the
company. 1101 Additionally, the alleged collaboration between the FTC and Tiversa, a company which has now admitted
that the information it provided to federal government entities-including the FTC-may be inaccurate, creates the
appearance that the FTC aided a company whose business practices allegedly involve disseminating false data about the
nature of data security breaches. The. Committee seeks to understand the motivations underlying the relationship
between Tiversa and the FTC.
The Committee is currently considering next steps, including the possibility of holding hearings, agreeing to take
certain testimony in executive. session, and, based on information provided, to. immunize certain future testimony
pursuant to 18. U.S.C. § 6005 .. Concurrent with. the Committee's investigative efforts, I request that you undertake a full
review of the FTC's. relationship with Tiversa.
Specifically, I ask that your office examine the following issues:
1.

FTC procedures for receiving information that it uses to bring enforcement actions. pursuant to its authority
under Section 5, and whether FTC employees have improperly influenced how the agency receives
information.

2.

The role played by FTC employees, including, but not limited to, Alain Sheer and Ruth Yodaiken, in the
Commission's receipt of information from Tiversa, Inc. through the Privacy Institute or any other entity, and
whether the Privacy Institute or Tiversa received any benefit for this arrangement.

3.

The reasons for the FTC's. issuance of a civil. investigative demand to the Privacy Institute instead of Tiversa,
the custodian of the information.

The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight committee. of the House of
Representatives and may at "any time" investigate "any matter" as set forth in House Rule X.
If you have any questions about this request, please contact Tyler Grimm or Jennifer Barbian of the Committee.
staff at (202) 225-5074. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter . .
Sincerely,

Darrelllssa
Chairman

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member

Becca Glover Watkins
Communications Director
4
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House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
Chairman Darrell lssa
Rayburn 2157
202.731 .7234- Blackberry
202.225.0037 - Press
202.225.5074 - Committee Main
becca.watkins@mail.house.gov
http:// oversight.house.gov/

11
[ See Complaint, In re LabMD, Inc.,. No .. 9357. (Fed. Trade Comm'n, Aug. 29, 2013), available at

http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2013/08/1308291abmdpart3.pdf.
[21 Respondent LabMD, Inc.'s Answer and Defenses to Administrative Complaint, In re LabMD, Inc., No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Comm'n,
Sept. 17, 2013), at 5.
r31 Respondent LabMD, Inc.'s Motion to Dismiss Complaint with Prejudice and to Stay Administrative Proceedings, In re LabMD, Inc.,
No. 9357 (Fed. Trade Comm'n, Nov. 12, 2013), at 5.
r41 H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, Chief Executive Officer, Tiversa, Inc., Transcript
at 42 (June 5, 2014) [hereinafter Boback Tr.].
rsJSee generally 15 U.S.C. § 45.
[61 Boback Tr. at 129.
[7)

/d.

raJld. at 129-130.
r91 /d. at 162-163.
r101 Rachel Louise Ensign, FTC Cyber Case Has Nearly Put Us Out of Business, Firm Says, WALL ST. J., Jan. 28, 2014,

http:l/blogs.wsj.com/riskandcompliance/2014/01/28/ftc-cyber-case-has-nearly-put-us-out-of-business-firm-says/.

5
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:

Vandecar, Kim
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 5:27 PM
'Taylor, Shannon'
RE: RELEASE: Issa to FTC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:

Yes.

From: Taylor, Shannon [mailto:shannon.taylor@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2014 5:25PM
To: Vandecar, Kim
Subject: Re: RELEASE: Issa to FlC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail
llam on Friday in H2-2SS?

From: Vandecar, Kim [ mailto: KVANDECAR@ftc.govl
Sent: Wednesday,june 18, 2014 04:10PM
To: Taylor, Shannon
Subject: RE : RELEASE: Issa to FTC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail
It will . . Tell us when and where .. Daniel Kaufman, Deputy Director of BCP will come. along with one of our General
Counsels, Maneesha, Jeanne and myself.
Duplicate
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:

Taylor, Shannon <shannon.taylor@mail.house.gov>
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 5:29 PM
Vandecar, Kim
Re: RELEASE: lssa to FTC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:

Second floor of ford btwn the elevator banks.

From: Vandecar, Kim [mailto:KVANDECAR@ftc.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, June 18, 2014 05:28 PM
To: Taylor. Shannon
Subject: RE : RELEASE: Issa to FTC Watchdog: Investigate Allegations of Corporate Blackmail
Where is that?
Duplicate

1-

1-
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:
Attachments:

Vandecar, Kim
Friday, July 11, 2014 6:23 PM
'Shannon.Weinberg@mail.house.gov'; 'paul.nagle@mail.house.gov'
'Kirby.Howard@mail.house.gov'; Oxford, Clinton P.
Fw: QFRs for Data Security Hearing House Subcommittee on Commerce.docx
QFRs for Data Security Hearing House Subcommittee on Commerce.docx

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Final FTC QFR's on data security
From: Vandecar, Kim

Sent: Friday,J uly 11 , 2014 02:28PM
To: Howard, Kirby ( Kirby.Howard@mail.house.gov) < Kirby. Howard@ mail. house.gov>

Subject: QFRs for Data Security Hearing House Subcommittee on Commerce.docx
Kirby,
Can you use this version instead please?
Than ks,
Kim
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Additional Questions for the Record
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade
" Protecting Consumer Information: Can Breaches Be Prevented?"
February 5, 2014

The Honorable Lee Terry
l. You testified that legislation would "strengthen [FTC's] existing authority governing data
security standards." If you already have the authority to pursue data security enforcement
actions now, why do you need a new law? What would change with such a law?

The Commission has authority to challenge companies' data security practices that are
unfair or deceptive under Section 5 of the FTC Act, and we have used this authority to
settle over 50 data security cases.
The Commission supports federal legislation that would (1) strengthen its existing tools
to address companies' inadequate practices for securing consumers' data and (2)
require companies, in appropriate circumstances, to provide notification to consumers
when there is a security breach. Such legislation is important for a number of reasons.
First, we currently lack authority under Section 5 to obtain civil penalties, an important
remedy for deterring violations. Second, enabling the FTC to bring cases against nonprofits would help ensure that whenever personal information is collected from
consumers, the entities that maintain such data take reasonable measures to protect it.
Finally, rulemaking authority under the Administrative Procedure Act would enable
the FTC to respond to changes in technology when implementing the legislation.
2. You testified that "although most states have breach notification laws in place, having a
strong and consistent national requirement would simplify compliance by businesses while
ensuring .. .consumers are protected." Does that mean you believe preemption is appropriate
in this area?

The Commission has expressed support for a federal data security and breach
notification law that would preempt state law, but only if such a standard is sufficiently
strong and the states are given the ability to enforce the law. If a consistent nationwide
standard came at the expense of weakening existing state legal protections for
consumers' information, the Commission would not support the law.
3. You testify the Commission supports a Federal law that requires companies "in appropriate
circumstances," to provide notification to consumers. Can you describe what "appropriate"
circumstances are? Are there occasions where notification could cause unnecessary
problems for consumers and should not occur (e.g., cancelling a credit card when no account
information was compromised)?
It is important for both consumers and businesses that the trigger for breach

notification is balanced. We want to ensure that consumers learn about breaches that
could result in identity theft, fraud, or other harm so they can take steps to protect
themselves, but we do not want to notify consumers when the risk of harm is negligible,
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as over-notification c-ould cause consumers to become confused or to become numb to
the notices they receive.
The following standard strikes the right balance: When an entity discovers a breach of
security, the entity should be required to notify every consumer whose personal
information was, or there is a reasonable basis to conclude was, accessed by an
unauthorized person, unless the entity can demonstrate that there is no reasonable risk
of identity theft, fraud, or other harm. (Of course, breach notification would only be
triggered if specified categories of personal information have been the subject of a
breach.) This standard balances the need for consumers to know when their
information has been breached against the threat of over-notification for breaches that
have no reasonable risk of harm.
4. You testify the Commission has settled 50 cases against businesses that it charged with
failure to provide reasonable and appropriate protections for consumers' personal
information. That does not include non-profits because the FTC's jurisdiction does not
extend to those entities. With regard to data security, should the Commission have authority
over non-profits? We have heard of universities and colleges suffering data breaches. Are
they a common source of data breaches?

Yes, the Commission believes it should have jurisdiction over non-profits in this area.
A substantial number of reported breaches have involved non-profit universities and
health systems. Enabling the FTC to bring cases against non-profits would help ensure
that whenever personal information is collected from consumers, entities that maintain
such data adequately protect it.
5. Has the Commission pursued any data security cases that resulted in litigation instead of a
settlement?

Most companies have chosen to settle the Commission's data security claims. However,
the Commission currently has two data security cases in active litigation. FTC v.
Wyndham Worldwide Corp. is pending in the federal district court in the District of New
Jersey. 1 The Commission also approved the filing of a case in the FTC's administrative
court, In the Matter of LabMD. 2
6. How does the FTC enforce its "unfairness" standard? What principles guide the FTC so that
businesses know when they might run afoul of the unfairness standard?

A company's practices are unfair if they cause or are likely to cause substantial injury
to consumers that is neither reasonably avoidable by consumers nor outweighed by
countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition. 3 In the Commission's data
security cases, reasonableness is the lynchpin. In determining whether a company's
1

FTC v. Wyndham Worldwide C01p., No. 2:13-cv-01887-ES-JAD (D.N.J.).
LabMD, Inc., No. C-9357 (F.T.C. compl. filed Aug. 28, 2013), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/ad jpro/d9357/ 130829labmdpart3.pdf.
3
See 15 U.S.C. § 45(n); Federal Trade Commission Policy Statement on Unfairness, appended to Int'l
Harvester Co., 104 F.T.C. 949, 1070 (1984).

2
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data security practices are reasonable the Commission considers: the sensitivity and
volume of consumer information a business holds; the size and complexity of its data
operations; and the cost of available tools to improve security and reduce
vulnerabilities. The reasonableness test is designed to be flexible; reasonable data
security safeguards should be appropriate to the company's size and complexity, the
nature and scope of its activities, and the sensitivity of the customer information it
handles.
In addition to the more than 50 data security consent orders, which provide guidance to
businesses about what constitutes reasonable security, the Commission also has
published business guidance and educational materials about good data security
practices for companies. We have emphasized a process-based approach that includes:
designating a person to be responsible for data security; conducting risk assessments;
designing a program to address the risks identified, including training, security and
incident response; and monitoring the program and updating it as necessary.
7. Has the FTC ever suffered a data breach?

We are not aware of any successful intrusions or infiltrations into the FTC network.
Like other federal agencies and companies in the private sector, we are constantly
under attack, and we use defense-in-depth (meaning multiple layers of security
controls, such as firewalls, anti-virus and anti-spam tools, internet filters), continuous
monitoring, and other methods to protect our information systems and the data they
contain.
8. You mentioned that more than 16 million Americans have been victims of identity theft.
What counts as identity theft for this purpose? Does it include cases where someone else
uses your credit card number even if you end up without any financial loss?

3
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The figure cited in the Commission's written testimony is from the Bureau of Justice
Statistics report, "Victims of Identity Theft, 2012," which is the most recent BJS study
of identity theft victims. 4 For the purposes of that report, identity theft victims are
defined as persons age 16 or older who experienced one or more of the following
incidents in 2012: unauthorized use or attempted use of an existing account, such as a
credit or debit card, checking, savings, telephone, online, or insurance account (referred
to as fraud or misuse of an existing account); unauthorized use or attempted use of
personal information to open a new account, such as a credit or debit card, telephone,
checking, savings, loan, or mortgage account (referred to as fraud or misuse of a new
account); or misuse of personal information for a fraudulent purpose, such as getting
medical care, a job, or government benefits; renting an apartment or house; or
providing false information to law enforcement when charged with a crime or traffic
violation (referred to as fraud or misuse of personal information). According to the
report, direct and indirect identity theft losses amounted to approximately $24.7 billion
in 2012.
Fraud detection programs are not perfect, so consumers are not reimbursed for all
fraudulent charges placed on their accounts. Even when victims are ultimately
reimbursed for out-of-pocket financial losses from a breach, this does not mean that
they did not experience other, non-compensated harms from the breach. Consumers
affected by breaches should constantly monitor their financial accounts for
unauthorized charges. If consumers discover such charges, they must notify their
credit and debit card issuers, close accounts, cancel cards, and wait for new cards to
arrive. For those consumers with automatic bill pay, they must alert companies about
the new account numbers to prevent late fees and other charges. Victims of identity
theft can spend months reporting instances of fraud to creditors and reporting bureaus
to restore their credit. Victims are not compensated for the economic cost from these
expenditures of time.
The Honorable Jan Schakowsky
1. On January 10, 2014, Target announced that certain customer information - separate from

the payment card data already revealed to have been stolen - had also been taken during the
breach of its network systems in November and December 2013. This information included
names, mailing addresses, phone numbers or email addresses for up to 70 million individuals.
a. What are the top risks to consumers whose names and contact information are stolen,
including those Target customers who are among the 70 million? Please list them.

Personal information that is non-financial still requires protection, because it can be
used to perpetuate fraud and identity theft. For instance, bad actors can use email
addresses to perpetrate phishing attacks, send spam, or target users for mal ware, the
latter of which can be used to install keyloggers or other technology to capture even
more personal information. Moreover, targeted fraud becomes increasingly effective
4

Bureau of Justice Statistics, Victims of Identity Theft, 2012 (Dec. 2013), available at
http://www.b js.gov/content/pub/pdf/vit 12.pdf.
4
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the more personal information a criminal has about a consumer. For example, many
consumers still use their email address as a user name on accounts. That, along with
access to other personal information, may increase the danger of a criminal being able
to ascertain a password and access a financial or other account or to perpetrate identity
theft.
b. Members and witnesses at recent congressional hearings on commercial data breaches
have discussed at length potential enhancements to payment card security technology,
such as the implementation of chip-and-PIN systems. At the Subcommittee hearing on
February 5, 2014 - while stressing that the Commission does not recommend any
particular technology - you indicated that "we would support any steps that are taken at
the payment card system end to protect or better protect consumer information." I
believe it is important for retailers, issuers, and the payment card industry to urgently
work together to improve card security. However, even if all the stakeholders involved
agree to make payment card data as secure as possible, am I correct to understand that it
is your position that that Congress should still separately address the overall security of
personal data, including non-financial data, collected or stored by commercial entities?

That is correct. The Commission is aware of this developing technology, and according
to some reports, it should be a positive step toward strengthening payment card
security. However, this technology does not protect other information, such as health
information, location information, or SSNs.
All companies that collect and handle consumer information should be required to
implement reasonable data security measures. Reasonableness is the appropriate
standard because it allows a company flexibility to develop a data security program
based on factors such as the sensitivity and volume of consumer information it holds;
the size and complexity of its data operations; and the cost of available tools to improve
security and reduce vulnerabilities. The Commission has emphasized a process-based
approach to data security that includes designating an individual or individuals
responsible for data security; conducting risk assessments; designing a security
program to address risks, including administrative, physical, and technical safeguards;
and adjusting the program to address changes.
The Commission reiterates our call for data security and breach notification legislation
that would: (1) give us the authority to obtain civil penalties, an important remedy for
deterring violations; (2) enable the FTC to bring cases against non-profits, such as
hospitals and educational institutions, where many breaches occur; and (3) providing
rulemaking authority under the Administrative Procedure Act, enabling the FTC to
respond to changes in technology when implementing the legislation.
I believe the breach of marketing data can be a serious threat to consumers. As I said
in response to questioning at the Subcommittee's hearing, names and contact
information can be used in phishing and social engineering schemes to try to perpetrate
identity theft - and while harm from payment card breaches tends to be acute, harm
from non-financial breaches tends to linger. In short, identity theft lasts; with chronic
effects on consumers that can cost them everything they own.
5
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c. Do you agree that a breach of names and contact information can have a serious longterm impact on consumers, if used to trick them to give up sensitive identity data?
Please explain your answer.

Yes. As discussed above, such information can be used to perpetrate fraud and identity
theft, which can have lasting impacts on consumers' credit scores, in addition to the
economic value of time lost and possible financial loss.
2. On January 31, 2014, the FTC announced the 50th data security settlement in its program of
enforcement against those who fail to reasonably protect consumers' personal information.
These settlements have been used to protect millions of consumers from unfair or deceptive
practices that leave at risk sensitive information like usemames and passwords, Social
Security numbers, and health, financial, and children's data. I commend your dedication to
this issue.
Yet, during questioning at the Senate Banking Committee hearing on this topic on
February 3, 20 14, a Senator pointed out that with so many data breaches each year, 50 cases
since 2002 may be commendable, but it may not be enough.
a. Of course, all breaches do not rise to the level of FTC action, but can you please
illustrate how the FTC uses its current legal framework to help with general deterrence,
and how authorization to the FTC of new authorities, such as rulemaking authority
under the Administrative Procedure Act and broader civil penalty authority, would
increase the FTC's ability to deter unfair or deceptive data security practices?

Since 2002, the FTC has brought a steady stream of data security cases - resulting in
more than 50 consent orders, and we have also issued extensive consumer and business
education materials. During much of this time, we have been the only federal agency
sending the message to a wide range of businesses, both small and large, across many
sectors, of the need to maintain reasonable security to protect consumer data. Our
complaints provide examples of data security practices that did not meet our flexible
reasonableness test, and our consent orders serve as templates for best practices for
companies setting up and implementing successful information security programs. In
addition, we issue extensive guidance for consumers and businesses - especially small
businesses- about how to safeguard consumer data. I believe that collectively the
FTC's work in this area has helped promote appropriate investment in infrastructure
and personnel to address the security of consumer data.
But, plainly, more needs to be done, and a unanimous Commission has concluded that
the time has come for Congress to enact strong federal data security and breach
notification legislation. We currently lack authority under Section 5 to obtain civil
penalties, which are critical to appropriate deterrence of lax security practices.
Likewise, enabling the FTC to bring cases against non-profits, over which we presently
lack authority, would help ensure that whenever personal information is collected from
consumers, the entities that maintain such data take reasonable measures to protect it.
Finally, APA rulemaking would give us flexibility in implementing the statute by
6
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making changes where appropriate - for example, to the definitions - to respond to
changes in technology and changing threats.
b. Recent newspaper commentary has suggested that by seeking to strengthen its data
security authority, the FTC is acknowledging that it currently lacks the authority to
police companies' data security practices. How do you respond to such an assertion?

The Commission principally has authority to challenge companies' data security
practices that are unfair or deceptive under Section 5 of the FTC Act, and we have used
this authority to settle over 50 data security cases to date. In fact, a federal district
court recently affirmed the FTC's authority to use Section 5 in the data security area. 5
The Commission has called for data security legislation that would strengthen its
existing tools and authority to help us in this endeavor, namely, civil penalty authority,
jurisdiction over non-profits, a nationwide breach notice requirement to be enforced by
the FTC and the states, and APA rulemaking to ensure we have adequate flexibility to
respond to new technology and threats in implementing the statute.
The Honorable Jerry McNerney
1. Thank you for your leadership withi n the FTC, especially with regards to the work that is
being done on privacy issues. What sort of authority does the Commission have or need from
Congress to institute nationwide breach notification processes?

The FTC has authority to investigate breaches and bring civil enforcement actions
under Section 5 of the FTC Act for deceptive or unfair acts or practices - such as
deceptively claiming to reasonably safeguard consumer data. We have authority to seek
equitable remedies for violations of Section 5, which does not include civil penalties.6
The FTC also generally lacks authority to require companies to issue notification to
affected consumers to alert them to a breach of their personal information (with the
exception of our narrow scope of authority under the HI-TECH Act). We similarly
lack authority over non-profits, which have been the source of a number of breaches.
To remedy these gaps, a unanimous Commission has called on Congress to enact
legislation to pass a nationwide breach notification law to apply to all companies under
the FTC's jurisdiction - expanding that jurisdiction to include non-profits -and to give
the Commission civil penalty authority and authority to flexibly respond to changes in
technology in implementing the law via APA rulemaking.
2. Businesses are understandably leery of the idea of additional regulations, but many people
that I have talked with agree that a national standard is easier to deal with than varying state
standards when it comes to data breach notification rules. In your opinion, how can the FTC

5

See F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp, No. 2:13-cv-01 887-ES-JAD, 2014 WL 1349019 (D.N.J. Apr.
7, 2014), petition for leave to appeal filed (3d Cir. July 3, 2014) .
6
By contrast, the FTC has civil penalty authority under the Fair Credit Reporting Act for security
violations by "consumer reporting agencies," such as the national credit bureaus.
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and Congress best work together to come up with a national standard that doesn't impose
unfairly upon states' rights?

Breach notification and data security standards at the federal level, with appropriate
preemption of state law as discussed below, would extend notifications to all citizens
nationwide and create a level playing field so that businesses operating in numerous
states can apply one standard. A federal law would create uniform protections for all
American consumers. However, our support for a federal law that would preempt state
law has been conditioned on both a standard that is sufficiently strong and on giving
states the ability to enforce the law, an important role for state Attorneys General.
The Honorable Peter Welch
1. We've seen the FTC take a strong leadership position on many issues, not only bringing
enforcement actions but also convening experts from industry and academia at
workshops. These workshops have been valuable opportunities for the FTC to write reports
on what it learns, including guidance to companies when appropriate. It seems to me like an
annual workshop and report on data security would be valuable given the recent problems
companies have been having-- can we expect the FTC to have such a workshop soon?

Thank you for your recognition of the FTC's leadership on many issues and the value
of our use of enforcement actions and public workshops. As you may know, emerging
areas in privacy and security are frequent subjects of FTC workshops, studies, and
reports. For instance, in June of last year, we held a workshop on threats to mobile
security, in which we convened a group of leading experts to discuss mobile malware,
the role of platforms in security, and ways to improve security in the mobile ecosystem.7
Earlier this year, the FTC hosted a "Spring Privacy Series" to examine the privacy and
security implications of a number of new technologies in the marketplace, including
mobile device tracking, alternative scoring products, and apps and devices that collect
consumer-generated health data. 8 At the Commission's November 2013 conference on
the Internet of Things, much of the discussion focused on security challenges presented
by "smart" devices. 9
Moreover, the FTC just published its first annual "Privacy and Data Security Update,"
which is an overview of the FTC's enforcement, policy initiatives, and consumer

1

See Mobile Security: Potential Threats and Solutions (June 4, 2013), available at
http://www.ftc . go v/news-events/events-calendar/20 13/06/mobile-security-potential-threats-solutions.
8
See FfC to Host Spring Seminars on Emerging Consumer Privacy Issues, available at
http://www.ftc . go v/news-events/press-releases/20 13/ 12/ftc-host -spring-seminars-emerging-consumerprivacy-issues.
9
See Internet of Things - Privacy and Security in a Connected World (Nov. 19, 2013), available at
http://www .ftc. gov/news-events/events-calendar/20 13111/internet-things-privacy -security -connectedworld.
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outreach and business guidance in the areas of privacy and data security from January
2013-March 2014. 10 We expect to update this document every year.

°

1

Federal Trade Commission Staff, 2014 Privacy and Security Update (June 2014), available at
http://www.ftc. govI system/files/documen ts/reports/pri vacv -data-security-update20 14/privacydatasecurityupdate 20 14 .pdf.
9
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Additional Questions for the Record
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade
" Protecting Consumer Information: Can Breaches Be Prevented?"
February 5, 2014

The Honorable Lee Terry
l. You testified that legislation would "strengthen [FTC's] existing authority governing data
security standards." If you already have the authority to pursue data security enforcement
actions now, why do you need a new law? What would change with such a law?

The Commission has authority to challenge companies' data security practices that are
unfair or deceptive under Section 5 of the FTC Act, and we have used this authority to
settle over 50 data security cases.
The Commission supports federal legislation that would (1) strengthen its existing tools
to address companies' inadequate practices for securing consumers' data and (2)
require companies, in appropriate circumstances, to provide notification to consumers
when there is a security breach. Such legislation is important for a number of reasons.
First, we currently lack authority under Section 5 to obtain civil penalties, an important
remedy for deterring violations. Second, enabling the FTC to bring cases against nonprofits would help ensure that whenever personal information is collected from
consumers, the entities that maintain such data take reasonable measures to protect it.
Finally, rulemaking authority under the Administrative Procedure Act would enable
the FTC to respond to changes in technology when implementing the legislation.
2. You testified that "although most states have breach notification laws in place, having a
strong and consistent national requirement would simplify compliance by businesses while
ensuring .. .consumers are protected." Does that mean you believe preemption is appropriate
in this area?

The Commission has expressed support for a federal data security and breach
notification law that would preempt state law, but only if such a standard is sufficiently
strong and the states are given the ability to enforce the law. If a consistent nationwide
standard came at the expense of weakening existing state legal protections for
consumers' information, the Commission would not support the law.
3. You testify the Commission supports a Federal law that requires companies "in appropriate
circumstances," to provide notification to consumers. Can you describe what "appropriate"
circumstances are? Are there occasions where notification could cause unnecessary
problems for consumers and should not occur (e.g., cancelling a credit card when no account
information was compromised)?
It is important for both consumers and businesses that the trigger for breach

notification is balanced. We want to ensure that consumers learn about breaches that
could result in identity theft, fraud, or other harm so they can take steps to protect
themselves, but we do not want to notify consumers when the risk of harm is negligible,
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as over-notification c-ould cause consumers to become confused or to become numb to
the notices they receive.
The following standard strikes the right balance: When an entity discovers a breach of
security, the entity should be required to notify every consumer whose personal
information was, or there is a reasonable basis to conclude was, accessed by an
unauthorized person, unless the entity can demonstrate that there is no reasonable risk
of identity theft, fraud, or other harm. (Of course, breach notification would only be
triggered if specified categories of personal information have been the subject of a
breach.) This standard balances the need for consumers to know when their
information has been breached against the threat of over-notification for breaches that
have no reasonable risk of harm.
4. You testify the Commission has settled 50 cases against businesses that it charged with
failure to provide reasonable and appropriate protections for consumers' personal
information. That does not include non-profits because the FTC's jurisdiction does not
extend to those entities. With regard to data security, should the Commission have authority
over non-profits? We have heard of universities and colleges suffering data breaches. Are
they a common source of data breaches?

Yes, the Commission believes it should have jurisdiction over non-profits in this area.
A substantial number of reported breaches have involved non-profit universities and
health systems. Enabling the FTC to bring cases against non-profits would help ensure
that whenever personal information is collected from consumers, entities that maintain
such data adequately protect it.
5. Has the Commission pursued any data security cases that resulted in litigation instead of a
settlement?

Most companies have chosen to settle the Commission's data security claims. However,
the Commission currently has two data security cases in active litigation. FTC v.
Wyndham Worldwide Corp. is pending in the federal district court in the District of New
Jersey. 1 The Commission also approved the filing of a case in the FTC's administrative
court, In the Matter of LabMD. 2
6. How does the FTC enforce its "unfairness" standard? What principles guide the FTC so that
businesses know when they might run afoul of the unfairness standard?

A company's practices are unfair if they cause or are likely to cause substantial injury
to consumers that is neither reasonably avoidable by consumers nor outweighed by
countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition. 3 In the Commission's data
security cases, reasonableness is the lynchpin. In determining whether a company's
1

FTC v. Wyndham Worldwide C01p., No. 2:13-cv-01887-ES-JAD (D.N.J.).
LabMD, Inc., No. C-9357 (F.T.C. compl. filed Aug. 28, 2013), available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/ad jpro/d9357/ 130829labmdpart3.pdf.
3
See 15 U.S.C. § 45(n); Federal Trade Commission Policy Statement on Unfairness, appended to Int'l
Harvester Co., 104 F.T.C. 949, 1070 (1984).
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data security practices are reasonable the Commission considers: the sensitivity and
volume of consumer information a business holds; the size and complexity of its data
operations; and the cost of available tools to improve security and reduce
vulnerabilities. The reasonableness test is designed to be flexible; reasonable data
security safeguards should be appropriate to the company's size and complexity, the
nature and scope of its activities, and the sensitivity of the customer information it
handles.
In addition to the more than 50 data security consent orders, which provide guidance to
businesses about what constitutes reasonable security, the Commission also has
published business guidance and educational materials about good data security
practices for companies. We have emphasized a process-based approach that includes:
designating a person to be responsible for data security; conducting risk assessments;
designing a program to address the risks identified, including training, security and
incident response; and monitoring the program and updating it as necessary.
7. Has the FTC ever suffered a data breach?

We are not aware of any successful intrusions or infiltrations into the FTC network.
Like other federal agencies and companies in the private sector, we are constantly
under attack, and we use defense-in-depth (meaning multiple layers of security
controls, such as firewalls, anti-virus and anti-spam tools, internet filters), continuous
monitoring, and other methods to protect our information systems and the data they
contain.
8. You mentioned that more than 16 million Americans have been victims of identity theft.
What counts as identity theft for this purpose? Does it include cases where someone else
uses your credit card number even if you end up without any financial loss?

3
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The figure cited in the Commission's written testimony is from the Bureau of Justice
Statistics report, "Victims of Identity Theft, 2012," which is the most recent BJS study
of identity theft victims. 4 For the purposes of that report, identity theft victims are
defined as persons age 16 or older who experienced one or more of the following
incidents in 2012: unauthorized use or attempted use of an existing account, such as a
credit or debit card, checking, savings, telephone, online, or insurance account (referred
to as fraud or misuse of an existing account); unauthorized use or attempted use of
personal information to open a new account, such as a credit or debit card, telephone,
checking, savings, loan, or mortgage account (referred to as fraud or misuse of a new
account); or misuse of personal information for a fraudulent purpose, such as getting
medical care, a job, or government benefits; renting an apartment or house; or
providing false information to law enforcement when charged with a crime or traffic
violation (referred to as fraud or misuse of personal information). According to the
report, direct and indirect identity theft losses amounted to approximately $24.7 billion
in 2012.
Fraud detection programs are not perfect, so consumers are not reimbursed for all
fraudulent charges placed on their accounts. Even when victims are ultimately
reimbursed for out-of-pocket financial losses from a breach, this does not mean that
they did not experience other, non-compensated harms from the breach. Consumers
affected by breaches should constantly monitor their financial accounts for
unauthorized charges. If consumers discover such charges, they must notify their
credit and debit card issuers, close accounts, cancel cards, and wait for new cards to
arrive. For those consumers with automatic bill pay, they must alert companies about
the new account numbers to prevent late fees and other charges. Victims of identity
theft can spend months reporting instances of fraud to creditors and reporting bureaus
to restore their credit. Victims are not compensated for the economic cost from these
expenditures of time.
The Honorable Jan Schakowsky
1. On January 10, 2014, Target announced that certain customer information - separate from

the payment card data already revealed to have been stolen - had also been taken during the
breach of its network systems in November and December 2013. This information included
names, mailing addresses, phone numbers or email addresses for up to 70 million individuals.
a. What are the top risks to consumers whose names and contact information are stolen,
including those Target customers who are among the 70 million? Please list them.

Personal information that is non-financial still requires protection, because it can be
used to perpetuate fraud and identity theft. For instance, bad actors can use email
addresses to perpetrate phishing attacks, send spam, or target users for mal ware, the
latter of which can be used to install keyloggers or other technology to capture even
more personal information. Moreover, targeted fraud becomes increasingly effective
4

Bureau of Justice Statistics, Victims of Identity Theft, 2012 (Dec. 2013), available at
http://www.b js.gov/content/pub/pdf/vit 12.pdf.
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the more personal information a criminal has about a consumer. For example, many
consumers still use their email address as a user name on accounts. That, along with
access to other personal information, may increase the danger of a criminal being able
to ascertain a password and access a financial or other account or to perpetrate identity
theft.
b. Members and witnesses at recent congressional hearings on commercial data breaches
have discussed at length potential enhancements to payment card security technology,
such as the implementation of chip-and-PIN systems. At the Subcommittee hearing on
February 5, 2014 - while stressing that the Commission does not recommend any
particular technology - you indicated that "we would support any steps that are taken at
the payment card system end to protect or better protect consumer information." I
believe it is important for retailers, issuers, and the payment card industry to urgently
work together to improve card security. However, even if all the stakeholders involved
agree to make payment card data as secure as possible, am I correct to understand that it
is your position that that Congress should still separately address the overall security of
personal data, including non-financial data, collected or stored by commercial entities?

That is correct. The Commission is aware of this developing technology, and according
to some reports, it should be a positive step toward strengthening payment card
security. However, this technology does not protect other information, such as health
information, location information, or SSNs.
All companies that collect and handle consumer information should be required to
implement reasonable data security measures. Reasonableness is the appropriate
standard because it allows a company flexibility to develop a data security program
based on factors such as the sensitivity and volume of consumer information it holds;
the size and complexity of its data operations; and the cost of available tools to improve
security and reduce vulnerabilities. The Commission has emphasized a process-based
approach to data security that includes designating an individual or individuals
responsible for data security; conducting risk assessments; designing a security
program to address risks, including administrative, physical, and technical safeguards;
and adjusting the program to address changes.
The Commission reiterates our call for data security and breach notification legislation
that would: (1) give us the authority to obtain civil penalties, an important remedy for
deterring violations; (2) enable the FTC to bring cases against non-profits, such as
hospitals and educational institutions, where many breaches occur; and (3) providing
rulemaking authority under the Administrative Procedure Act, enabling the FTC to
respond to changes in technology when implementing the legislation.
I believe the breach of marketing data can be a serious threat to consumers. As I said
in response to questioning at the Subcommittee's hearing, names and contact
information can be used in phishing and social engineering schemes to try to perpetrate
identity theft - and while harm from payment card breaches tends to be acute, harm
from non-financial breaches tends to linger. In short, identity theft lasts; with chronic
effects on consumers that can cost them everything they own.
5
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c. Do you agree that a breach of names and contact information can have a serious longterm impact on consumers, if used to trick them to give up sensitive identity data?
Please explain your answer.

Yes. As discussed above, such information can be used to perpetrate fraud and identity
theft, which can have lasting impacts on consumers' credit scores, in addition to the
economic value of time lost and possible financial loss.
2. On January 31, 2014, the FTC announced the 50th data security settlement in its program of
enforcement against those who fail to reasonably protect consumers' personal information.
These settlements have been used to protect millions of consumers from unfair or deceptive
practices that leave at risk sensitive information like usemames and passwords, Social
Security numbers, and health, financial, and children's data. I commend your dedication to
this issue.
Yet, during questioning at the Senate Banking Committee hearing on this topic on
February 3, 20 14, a Senator pointed out that with so many data breaches each year, 50 cases
since 2002 may be commendable, but it may not be enough.
a. Of course, all breaches do not rise to the level of FTC action, but can you please
illustrate how the FTC uses its current legal framework to help with general deterrence,
and how authorization to the FTC of new authorities, such as rulemaking authority
under the Administrative Procedure Act and broader civil penalty authority, would
increase the FTC's ability to deter unfair or deceptive data security practices?

Since 2002, the FTC has brought a steady stream of data security cases - resulting in
more than 50 consent orders, and we have also issued extensive consumer and business
education materials. During much of this time, we have been the only federal agency
sending the message to a wide range of businesses, both small and large, across many
sectors, of the need to maintain reasonable security to protect consumer data. Our
complaints provide examples of data security practices that did not meet our flexible
reasonableness test, and our consent orders serve as templates for best practices for
companies setting up and implementing successful information security programs. In
addition, we issue extensive guidance for consumers and businesses - especially small
businesses- about how to safeguard consumer data. I believe that collectively the
FTC's work in this area has helped promote appropriate investment in infrastructure
and personnel to address the security of consumer data.
But, plainly, more needs to be done, and a unanimous Commission has concluded that
the time has come for Congress to enact strong federal data security and breach
notification legislation. We currently lack authority under Section 5 to obtain civil
penalties, which are critical to appropriate deterrence of lax security practices.
Likewise, enabling the FTC to bring cases against non-profits, over which we presently
lack authority, would help ensure that whenever personal information is collected from
consumers, the entities that maintain such data take reasonable measures to protect it.
Finally, APA rulemaking would give us flexibility in implementing the statute by
6
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making changes where appropriate - for example, to the definitions - to respond to
changes in technology and changing threats.
b. Recent newspaper commentary has suggested that by seeking to strengthen its data
security authority, the FTC is acknowledging that it currently lacks the authority to
police companies' data security practices. How do you respond to such an assertion?

The Commission principally has authority to challenge companies' data security
practices that are unfair or deceptive under Section 5 of the FTC Act, and we have used
this authority to settle over 50 data security cases to date. In fact, a federal district
court recently affirmed the FTC's authority to use Section 5 in the data security area. 5
The Commission has called for data security legislation that would strengthen its
existing tools and authority to help us in this endeavor, namely, civil penalty authority,
jurisdiction over non-profits, a nationwide breach notice requirement to be enforced by
the FTC and the states, and APA rulemaking to ensure we have adequate flexibility to
respond to new technology and threats in implementing the statute.
The Honorable Jerry McNerney
1. Thank you for your leadership withi n the FTC, especially with regards to the work that is
being done on privacy issues. What sort of authority does the Commission have or need from
Congress to institute nationwide breach notification processes?

The FTC has authority to investigate breaches and bring civil enforcement actions
under Section 5 of the FTC Act for deceptive or unfair acts or practices - such as
deceptively claiming to reasonably safeguard consumer data. We have authority to seek
equitable remedies for violations of Section 5, which does not include civil penalties.6
The FTC also generally lacks authority to require companies to issue notification to
affected consumers to alert them to a breach of their personal information (with the
exception of our narrow scope of authority under the HI-TECH Act). We similarly
lack authority over non-profits, which have been the source of a number of breaches.
To remedy these gaps, a unanimous Commission has called on Congress to enact
legislation to pass a nationwide breach notification law to apply to all companies under
the FTC's jurisdiction - expanding that jurisdiction to include non-profits -and to give
the Commission civil penalty authority and authority to flexibly respond to changes in
technology in implementing the law via APA rulemaking.
2. Businesses are understandably leery of the idea of additional regulations, but many people
that I have talked with agree that a national standard is easier to deal with than varying state
standards when it comes to data breach notification rules. In your opinion, how can the FTC

5

See F.T.C. v. Wyndham Worldwide Corp, No. 2:13-cv-01 887-ES-JAD, 2014 WL 1349019 (D.N.J. Apr.
7, 2014), petition for leave to appeal filed (3d Cir. July 3, 2014) .
6
By contrast, the FTC has civil penalty authority under the Fair Credit Reporting Act for security
violations by "consumer reporting agencies," such as the national credit bureaus.
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and Congress best work together to come up with a national standard that doesn't impose
unfairly upon states' rights?

Breach notification and data security standards at the federal level, with appropriate
preemption of state law as discussed below, would extend notifications to all citizens
nationwide and create a level playing field so that businesses operating in numerous
states can apply one standard. A federal law would create uniform protections for all
American consumers. However, our support for a federal law that would preempt state
law has been conditioned on both a standard that is sufficiently strong and on giving
states the ability to enforce the law, an important role for state Attorneys General.
The Honorable Peter Welch
1. We've seen the FTC take a strong leadership position on many issues, not only bringing
enforcement actions but also convening experts from industry and academia at
workshops. These workshops have been valuable opportunities for the FTC to write reports
on what it learns, including guidance to companies when appropriate. It seems to me like an
annual workshop and report on data security would be valuable given the recent problems
companies have been having-- can we expect the FTC to have such a workshop soon?

Thank you for your recognition of the FTC's leadership on many issues and the value
of our use of enforcement actions and public workshops. As you may know, emerging
areas in privacy and security are frequent subjects of FTC workshops, studies, and
reports. For instance, in June of last year, we held a workshop on threats to mobile
security, in which we convened a group of leading experts to discuss mobile malware,
the role of platforms in security, and ways to improve security in the mobile ecosystem.7
Earlier this year, the FTC hosted a "Spring Privacy Series" to examine the privacy and
security implications of a number of new technologies in the marketplace, including
mobile device tracking, alternative scoring products, and apps and devices that collect
consumer-generated health data. 8 At the Commission's November 2013 conference on
the Internet of Things, much of the discussion focused on security challenges presented
by "smart" devices. 9
Moreover, the FTC just published its first annual "Privacy and Data Security Update,"
which is an overview of the FTC's enforcement, policy initiatives, and consumer

1

See Mobile Security: Potential Threats and Solutions (June 4, 2013), available at
http://www.ftc . go v/news-events/events-calendar/20 13/06/mobile-security-potential-threats-solutions.
8
See FfC to Host Spring Seminars on Emerging Consumer Privacy Issues, available at
http://www.ftc . go v/news-events/press-releases/20 13/ 12/ftc-host -spring-seminars-emerging-consumerprivacy-issues.
9
See Internet of Things - Privacy and Security in a Connected World (Nov. 19, 2013), available at
http://www .ftc. gov/news-events/events-calendar/20 13111/internet-things-privacy -security -connectedworld.
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outreach and business guidance in the areas of privacy and data security from January
2013-March 2014. 10 We expect to update this document every year.

°

1

Federal Trade Commission Staff, 2014 Privacy and Security Update (June 2014), available at
http://www.ftc. govI system/files/documen ts/reports/pri vacv -data-security-update20 14/privacydatasecurityupdate 20 14 .pdf.
9
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Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:

Hey, Kim.
I've been meaning to reach out to you on this. You guys have any t houghts you want to share with us, or just tell us
generally what's happening in this case now that Government Reform is. sn iffing around Tiversa?
http:/lblogs.wsj.com/riskandcompliance/2014/06/03/u-s-lawmakers-investigating-ftcs-use-of-firm -i n-data-cases/

http ://blogs.ws j.com/ ri ska ndco m pi ian ce/20 14/06/12/h o use-committee-says-ftc-privacy-case-inco m pi ete-a ndinaccurate/

Shannon Taylor
Counsel. Majority Staff
Committee on Energy & Commerce
U.S. House of Representatives
2125 Rayburn HOB/316 Ford HOB
washington, DC 20515
202.225.2927

G

~ ,~
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United States of America
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20580

Office of the Secretary

July 21,2014
The Honorable Darrell E. Issa
Chairman
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
2157 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6143

Dear Chairman Issa:
Thank you for your letter dated July 18,2014, requesting certain documents. The
Commission is responding to your request as an official request of a Congressional Committee,
see Commission Rule 4.11(b), 16 C.F.R § 4.11(b), and has authorized its staff to provide the
requested documents, along with associated information during discussions.
Most of the documents to be provided to the Committee in response to your request and
some of the infonnation that the Commission staff likely would discuss in follow-up
conversations are non-public and statutorily protected from public disclosure by the Federal
Trade Commission Act ("FTC Act"), 15 U.S.C. § 41 et seq. Some of the information may also
be exempt from mandatory disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C.
§ 552.

The responsive documents include highly sensitive personal information about tens of
thousands of individuals. Personally identifiable information about individuals is exempt from
mandatory public disclosure under Exemption 6 of the Freedom of Information Act, as the
disclosure of the information would reasonably be expected to constitute a clearly unwarranted
invasion of personal privacy. See Department ofthe Air Force v. Rose, 425 U.S. 352, 372
(1976). ln accordance with Commission policies on protecting sensitive personally identifiable
information, this information will be encrypted in transit. The Commission requests that the
Committee maintain the confidentiality of this infonnation and take appropriate steps to
safeguard it.
Some of the documents provided and information that could be discussed would reveal
the existence of, and information concerning ongoing, nonpublic law enforcement investigations,
including identification of the targets of those investigations. Disclosure of this information
reasonably could be expected to interfere with law enforcement proceedings, and this
information therefore is protected from mandatory public disclosure by FOIA Exemption 7(A), 5
U.S.C. § 552(b)(7)(A). See NLRB v. Robbins Tire & Rubber Co., 437 U.S. 214,232 (1978);
Ehringhaus v. FTC, 525 F. Supp. 21, 24 (D.D.C. 1980).
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In addition, some of the responsive information and documents may be protected under
Section 6(f) of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 46(f), as confidential commercial or financial
information. The Commission is prohibited from disclosing such information publicly, and it
would be exempt from disclosure under FOIA Exemption 3, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3). Because
disclosure of this information is likely to result in substantial competitive harm to the submitters,
or is clearly not of a kind that submitters would customarily make available to the public, it also
would be exempt from disclosure under FOIA Exemption 4, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(4). See Critical
Mass Energy Project v. NRC, 975 F.2d 871, 877-80 (D.C. Cir. 1992) (en bane), cert. denied, 507
U.S. 984 (1993) (exempt status accorded to information submitted voluntarily); Nat'/ Parks &
ConservationAss'n v. Morton, 498 F.2d 765 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (exempt status accorded to
information submitted under compulsion).
Some of the documents provided and information that could be discussed were obtained
by compulsory process or provided voluntarily in lieu thereof in law enforcement investigations.
Such information is protected from public disclosure under Section 21(f) of the FTC Act, 15
U.S.C. § 57b~2(f). By virtue of that section, such information also is exempt from public
disclosure under FOIA Exemption 3(B), 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(3)(B). See McDermott v. FTC,
1981-1 Trade Cas. (CCH) ~ 63,964 at 75,982-3 (D.D.C. April13, 1981); Dairymen, Inc. v. FTC,
1980-2 Trade Cas. (CCH) ~ 63,479 (D.D.C. July 9, 1980).
Finally, some of the information that could be discussed and documents to be provided
could include internal staff analyses and recommendations, which are pre-decisional, deliberative
information and materials exempt from mandatory public disclosure under FOIA Exemption 5, 5
U.S.C. § 552(b)(5). See NLRB v. Sears, Roebuck & Co., 421 U.S. 132 (1975); Coastal States
Gas Corp. v. Dep't of Energy, 617 F.2d 854,866 (D.C. Ci.r. 1980). Some ofthis information
also may be protected from mandatory public disclosure under FOIA Exemption 5 as attorney
work product prepared in anticipation of litigation. See FTC v. Grolier, Inc., 462 U.S. 19, 28
(1983); Martin v. Office ofSpecial Counsel, Merit Systems Protection Bd., 819 F.2d 1181, 1187
(D.C. Cir. 1987).
Notwithstanding the protected status of most of the documents and other information that
could be discussed, the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 57b-2(d)(l)(A), and the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(d),
provide no authority to withhold such information from this Congressional Committee, and the
Commission has authorized staff to provide the documents to Committee staff, along with
associated information in any follow-up discussions. Because the confidential information

The Commission is required to notify any person who submitted information pursuant to
compulsory process in a law enforcement investigation, if the Commission receives a request
from a Congressional Committee or Subcommittee for that information. See Commission Rule
4.l l(b), 16 C.F.R. § 4.11(b). Staff will be providing any requisite notice.
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would not be available to the public under the FOIA or otherwise, and some of the documents
contain highly sensitive personally identifiable information, the Commission requests that the
Committee maintain its confidentiality, and take appropriate steps to safeguard the information.

.,g.~

By direction of the Commission. ~

DonaldS. Clark
Secretary
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:
Attachments:

Vandecar, Kim
Friday, June 13, 2014 3:49 PM
'dave.rapallo@mail.house.gov'; 'susanne.grooms@mail.house.gov'
Bumpus, Jeanne
FTC response to Chairman Issa
Chairman Issa response.pdf

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Good Afternoon,
Attached is the Commission response to Chairman lssa's letter. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Regards,
Kim Vandecar
202-326-2858.
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United States of America
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20580

Office of the Secretary

JIDle 13,2014

The Honorable Darrell Issa
Chairman
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515-6143
Dear Chairman lssa:
Thank you for your letter to Chairwoman Ramirez dated.June 11,2014 regarding
Tiversa, Inc. and information your Committee has obtained from that company. The Federal
Trade Commission stands ready to respond to any Committee requests. Because this matter
relates to ongoing administrative litigation in In the Matter ofLahMD. Inc .• Docket No. 9357,
I am responding on behalf of the agency. Please ask your staff to contact Jeanne Bumpus, the
Director of our Office of Congressional Relations, at (202) 326-2195, if you or your staff have
any additional questions.
Sincerely,

~~kCM-_
Secretary

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings
Ranking Member
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
United·States House of Representatives
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Subject:

Bumpus, Jeanne
Monday, July 21, 2014 12:33 PM
'Barbian, Jennifer'; Grimm, Tyler
Vandecar, Kim
RE: E-mail addresses

Follow Up Flag :
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Thanks . Jessica Rich, Director of our Bureau of Consumer Protection, will join us.
Jeanne

From : Ba rblan, Jennifer rmailto: I ennifer. Barblan@mail. house .gov]

Sent: Monday,july 21,201412:28 PM
To: Bumpus, Jeanne; Grimm, Tyler

Cc: Vandecar, Kim
Subject: RE : E-mail addresses
We will call you at 2 pm .
Than ks,
Jen

From: Bumpus, J eanne [mailto: I Bumpus@ftc.gov]

Sent: Monday,july 21,201411:48 AM
To: Barbian, j ennifer; Grimm, Tyler

Cc: Vandecar, Kim
Subject: RE : E-mail addresses
Thank you,
Yes, 2:00 works f or us. Shall we call you or do you want to call us at 326-2946? Kim Vandecar and I will be joined by
Daniel Kaufman, who is Deputy Director of the Bureau of Consumer Protection.
Jeanne

From : Ba rbian, j ennifer [mailto: l ennifer. Barblan@mail.house.gov]

Sent: Monday,July 21,201411:07 AM
To: Bumpus, j eanne; Grimm, Tyler
Kim
Subject: Re: E-mail addresses

Cc: Vandecar,

Thanks Jeanne. Could we speak at 2 this afternoon about the hearing?

From : Bumpus, j eanne [ma ilto: 1Bumpus@ftc.gov]

Sent: Monday, july 21 , 2014 10:34 AM
To: Barbian, j ennifer; Grimm, Tyler
FTC-FOIA-2014-01217
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Cc: Vandecar, Kim < KVANDECAR@ftc.gov>
Subject: E-mail addresses
Jenn and Tyler,
Wanted to make sure you had our e-mail addresses accessible. We look forward to talking about the hearing this
afternoon. Thank you,
Jeanne

2
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:

Marin, Mark <Mark.Marin@mail.house.gov>
Friday, June 13, 2014 3:51 PM
Vandecar, Kim
Pinto, Ashok; Skladany, Jon; Bumpus, Jeanne
Re: FTC response to Chairman Issa

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Thank you, will do.
On Jun 13, 2014, at 3:43PM, "Vandecar, Kim" <KVANDECAR@ftc.gov> wrote:
Hi Mark,
Attached is the Commission response to Chairman lssa's letter. Let me know if you have any
questions ..
Regards,

Kim
202-326-2858

<Chairman Issa response.pdf>
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:

Oxford, Clinton P.
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 5:43 PM
'Grimm, Tyler'
Skladany, Jon; Pinto, Ashok; Marin, Mark; Vandecar, Kim; Bumpus, Jeanne
RE: Letter from Chairman Issa

Follow Up Flag :
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Tyler,
I have received the letter and w ill deliver it to the Chairwoman.

Best,

Clinton Oxford
Honors Paralegal
Office of Congressional Relations
Federal Trade Commission
(202) 326-2544

coxford @ftc.gov

From: Grimm, Tyler [mailto:Tyler.Grimm@mail.house.gov]
Sent: Wednesday, J une 11, 2014 5:28PM
To: Oxford, Clinton P.
Pinto, Ashok; Marin, Mark
Subject: Letter from Cha irman lssa
Importance: High

Cc: Skladany, J on;

Clinton,
Attached please find a letter from Chairman lssa to Chairwoman Ramirez. Please confirm receipt of this letter.
Tyler Grimm
House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
Rep. Darrell lssa, Chairman
(202} 225-5074
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:
Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Wender, Joseph (Markey) <Joseph_Wender@markey.senate.gov>
Friday, June 13, 2014 5:38 PM
Vandecar, Kim
Re: Data Security Language
Follow up
Flagged

Thanks
Sent from my BlackBerry 10 smartphone on the Verizon Wireless 4G LTE network.
From: Vandecar, Kim

Sent: Friday, j une 13, 2014 5:27PM
To: Wender, j oseph (Markey)
Subject: FW: Data Security Language
The exact language is in the GMR consent attached- I high lighted the sentence (I think page 3). The concept is all
through our testimonies as well. See if that helps.

From : Wender, j oseph (Markey) [ mailto: Joseph Wender@markey.senate.gov]

Sent: Friday, j une 13, 2014 4:18PM
To: Vandecar, Kim
Subject: Data Security Language

Kim,
I am looking for good language about what a strong data security standard should look like, and found this at
the bottom of the LabMD case (bottom page 7) "comprehensive information security program that is reasonably
designed to protect the security, confidentiality, and integrity of personal information collected from or about
consumer s ..

. " http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2013/08/130829labmdpart3.pdf. However, I would
like to cite this from another source (not a complaint). Has the FTC used this language somewhere else?
Thanks,
Joey

joseph Wender
Senior Policy Advisor

Office of Senator Ed ward J_ Markey
218 Russell Senate Office Building
(202) 224-2742
Joseph Wender@markey.senate.gov
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Subject:

Marin, Mark <Mark.Marin@mail.house.gov>
Monday, July 21, 2014 5:07 PM
Vandecar, Kim
j ennifer.balban@mail.house.gov; Berroya, Meghan; Lessley, Lucinda; Reavis, Brandon;
ka thleen.peleky@mail.house.gov; Grimm, Tyler; Bumpus, Jeanne; Smith, Matthew
Re: FTC letter authorizing non-public information to Chairman lssa

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Thank you, Kim.
>On Jul21, 2014, at 5:04PM, "Vandecar, Kim" <KVANDECAR@ftc.gov> wrote:

>
>Attached please find the Commission letter aut hori zing the release of non-public information . Staff at the FTC is
working hard to finalize the document transfer. We believe we will have this done no later than 6:00pm today.
>
> Please let me know if you have any questions.

>
>Best,
>
>Kim

>

>
> <P034101 Letter Granting Request For Non public Info and Documents Re Tiversa. To Chairman lssa.pdf>
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Kelly, Andrea

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Teleky, Kathleen <Kat hleen.Teleky@mail.house.gov>
Monday, July 21, 2014 5:16 PM
Vandecar, Kim
RE: FTC letter authorizing non-public information to Chairman Issa

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Thank you!

From: Vandecar, Kim rmailto :KVANDECAR@ftc.govJ
Sent: Monday, july 21, 2014 5: 10PM

To: Barbian, j ennifer; Teleky, Kathleen;
Cc: Bumpus, j eanne; Smith, Matthew

Marin, Mark; Berroya, Meghan; Lessley, Lucinda; Reavis, Brandon; Grimm, Tyler

Subject: FW: FTC letter authorizing non-public information to Chairman Issa
Correcting Jennifer and Kathleen's addresses.

From: Vandecar, Kim
Sent: Monday, july 21, 2014 5:04 PM

To:

Marin, Mark (Mark. Marin@mail. house.gov); 'jennifer.ba lban@mail.house.gov'; 'meghan.berroya@ma il. house.gov';
'lucinda.lessley@mail.house.gov'; 'brandon.reavis@mail.house.gov'; 'kathleen.peleky@mail.house.gov';
'tyler .grimm@ma i !.house .gov'
Cc: Bumpus, j eanne; Smith, Matthew
Subject: FTC letter authorizing non-public information to Chairman Issa
Attached please find the Commission letter authorizing the release of non-public information . Staff at t he FTC is
working hard to finalize the document transfer. We believe we will have this done no later than 6:00pm today.
Please let me know if you have any questions.
Best,
Kim
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:

Marin, Mark <Mark.Marin@mail.house.gov>
Wednesday, July 23, 2014 6:13 PM
Bumpus, Jeanne
Barbian, Jennifer; Grimm, Tyler; Berroya, Meghan; Reavis, Brandon; Lessley, Lucinda;
Vandecar, Kim
Re: Meeting with FTC staff

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Categories:

Red Category

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Than ks Jeanne - please let us look at our calendars and get righ t back to you. Many thanks- Mark
On Jul 23, 2014, at 4:52PM, "Bumpus, Jeanne" <JBumpus@ftc.gov> wrot e:
Mark, Jenn, and Tyler,
We. wanted to get back to. you regarding scheduling .. We'd like first to bring up senior Commission staff
as well as staff working on the LabMD case, including Alain Sheer, to meet with. you before scheduling
interviews. . Would. you be able to do th is in the earlier part of next week? Wednesday is. preferable on
our end . . If next week doesn't work, we're also available the week of August 11 .. If we're. unable. to.
answer your questions at the meeting, Alain Sheer would be available for an interview starting in midAugust, and we're checking with Rut h Yodaiken on her August schedule . Thank you,
Jeanne Bumpus
Office of Congressional Relations
Federal Trade Commission
326-2946
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Follow Up Flag:

Flag Status:

Vandecar, Kim
Tuesday, June 17, 2014 10:13 AM
'Mark.Marin@mail.house.gov'
Re: Request
Follow up
Flagged

Thanks.

From: Marin, Mark [ma ilto:Mark.Marin@mail.house.govl
Sent: Tuesday, june 17, 2014 10:08 AM
To: Vandecar, Kim
Subject: RE : Request
Kim,
I'm sorry, but as we discussed last week, the Committee's pol icy is not to release (or allow in camera review of) full
transcripts of interviews or depositions during an investigation, mainly to protect the integrity of subsequent
interviews. The Committee continues its investigation of Tiversa and will be conducting additional interviews, and
therefore we are unable to share more of the transcript at this time.
Best, Mark

From: Vandecar, Kim [mailto :KVANDECAR@ftc.govl
Sent: Monday, june 16, 2014 4:55PM

To: Marin, Mark
Subject: RE: Request
Any word on our request to see the entire transcript referenced in the letter to Chair?

From: Marin, Mark [ mailto:Mark.Marin@mail. house.gov]

Sent: Thursday, j une 12,2014 1:20 PM
To: Vandecar, Ki m

Subject: Re: Request
Sure, just tried you, you can reach me at 202-226-0022.
On Jun 12,2014, at 1:16PM , "Vandecar, Kim" <KVANDECAR@ftc.gov> wrote :
Can you give me a call? I'm at 202-326-2858
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Kelly, Andrea

Subject:

Vandecar, Kim
Wednesday, June 18, 2014 10:37 AM
'Mark.Marin@mail.house.gov'
Re: Request

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:

Disregard. Apparently someone was referencing last weeks letter incorrectly.

From: Vandecar, Kim
Sent: Wednesday, J une 18, 2014 09:34AM
To: 'Marin, Mark' <Mark.Marin@ma il.house.gov>
Subject: RE: Request
Mark,

Did you send us a new letter yesterday?
Duplicate

FTC-FOIA-2014-0121 7
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Kelly, Andrea
From:

Sent:
To:

Satalin, Patrick <Patrick.Satalin@mail.house.gov>
Wednesday, July 23, 2014 10:31 AM
Burstein, Aaron

Subject:

Attachments:

Hey Aaron,
I hope you are doing well. The FTC is going to be getting attacked at the OGR Committee tomorrow (Peter sits on this
Committee). If you have a few minutes, would love to chat with you about this today to see if there is anything we could
raise that would be helpful for you all. let me know. Thanks Aaron.
Patrick
Not an Agency Record
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Not Responsive

From: Barbian, Jenn ifer [mailt o: I en nifer.Ba rbla n@mail. house .govl

Sent: Friday,July 18, 2014 12:28 PM
To: Simons, Claudia A.
Cc: Grimm, Tyler <Tyler. Grimm@mail.house.gov>
Subject: Letter from Chairman Issa
ClaudiaAttached please find a letter from Chairman lssa . Please confirm receipt at your earliest convenience.
Please feel free to call with any questions.
Thanks,

Jen

Jennifer Barbian
Senior Counsel
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform
Rep. Darrell E. lssa, Chairman
(202) 225-5074
Iennifer.Barblan@m ail.house.gov
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July 18, 2014

The Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chairwoman
U.S. Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Madam Chairwoman:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is investigating the activities of
Tiversa, Inc., a company the Federal Trade Conunission relied upon as a source of information in
investigations and enforcement actions. The Committee has learned that the FTC received
information on nearly 100 companies from Tiversa, and initiated investigations or enforcement
actions against multiple companies after receiving the information. The Committee has received
serious allegations against Tiversa related to the ways that the company collected and used that
information. ln the course of investigating those allegations, the Committee obtained documents
and testimony that show the company's business practices cast doubt on the reliability of the
information that Tiversa supplied to the FTC. Given what the Committee has learned so far, I
have serious reservations about the FTC's reliance on Tiversa as a source of infotmation used in
FTC enforcement actions. I am also concerned that the FTC appears to have acted on
information provided by Tiversa without verifying it in any meaningful way.
From the information the Committee has gathered the relationship between the FTC and
Tiversa dates back to 2007. ln July 2007, Tiversa and the FTC testified before the Oversight and
Goverrunent Refonn Committee about the dangers of peer-to-peer networks.' Following
Tiversa' s July 2007 testimony, the FTC had a number of conversations with Tiversa about the
risks of inadvertent sharing on peer-to-peer networks. 2 According to documents obtained by the
Committee, after at least two telephone conversations between FTC and Tiversa employees,

1

H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Hearing on inadvertent File Sharing Over Peer-to-Peer Networks,
II Oth Con g. (July 24, 2007) (H. Rept. II 0-39).
2
E-mail traffic indicates that representatives from the FTC and Tiversa held a conference call with an online
meeting component on October 26. E-mail from [FTC Employee I], Fed . Trade Comm 'n, to Robert Boback, CEO,
Tiversa, Inc. (Oct. 22,2007 2:23p.m.) ("We'll plan on speaking with you at 10:30 on Friday morning (10/26). I'll
check on our ability to do the call with web access to be able to view a presentation." E-mail from Robert Boback,
CEO, Tiversa, Inc., to [FTC Employee l], Fed. Trade Comm'n (Oct. 22, 2007 3:25p.m .) ("T have scheduled our
demonstration for Friday at 10:30."). Another phone conversation appears to have occurred on December 19, 2007.
E-mail from Robert Boback, CEO, Tiversa, inc., to [FTC Employee l], Fed . Trade Comm'n (Dec. II, 2007 2:04
p.m.) ("2 pm on Wednesday ( 12/ 19) will work. Let's plan for that time.").
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Robett Boback, Tiversa's CEO, sent information to the FTC in December 2007.3 It is unclear
what specific information Tiversa sent to the FTC at that time or how that information was used.
In 2009, Tiversa and FTC again testified before the Oversight and Government Reform
Committee at another hearing on the risk of inadvertent sharing on peer-to-peer networks. 4 The
Committee has learned that around the same time as this hearing, the FTC contacted Tiversa and
asked for information about companies with large data breaches. 5 In order to receive the
information, the FTC issued a civil investigative demand to the Privacy Institute, an entity
Tiversa apparently created for the specific and sole purpose of providing information to the FTC.
Mr. Boback explained the relationship between Tiversa and the Privacy Institute during a
transcribed interview with the Committee. He testified that Tiversa lawyers set up the Privacy
I11stitute "to provide some separation from Tiversa from getting a civil investigative demand at
Tiversa, primarily. And, secondarily, it was going to be used as a nonprofit, potentially, but it
never did manifest. " 6
Through the Privacy Institute, Tiversa produced a spreadsheet to the FTC that contained
7
information on data breaches at a large number of companies. Mr. Boback further testified that
Tiversa provided information on "roughly 100 compan.ies" to the FTC. 8
In February 2010, the FTC announced that it notified "almost 100 organizations" that
personal information had been shared from the organizations' computer networks and was
available on peer-to-peer networks .9 The FTC also announced that it opened non-public
1
investigations concerning an undisclosed number of companies. 0 The timing of the Privacy
Institute's production of negative information on "roughly 100 companies" to the FTC, and the
FTC's subsequent announcement that it notified "almost 100 organ.izations" that they were under
FTC scrutiny, creates the appearance that the FTC relied substantially on the information that
Tiversa collected and provided.

That same month, Mr. Boback gave an interview to Computerworld about the FTC's
announcement. 11 He stated, "We were happy to see that the FTC [has] fmally struied
recognizing that P2P [peer-to-peer] is a main source for criminals to gain access ~o consumer's
personally identifiable information for ID theft and fraud." 12 Mr. Boback also stated that 14 of
the companies the·FTC contacted had already reached out to Tiversa for assistance, and that 12
3

E-mail from Robert Boback, CEO, Tiversa, Inc., to [FTC Employee 1], Fed. Trade Comrn'n (Dec. 19, 2007 3:08
p.m.) ("Per our discussion ... see attached.").
H. Comrn. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Hearing on Inadvertent File Sharing Over Peer-to-Peer Networks: How
it Endangers Citizens and Jeopardizes National Security, lllth Cong. (July 29, 2009) (lll-25).
5
H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, CEO, Tiversa, Inc., at 169
(June 5, 20 14) [hereinafter Boback Tr.].
6
Boback Tr. at 42-43.
7
Boback Tr. at 169.
a Boback Tr. at 171.
9
Fed. Trade Comm'n, Press Release, Widespread Data Breaches Uncovered by FTC Probe (Feb. 22, 2010).
10 Jd.
11
Jai.kumar Vijayan, FTC seeks extensive informationfromfirms being investigated for P2P breaches,
COMPUTERWORLD, Feb. 25,2010,
http:// www.computerworld.com/s/article/9162560/FTC_seeks_ extensive_infonuation_ from_ fums_ being_investigat
ed_for_P2P_ breaches?taxonomyid=84&pageNumber= I.
12Jd.
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The Honorab le Edith Ramirez
July 18,2014
Page 3
ofthose companies received civil investigative demands. 13 Because Tiversa was benefiting
commercially from the fact that the FTC was investigating the companies that Tiversa itself
referred to the FTC, it is critical for the Committee to understand the relationship between the
FTC and Tiversa, and whether Tiversa manipulated the FTC in order to enrich themselves.
In order to assist the Committee in its investigation, please provide the following
documents as soon as possible, but by no later than 5:00p.m. on July 21,2014:
1. All civil investigative demand letters the FTC sent to the Privacy Institute and Tiversa,
Inc.
2. All documents, including spreadsheets, produced by the Privacy Institute or Tiversa to
the FTC in response to any civil investigative demand letters sent by the FTC.
3. All letters or other notices sent by the FTC sent to "almost 100 organizations" as
discussed in a February 22,2010, FTC press release.
4. All civil investigative demand letters the FTC sent as part of the investigations
announced in the February 22, 2010, FTC press release.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal investigative
committee of the U.S. House of Representatives. Pursuant to House Rule X, the Committee
has authority to investigate "any matter" at "any time." An attachment to this letter provides
additional information about responding to the Committee's request.
When producing documents to the Committee, please deliver production sets to the
Majority Staff in Room 2157 ofthe Rayburn House Office Building and the Minority Staff
in Room 2471 of the Rayburn House Office Building. The Committee prefers, if possible,
to receive all documents in electronic format.
If you have any questions about this request, please contact Tyler Grimm or Jennifer
Barblan of the Committee staff at (202) 225-5074. Thank you for your prompt attention to this
matter.
Sincerely,

~~· ···:·
Darrell Issa
Chairman

Enclosure
cc:

13

The Honorable Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Minority Member
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Responding to C ommittee Document Requests

1. In complying wtth this request, you are required to produce all responsive documents that arc
in your possession, custody, or control, whether held by you or your past or present agents,
employees, and representatives acting on your behalf. You should also produce documents
that you have a legal right to obtain, that you have a right to copy or to which you have
access, as well as documents that you have placed in the temporary possession, custody, or
control of any third party. Requested records, documents, data or information should not be
destroyed, modified, removed, traosferred or otherwise made inaccessible to the Committee.
2. In the event that any entity, organization or individual denoted in this request has been, or is
also known by any other name than that herein denoted, the request shall be read also to
include that alternative identification.
3. The Committee's preference is to receive documents in electronic fonn (i.e., CD, memory
stick, or thumb drive) in lieu of paper productions.
4. Documents produced melectronic f01mat should also be organjzed, identified, and indexed
electronically.

5. Electronic document productions should be prepared according to the following standards:
(a) The production should consist of single page Tagged Image File ("TIF"), files
accompanied by a Concordance-format load fLle, an Opticon reference file, and a file
defining the fields and character lengths of the load file.
(b) Document numbers in the load file should match document Bates numbers and TJF file
names.
(c) If the production is completed through a series of multiple partial productions, field
names and ftJe order in all load flies should match.
(d) All electronic documents produced to the Conunittee should include the following fields
of metadata specific to each document;
BEGDOC, ENDDOC, TEXT, BEGATTACH, ENDATTACH,
PAGECOUNT,CUSTODIAN, RECORDTYPE, DATE, Tll'v1E, SENTDATE,
SENTTllviE, BEG.INDATE, BEGINTTh1E, ENDDATE, ENDTWE, AUTHOR, FROM,

. l
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CC, TO, BCC, SUBJECT, TITLE, FILENAME, FILEEXT, FILESJZE,
DATECREATED, TIN1ECREATED, DATELASTMOD, TJMELASTMOD,
lNTMSGTD, INTMSGHEADER, NATIVELINK, INTFILPATH, EXCEPTION,
BEGATTACH.
6. Documents p roduced to the Committee should include an index dcsctibing the contents of
the production. To lhe extent more than one CD, hard drive, memory stick, thumb drive, box
or folder is produced, each CD, hard drive, memory stick, thumb drive, box or folder should
contain an index describing its contents.

7. Documents produced in response to this request shall be produced together with copies of file
labels, dividers or identifying markers with whlch they were associated when the request was
se1ved.
8. When you produce docwnents, you should identify the paragraph in the Committee's
schedule to which the docwnents respond .
9. It shall not be a basis for refusal to produce documents that any other person or entity also
possesses non-identical or identical copies of the same documents.

10. If any of the requested information js only reasonably available in machine-readable form
(such as on a computer server, hard drive, or computer backup tape), you should consult with
the Committee staff to detennine the appropriate format in which to produce the informatioiL
ll. If compliance with the request cannot be made in full by the specified return date,
compliance shall be made to the extent possible by that date. An explanation of why full
compliance is not possible shall be provided along with any partial production.

12. In the event that a document is withheld on the basis of privilege, provide a privilege log
contairung the following information concerning any such document: (a) the privilege
asserted; (b) the type of document~ (c) the general subject matter; (d) the date, author and
addressee; and (e) the relationship of the author and addressee to each other.
13. If any document responsive to this request was, but no longer 'is, in your possession, custody,
or control, identify the document (stating its date, author, subject and recipients) and explain
the circumstances under which the document ceased to be in your possession, custody, or
control.
14. If a date or other descriptive detail set forth in this request referring to a document is
inaccurate, but the actual date or other descriptive detail is known to you or is otherwise
apparent from the context of the request, you are required to produce all documents which
would be responsive as if the date or other descriptive detail were correct.
15. Unless otherwise specified, the time period covered by this request is from January 1, 2009
to the present.
16. This request is continuing in nature and applies to any newly-discovered informatwn. AJ:ty
record, document, compilation of data or information, not produced because Lt has not been
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Jocated or discovered by the rerum date, shall be produced immediately upon subsequent
location or discovezy.
17. All documents shall be Bates-stamped sequentially and produced sequentially.

18. Two sets of documents shall be delivered, one set to the Majority Staff and one set to the
Minority Staff. When documents are produced to the Committee, production sets shall be
delivered to the Majority Staff in Room 2157 of the Rayburn House Office Building and the
Minority Staff in Room 2471 of the Rayburn House Office Building.

19. Upon completion of the document production, you shou ld submit a wr:itten certification,
signed by you or your counsel, stating that: (t) a diligent search has been completed of all
docwncots in your possession, custody, or control which reasonably could contain. responsive
documents; and (2) all documents located during the search that are responsive have been
produced to the Corrunittee.

Schedu le Definitions
1. The teJ.m "document" means any written, recorded, or graphic matter of any nature
whatsoever, regardless of 'how recorded, and whether original or copy, including, but not
limited to, the following: memoranda, reports, expense reports, books, manuals, instmctions,
financial reports, working papers, records, notes, letters, notices, con.fumations, telegrams,
receipts, appraisals, pamphlets, magazines, newspapers, prospectuses, inter-office and intraoffice communications, electronic mail (e-mail), contracts, cables, notations of any type of
conversation, telephone call, meeting or other communication, bulletins, printed matter,
computer printouts, teletypes, :invoices, transcripts, diaries, analyses, returns, summaries,
minutes, bills, accounts, estimates, projections, comparisons, messages, correspondence,
press releases, circulars, financial statements, reviews, opinions, offers, studies and
investigations, questionnaires aod su1veys, and work sheets (and all drafts, preliminary
versions, alterations, modifications, revisions, changes, and amendments of any of the
foregoing, as well as any attachments or appendices thereto), and graph.ic or oral records or
representations of any kind (including without lintitatioo., photographs, charts, graphs,
microfiche, microfilm, videotape, recordings and motion pictures), and electronic,
mechanical, and electric records or representations of any kind (including, without limitation,
tapes, cassettes, disks, and recordings) and other written, printed, typed, or other graphic or
recorded matter of any kind or nature, however produced or reproduced, and whether
pre..c;erved in writing, fitro, tape, disk, videotape or otherwise. A document bearing any
notation not a part of the original text is to be considered a separate document. A draft or
non-identical copy is a separate document within the meaning ofthis tenn.

2. The term "communication" means each manner or means of disclosure or exchange of
information, regardless of means utilized, whether oral, electronic, by document or
otherwise, and whether in a meeting, by telephone, facsimile, email (desktop or mobile
device), text message, instant message, MMS or SMS message, regular mail, telexes,
releases, or otherwise.
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3. The terms "and" and "or" shall be construed broadly and eithe1· conjunctively or disjunctively
to bring within the scope of this request any information which might otherwise be construed
to be outside its scope. The singular includes plural number, and vice versa. The masculine
includes the feminine and neuter genders.
4. The terms "person" or "persons'' mean natural persons, firms, partnerships, associations,
corporations, subsidiaries, divisions, departments, joint ventures, proprietorships, syndicates,
or other legal, business or government entities, and all subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions,
departments, branches, or other units thereof.
5. The term "identify,'' when used in a question about individuals, means to provide the
following information: (a) the individual's complete name and title; and (b) the individual's
business address and phone number.
6. The tenn "referring or relating," with respect to any given subject, means anything that
constitutes, contains, embodies, reflects, identifies, states, refers to, deals with or is pertinent
to that subject in any manner whatsoever.
7. The term "employee" means agent, borrowed employee, casual employee, consultant.
contractor, de facto employee, independent contractor, joint adventurer, loaned employee,
part-time employee, pennanent employee, provisional employee, subcontractor, or any other
type of service provider.
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Kelly, Andrea

Cc:
Subject:

Smith, Matthew
Monday, July 21, 2014 6:38 PM
j ennifer.barblan@mail.house.gov; kathleen.teleky@mail.house.gov;
Mark.Marin@mail.house.gov; meghan.berroya@mail.house.gov;
lucinda.lessley@mail.house.gov; brandon.reavis@mail .house.gov;
tyler.grimm@mail.house.gov
Bumpus, Jeanne; Vandecar, Kim
Nonpublic Info and Documents Re Tiversa To Chairman Issa

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

From:

Sent:
To:

You have received 1 secure file from msmith4@ftc.gov.
Use the secure link below to download.

Dear Committee Staff,
Below you will find a link to download documents Chairman lssa requested in a letter to the FTC on July 18, 2014.
As discussed with Commission staff, the information contained in these documents is highly sensitive. The link to
download these documents will be active for a period of 48 hours or about 2 days. Should you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact Kim Vandecar at (202) 326-2858.
Kind Regards,
Matt Smith
Matthew Smith
Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
Federal Trade Commission
400 7th Street, SW
W ashington, D.C. 20024
Mail Stop CC-8232
Direct: (202)326-2693
Fax : (202)326-3062
Email: msmith4@ftc.gov
This email message and any attachments are confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended
recipient, please delete the email and notify the sender.

Secure File Downloads:
Available until: 25 July 2014
Click link to d ownload:

20140721final.zip
708,171 .51 KB
You have received attachment link(s) within this email sent via the FTC Secure Mail system. To retrieve the attachment(s), please click
on the link(s).
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CIVIL INVESTIGATIVE DEMAND
Documentary Material
1. TO

2. FROM

The Privacy Institute
C/0 Jim Kelly or Rian Wroblewski
I Regency Court
Marlton, New Jersey 08053

UNITED STATES OF AMERJCA
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

This demand is issued pursuant to Section 20 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. § 57b-1, in the
course of an investigation to determine whether there is, has been, or may be a violation of any laws
administered by the Federal Trade. Commission by conduct, activities or proposed action as described in Item 3.
3 . SUBJECT OF INVESTIGATION

See attached Resolutions

You are required by this demahd to produce all documentary material in the attached schedule that is in your possession,
custody or control, and to make it available at your address indicated above for inspection and copying or reproduction.
4 . DATE AND TIME MATERIAL MUST BE AVAILABLE

5. COMMISSION COUNSEL

Alain Sheer, Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
Federal Trade Commission

601 N.J. Ave. N.W..

Washington, D.C. 20580 (202.326.3321)
6. RECORDS CUSTODIAN

Alain Sheer, Division of Privacy and .Identity Protection
Federal Trade Commission
601 N.J. Ave. NW (Stop NJ 3158)
Washington, D.C. 20580

The delivery of this demand to you by any melhod prescribed b
Commission's Rules of Practice is legal service and may subject you to a
penalty imposed by law for fa~ure to comply. The production of
documentary material in response to !his demand must be made under a
sworn certificate, in the fonn printed on the second page of this demand,
by the person to whom this demand Is directed or, if not a natural person,
by a person or persons having kn0wfedge of the facts and circumstances
relating to such production. This demand does not reQuire approval by
OMB under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1980. .

PETITION TO LIMIT OR QUASH

7. DEPUTY RECORDS CUSTODIAN

Katrina Blodgett, Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
Federal Trade Conunission
601 N.J. Ave. NW (Stop NJ 3158)
Washington, D.C. 20580
·

YOUR RIGHTS TO REGULATORY
ENFORCEME NT FAI~NESS
The FTC has a longstanding commitment to a fair regulatory enforcement
environmen t. If you are a small business (under Small Business
Administration standards), you have a right to contact the Small Business
Administration 's National Ombudsman at 1-88S.REGFAIR
(1--888-734-3247) orwww.sba.gov/ombudsman regarding the fairness of
the compliance and enforcement activities of the agency. You should
understand, however; that lhe National Ombudsman cannot change, stop,
or delay a federal agency enforcement action.
The FTC strictly forbids retaliatory acts by its employees, and you will not
be penalized for expressing a concern about tttese activities.

The CommissiOn·s Rules of Practice require that any petition to ijmit or
quash this demand be filed within 20 days after service, or, if the return
date is less than 20 days after service, prior to the reftJrn date. The original
and twelve copies of the petition must be filed with the Secretary of the
Federal Trade Commission, and one copy should be sent to the
Commission Counsel named in Item 5.

FTC Form 143 {rev. 3103)

Confidential
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Form of Certificate of Compliance*

1/We do certify that all of the documents required by the attached Civil Investigative Demand which are
in the possession, custody, control, or knowledge of the person to whom the demand is directed have been
submitted to a custodian named herein.

If a document responsive to this CID has not been submitted, the objection to its submission and the
reasons for the objection have been stated.

Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title

-------~----------------------------

Sworn to before me. this day

Notary Public

*In the event that more than one person is responsible for submitting documents responsive to this demand, the certificate shall
identify the documents for which each certifying individual was responsible. In place of a sworn statement, the above .certificate of
compliance may be supported by an unsworn dedaration as provided for by 28 U.S.C.§ 1746.

FTC Form 143-back (rev 3/03)
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS:

Deborah Platt Majoras, Chainnan
Pamela Jones Harbour
Jon Leibowitz
William E. Kovacic
J. Thomas Rosch

RESOLUTION DIRECTING USE OF COMPULSORY PROCESS IN NONP~LIC
INVESTIGATION OF ACTS AND PRACTICES RELATED TO CONSUMER PRIVACY
AND/OR DATA SECURITY
File No. P954807
Nature and Scope of Investigation:
To determine whether unnamed persons, partnerships, corporations, or.others are
engaged in, or may have engaged in, deceptive or unfair acts or practices related to consumer
privacy and/or data security, in or affecting commerce, in violation of Section 5 of the Federal
Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45, as amended. Such investigation shall, in addition,
determine whether Commission action to obtain redress of injury to consumers or others would
be in the public interest.
The Federal Trade Commission hereby resolves and directs that any and all compulsory
processes available to it be used in connection with this investigation not to exceed five (5) years
from the date of issuance of this resolution. The expiration of this five-year period shall not
limit or terminate the investigation or the legal effect of any compulsory process issued during
the five-year period. The Federal Trade Commission specifically authorizes the filing or
continuation of actions to enforce any such compulsory process after the expiration of the fiveyear~riod.

Authority to Conduct Investigation:
Sections 6, 9, 10, and 20 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 46, 49, 50, .
and 57b-l, as amended; FTC Procedures and Rules of Practice, 16 C.P.R. 1.1 et seq. and
supplements thereto.
By direction of the Commission.

~i~
Donald S. Clark
Secretary

Issued: January 3, 2008
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS:

Deborah Platt Majoras, Chairman
Pamela Jones Harbour
Jon Leibowitz
William E. Kovacic
J. Thomas Rosch .

RESOLUTION DIRECTING USE OF COMPULSORY PROCESS IN NONP{JBLIC INVESTIGATION OF UNNAMED PERSONS, PARTNERSHIPS,
CORPORATIONS AND OTHERS ENGAGED IN ACTS OR PRACTICES IN
VIOLATION OF TITLE V OF THE GRAMM-LEACH-BLILEY ACT AND/OR
SECTIONS OF THE FTC ACT

File No. 0023284
Nature and Scope of Investigation:
To determine whether unnamed persons, partnerships, corporations, or others are engaged
in acts or practices in violation ofTitle Vofthe Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 68016809, 6821-6827 and/or Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45. . Such investigation shall, in
addition, determine whether Commission action to obtain redress of injury to consumers or
others would be in the public interest.
The Federal Trade Commission hereby resolves and directs that any and all compulsory
process available to it be used in connection with this investigation for a period not 'to exceed
three (3) years from the date of issuance of this resolution. The expiration ofthis three (3) year
period shall not limit or terminate the investigation or the legal effect of any compulsory process
issued during the three (3) year period. The Federal Trade Commission specifically authorizes
the filing or continuation of actions to enforce any such compulsory process after expiration of
the three (3) year period.
Authority to Conduct Investigation:
Sections 6, 9, 10, and 20 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. §§ 46, 49, 50,
and 57b-1, as amended; and FfC Procedures and Rules of Practice, 16 C.F.R. § 1.1 et seq., and
supplements thereto.

By direction of the Commission.

~.i _CJ.l___
DonaldS. Clark
Secretary

Issued: July21,2006
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE FEDERAL TRADE ·c OMMISSION
COMMISSIONERS:

Robert Pitofsky, Chairman
Sheila F. Anthony
Mozelle W. Thompson
Orson Swindle
RESOLtrriON DIRECTING USE OF COMPULSORY PROCESS IN NONPUBLIC
INVESTIGATION INTO THE ACI'S AND PRACfiCES OF UNNAMED PERSONS,
PARTNERSHIPS AND CORPORATIONS ENGAGED IN ACfS OR PRACTICES IN
VIOLATION OF 15 U.S.C. § 1681 EI SEQ. AND/OR 15 U.S.C. § 45

File No. 992-3120
Nature and Scope oflnvestigation:
An investigation to detennine whether persons, partnerships or corporations may be
engaging in, or may have engaged in, acts or practices in violation of the Fair Credit Reporting

Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1681 mSQ., and/or Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C.
§ 45, as amended, relating to information furnished tQ consumer reporting agencies, maintained
in the files of consumer reporting agencies, or obtained as a consumer report from a conswner
reporting agency. Such investigation shall, in addition, determine whether Commission action to
obtain redress of inJury to consumers or others would be in the public interest.
The Federal Trade Commission hereby resolves and directs that any and all compulsory
processes available to it be used in connection with this investigation.
Authority to Conduct Investigation:
Sections 6, 9,. 10, and 20 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, 15 U.S.C. § § 46, 49, SO
and 571J..l, as amended; FTC Procedures and Rules ofPractices 16 C.F.R 1.1 ~s.g. and
supplements thereto.
Title VI of the Consumer Credit Protection Act, Section 621, 15 USCA § 1681s.
By 4irection of the Commission.

Ci\:· !I

I

~lJ .U:;l,;fL--···
/!/J

Donald S. Clark

·.

Secretary

Dated:
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Civil Investigative Demand
Schedule for Documentary Material

To:

The Privacy Institute
C/0 Jim Kelly or Rian Wroblewski
1 Regency Court
Marlton, New Jersey 08053

I.

DEFINITIONS

As used in this Civil Investigative Demand, the following definitions shall apply:
A.

"And," as well as "or," shall be construed both conjunctively and disjunctively, as
necessary, in order to bring within the scope of any specification in the Schedule all
information that otherwise might be construed to be outside the scope of the
specification.

B.

"Any" shall be construed to incJude "all," and "all" shall be construed to include "any."

C.

"CID" shall mean this Civil Investigative Demand, the attached Resolutions, and the
accompanying Schedule, including the Definitions, Instructions, and Specifications.

D.

The "Company" shall mean The Privacy Institute, its wholly or partially owned
subsidiaries, unincorporated divisions, joint ventures, operations under assumed names,
and affiliates, and all directors, officers, employees, agents, consultants and other persons
working for or on behalf of the foregoing.

E.

"Document" shall mean the complete original and any non-identical copy (whether
different from the original because of notations on the copy or otherwise), regardless of
origin or location, of any written, typed, printed, transcribed, taped, recorded, filmed,
punched, computer-stored, or graphic matter of every type and description, however and
by whomever prepared, produced, disseminated or made, including but not limited to any
advertisement, book, pamphlet, periodical, contract, correspondence, file, invoice,
memorandum, note, telegram, report, record, handwritten note, working paper, routing
slip, chart, graph, paper, index, map, tabulation, manual, guide, outline, script, abstract,
history, calendar, diary, agenda, minute, code book, opened electronic mail, and
computer material (including print-outs, cards, magnetic or electronic tapes, discs and
such codes or instructions as will transform such computer materials into easily
understandable form).

F.

"Each" shall be construed to include "every," and "every" shall be construed to include
"eacb."
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G.

"FTC" or "Commission" shall mean the Federal Trade Commission.

H.

"Identify" or "the identity of' shall be construed to require identification of (a) natural
persons by name, title, present business affiliation, present business address and
telephone number, or if a present business affiliation or present business address is not
known, the last known business and home addresses; and (b) businesses or other
organizations by name, address, identities of natural persons who are officers, directors
or managers of the business or organization, and contact persons, where applicable.

I.

"Personal information" shall mean individually identifiable information from or about
an individual consumer including, but not limited to: (a) a first and last name; (b) a home
or other physical address, including street name and name of city or town~ (c) an email
address or other online contact information, such as an instant messaging user identifier
or a screen name; (d) a telephone number; (e) a Social Security number; (f) a driver's
license number or other government-issued identification number; (g) medical
information, such as medication, dosage, and diagnoses, physician name, address, and
telephone number, health insurer name, insurance account number, or insurance policy
number; (h) a bank account, debit card, or credit card account number; (i) federal, state
and local income tax filings; (j) a biometric record; (k) a persistent identifier, such as a
customer number held in a "cookie" or processor serial number, that is combined with
other available data that identifies an individual consumer; or (1) any information that is
combined with any of (a) through (k) above. For the purpose of this defmition, a
"consumer" shall include an "employee," and an individual seeking to become an
employee, where "employee" shall mean an agent, servant, salesperson, associate, or
independent contractor.

J.

"Referring to" or "relating to" shall mean discussing, describing, reflecting, containing,
analyzing, studying, reporting, commenting, evidencing, constituting, setting forth,
consideririg, recommending, concerning, or pertaining to, in whole or in part.

K.

"You" and "Your" shall mean the person or entity to whom this CID is issued.

II.

INSTRUCTIONS

A.

Confidentiality: This CID relates to an official, nonpublic, law enforcement
investigation currently being conducted by the Federal Trade Commission. You are
requested not to disclose the existence of this CID until you have been notified that the
investigation has been completed. Premature disclosure could impede the Commission's
investigation and interfere with its enforcement of the law.

B.

Applicable Time Period: Unless otherwise directed in the specifications, the applicable
time period for the request shall be from January 1', 2008 until the date of full and
complete compliance with this CID.

C.

Claims of Privilege: If any material called for by this CID is withheld based on a claim
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of privilege or any similar claim, the claim must be asserted no later than the return date
of this CID. In addition, pursuant to 16 C.P.R.§ 2.8A(a), submit, together with the
claim, a schedule of the items withheld, stating individually as to each item:
1.

the type, specific subject matter, and date of the item;

2.

the names, addresses, positions, and organizations of all authors and recipients of
the item; and

3.

the specific grounds for claiming that the item is privileged . .

If only some portion of any responsive material is privileged, all non-privileged portions
of the material must be submitted. A petition to limit or quash this CID shall not be filed
solely for the purpose of asserting a claim of privilege. 16 C.P.R. § 2.8A(b).
D.

Document Retention: Y6u shall retain all documentary materials used in the
preparation of responses to the specifications of this CID. The Commission may require
the submission of additional documents at a later time during this investigation.
Accordingly, you should suspend any routine procedures for document destruction and
take other measures to prevent the destruction of documents that are in any way relevant
to this investigation during its pendency, irrespective of whether you believe such
documents are protected from discovery by privilege or otherwise. See 15 U.S.C. §50;
see also 18 U.S.C. §§ 1505, 1519.

E.

P etitions to Limit or Quash: Any petition to limit or quash this CID must be filed with
the Secretary of the Commission no later than twenty (20) days after service of the CID,
or, if the return date is less than twenty (20) days after service, prior to the return date.
Such petition shall set forth all assertions of privilege or other factual and legal
objections to the CID, including all appropriate arguments, affidavits, and other
supporting documentation. 16 C.P.R.§ 2.7(d).

F.

Modification of Specifications: If you believe that the scope of the required search or
response for any specification can be narrowed consistent with the Commission's need
for documents or information, you are encouraged to discuss such possible modifications!
including any modifications of definitions and.instructions, with Alain Sheer, at
202.326.3321. All such modifications must be agreed to in writing. 16 C.P.R.§ 2.7(c).

G.

Cer tification: A duly authorized manager of the Company shall certify that the response
to this CID is complete. This certification shall be made in the form set out on the back
of the CID form, or by a declaration under penalty of perjury as provided by 28 U.S.C. §
1746.

H.

Scope of Search: This CID covers documents in your possession or under.your actual or
constructive custody or control including, but not limited to, documents in the
possession, custody, or control of your attorneys, accountants, directors, officers, and
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employees, whether or not such documents were received from or disseminated to any
person or entity.
I.

Document Pr oduction: You shall produce the documentary material by making all
responsive documents available for inspection and copying at your principal place of
business. Alternatively, you may elect to send all responsive documents to Alain Sheer,
Division of Privacy and Identity Protection, Federal Trade Commission, 601 N.J. Ave.
N.W. (Stop NJ 3158), Washington, D.C. 20580. Because postal delivery to the
Commission is subject to delay due to heightened security precautions, please use a
courier service such as Federal Express or UPS. Notice of your intention to use the
alternative method of compliance shall be given by mail or telephone to Alain Sheer, at
202.326.3321, at least five days prior to production.

J.

Document Identification : Documents that may be responsive to more than one
specification of this CID need not be submitted more than once; however, your response
should indicate, for each document submitted, each specification to which the document
is responsive. If any documents responsive to this CID have been previously supplied to
the Commission, you may comply with this CID by identifying the document(s)
previously provided and the date of submission. In addition, number by page all
documents in your submission, and indi~ate the total number of documents in your
submission. Also, number all media in your submission which contain ESI, and identify
the file path where each of the individual files is located.

K.

P roduction of Copies: Unless otherwise stated, legible photocopies may be submitted
in lieu of original documents, provided that the originals are retained in their state at the
time of receipt of this CID. Further, copies of original documents may be submitted in
lieu of originals only if they are true, correct, and complete copies of the original
documents; provided, however, that submission of a copy shall constitute a waiver of any
claim as to the authenticity of the copy should it be necessary to introduce such copy into
evidence in any Commission proceeding or court of law; and provided further that you
shall retain the original documents and produce them to Commission staff upon request.

L.

· Submission of Electronically Stored Infor mation ("ESI"): The following guidelines
refer to any ESI you submit. But, before submitting·any ESI, you must confirm with the
FTC that the proposed formats and media types that contain such ESI will be acceptable
to the government.
1.

Magnetic and other electronic media types accepted
(a)

CD-R CD-ROMs formatted to ISO 9660 specifications.

(b)

DVD-ROM for Windows-compatible personal computers.

(c)

IDE and BIDE hard disk drives, formatted in Microsoft Windowscompatible, uncompressed data.
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Note: Other types of tape media used for archival, backup or other purposes such
as 4mm & 8mm DAT and other cassette, mini-cartridge, cartridge, and
DAT/helical scan tapes, DLT or other types of media will be accepted only with
prior approval.
2.

File and record formats
(a)

E-mail: The FTC accepts MS Outlook PST files, MS Outlook MSG files
and Lotus Notes NSF files. Any other electronic submission of email
accepted only with prior approval.
·

(b)

Scanned Documents: Image submissions accepted with the understanding
that unreadable images will be resubmitted in original, hard copy format
in a timely manner. Scanned Documents must adhere to the following
specifications:
(i)

All images must be multi-page, 300 DPI - Group IV TIFF files
named for the beginning bates number.

(ii)

If the full text of the Document is available, that should be
provided as well. The text should be provided in one file for the
entire Document or email, named the same as the first TIFF file of
the Document with a *.TXT extension.

Note: Single-page, 300 DPI - Group IV TIFF files may be submitted with
prior approval if accompanied by an acceptable load file such as a
Summation or Concordance image load file which denotes the appropriate
information to allow the loading of the images into a Document
management system with all Document breaks (document delimitation)
preserved. OCR accompanying single-page TIFF submissions should be
located in the same folder and named the same as the corresponding TIFF
page it was extracted from, with a *.TXT extension.
(c)

Other ESI files: The FTC accepts word processing Documents in ASCIT
text, WordPerfect version X3 or earlier, or Microsoft Word 2003 version
or earlier. Spreadsheets should be in MS Excel2003 (*.xls) version or
earlier. Database files should be in MS Access 2003 or earlier.
PowerPoint presentations may be submitted in MS PowerPoint 2003 or
earlier. Other proprietary formats for PC files should not be submitted
without prior approval. Files may be submitted using the compressed ZIP
format to reduce size and ease portability. Adobe Acrobat PDF (*.pdf)
may be submitted where the normal business practice storage method is
PDF.
Note: Database files may also be submitted with prior approval as
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delimited ASCII text files, with field names as the flrst record, or as fixedlength flat files with appropriate record layout. For ASCII text files, fieldlevel documentation should also be provided and care taken so that
delimiters and quote characters do not appear in the data. The FTC may
require a sample of the data to be sent for testing.
3.

Security
(a)

· (b)

All submissions of ESI to the FTC must be free of computer viruses. In
addition, any passwords protecting Documents .or files must be removed
or provided to the FTC.
Magnetic media shall be carefully packed to avoid damage and must be
clearly marked on the outside of the shipping container:

MAGNETIC lVIEDIA- DO NOT X-RAY
MAY BE OPENED FOR POSTAL INSPECTION.

III.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR DOCUMENTARY MATERIAL

1.

Produce documents sufficient to: identify non-governmental entities (without regard to
type of business or industry) of which you are aware that have experienced peer-to-peer
network file-sharing breaches of personal information (defined in Defmition I, above);
and describe in detail the nature and scope of each such breach. The response should
include, but not be limited to, documents (such as a spreadsheet if one exists) that set out:
(a)

the name of the entity;

(b)

the name of each file shared by the entity; and

(c)

for each such file:
(i)

the number of unique individuals whose personal information is contained
in the file;

(ii) ·

the types of personal information contained in the file (by, for example,
providing the first page of the file, including field names but redacting
personal information about specific individuals);

(iii)

the period of time during which the file was accessible on peer-to-peer
networks;

(iv)

the number of locations where the file is or was accessible on these
networks; and
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(v)
2.

· 3.

the number of times the file has been shared on these networks.

Produce documents sufficient to: identify all peer-to-peer file-sharing breaches
experienced by Rite Aid Corporation~ and describe in detail the nature and scope of each
such breach. The response should include, but not be limited to, documents (such as a
spreadsheet if one exists) that set out:
(a)

the name of each file shared by Rite Aid Corporation, if any; and

(b)

for each such file:
(i)

the number of unique individuals whose personal information is contained
in the file;

(ii)

the types of personal information contained in the file (by, for example,
providing the first page of the file, including field names but redacting
personal information about specific individuals);

(iii)

the period of time during which the file was accessible on peer-to-peer
networks;

(iv)

the number of locations where the file is or was accessible on these
networks; and

(v)

the number of times the file has been shared on these networks.

Produce documents sufficient to: identify all peer-to-peer file-sharing breaches ·
experienced by Walgreen Company; and describe in detail the nature and scope of each
such breach. The response should include, but not be limited to, documents (such as a
spreadsheet if one exists) that set out:
(a)

the name of each file shared by Walgreen Company, if any; and

(b)

for each such file:
(i)

the number of unique individuals whose personal information is contained
in the file;
·

(ii)

the types of personal information contained in the file (by, for example,
providing the first page of the file, including field names but redacting
personal information about specific individuals);

(iii)

the period of time during which the file was accessible on peer-to-peer
networks~
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4:

5.

(iv)

the number of locations where the file is or was accessible these networks~
and

(v)

the number of times the file has been shared on these networks.

(a)

Produce documents sufficient to identify executable ftles for any malicious code
or software you have captured while assessing peer-to-peer network file-sharing
breaches, and produce a copy of each such file~

(b)

produce documents sufficient to: identify the sources of the executable files
provided in response to subpart (a) of this specification; and describe the
circumstances of how each was obtained, including, but not limited to, any URL,
IP address, date, or other information associated with the collection of each file;
and

(c)

produce copies of all documents reflecting reports, analyses, or the results of t~sts
demonstrating that anti-virus programs do not detect the presence of such
malicious software.

(a)

Produce documents sufficient to identify executable files for any peer-to-peer
applications that scan and index any or all information d1,uing the installation
process without the consent of the user or that surreptitiously index and share
files, and produce a copy of each such file; and

(b)

produce documents sufficient to: identify the sources of the executable files
provided in response to subpart (a) of this specification; and describe the
circumstances of how each was obtained, including, but not limited to, any URL,
IP address, date, or other information associated with the collection of each file.
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Viu Fed eral F:xprf!lS

M ic:had J. Dnughl!rty
LuhMD. Inc.

2030 Power Fen: s Rout!
B!dg. 500. Suite 520
Atlanta. GA 30339
D~ar

Mr. Daugherty:

As I discussed today '"rith Mr. Boyle. the stafT of the Fctkrul T"rade Commission
(..Commission"} is conducting a non-public inquiry inttJ LabMD. Inc. ·s compliance with federal
luw governing inform:.nion security According to information we have received. a computer fik
(or files) from )'Our computer network is available to users on a pe~~r-to-pccr life sharing ("P2P"')
nctv.ork (hcrcinuficr. "J>2P breach'").' The file (or tiles) contains st>nsitivc information ubout
consum~r~ and/or employc~s thut could be used to commit idem ity then or fraud or c~1usc orher
types nf harms to con!iumcrs and/or employees."
Scl~tion 5 nf Ihe I·T C Act rrohihits deceptive or unfitir uel!> or pr~clil·c~. such as
ltll:-l..:Jll\:-;,·nt.11llllb •• ht•ut J?li':"} anJ ~~·..:uri l ) .uhl p r.":'''-''-'" that ,-.tu:-.~' '>uh:,!imtial inj11r' In

f' 2J> Dl:I\HHI-.. S c.m: CTl'atctJ \\·111:11 ll-"l!r!> instaJi ClllllJ1lltihh: j')~'l'r-tU·fll!l'f lih: shuring
appho! ions on pl.'rSlltWI ~nmputcrs in home:- Jnd hustncs~c.s. I he t~ppl tcations link these
cnmputt.:rs tog.l'l hl'r <Jnd c<Jn he used to :\han: Ii lt:.s bcm ccn the n>mput<:rs. OrKc a fill: hus bl'l.'n
..;har~·d. the oriJ.!in<t! -.nurcc ofth~ file cannot n:mnw lhl' tile limn tlu: P2P lll.'!\\or~s nrn,ntrol
1

:H:t'c:-s II>

it by otha u'crs rlll the nctworl.s.

Fur inlimnatiun <}IXHil sccurit) conct.:rns miscd hy th:: Wit.: offk•cr-lo-pca lilt! :-hari n~
appl icalltlll!- and possi hie w-.;ponses ln th~m. :-.c..'c the encJu.,ed Pt•t•r-IP· 1\•,•r Fih• .1\l1aring . .-J
( i 11 u/,· For /Jtl\ ;,,c,\ ~~'-. fie .go' ·'hl:n.~~Ju /Quh:>1 hu_:,J.!1i::-.S 'id!!h:Ji l hu_,-.~~~- -.him.
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..
'

t.

(Oil::itHllCf:-. :

,\n~ording/y. \\ l.' s-:d, lO tkt\'Til1itlc \dtdhl:r YHl!f halldlillg nf S~IJSi ti\·c tnl(ltlli:Hion

fr11m tlr ;lht>UL \ ·, msttllll..'f.' :md 1clr l'lllpl(l)~o.'t'~

rais~:s

:my issu::s unJl'r Sl'ctien 5.

\\\~ill\ it~ YIHI Ill Dll'l'l \\ ith ll$ ill

(lUI W<!~hington. D.C. onk~: to Jis\.·us:; thi:; JnC\I~r. or lo
thi:; m,lth:r with u:-; b~ t~kpht)lll: ll'possibk. \\'~would lik'-· io nlt'L't during th\.' m.:d, uf'
March 8. 2010. ln adnuH.:c nl'thc m~.:t:ling. ''c n.:qtll.:~ttha t ~ou rmn iJc- us " ·ith tht inl(mmllitm
and d{lCl111Kllts lbtcd hdow hy Fcbntary 22. 20!0. PIL'asc li:c:l l'rt•e w suhmit 1111) udditionul
informal illn ~ ou bdk"c \\ ould be helpful !l1 thl: Ctlmmi.ssion· s undt•rsli.lJH.Ii ng or !his mallet.
/\ ny makrials y(lu submit in n.:sponsc to this r-.:qucsl. and ~11) additional inl\mnation that you
mark "Confidmtial." will be giYcn corlildentialln:atm~nt.-1

db~:u:;s

l n pr~p;H·ing your response:
Pku~~..- provide all rt!sponsivc do~UtlH.!!l{S in the poS.S\!!>Sion. (.'lJStody. or cnni:,JI or
LahMD. and its parents. owners. suhsidiijrics. divisions. affiliates, bram:hes.joint
H~ntun:s, and agents (collectively. "LahMD"'. •·you,.. or "your").

Please submit complete copies of all doctJments reque:;ted. even if you deem only

part of a document to be

rcsponsiH~.

R..::;ponsl.!s to each rcqut:sl shouid dt:st:ribe in detail <!ach mmerial change or
update that has been made that concerns. refers. or rdates 10 the request. as ·well
as the date the change or update was implc.!mented and the rcason(s) forth<!
change or update.
Please number each page of your response by Bales stamp or otherwise, and
item ize your response according to •he numbered paragraphs in rhis leuer.

Jf any document is undalcd. please indicate in your n~sponse the s!ampt:d page
numbers of the document and the date on which you prepared or received it.
lf yoil dt) lWl havl:! documenL~ thut nrc n.:sponsivc to a particular request. please
suhrnit a written statement in response. ff a document prO\·ides only a partial
rc.sponsc. pkasc submit u wriuen ->talt:mt•nl which. 10!-!cthcf '' ith tht• dnt:uml.'nt.
prO\ itll..':i a ~·oHJpkH:

n1Sp\)ll >;:'"'·

If )O tt tkcidc lll wiihl 1olu n: :; plH1sh· ~ matniaf li.lr ~111)' rl:ason. indudiug illl
applil:Lthk: pri\'ikgt: or judid<JI order. plcast: notiJY us before the da!l' $Clli1r

! 'i l i S.C § 45
~ Th~

t' l H'cf.

Connnissinn· s

[')fllC:~dures ~OIJt:cmi ng

puhiic J isdosure and conlidcntia! trt!atrm.·nt

Gtn be fC.1und nl 15 tJ.S.C. ~* 4.0(1) and S7h-2. and at Commission J{uks 4. 10- 4.1! (I 6 C.F.R .
~~

4. 10 - 4 .! 1).
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I'L'spontling to !his r~qu~·st and submit a list \ ) r tlw
l(n· withholding ~ad1.

it~m~

\\ ithlh.:ld

~lMith~: rt.:;l~ons

Pkasc do n•H :-;ubmit dllcumcots that con win :my indi' itlual cons\Jma· ~or
ol"bir1h. Soci:.~l SeL"uriLy JU.IInhcr. drin:r·:-: licen~...: or other
pcrse1nnl id~ntification numlwr. 11nancia! accowH inf(mll<llion. or m~Jical
init)rmation. lf~\)U ha,·c 1\.'Spom;iq~ documents that indud~o.· such information.
pkasl: re<j:'lcLthc infhrmarion hefor~ providing t11L· documents.
cmployL·~·s dalt~

\Vc 11Hl) Sl!Ck additional inll.lrmation rr~IJTl you at a lulcr time . Accordingly. you
must retain all rdcYant records. do<.:umcnts. and materials (not only the
inll>rmuti<m requested below. but also any oth~!r information thm corlCl'l'llS.
rd1ccts, or relates to this matter. induding Iiles and in!(mmltinn stored
electronically. whether on computers. computer dis"-s and tapes. or othl.!rv.isc)
until the:: final disposition of this inquiry or until the Commission determines that
rdenlion is no longer .necc.::ssary. ~ Th is reque-st is not su~ject to the Paper\vork
Reduction Act of 1980. 44 U.S.C'. § 3512.
•

A responsible corporate otliccr or manager of LabMD shall sign the responst:s
and ccnify that the documl..!nts prodw:ed and responses gi ven are complete and
accurate.
For purposes of this letter, the term "personal infonnation" means individually
idcnti l'lable information from or about an individual consumer, including. hut not
limited 1o: (a) first zmd la.sL name: (h) home or other phys ical address. including
street name and name or city or town: (c) email address or other online contact
information. such as an instant messaging user identifier nr a screen name: (d)
telephone number: (e} date of birth~
govemmcnt-issucd identification num"'~r.
such as a driver·s license. military identification. passport. or Sodul Security
number. or other persunal idt.mli lication number: (g) linanciul information.
including but not limited to: investment account infonmuion: inc<>mc tax
inf()rmation: immrancc policy information; chl!c:kjng account information: and
credit. dchit. and/or check-cashing card information. including curd number.
~xpir<.~tion dutc. security number (such as card vcrificarion V1llue). inli1rmation
:-tml'd on 1ht: mag.th:tic strip~' ~lr th\· c.•rJ ..mJ p~~r:-;nnal id~.-·nt i fi~·at it>n mtmh:.:t : 1h}
h~Hith mfi.mnu1ion. including. but not limikJ to: prescription mcdit:ation and
do~ttgc: prc:;crihing physician name.:-. aJdn;~s. ~md tck>phon~ ntHnb...:r: hL'allh
insurn nam~:. :md in.sunmcc account :.111J policy mmlbl'rs: and mcJictll condition
(ll" diugnn-;i:": (i) l'mplnyrncm inltlrmalion, including. hut IIlii !imih:J to. im:om\:.
cmploymenL rctircmcnL disability. and mcdi<.:al n.•cords: (J) a pcr.;istl:n! identifier.
such as u t:ustoma nun:1h~.:r hc,!ld in a "cook i<.: .. nr,pruc.:L's:-w r st:ria! numh~:r. that is

en

retain Jocum<:nls {hat ma) hl· r~kvai~'Htl this nwtkr
criminalliahilit} . IS l :.s.C 50.
< hri!urc to
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~t)mhin~.·d

\\ ith

lllh~.:r

avuilahk data th;tl

i:.kmilic~ :.111

inJI\ iJuall'll!lsunh.·r: or (kl

mfi.mnation rrum or alwut ;m individual con.;UJw:r th~ll i~ cnmbinL·<.l \\ ith an~
li> ahow. For 1111: purposl..' ,,r thi~ ddinitinn. an indh idual
consum~.·r shall include an ·\:mplu)l'(.'··. and '\;mplnytx" sh.lllml.!an an agl..'nL
:-:cn·anl. s:.tksp~.:rson . ass()t:iatc. iodc~nJ~.·m ~ontrac!nr. or ''Lhcr p~.·rsnn Jinx!ly or
indin:ctl) under your control.
till)

of (:.tJ thwugh

REQVESTS

FOI~ l>O C l l ME~TS

AND INFORMATION

Plc:Hsc: providl! tlw documents ant! information idcrHili.::d below. 11 Unless oth~r.,·isc
indit:atcd. th~ timL' paiod covt·n~d hy these r~qucsts is from .huwary I. 2007 throt~gh the dnlc of
full and complete production of the do<:umcnts and inHmnation r~q ucsted.

Gcm•raJ Information
1.

Identify the: complett: legal name of LabMD and all other names under which it dol's. or
has done. business. its corporate mailing add res~. and th~ datt• and state of incorporation .

..,

l d~ nt ify and describe l.ahMIYs p~rl!nts. subsidiari<:!) {whethl!r wholly or portia lly owned).
divisinns (whether incorporated or 01lt), afliiiatcs. branches. joint v~:ntu~s. franchises.

operations und~r assumed names. anJ entities o,.er which it excn:iscs supervision or
control. For each such entity. describe in detail the nature of its relationship to l.abMD.

3.

Identify each individual or entity having on O\vncrship imerest in LabMD. as well as their
individual ownership stakes fmd their positions and responsibilities within LabMD.

4.

Provide documents sufficient to describe your business in detail. Thc rcsponsl! should
identify and describe: each product and service you offer: each location {both onlinr and
oftline) through which you offer such products <md services: and. annually, your revenue.
number or employees. and number of customers.
l)ersonall nformat ion

5.

Provid~

documents

th~t

describe in detuil thL' types of personal inl(lrmaliPn :·ou wllcct.

·-----..-----" I'M purpos~·:> of' thi s kiter· the Wtm.J "any" shull he ~nnstru(:tltn inLiud~ thl.' \\orJ "o.~li: ·
aml till' ..,nrc..l ":.Ill" shu!! nc nm~tructl to incluc.k th•.: word "any;" the \\(>rtl ..or.. shull be construcJ
to indmk thr \\'tm.l "and.'' und lhc word ··and" shall h~.: conc,trm:d to indu~k th~ '.\1lrd '\)r: .. Lhc
word "t:uch" shall he cun:-.trul·d tn include lhc word "c\Cr} ... and the v.ortl "c:\'l.!r~ .. shall hl·
cons1n1~.:d to include tt11.· \\ord · t.'<tch: ·· anti the term "dnt'lllllcn!'' m~..•an:-. :tn) pr~..'c'<isting \\Tittcn or
pictonal nw!aial ofuny !-.. i11d. rl'gardh:ss of thl' medium in v.hi<:h -.uch matcriul \o\aS created. and
rcgardkss ofth~.: nl~.:thnd h~· ~ hidl i! is stun.·d (e.g . l:Otnput\!r 11 k>. computer dis!- or !ape.
microlidw. l.!tc. ).
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obtain. SIN.:. mointain. prot:t."SS , transmit. handk. tlr uthL"I'\\"iSt· ust.· {culkcti\·d y. ··cnlkLl
ill C\JHC1Ut:ting ~nur husint::>s. hm\ and whL'f't.: you colll..' ctllnd stnn· tht:
in i{l!'lnatinn . nnd how ym1 usl' 1h~? inli.m11:1:ion. l h: response should i nd ud<..!. hut not hL·
limit~d to: d~1cumcnts s ufl'i..:icnl ll' id<!rHil~· th~ typ\•(s) pf pt..•rsonal inl~1rnw t i{IJ1 you
cnlk~l at1d stor..:. the ~oun;~! s) ~)reach <:uch type o f infonmHion (such us consumer;;.
crnployc~:s. m~d k a l prm iJas. hcaltb\:;.}l"C rfnns. i.llld insur~UH.:t.: l'Oillp<lJ1it'S). and the
maruwr hy which you colk~.:t or obtain the in liJrmation (such ashy p~pcr docum~nts m
L'l cctwnically though a wchsi11.'); and documents or '' narruti\(: th<Jt (.kscrihl' in dctoil how
)OU tl~~ web type of infornltlliO!l in conducting )'OUf husin<:S$.
~u1d :;ton:··}

Security Practices
ld~n1i 1): by tWin<: . location_ and operating system cn-:h computer nel work tha: you u:-;c
directly or ind in;ctly to collucl :lrld sror..:: pe r~onul inf'orrwltion. and pnwide h>r ~ach such

6.

n eLV. (H!C

{a}

a high-level diagram (or diagrams) that sets tHil th1.' components of the network
and a narrative that describes the components in detail and explains their
funclions and how they operak together on the network. The description of the
nt:twork components should identify and locatt (within the network}: computers~
servers: fi rewalls: routers; internet. pti vatc lin<!. and other conncclions:
connections to other i nternal and external networks: virtual private networks:
remote access equipment (such as wireless ucccss points): websitcs: and sec urity
mechanisms and devices (such as intrusion detection systems). In responding,
please feel ti-c~ to u:;c blueprints and diug.rams that set out in detail th<!
components, topology. and architecture of1h~ nct\vork :

(b)

documents sufficient to idemify each computer. server, o r other device where you
col lect an d st<)rc personal in formation and. fo r each such computet. servl!r. or
device. each program. application. or other means (coUectively. "databases") usl?d

to col lee! and store personal information: and
(c}

documents thut concern . relate. or rl!fer tc> each datahasc

idcntiJi~d

in the response

to Reques t 6( b), induding. hut not limited to: operating manuals: user !!llioes:
~~·nHntmil"i t !lllll!- \\ilh d:tlaha~l.' v~:ndo rs: dawhw•l.! sd1'-' nl ~':> . di<.~tJ. rW l 1 :;, an~liPr

hlu.:prints {iw.:luding labk and field nam~:;}: and clocumL!nL'i .sufl icicnt k 1 idcntil)
th~ fcn~ l h uftim~.· !or \-\hkh )OU nwintain pcr'> ona! inli.>rnwtion in thc datahas~ .
Pr,lvid~ doct~ments

7.

c)r a narrari v~ !hat ckscrihl' in dctaU thL' flnw pnth

inli.1rmi.llion owr c:ach lld\\·mk idcntilied in

n:srons~

ofr~:rsonal

to Rt·quc:-;t 6. induding tiH.: initi al

colkdion point li)r pl!rsoual in!lmnation {stKh ns a WL'bsitc). the cntry alltll:xil points to

and lhm11 he n~twork , and all intcrmt:cliatc points \\ithin the ndwor~.

H.

Provide dtK"UillCIIIS sut'fi<:icnt to ickntil): the policks. fUCH.:-::durcs. and pr:.H.:ti<.:cs }'lilt ha\-:
used nn cal'l1 m.:tworJ.. i<kllli11d in the n:spl)n-;.: It) R ..:q uc~t 6 In rrc\ cnlllnauthorin:d
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at:cl:ss to p~r.;~m;ll infurnwti1.)n colkdt:d and :>ton.:J on lhL' nd\\'(lrk . a~ wdl a-; thl' ti ntL'
pcrint.l during which such rolicic~. pn,ccdun::;. and praci iL'cs \ver~ writt1.'<l and
in1pkmt~ntL·J . The rl:~-pons~ should inclttdL'. hui not h~ limit~d 1(1. docunk!lll s that
C(.)nl·:.:rn. rcflcd. or rdal~ to: cuntrob l11l direct tlr r~.·mu tc an:~.:ss to personal inl~m1latitlll
(.such as a fin.::, ... a!J p~) ficy or a password policy): ctmtrnls on t.H.:Ct'ssing and!or
thl\mloading personal inJ(m11ation with~wt authtlrizathm: the lifl:ryck oi'personi.ll
information. including rnainttlining. storing. using. and/or Jcsiroying the in lhrmation:
C<mtrols on t he inswllation ofprogran1s or applications on comJJUtcr:; or v. ork stations on
the nctwork b) cmpk,)ccs or othc·rs: limits \Hl th~ transmission of personal infi.mna1ion
'\.vithin the ne!work and bctwt!cn tiK' nt:h.\ork and other (internal or exlcnwl) nt't\\O>
logging network ut:~i vity and reviewing tht! logs: sccur\' application und v.. chsitc
tk\'dopment: employee training: and p!ans thr responding to security inciLlents.

.
.
C
;'

For each net\vork idemilitd in the rcspons~ to Request 6. provide documents that
describe in detail each sec urity policy. procedure. practice. control. ddi.!nse. or other
measnrc (collectively. ··security practice") used un the nl'twork . The response should
indudl.'. but not be limited to:

9.

(a)

all documents that concern, reflect or rdatc to each security pracr.kc. including.
but not limited to. pmctices to control the installution and/or use of P2J> prog .ms
(whether such programs are authorized l1r n1>t);

{hj

documents that s\!t out the technical configurations of devices and programs you
usc to enforce ead1 security practice. including. but not limilcd to, the
configurations of firewalls or other means used to control or block P2P
communications to and from the network and networks that connect to it;

(c)

training or se~.:urity awareness materials provided to nl!twork users (such as
and third-party pcrsnns and entities with access to the network)
regarding. your security practices. such as materials tha! concern security
generally or the use of and risks presented by P2P programs:

.,

employt~es

(d)

documents that sel out th~:: fi·equency and l:xtc:nl to which such network user,.;
r~ccivc training or s~curity awareness materials generally and as to the 11&.' pf and
ri-;1-.s prl' S1.~n11::d o~ 11 2P program:-:
do~.:umcnls

sufficient to idcnt.il)· ~)· n~mw :md 1111~ l'<lch ~rnph1yc~: who is. or Jw,
r\..'spoll:.;iok for conrdinclling security prm:ticcs on the network. and l.o
<ksaihc 1he rc-;p~1n-;ihi Iitl~s of each such em rk>) .:1!:
b~rn.

!I)

suf'licienl to idcntil~· wh~:!h ~r nnd . if''><}. when )'lHI condw:tcd t.)r
<>hiained (fmm anotha person nr entity) ~~ risk u s~cssmcn ltu iucntif) risk:. h) the
:-.ccurity. integrity. am/ <:onlitlcntiuliLy ofrL'fSIHWI infi.>nnulion on th~ nc!wMk:

(g)

all duwmcnts

docut1h.'!11S

lh:.tl L·nn..:~..·rn.

rdk:rt. or n.:I:J k

In

t1.::-;ting. monitoring. Hnd/or

~l
~t

l
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'.

~:\·a luatil)ll S of"lh~ cl"!(:~:ti\\~11\.'SS of's~~urily

prat:ticcs ll~cd llltlh~ 111.'1\\tl!"k.
including th;: tbtcs ''hen such a~:1 j,·itil's w:.!rt' Ct)ndut·tcd imd cotnph.>kd and pblls
and prtH:I.!dun:s f(,r future t~:sting. nlt)Jlitoring. and 1or t.:\·aluation o!'sccllriL~
pr;.~ctices:

(h)

10.

nnd

dtH:um~nl:;
n~twork

that s~o't mit in ddail all changt~S made to ~ccurity practices on thc
based upon testing, monitoring. and/M e,·~luations idcntili~d io lbl'

response

to Reqllt;SI 9(g).

Pnn idc al l documents thut concern. rdkct. or rei at~ to each risk assessment itknti fieJ in
the rcsrnnsc to Request 9(1) and the s~curity risks idt.:ntif!ed thcrdn. if any. For t.>ach
sw.:h assessment. the response should incllldt!, but not he limited to:

(a)

documents sufficient to idcnti fy thl! date of tht! assessment and the m1mc and titk
of the person(s) responsibh:: for conducting the assessment;

(b)

n copy of the assl:ssment:

(c)

documents that

(d)

documents that concern, retlect. or relate to specific risks identilied in the
assessment and how you addressed each such risk; and

(c)

a copy of each (internal or extemal) report or other document th<lt verifies.
confirms. challenges. questions, or otherwise concerns the assessment.

d~scribe

in detail lhe steps taken in condueting the nsst:ssment:

1 J.

Provide documents sufficiem to identify each thirdNparty person or entity that. in the
course of providing !'cn'ices LO you (''service provider''). receives. maintains. processes,
or othcrvvise is permitted access to personal information collected und stored hy you.

1:!.

For each scrvil:c provider identified in the response to Requesl I I. provide:

(a}

documentS SUilkient lO identif)' tnt! fypes Of p~rSOtlll) informatiOn
s...:rvicc pn.wic.kr has access:

(h)

((ltkscribc Lh~ nWIIIh.:r and {~lfll1 or Ihi! :--t:r\'il'L' f)rtl\ idl.:'r" <;
w.:cess to p~:rsona! inf()rmution (such as physical access to your ollkl':;. rcmotl:
access to your C()mputcr nctwork(s). or the mailing ofpap~r dm:umcnts (>r
cnmruwr stomgL' med ia):

(c J

a narrative that explains in tklui I the husim:ss reasons
bas access to such in(t)fl1Jation;

{d)

<.:opics or all

!O

'vVhich 1hc

dot:llllll'll!S suniciL'IH

con tr~1cts

\\h)

thl' st.:n·icc pro\'iucr

hci >H.!t:JI you nnd the scrvic~ provider;
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t\

(C)

dm:umcnts th;H dcs~rib~ ill Jcwilth~ measures yt)li fc..)ok to sckct nnu retain tlw
~cn·icl.! prtl\·idcr to cnsun: that it i~ cap:1hk l>f nppnlprii.ltdy protL'cting. p~rstmn!
inft)rmali<lll ) nu have provided or made unlilabk to the savicl.' pnl\·itkr: and

(I)

dtlt:UJllcnts that describe in detail htl\\ you tn<)nitor the scrYict.: prcn'ider to
cuniirm that it has impkm~nted and maintain,;d !il'curity mcasur~~s adequate to
protC\.:1 the Sc(urity. intcgrit)·. and confidcmi<'llity of sueh pl'rsonal information.

,,

Other Informa t ion

f:l-

13.

Provide dm:UI11(.'lllS sufficient 10 idcntif)' any instance or v.-hich you an: <.\W<.lrl' (including.
if approprit.~tc. the P2P breach) where personal in lonnation from a network idcnliiied in
the response: to Rcqucst 6 was or may hove bl.!en shared or accessed \Vilhout authorintion
(r.Jw .. intrusion"). and, for ea(:h such intrusion. identify when and how you Jlrst leam::J
nbout the intrusion. the n~:twork(s) involved. and all pcrsons wifh kuowlcdge about it.

14.

Separately for each intrusion idcntitied in the n::sponse to Regut•st 13. provide all
documt!nt!.i prl'pntcd by or fi)r you that identify. describe.:, investigate. evaluate. or a~C$S:
(a)

hm:v the i ntrusiGn occurred:

(b)

the time period over which it occurred:

(c)

the- security vulnerabilities that were or may have been exploited in the intrusi·1n:

(d)

th~

{e)

the path tllC intruder tollmwd from the (actual or suspcc.ted) point of entry to the
location of the personal information lhat was or may have been compromised and
then in exporting or downloading the information (including all intermediate
points):

(J)

the lype(s) (IOd amount(s) of personal inHmnation that v,;as or m:.1y haw ht'cn
a~l·e:;scd wit houl authorir..ation: and

(g)

ih1..· \~'t:uril) mcasur~~

actual or suspected point of entry;

)\lll implemented in

respons~.:

10 Lill: inlrusi•lJL

Rcsponsin: JocLunc:nts shouiJ im:luJl!.lm1 not be limited to: preliminary. i11t~ri111. draft.
nnd tina! r~·ppn~ tlw 1 dt.'...;l·rih~.,·. ;~-;st.•ss. c val umc. or test scc11ri ty ndm:mhil it i~.,•o.; th<ll v. .:r~
or could hm·t: hccn ~xplo ik'd in the intrusion: {limnal and inl(lrmal) security audits nr
fc.1rcnSil' :tllUfy"cS of thc intnt~>iOJl pr~p3rcd infl.:mally c.Hld hy third p<~rl ics: !;L~l'llrity <;t'MS
(such as fi.1r packd t:&lpturL' tools. pa;.;s\... ord harvc:>ting tools. rootldb. P21' progm111s. :.111d
llfl<lll!/WriYcd pmgrums): incident report<;: UOClllliCOlS !hat idcntil)· the intruder; log~ lhat
rcwrJ tht· imrudcr· s steps in \\huh.: or part in nmdw.:ting tht: intrusion: \\urnings issu..:d
b) anti~,· irus. intrusion delL:ctiPn. m nthL:r sL·curlty m~.:asun.::-i: n.:cords (ll' n:vicws hy

.x.

I
I

i
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n-:1\\i\rl..

administrators or mhcr:-. ol'lng!' umi

warning~ :

rcc.:ords

~t~l! ing out th~

routinl'

S1.'C1Jrity HC li \'iti~ s and c h~dlt:>I S p~rftlflll~d hy 11d\\'tll'l. ~tt.hninistr:.I!OfS ( ~ tu.:h ~~ \'L'rifying
lim! sdh:d uldjobs w~r~.· autlwriz~d): and n:hl.'r dnnunL'rlls !hat n)J1<.'crn. rdkcL tlr n:lah:
!o the' intru sitm. such as minut~ s or nuh:s nf meetings altt:lldcd h~ you nr y(IUr crnr!o~·cc:-..
S..:pamtl'ly for t1ach intrusilm iuc:ntifi~d in tlw r\.!srLlll-"l' ll' Rcqu~st I~ th:~t w~rs
flrcilituh:J by u P1P progrnrn und I'M the P:!fl bn:ad1 ifnllt idcnti!led in
the n:sp<m:se to Request 13 (''colk~.· I indy. ··j>]f' intrusion"). ich:nti!)· ca~.:h P2P progmm
{induding n~rsi0n numh~.·r <mJ upgradd that v..·as. nr may have heen. used in nny \\·ay in
t he intrusion. Fur each such program :

15.

ac<.:~)Jrrplish<.!d M

(a)

idcrHif)·: the manulacturl'r, mood, typc. opcrm ing system. and nl!!work k1~ation
of each computer or other dectronit device on which the P2P program w~:~s
inswlled (colkctively. the "hreach computer" ): the .st,urce from \.\bich the
program was dot.\:nloadt•d to the breach compulcr; when ~ nd by whom the.>
program was dovmluaded and instl'lll~d on the brench compuLcr; who.:n the
progmm was removed from the breach C<>mputer: ho,,.·long the program was
active on the! computer: whether the ddault Sl!!l in~:>,S on the program were l.·hangcd
aner it was installed on the br!:ach computl!r. and, i!'so. when, by whom. and in
what wnys: and whether you auttwrizcd the inst<~llat i on a11d use of the program on
the breach computer~

(b)

explain in detail your busine-ss need for using th~ program, if any. and identify
who was using the program und why they were using it:

(c)

explain in detail uH limitations you placed on usc of the program . inc:hrding
practices; and

s~curity

{d)

16.

provide a copy of each file generated ali a result of instal ling lhe program on the
breach computer. including. but nm limii!!d to. execmahle. history. and
t'O nfiguration files.

Sepur:llciy l(>r ~ach P2 P intrusion:
{;l }

JH't >\ ide aI i !ogs. auJi l!'i. :t ~;s~'isll 1t!nh. ur r~: p<: 11:-. thu! t:tltll:e rn. rl'l1~·t"l . lir rLl.tlL'

to

tlk' i11tru~ i on :

tb}

iJentit)'

lh~

munc nfeu1.·h fi>lder und :;;ubfoldcr that ,.,us shurd {uplmtdd or
dtn\n]o;ttlL·d) thrnt1gh lhl' intru~il~n. thl' name lincludint.: Ilk c~t...'u:-inn) anJ
Cr)ntL'Ill uJ' t:itt:h intt•rnal and t..'Xll:rnal ilk (oth~r limn a purdy music N 'itlen tile)
that wus sharl'd. and the amount and t~'pc rcrsonnl inl(mn;uinn in l'JH:h ti l~ that

ur

\\ US

{c)

-

shared:

JllO

d\:scri!lc in dclt~il cal:h f(,ldcr. suhf'oldcr. Ilk. and.'or prn!!ram (induJing.
functionality) ihat ''as shared through the intrusion.

·•·:

..
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Sqntr:n~ly

17.

j(ir <.!iH.:Il intrusion i(kntitictl in

th~ I'C~JWI1S\.'

tn

Rcqu~st

1J. r rO\ idl.! ull

th.>cllm\!nts that con(.;\.'rn. relate. 11r refer to li"aud ant.Jior itkntit y thclt attrihuwhlc to th~

intn;sinn and to 1he consequences or the Ira uti or idcntitr thdl.. Rcsrnnsivc documents
shc1Uld indudt•. but not h.: limited !u:
(a)

fraud n:po11s, uh.·rts. <.1r warning~ issu~d b~ bank :lS!il\("iati{\llS. hunks. M (lth~·r
cntilil!s: documl.lnts that nsst·ss. identify. cvnluak. c~timm~. or pr~:di(;t th.: numhcr
t)[. con:>Ltm~: rs or cmploy~c:-; rh:\l have. or are likdy to . .suffer fmud llr identity
thl.!ti : claim~ rna<.k again:.t you lbr fraud or identity then. such a$ h) affidavits
f!l~d h) consumers or employees: and documl.!nts that asses$. idcntit)". evaluate.
estimuK·. or predict the do!lnr aml)Unt of fraud. id~nti t~ lhdl. or other costs (such
as lor increased Ii·aud r.Hlnitoring or prm:iding lraud insumnc~) nHributnhlc to th~

inlrU!'iion:

(b)

documents that con~ern. reflect. or rd:ne to investigations of or complaints filed
with or against you relating to the intrusion. including. but not limited to. private
lawsuits. corresponclcncc with you. and documents filed with Federal. State . or
local govcmmenl agencies, Federal or State courts. and Better Business .Bureaus :
and

(c)

..

~

~1

documents or <.1 narrative that i d~J1Lilies how (such as by pubiic aJ1nounccment or
individual breach notification letter). when, how many. and by whom consumers
and/or cmpioyccs were notilied that their p~rsonal information was or may have
been obt~tined without authorization through the intrusion. lf notifict\lion has
been made. explain why notification ~us made (e.g. compelied by law) and
provide a copy of each suhstantivdy ditTcrenl notification. If noti1ication was· not
provided as soon as you became aware of the immsion or wa.s not provided to ali
afr~ct~d c:onswners und/or employees or at all. provide a narrative explaining why
llO!.

Provide dt\cuments suUkit!nl to identify all policies. claims. and statements you haw
made n:gilrding the c(>llc(;tion, d isclosure, usc. :iloragc. dc~lrllclion . and protcciion of
personal information, including any p{)!icic5. claims. o r :-;tatemcnts relating to how you
secun.: personal information. and for each such polil:y. claim. or <;!<ltcmC'nl identifY th~
datt:('iJ "· h~·n H ,,.:1~ ~tdoptcd or mad~.-. 11• ''hom il ''"~ di ...tribt;fl>d. and allmcnns b) ,,.hid1

18.

it v-.·as distributed.
P k<.~s~

send all Ul H.:uments and inl(nnul!ion to: 1\ lain Sheer. Division or· Pri \"<K'Y and
Proh:clion. Fcd~ra l Trade Comm is~io n. 600 Pcnns)lvunia /\\~' .. l':W. Muil S!up NJX112. W..ishillgl<HL IJ.C 20580. Due to extensive delays resulting fhHn !'~<:urity m~.·asurc:-. taken
1<kntit~

!o ensure thL' saJcty of items sent via the I i .S. Pos tal Service. we \Vnu!J :tpprcciall' rccch·ing
th•·s~ mul~rials vi~1 Federal Express or a similar ddin:ry ~a\'ic.•e pnn·id~·r. if po:;sibk.

Th•tnk

)OU

ror your prom pt nth.:ntion to thi:-; matt~.:r.

Pkust: t.:nntm:l 1111: (<II 20:l.~26.~ j 21)

i

·I 0-

I
¥.

~

i
0

0
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•.

"-t . . . .

if.\ llll haw

'

an~ qucslion;o; about

this fl.'qtll:!'l or flt.:l!d any additional in!(,rm;Hioll. ;

.

..•

S i nc~n: ly .

Alain Sheer
Di\·ision of' Privacy and Identity Protection

& ,
~-~·

• I hl: Com rni~~ion has :J longstumJ i ng cnmm itmcnt lo a lui r rcguhuory cnli trccnwm
iromn\'nt lfynu ar\.' a srn;JIJ husincss (under Slllall Busin..:~s t\dmiui,.tration :;t<mdardst ~nu
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December 1, 2014

The Honorable Edith Ramirez
Chairwoman
U.S . Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20580
Dear Ms. Ramirez:
The Committee on Oversight and Government Refom1 has been investigating the
activities ofTiversa, Inc., a Pittsburgh-based company that purportedly provides peer-to-peer
intelligence services. The Federal Trade Commission has relied on Tiversa as a source of
information in its enforcement action against LabMD, Inc., a Georgia-based medical testing
laboratory. The Committee has obtained documents and information indicating Tiversa failed to
provide full and complete information about work it performed regarding the inadvertent leak of
LabMD data on peer-to-peer computer networks. In fact, it appears that, in responding to an
FTC subpoena issued on September 30, 2013, Tiversa withheld responsive information that
contradicted other infonnation it did provide about the source and spread of the LabMD data, a
billing spreadsheet fil e.

Despite a broad subpoena r equest, Tiversa provided only summary information to the FTC
about its knowledge of the source and spread of the LabMD file.
Initial ly, Tiversa, tlu-ougb an entity known as the Privacy Institute, provided the FTC with
information about peer-to-peer data leaks at nearly 100 companies, including LabMD . 1 Tiversa
created the Privacy InstitUle for the specific purpose of providing information to the FTC.
Despite Tiversa's claims that it is a trusted govenunent partner, it did not want to disclose that it
provided information to the FTC.2
Afler the FTC filed a complaint against LabMD, the agency served Tiversa with a
subpoena fol' documents related to the matter. Among other categories of documents, the
subpoena requested "all documents related to LabMD ." 3 In a transcribed interview, Alain Sheer,
1

l-1 . Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Refonn, Transcribed Interview of Robert Boback, Chief Executive Officer,
Tiversa, Inc., Transcript at 42 (June 5, 2014) [hereinafter Boback Tr.].
2
See Tiversa, Industry Outlook, Government/Law Enforcement, available at http://tiversa.com/explore/industry/gov
(last visited Nov. 21, 20 14); Boback Tr. at 42-43 .
3
Fed. Trade Comm'n, Subpoena to Tiversa Holding Corp. (Sept. 30, 20 13) [hereinafter Tiversa FTC Subpoena].
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an attorney with the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection, told the Committee that the FTC did
not narrow the subpoena for Tiversa. Sheer stated:

Q

This is the specifications requested of Tiversa. No. 4 requests all documents
related to Lab MD. Do you know if Tiversa produced all documents related to
Lab MD?

A

I am not sure what your question is.

Q

Let me ask it a different way. Was the subpoena narrowed in any way for
Tiversa?

A

Not that I am aware of. 4

In total, Tiversa produced 8,669 pages of documents in response to the FTC's subpoena.
Notably, the production contained five copies of the 1,718-page LabMD Insurru'l.ce Aging file
that Tiversa claimed to have formd on peer-to-peer networks and only 79 pages of other
1naterials, none of which materially substantiated Tiversa' s claims about the discovery of the file.
The information Tiversa gave the FTC included the IP address from which Tiversa CEO
Robe1i Boback has claimed the company first downloaded the LabMD file, as well as other IP
addresses that Tiversa claims also downloaded the file. The origin of the IP address from which
Tiversa first downloaded the LabMD file was in dispute in other litigation between LabMD and
Tiversa. On nu1nerous occasions, including before the FTC, Boback maintained that Tiversa
first downloaded the LabMD file from an IP address in San Diego, California. Boback stated:

4

Q

What is the significance ofthe IP address, which is 68.107.85.250?

A

That would be the IP address that we downloaded the file from, I believe.

Q

Going back to CX 21. Is thls the initial disclosure source?

A

If I know that our initial disclosure source believed that that was it, yes. I don't
remember the number specifically, but if that IP address resolves to San Diego,
California, then, yes, that is the original disclosure source.

Q

When did Tiversa download [the LabMD file]?

A

I believe it was in February of2008. 5

H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Transcribed Interview of Alain Sheer, Fed. Trade Comm'n, Transcript at
147 (Oct. 9, 2014).
5
In the matter of LabMD, Inc., Deposition of Robert J. Boback, CEO, Tiversa, transcript at 24-25 (Nov. 21, 2013)
[hereinafter Boback Nov. 2013 FTC Tr.].
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Boback also testified that Tiversa performed an investigation into the LabMD file at the request
of a client. 6 In the course of this investigation, Tiversa concluded that an IP address in Atlanta,
Georgia, where Lab MD was headquartered, was the initial disclosure source of the document.
Boback stated:
Q

There is an IP address on the right-hand side, it is 64.190.82.42. \Vhat is that?

A

That, if I recall, is an IP address that resolves to Atlanta, Georgia.

Q

Is that the initial disclosure source?

A

We believe that it is the initial disclosure source, yes.

Q

And what is that based on?

A

The fact that the file, the 1, 718 file, when we searched by hash back in that time
for our client, we received a response back from 64.190.82.42 suggesting that
they had the same file hash as the file that we searched for. We did not download
the file from them.

***
Q

So, I think you are telling me that chronologically this was the first other location
for that file in juxtaposition of when you found the file at 68.107.85.250?

A

We know that the file in early February, prior to this February 25 date, was
downloaded from the 68.107.85.250. Upon a search to determine other locations
of the file across the network, it appears that on 2/25/2008 we had a hash match
search at 64.190.82.42, which resolved to Atlanta, which led us to believe that
without further investigation, that this is most likely the initial disclosing s·ource.

Q

What other information do you have about 64.190.82.42?

A

I have no other information. I never downloaded the file from them. They only
responded to the hash match. 7

Boback's testimony before the FTC in November 2013 made clear that Tiversa first downloaded
the LabMD file from an IP address in San Diego, California, in February 2008, that it only
identified LabMD as the disclosing source after performing an investigation requested by a
client, and that it never downloaded the file from Lab MD.

6

Boback Nov. 2013 FTC Tr. at 72-73 ("In 2008, when working for another client, we were attempting to identify
the original disclosure source of the file that we discovered from 1 the San Diego IP address.").
7
Boback Nov. 2013 FTC Tr. at 41.
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Tiversa withheld responsive documents from the FTC, despite the issuance of the
September 2013 subpoena. These documents contradict the account Boback provided to
the FTC.

On June 3, 2014, the Committee issued a subpoena to Tiversa requesting, among other
infonnation, " [a] 11 documents and communications referring or relating to Lab MD, Inc. " 8 This
request was very similar to the FTC's request for "all documents related to LabMD.~' 9 Despite
nearly identical requests from the FTC and the Committee to Tiversa, Tiversa produced
numerous documents to the Committee that it does not appear to have produced to the FTC.
Infonnation contained in the documents Tiversa apparently withheld contradicts documents and
testimony Tiversa did provide to the FTC.
An internal Tiversa document entitled "Incident Record Form," dated Aprill8, 2008,
appears to be the earliest reference to the LabMD file in Tiversa's production to the
Cornmittee. 10 Tills document states that on April 18~ 2008, Tiversa detected a file "disclosed by
what appears to be a potential provider of services for CIGNA." 11 The Incident Record
described the document as a "single Portable Document Format (PDF) that contain[ed] sensitive
data on over 8,300 patients," and explained that "[a]fter reviewing the IP address, resolution
results, meta-data and other files, Tiversa believes it is likely that Lab MD near Atlanta, Georgia
is the disclosing source." 12 The name of the file was "insuranceaging_6.05.07l.pdf," which is
the same name as the file in question in the FTC proceeding. According to the Incident Record,
the IP address disclosing the file was 64.190.82.42-later confirmed to be a LabMD IP
address. 13 Upon learning about the file, CIGNA, a Tiversa client, "asked Tiversa to perform
Forensic Investigation activities" on the insurance aging file to determine the extent of
proliferation of the file over peer-to-peer networks. 14

An August 2008 Forensic Investigation Report provided the analysis CIGNA requested.
This report identified IP address 64.190.82.42-the Atlanta IP address-as proliferation point
zero, and the "original source" of the Incident Record Form. 15 A spread analysis included in the
August 2008 forensic report stated that the file had been "observed by Tiversa at additional IP
addresses" but made clear that Tiversa had not downloaded the file fro1n either additional source
because of "network constraint and/or user behavior. " 16 Thus, according to this report, Tiversa
had only downloaded the LabMD file from one source in Atlanta, Georgia by August 2008. This
contradicts Boback's testimony that Tiversa first downloaded the LabMD file from an IP address
8

H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov't Reform, Subpoena to Robert Boback, Chief Exec. Officer, Tiversa, Inc. (June 3,
2014).
9
Tiversa FTC Subpoena.
10
Tiversa Incident Record Form, ID # CIG00081 (Apr. 18, 2008).
11 Jd.
12
Id. (emphasis added).
13 !d.
14
Tiversa, Forensic Investigation Report for Ticket #CIG00081 (Aug. 12, 2008). This letter uses the phrase
"forensic report" to describe this and a second report created by Tiversa about the LabMD file because that is the
title used by Tiversa. It is not clear what, if any, forensic capabilities Tiversa possesses.
15 !d.
16 !d.
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in San Diego, California. If Tiversa had in fact downloaded the Lab MD file from a San Diego IP
address in February 2008, then that fact should be included in this 2008 forensic report. It is not.
One of the two additional IP addresses is located in San Diego, California. It is ~
different IP address, however, than the one from which Tiversa claims to have originally
downloaded the file. 17 Further, Tiversa did not observe that this San Diego IP address possessed
the LabMD file until August 5, 2008. 18 Thus, according to this report, Tiversa did not observe
any San Diego IP address in possession of the LabMD file until August 2008. Again, the report
stands in stark contrast to Boback's testimony that Tiversa first downloaded the LabMD file
from a different San Diego IP address in February 2008.
.
In addition, both the April 2008 Incident Record Form and the August 2008 Forensic
Investigative Report stated that the LabMD file was "detected being disclosed" in April 2008.
Neither report indicated that Tiversa frrst downloaded the file from the San Diego IP addressan IP address not listed on either report-on February 5, 2008. Boback's deposition testimony
and a cursory four-line document marked as exhibit CX-19 seem to be the only evidence that
Tiversa first downloaded the LabMD file from a San Diego IP address in February 2008.
These documents contradict the information Tiversa provided to the FTC about the
source and spread of the LabMD file. If Tiversa had, in fact, downloaded the LabMD file from
the San Diego IP address and not from the Georgia IP address, then these reports should indicate
as such. Instead, the San Diego IP address is nowhere to be found, and the Georgia IP address
appears as the initial disclosing source on both reports.
Tiversa also produced an e-mail indicating that it originally downloaded the LabMD file
from Georgia- and not from San Diego as it has steadfastly maintained to the FTC and this
Committee. On September 5, 2013, Boback e-mailed Dan Kopchak and Molly Trunzo, both
Tiversa employees, with a detailed sutnrnary ofTiversa's involvement with LabMD. Why
Boback drafted the e-mail is unclear. He wrote, "[i]n 2008, while doing work for a client, our
systems downloaded a file (1,718 page pdf) that contained sensitive information including SSNs
and health information for over 9000 people. The file had the name 'LabMD' in both the header
of the file and the metadata. The IP of the download was found to be in Georgia, which after a
Google search, is where we found LabMD's office to be located." 19
As noted above, according to Alain Sheer, a senior FTC atto1ney assigned to the LabMD
matter, the FTC did not narrow the September 2013 subpoena requiring Tiversa to produce,
among other documents, "all documents related to LabMD." 20 Tiversa withheld these relevant
17

The IP address reported on the August 2008 forensic report that resolves to San Diego, California is 68 .8.250.203.
Boback testified, however, that Tiversa frrst downloaded the LabMD file from IP address 68.107.85.250 on
February 5, 2008. Tiversa concluded in the report that the second IP address on which it observed the file was
"most likely an IP shift from the original disclosing source.',
18 !d.
19
E-mail from Robert Boback, CEO, Tiversa, to Dan Kopchak & Molly Trunzo (Sept. 5, 2013) (emphasis added)
[TIVERSA -OG R -002 8 866-6 7].
20
Tiversa FTC Subpoena.
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docu1nents about its discovery and early forensic analysis of the LabMD file from the FTC.
These documents directly contradict testimony that Boback provided to the FTC, and call
Tiversa's credibility into question. Boback has not adequately explained why his company
withheld documents, and why his testimony is not consistent with reports Tiversa created at the
time it discovered the LabMD file.

It is unlikely that the LabMD file analyzed in the April2008 Incident Record Form and
the August 2008 Forensic Investigative Report is different from the so-called "1718 file" at issue
in the FTC proceeding, particularly given Boback's testimony to the FTC about how Tiversa's
system names files? 1 If, however, the earlier reports do refer to a different file, then Tiversa
neglected to inform the FTC of a second, similarly sized leak of Lab MD patient information.
Tiversa's June 2014 forensic report is the only report provided to this Committee that
substantiates Boback's claims.

Tiversa produced to the Committee a forensic report on the LabMD file that it created in
June 2014. Tiversa created this report and others related to testimony previously provided to the
Committee after the investigation began. While outside the scope of the FTC's subpoena due to
the date of the document, this is the only report supporting Tiversa's claim that it first
_downloaded the file from the San Diego IP address. This report contradicts information Tiversa
provided to CIGNA in the April 2008 Incident Record Form and August 2008 Forensic
Investigative Report-documents created much closer to when Tiversa purportedly discovered
the LabMD document on a peer-to-peer network. The fact that Tiversa created the only forensic
report substantiating its version of events after the Committee began its investigation raises
serious questions.
This most recent report states that Tiversa's systems first detected the file on February 5,
2008, from a San Diego IP address (68.1 07 .85.250) not included in either of the 2008
documents. According to the spread analysis, this San Diego IP shared the file from February 5,
2008, until Septe1nber 20, 2011. Yet, despite allegedly being downloaded before both the April
or August 2008 reports, neither 2008 document mentions that Tiversa downloaded this
document.
The June 2014 report also states that the LabMD IP address (64.190.82.42) shared the file
between March 7;2007, and February 25, 2008. Thus, according to this report, by the titne
Tiversa submitted an Incident Record Form to CIGNA in April2008, the LabMD IP address was
no longer sharing the file. Furthermore, the report does not describe why Tiversa' s system did
not download the file from the Georgia IP address, even though the technology should have
downloaded a file that hit on a search term, in this case "CIGNA," each time a different
computer shared the document. The June 2014 report includes no reference to the other San
Diego IP address discussed in the August 2008 forensic report as being in possession of the
LabMD file.
21

Boback Nov. 2013 FTC Tr. at 40-41 (describing that a file's "hash" or title identifies "exactly what that file is."
The title of the LabMD document described in the April and August 2008 documents is the same as the title of the
document in the FTC proceeding).
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Tiversa did not make a full and complete production of documents to this Committee. It is
likely that Tiversa withheld additional documents from both this Committee and the FTC.
On October 14, 2014, Tiversa submitted a Notice of Information Pertinent to Richard
Edward Wallace's Request for Immunity. 22 Chief Administrative Law Judge D. Michael
Chappell has since ordered that the asse1iions and documents contained in the Notice of
Information will be "disregarded and will not be considered for any purpose." 23 Tiversa
included two e-mails from 2012 as exhibits to the Notice of Information. According to Tiversa,
these e-mails demonstrate that Wallace could not have fabricated the IP addresses in question in
October 2013, because he previously included many of them in e-mails to himself and Boback a
.
24
year pnor.
Tiversa did not produce these documents to the Conunittee even though they are clearly
responsive to the Committee's subpoena. Their inclusion in a submission in the FTC proceeding
strongly suggests that Tiversa also never produced these documents to the FTC. In its Notice of
Information, Tiversa did not explain how and when it identified these documents, why it did not
produce them immediately upon discovery, and what additional documents it has withheld from
both the FTC and the Committee. The e-mails also contain little substantive information and do
not explain what exactly Wallace conveyed to Boback in November 2012 or why he conveyed it.
If Boback did in fact receive this information in November 2012, his June 2013
deposition testimony is questionable. It is surprising that Tiversa would have supplied inaccurate
information to the.FTC when Boback himself apparently received different info1mationjust
months prior. Tiversa should have located and produced these e-mails pursuant to the September
2013 subpoena, and it should have been available for Boback's June- 2013 deposition.
Tiversa's failure to produce numerous relevant documents to the Commission
demonstrates a lack of good faith in the manner in which the company has responded to
subpoenas from both the FTC and the Committee. It also calls into question Tiversa' s credibility
as a source of information for the FTC. The fact remains that withheld documents
contemporaneous with Tiversa' s discovery of the Lab MD file directly contradict the testimony
and documents Tiversa did provide. In the Committee's estimation, the FTC should no longer
consider Tiversa to be a cooperating witness. Should the FTC request any further documents
fro1n Tiversa, the Com1nission should take all possible steps to ensure that Tiversa does not
withhold additional documents relevant to the proceeding.

22

Tiversa Holding Corp.'s Notice of Information Pe11inent to Richard Edward Wallace's Request For Immunity, In
the Matter of Lab MD, Inc., No. 9357 (U.S. Fed. Trade Comm'n, Oct. 14, 2014),
http://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/cases/572572.pdf [hereinafter Notice of Information].
23
LabMD Case: FTC gets green light to grant former Tiversa employee immunity in data security case,
PHipri vacy. net, Nov. 19, 20 14, http://www. phiprivacy .net/labmd-case-ftc-gets-green -light-to-grant-former-tiversaemployee-immunity-in-data-security-case/.
24
Notice of Information at 4.
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I have enclosed the documents discussed herein with this letter, so that your staff may
examine them. All documents are provided in the same fonn in which Tiversa produced them to
the Committee.
The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee of the House of Representatives and may at "any time" investigate ''any matter" as set
forth in House Rule X. If you have any questions, please contact the Committee staff at (202)
225-5074. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Darrell Issa
Chainnan

Enclosures

cc:

The Honorable Elijah E. Cununings, Ranking Minority Member
Ms. Kelly Tshibaka, Acting Inspector General, U.S . Federal Trade Commission
Ms. Laura Riposo VanDruff, Complaint Counsel, U.S. Federal Trade Commission

ID #CIG00081

TI ~ ERSA.
INVESTIGATION REQUEST FORM

Section 3 Requested Forensic Services
File Disclosure Investigation
Searcb lnvestigation

D
0

0

D
D
D

D

1. Disclosure Source ldeoti.fication
2. Disclosure Source Gee-location
3. ldent.iJ)' Additional Disclosure Source Files
4 . File Proliferation Assessment
5. Proliferation Point Identification
6. Proliferation Point Gee-location
7. Proliferation Point Associated Files

Persons of Interest (Pol)
8. .Ide11iliv Persons ofinterest
9. Track Specific Behavior of Persons of Interest
10. Identify Files Associated with Persons of
Interest
0 II. Trnck Persons of Loterest Download
Behavior

0
0
0

D
0

12. Review Stored Searches For File Targeting
13. Track Searches for SpeciJic File or Tenn

Miscellane<Jus

D 14. Prosecution Suppor1 (Complete Section4)
0 15. Other (Complete Section 4)

Section 4 Specific Information Related to Request

TIVERSA- CllSTOr\1ER RESTRICTED

ID #CIG00081

TI

ERSA~

INCIDENT RECORD FORM

Tiversa Incident Number
Related Tivcrsa Incident
Numbers
Date of locident
Severit)'

1P Address

Disclosure Type
Summary Disclosure
Namc!ID
Filenames

Section 2 Incident Information
CIG00081
None

4/18/2008
Urgent

Section 3 Disclosure Information
64 .190.82.42
Partner I Provider

LAB MD
[64.190.82 .42]insurancellging 6.05.07l.pdf

Section .j Incident Summar~·
On 4/18/2008, J file was detected being disclosed by what appears to be a potential provider of services for
CIGNA.
The information appears to be a single Ponable Document Fonnat (PDF) file that contl'lins sensitive dat:~ on
over 8,300 patients. Some of t1Je information includes: Patients FuJJ Name, SSN, DOB, Insurance Policy
Numbers, Patient Diagnostic Codes, and other infonrullion. Of the 8,342 pat.ient records, l'IL least 113
appeM to be listed as insured by CIGNA.
After reviewing the IP add.ress resolution results. meta-data and other files, Tiversa believes it is likely that
Lab MD near Atlanta, Georgia is the disclosing somce.

TIVERSA- CllSTOr\1ER RESTRICTED

ID #CIG00081
Section 5 Additional Questions That Tiversa Can Address
More infonuation can be gathered related to this disclosure by leveraging Tiversa's P2P File Sharing
Forensic luvestig::~tion Services. [f requested, please fill out the Investigation Request form located below
and submit to your Account M anager.
Who is the individual disclosing the information?

Select investigation services # 1 and #3
What else is this individual sharing or disclosing?
Select investigation service #3

Whe re is this individual located in the world?
Select investigation service #2

Did the files spread to other users of the network?
Select investigation services #4

TIVERSA- CllSTOr\1ER RESTRICTED

1. Introduction
Tiversa monitors peer-to-peer file sharing networks (P2P) for CIGNA 24/7/365 to
identify disclosed sensitive or confidential CJGNA-related information and to record
P2P users searching for this information. For each fiJe disdosure, Tiversa provides
a disclosure ticket to CIGNA. Each ticket includes the name of the file(s) disclosed,
IP on which the files were obtained, the likely source of the disclosure, and copies of
the disclosed files. In some cases, more information is required in order to decide
what actions to take or to determine if remedial actions have worked. In these
instances, Forensic Investigation Services are required.
This Forensic Investigation Report (FIR) summarizes the results and suggested
actions ofTiversa's Forensic Investigation Services for Ticket CIG00081, as
requested by CIGNA.
1.11icket C IG00081 SJmmary

The specifics of this ticket as reported were as follows:
• Date Submitted: 4/18/2008
• Disclosing IP Location: 64.190.82.42
• Number of Files Disclosed: 1 CJGNA file (19 total files)
• Probab le Disclosure Source: Partner/Provider
• Probable Disclosure Name/ID: Lab MD
• Severity: Urgent
Ticket Write-up Copy:
On 4/18/2008_ 1 file was detected being disclosed by what appears to be a
potential provider ofservices for C/GNA.

The information appears to be a single Portable Document Format (PDF) file
d1at contains sensitive data on over 8_300 patients. Some of d1e information
includes: Patients Full Name, SSN, DOH- Insurance Policy Numbers_ Patient
Diagnostic Codes, and other information. Ofthe 8,342 patient records, at
least 113 appear to be listed as insured by C/GNA.
After reviewing the IP address resolution results, meta-data and other flies,
Tiversa believes it is likely that Lab MD near Atlanta, Georgia is the disclosing
source.
CIGNA asked Tiversa to perform Forensic Investigation activities related to the
above ticket in order to ascertain if any of the disclosed files have proliferated
across the P2P.

2. Investigation Findings

Tiversa <.'<.:- CIGNA Confidential

Page 2

2.1 Rle Proliferation Ana lysis

The CJGNA-related file identified in Ticket #81, as well as some of the files not
related to CIGN.A, have been observed by Tiversa at additionaiiP addresses on the
P2P. However, network constraints andjor user behavior prevented Tiversa from
downloading the files from these additional sources. Most likely, the user logged off
the P2P prior to or while Tiversa was attempting to acquire the files.
Regardless, information regarding these new observations is included in Figure 2-11 immediately below.
Rgure 2-1-1:
Rle Proliferation Details
Proliferation
Point
0
1

Rle litle
insuranceagi ng_6.05.0
71.
insuranceagi ng_6.05.0
71.

IP
Address

Date
Observed

64.190.82.42
64.190.79.36

IP GeoLocation

ISP
Cypress
Communications
Cypress
Communications

Source
Original Source from
Ticket #81

Cox

Based on the other files available at the new JP addresses, Proliferation Point #1
(from Figure 2-1-1 above) is most likely an IP shift from the original disclosing
source identified in Ticket #81. However, the other files presen t at Proliferation
Point #2 suggest that this source could be an Information Concentrator. Because
Tiversa analysts were only able to visually observe these new sources, rather than
actually download files, further data collection and analysis may be required for full
source identification of the proliferation points.
2.2 Additiona I Data Collection/ Ana lysis

Tiversa is currently attempting to re-acquire these sources and download any
relevant files from them.

3. Conclusions/ Suggested Actions
It appears evident that the files from Ticket #81 have proliferated across the P2P
and are available from additional IP addresses. However, clear identification of
these new sources is not conclusive at this time. Tiversa will update this report as
new information becomes available.
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In the meantime, CJGNA andjor LabMD investiga ti ons of the data currently available
could be executed. Jf additional data from Tiversa is required, it can be provided-for instance, a full listing of files disclosed from the original source (even if those
files are not related to CIGNA) can be made available.

From:
Sen I:

To:
Sub,jtct:

Roben Boback <rboback@ti\'crsa.rom>
Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:20PM
Dan Kopchak <dkopchak@tivef'Sil.rotn>; Molly Trunzo <,mfmnzo@tiver<.;a.com>
Tiver.;a

I wanted to provide updat ed informa tio n regardi ng the question of li tigation involving Ti versa. During our call, I discusse d litigation in which Tiversa is a pia
against our former patent fi rm. That is still ongoing. Earlier in 2013, Tiversa was also engaged in a separate l itigation with a company cal led t abMD, which is base·
in Georgia. Tiversa, Dartmouth College and Professor Eric Johnson (Tuck Busine.s.s School) wa s sued by tab MD by its CEO, M ichael Da ugherty as he alleged that
Tiversa "hacked'' his company in an effort to get a file contain ing nearly 9,000 patient's SSNs and medical infonnation and provided the in formation to Dartmouth
and Eric Johnson for a DHS·funded research project. Mr. Daugherty has little to no understanding of P2P or Information security which is what cau sed him to think
that he was "hacked" and which resulted in his w idespread government conspiracy theory that followed. He also suggested in the litigation that because he woul<
not do business with Tiversa to remediare the problem, that Tiversa "kicked th e file over to the feds (FTC]" (and Dartmouth) and the FTC sent him a questionnaire
about the breach, which caused him Hgreat harm" due to th e widespread "gove rnment shakedown of small business." He claimed that Tiversa was attempti ng to
e~tort money from him to "answer his questions" as a part of the larger conspiracy. The reason that I did not mention this during our discussion is that the case was
dismissed due to jurisdiction (h is real estate attorney friend filed it in Georgia). He subsequently appea led two tim es, and lost both, the fina l of which was ruled
on in February 2013. As an i nteresting sidebar to this story, Mr. Daugherty began writing a book about the government overreach and his grea t conspiracy theory o
the government war on small business. When our attorneys learned of what was coming in the book (from his blog postings about the book), we quickly served
his counsel with a C&D as his "true story" was full of ina ccu rate statements about me and Tiversa. Unfortuna tely, Mr. Daugherty sees himself as "Batman" (no joke)
and he chose to conti nue on with his book and start ing scheduling speaking engagements where he w ould discuss his "true story" about how t he governmen t is
out to "get" small business and that the FTC and Tiversa (and presumably Dartmouth) are the ring leaders. His book, "Devil inside the Beltway" is to be released
later this month. While I do not expect this book to be on the NY Times best seller l ist, I cannot sit idly by and allow such a gross distortiOfl of the facts and
mischaracterization of Tiversa, and me, in his efforts to sell his book and create a " name" for himself on any speaking tour.
Thai said, Ti versa fi led a complaint in federal court today citing a number of counts including but not limited to Defamation, Slander, Libel, and others against Mr.
Daughert y and labMD. Tiversa is not l itigious and it was our hope tha t he would conduct hi msell appropriately after receiving the C&D in November of 2012. But
again, he sees himself as Ba tman.
Here is the real series of events that occurred in this case :
Ti versa, as you know, down loads leaked i nforma tion on behalf of clients, individual, corporate and/or federal. In the process of downloading in form ation, we
often get files that are not re lated to o ur clients but are nonetheless sensitive. We call this"aol phin in the tuna net".... for example, if we were loo king for
"Goldman Sachs" and our system finds a fi le w ith the term "Goldman" in it. The file may have the name "Henry Goldman" but our system just saw "Goldman" and
down loaded it, in the event it related to Goldman Sachs. After th e file would be downloaded, it would be reviewed by an Analyst w hich would determine tha t it
w as NOT related to Goldman Sachs, but it may or may not include SSNs or other sensitive information. This was the case w i th LabMD.
In 2008, w hile doing work for a client, our systems downloaded a file (J,718 page pdf) that contained sensitive information including SSNs and health information
for over 9000 people. The fi le had the name "tabMD" in both the header of the fil e and the metadata. The II' of the down load wa s found to be in Georgia, which
after a Google search, is where we found tabMD' s office to be located. At this point, we w ere not positive that the fi le belonged to La bM D, but it seemed
probable. We could have chosen to do nothing at all and pretend that we never saw the file. That approach w ould le ave both LabMD and the 9000 victi ms at very
high risk (and growi ng ) of fraud and identity theft. Need less t o say, we contacted the company to in form them of the file with their company na me o n it. After
providi ng the file with all of the information that we had, the Mr. Daugherty asked us for additional information t hat we did not have. We told him that we could
perform the services bu t it would take a few weeks and would cost abou t $iSK. After hearing this. he asked us to send him the SOW fo r the services. ~weeks
after providi ng the SOW and not hea ri ng anything in return, I reached out to Mr. Da ugherty to see if he had any questions (re: SOW) and he told me never to
cont act him again with no further explanation. We didlt.
Tuck Business School at Dartmouth (a nd Professor Eric Johnson) used n versa in early 2006 for a research project to determine to w hat exte nt, if any, leaked
financial documents were able to lound on P2P ne tworks. The research consisted of Dar tmouth providing simple and straightforward search t erms to Ti versa like
"bank" and "account" to locate and download files using Tiversa' s engine to a hard drive tha t Dartmouth owned and controlled. Tiversa onl y issued t he searches
but wa s not able to see the actual downloads. The downloads were stored on a hard drive that graduate students at Dartmouth were to later evaluate. Although
Dar tmout h w as research ing this using resources from a grant by DHS, Tiversa was not paid anything for our pa rticipation. The research was impactful and resultec
in a number of articles being published . With the prior su cces s of the financial research, Dartmouth wanted to folloWJp w ith a second research project focused
on medical information in 2008. following the exact same procedure, the med ical research was completed and w id ely published in early 2009. Again, Tiversa did
not receive any compensa tion whatsoever tor our part in the project. Upon reading the research paper, one of the many example files that were used to
demonstrate the problem was the fi le in questio n with LabMD. Tiversa did not know that the file was included in the research as we did not see the down loads,
only the search terms. Frankly, it was not surprising that the file was found because it was never addressed with LabM D therefore the file continued to spread
across the P2P network.
I was cal led to testify before Congress twice in 2009, once in May and the second in July, as they were investiga ting breaches of security via P2P. At the d irec tior
Congress, Tiversa was asked to demonstrate th e extent and severity of the problem. Tiversa then provided Congress wit h numerous, redacted, examples of file
discl osu re that affected governm en t. private and public enterprises, and individua ls. Shortly after the hearings, Tiversa was vi sited by the FTC. The seni or
represent atives from the FTC wanted to see th e non-redacted versions of the files discussed with Congress as one of their missions is to help consumers han dle ID
theft . When Tiversa asked what would happen i f we refused to provide the informati on, the FTC stated that they would issue a Civil Investigative Demand {CID
whi ch acts as a federal subpoena to gain access to the information. We t old them that they would need to do that and then we would provi de th e in formation in
accordance w ith the subpoena. The FTC issued a subpoena that asked us to provide any file, rega rd less of source, that disclosed >100 SSNs. We provided over 100
fi les to the FTC in accordance w ith the federal subpoena and the Lab MD file was still one of them as it remained on the P2P network. We had no insight/rontrol as
to what the FTC was going to do with the information once they received it. Tiversa was not compensated in any way for providing this in form ation to the FTC.
Apparently, the FTC sent questionnaires to some, i f not all , of the companies or organizations that breached the sensitive i nform ation. Th e FTC posted on its
website a copy of a standard letter(s) that was se nt, which is how we knew that th ey had sent a lener or letters. W e had no further communica tion with the FT•
regarding the breaches or their investigat ions.
Lab MD sued Tiversa/Dartmouth/Eric Johnson. Case was dism iss ed (all th ree tim es) for jurisdiction issues.
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Mr. Daugherty starts writing his book about his problems and blames everyone but himself and his lax security measures at LabMD. He refuses to provide any
information to the FTC questionnaire s<~ying it's a "witch hunt."
To this date, I have not heard of Mr. Daugherty spending a single penny in notification or protection of ANY of the over 9000 cancer/medical patients in which he
violated their privacy and well established HIPAA laws. He sees himself as the "victim" when he is actually the perpetrator. He intends to capitalize on his "victim''
status by becoming "Batman" on a crusade for all Americans against government overreach.
The FTC sued Mr. Daugherty and LabMD last week for his non-compliance with a federal subpoena (CID). In the FTC complaint, it noted that over 500 people (of the
9000 in the LabMD file] have become victims of ID theft and fraud according to a Sacramento, CA Police Department investigation. I would suppose that multi!=
states AG's offices could pursue litigation against labMD and Mr. Daugherty as well for not notifying the individuals (that reside in the various states) that their
information had been breached. It is a requirement in 47 of the 50 states. I also only suppose that it is matter of time before there will be a class action suit file
against LabMD and Mr. Daugherty tor the continued reckless breach of patient inform<Jtion.
Mr. Daugherty continues to hype his book, even going as far to have a cheesy trailer made about the book which is full of false statements regarding Tiversa and
me. He continues to suggest that Tiversa i~government funded" which we are not, and never have been. Tiversa has only received one round of funding in 2006
by Adams Capital Management.
In my opinion, he needs to draw some connection between Tiversa, "hacking" and the government in an effort to sell his book and, more importantly, claim that
he was not required to compensate the 9000 true victims of this story.
Tiversa filed a Defamation suit against LabMD and Mr. Daugherty in federal court on September 5, 2013.
Essentially, Tiversa was trying to help the 9000 people by informing LabMD that there was a problem. Unfortunately, Lab MD took the'shoot/sue the messenger"
approach.
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1.0 Introduction
lllk>rldwide Peer-to-Peer ("P2P'') file sharing networks are primarilyused for sharing mus ic, movies, and
software. Unfortunately, they alsocommonlyexpose confidential and sensitive government corporate and
consumer documents. Employees, suppliers, contractors, agents, partners, and customers inadvertently
disclose millions of confidential and sensitive documents on the P2P tile sharing nel:\o'Jorks each year.
Once disclosed, these documents are publicly available to any individual using one of the 2,800+ different
P2P fi le sharing programs and versions, most of which are free and publiclyava ilable. Disclosed files are
routinely accessed byidentitythieves. cyber criminals, terrorists, competitors, the media, shareholders, and
others.
It must be emphasized tha t P2P file sharing networks are not part of the World Wd e Web. P2P file sharing
networks are entirely separate. internet-based networks w ith unique searches, files, and users. P2P
networks are extremely larg e. In fact more users search the P2P for information than the World Wide Web.
with over 1.8 billion searches a day occurring on the P2P networks. II is also estimated that over 550 m ill1on
users have file sharing applications, and internet service providers have stated that up to 70% of internet
traffic is consumed solely by P2P networks.
The risks re lated to P2P compromiseswillonlyescalate as P2P use continues to grow- driven by increased
broadband access. the explosion of digital content, and increasing numbers oftech-sawy individuals
entering the workforce. From a data and information securitystandpoint, P2P com promises are among the
mostdamaging since users unknowinglys hare hundreds o f documents, sometimes everyfile reside nt on
their m achine, including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF, e-mails, databases, and PST files . Once these
documents are s hared or exposed to th e millions of P2P users, they tend to "virally spread" across the
networks as users continuouslydownload these files from each other and thereafter proceed to re-s hare
these files themselves.
Tiversa' s unique value is in its patented EagleVision X1 TM tech nologywhich can view and access the P2P in
real-time. Similar to howGoogle has indexed the World Wide Web, Tiversa has "centralized" the notoriously
"decentralized" P2P file sharing networks. /'s such, Tiversa has the abilityto detect and record user -issued
P2P searches , access and download fil es available on the P2P nel:\o'JOrks, determine the actual disclosure
source of documents, track the spread of fi les across the en tire P2P networks, and remediate P2P file
disclosures.
This Forensic Investigation Reportsummarizes the results and suggested actions ofTJversa's ForensiC
Investigation Services for Incident LABMD0001 .
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SECTION 1 -Customer Information

. Organization Name

N/A

Contact Name

N/A

Contact Phone

N/A

Contact Ema il

N/A

SECTION 2 -Incident Information
• Incident Number
Related Incidents
, Date of Report
Severity

L.ABMD0001

N/A
. 614/2014
URGENT

SECTION 3- Prellmtnary Disclosure Information
IP Address

64.190.82.42

P2P Client

N/A

Disc losure Type

Internal

Disclosure Source

LabMD

Alename(s)

insuranceaging_6.05.071.pd f

SECTION 4 -lnctdent Sum mary
On 2/5/2008, Tiversa's systems detected 1 file being disclosed on P2Pfile sharing nel\Norks. The detected fi le
appears to be a 1,718page "Insurance Aging" Report relating to "LABMD. INCORPORATED." The file contatns
patient information including Name, Social Secu rityNum ber, DOB, lnsu ranee Information, Billing Date Code/C PT,
Billed Amount etc., rei ating to appro xi mat.ely 9,000 apparent patients .
The file appears to be emanating from the IP Address 64.1 90.82.42, which traces to Atlanta, Georgia, US.
. Upon furthe r analysis, 19 total fi les were detected being disclosed from this IPaddress on various dates between
3!712007 and 2125/2008. The additional files include Insurance Benefits Ia bels, LablVD login credentia Is (username
. and passwords) relating to web access for tnsurance companies, l abMD Insurance Verification Specialist Duties ,._
blank forms relating to daily credit card transactions, labMD Medical Records Request letters, La bMD Patient
Appeal Authorization letters, Labtv'O Pa~entPosting Specialist Duties, a labMD Employee Handbook,labMD
Employee Time Off Request forms, documents containing meeting notes and other related letters.
Upon reviewing the metadata and hies emanating from this source, Tiversa believes the disclosure source may be
an individual employed with labMD.
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2.0 Investigation Findings
2.1 Source Identification
The disclosure source appears to have emanated from IP address 64.190.82A2. k:. of 613/2014 this IP
address is reg istered to CYPRESSCOM.NET (CYPRESS COMMUNICATI ONS LLC), and appears to be
located in Atlanta, Georgia, US. For details re lated to this IP address see Figure 2-1-1 below.
Figure 2-1-1 :
Disc losure Source IP Add re ss / Geolocation
l

IPAddress
Lo cation

(

"

64 190.82.42
UNITED STATES. GEORGIA. ATlANTA

Latitude & Longitu de

33.831847. -84.386614 (33"49'55"N 84"23'12"W)

ConnaC1ion

CYPRESS COMMUNICATIONS LLC

Local Time

03 Jun. 2014 05 41 PM (UTC ~4:00)

Domain

CYPRESSCOM UET

-

~

~

~

-- -

Based on an mitial investigation byTiversa, the information found within the content and metadata of the
files disclosed by this source indicate that the disclosure source may be an individual e mployed with La bMD.
There were 19 total fi les disclosed bythis source. The file metadata (properties) of several of the documents
listauthoring Company as "labmd,"and contain the following common identifiers w ithin the file Author and
Last -saved by fields:

1woodson
sbrown
Adminislrator
Dan Carmichael
Lab MD
Liz Fair
It is possible that these are user identifiers, providing additional evidence in that these users may have
created or edited the disclosed documents . and that the documents mayhave been created o r edited on a
La brv'O machine. See Figure 2-1-2 below for all file information.
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Figure 2-1-2:
Disclosure Source tP Address- 64.190.82.42

Company

Author

Last Saved by

Liz Fair

sbrovvn

File Title

Dtsclosure Date

INSURANCE BENEFITS LABELS.doc

3n12007

\NEB ACCESS FOR INSURANCE
COMPAN IES.doc

3{712007

LabMD Insurance Verification Specialist
Duties.doc

31712007

sbrown

sbrown

HELPFUL TIPS FOR BETTER AUDIT
RESULTS.doc

3/1512007

sbrown

sbrown

DAILY CREDIT CARD TRANS/tCTIONS.doc

10/1112007

sbrown

sbrown

tvEDICAL RECORDSFEE LTR.doc

11110/2007

labmd

Administrator

sbrown

NEDICAL RECORDSRELEASE.doc

11/10/2007

labmd

Administrator

sbrown

tvEDICAL RECORDS REO LTR.doc

11/1012007

labmd

Administrator

rwoodson

PATIENT ADPEAL AUTHORIZATION
LTR.doc

1111012007

labmd

Administrator

rwood son

La bMD Payment Posting Specialist
Duties.doc

11/1012007

sbrown

lWOOdson

Patient Locator Proj ecldoc

11/13/2007

rwoodson

rwoodson

Humana palientDoc.doc

1111312007

rwoodson

rwoodson

Employee Handbbook.doc

11/1512007

Dan Carmichael

Employee Application Benefits .pdf

11/1512007

a498584

Employee Time Off Requests2007.doc

11/29/2007

rvtoodson

rwoodson

insuran ceaging_6.05.071 .pdf

215/2008

BCBS HMO & POS APPEAL LTR.doc

2/2512008

labmd

Administrator

rwoodson

BCBS PAID PT LTR.doc

2125/2008

labmd

Administrator

rwoodson

Rots Coverage.doc

2125/2008

rwoodson

rwoodson

LabMD

labmd

sbrown

One file emanating from thts source appears to be a letter from the following indi-.1dual:

Rosalind Woodson
Billing Manager!LabMD
rwxxison@labmd. org
This individual appears to be employed with LabMD and m ay have utilized the "rw:xxlson" user
identifier as referenced w ithin the metadata of the disclosed documents.
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One of the additional files emanating from this source appears to be a Medical Records Request
letter from the folloiNing indi'vidual :

Sandra Brown
Billing Manager/LabMD
(678) 443-2338

•oirect•

sbrov·.n@labmd.org
This indi'vidual appears to be employed with Lab MD and may have utilized the "sbrovvn" user
identifier as referenced within the metadata of the disclosed documents.
Gi~.en these findings, it is possible that Rosalind Woodson or Sandra Brown may have disclosed
the documents utilizing a P2P file sharing application from a work or home computer. It should be
noted that the 1,718 page "Insurance Aging" Report (insuranceaging_6.05.071 pdf) was detected
being disclosed on P2P file sharing networks on 2/5/2008. A total of 19 files \.vere detected being
disclosed on P2P file sharing networks betvveen 3f7/2007 - 2125/2008 from the IP Address

64.190.82.42.
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See Figure 2-1-3 below fo r a sample of redacted screenshots of the documents emanating from this source.
Figure 2-1-3:
Insurance Aging

l.ABMD, INCORPORATED
LA.BMD
Report Opt1ons
6/512007 12:07: 11PM

I Option

Value

Age From

I06/0512007

ShOW Billing HlstOf}l

All dates Bbled

Son Insurance By

Insurance Code

-------

------'~
- --1

Show Summary Only
Show8i11ing Detail
Sublotal

_ - - -- -

by-Biiiing

- _

_

~s
: No

su'biOiaibY-ProVlder____ __________;.;'""
Ye
_s_

~r-~~~----

......~--........-..-...~...-.,J'-/'if

- ·~ - ~~~~

lnsurJnce Aolno

l.ABMO, INCORPORATED

LAB MD
HUMANA P 0 SOX 14601. LEXINGTON, KY 40233 (5021 S8Q.5050
~e or Birth:
Insured: 5@:1

JOSEF
&rsulance Pnm.1r1

(

811.11\0

31-60

0;P.

CL.AUOETIE

Oatt

ln$ur.looe Pnl1131Y

Bitin9

In~. 5@!1

10:

Group NIMmer

Oa:e

ot Brth.

61-90

CodeiCPT

Am!U\1

31-&l

61-90

) ' '""". ''" lout

? TOMMY

I

TRlCARE PO BOX 7890. MADISON. Wl53707 (8110)403·3950
DJta oiBi., h:
Insured: Salt

11\sutJnce: S«ona.art
D:l~

8UIQ

{I

ID.
COOeJCPT

31-60

61-90

91·120

• 120

TOI3'

P.O- I TOQI

l
Pnrlled

615f2007 12:07:11Pt.l
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Rgure 2-1-4:

lii~--~~-~-~·~

I
l!

1117 Perimeter Centerl\'est. Suite ltW-406, AtUnt~. GA 30338 ~ (678) 443-2330fi888) 968-8743 ~ Fax (678) 443-2329

October 19,2006
James

~

1
[

RE: Autllorization to Appeal Insurance Denial

J

~

Insured's ID# :

Group#:

Date of Service: 5/19/2006

Total Chal'ge: SllO.OO

Dear ::vfr.
Blue Cross/Blue Shield has denied our claim for your laboratory services due to non-network
parti.ci pation.
Lab:NID applied for an in-network contract '>~.'i th prior to your date of serv i~ hO\"'ever, it was not
approved unti l12/ 19/2005. ~Your urologist,
does no~ have any knowledge of the
~
__
______. ._.~
contract between Lab:Y1D and Blue Cross/Blue Shield, as tltis contract deals s~
Author:
~traw
laboratory jpatl10logy services and fee schedules, so pleas~ direct all questions or
- ·
~~
1 ~' -1

CCW9MY•

Llst savedby:

.l.!bmd _ _ ... ··-- - - · ,...oodson

R.e\'<SOOn ~~ 21
To~ editing tme: 7~7 Mnlrtes
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Figure 2-1-5:
..

~~~~~~~~("""\~~~""~~ ~

!

(

''TEB .A.C:CESS FOR INSlJRANCE COl\tiP..ANIES

BCBS Fk{Not Available)
BCBS GA (www.bcbsga.com)
USER NAME:

PASSWORD:

BCBS SC (www.southcarolinablues.com)
USERNAM:E:
PASSWORD:

{
{
~

~~

BCBS lli {www.bcbst.com)

USER NAME:
HUMANA (www.humana.com)
USER NAME:

.,.....

PASS\VORD: {

.

-

-

Author:

~l ~1~ger:

"-"~

___

.............

......_........,...~

l abMJI

·
. :_~
~::;;:;.•....___,..__.-.J"V~

l
PASSWORD·: J
l ~ ~~- _•• ~=-~-. .-----:::;z=·~-;:::=-=----!'=""'~-..-,._~ ~:~~=~~: ~own
compenv:

~
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Agure 2-1-6:

1

r::::::;~

l
(_

\

Lab MD

TIUs Handbook is meant to give you gwdelines, general ex-pectations and specifc p olicies regarding employee
conduct and the basic employment relationship at LabMD . It is important that you read and comprehend what is
u1cluded i..u these pages. \Vhile you are required to follow all Lab:\ID policies as a requirement for employment in
good standing, nothing contained in this Handbook or any other document or statement to the employee shall limit
the righ t to terminate employment at will and in no way cxeates any employment contract between LabMD and tbe
employee.
~---~~~

f
r
1
?

{
L
-

~~~-~

Emplovee Handbook

}! ..uthor:

t
-

'

Dan Carmichael_ _--:::----·

t·lal\ager:

.. -

Ccmpany:

-

Last saved by:

rwoodson

Revision number:

2

Total editing tine: 1 fl1inute
~~~~~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .~.!
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Figure 2-1-7:
~~

LablVID Pav1nent Posting Specialist Duties

J

I NSURANCE PAYI'v1ENT POSTING
1. Posting Specialist will post insurance payments (cone late with Explanation ofBenefits,
including"no-pay" denials) from daily batches in
2.

After each insurance batch is posted, Posting Specialist willmn ''Day Sheet-Transaction
Detail Rep01t" to make sure payments posted in
"bala.nce"/equals insurance deposit
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tape total.
Author:
s~~rown
a. Select "Repo1ts" fmm Toolbar at Main Menu in
b. Select ''Day Sheet".
C~y:
c. Under Options Tab, unclick "Subtotal by Provider'' and \...-.L-~----~~
--........,-""""'"'- -. ..
~
d. Select ''Sort by Name".
last saved by:
~n
ReWion 111.1'1lber:
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Ftgure 2-1-8 :

1117 l'~rim~l~rCtnltrWrst, Suitt

fW~06,

AIW!Ia, GA JOJJ8 • (6;8) U J-B3(V(SSS)967-87l.3 • Fax(678) U 3-2329

March 13, 2006

RE:
OOB:

5541:
ACCT#:

005:
To Whom It :\1ayConcern:

[{you have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact our office at (678) 443-2330,
:\.tondaytluough Friday, beh·•een 8am-6pm EST.
Sincerely,

Sandra Brown
Billing:\1anagerf!..ah:\1D

(678) -14.3-2338 ..Direct'
sbro,...'ll@labmd.org

Jl:~

il"=, .,;. .

.

~-A~~-----v~--

LIISt saved by:

I

I

sbr0<\'11

Rrvislon nun-her: 4
Tote! edibno tine: 111-\nu~~
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Figure 2-1-9:

1117 Perlnu~ter Center West, Suite #W-406, Atlanto, G A lOJSS • (678) 443-2330/1888) 967-8743 • Pu (678) 443-2329

Nlarch 23,2007

(

To Whom It.May Concern:
Dlis letter serves as a formal request to have claims for the attached Jist of patients reprocessed

If you have any fw-ther questions, do not hesitate to contact me directly at (678) 443-2338,
.:V1onday through Friday, betv.'een Sam- 6pm.

Sincerely,

)

Rosalind Woodson
Billing ::'vfanager /Lab~ID
rwoodson@labmd.org

TtvcrsallabMD Confidential
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I Rewion rurber:

<woodson
6

Tolllledting !liM: 20~1nJies
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2.2 File Spread Analysis
In addition to the above disclosure source identification and gee location analysis, Tiversa also performed a
file spread a nalysis to determine if any of the Labl'vD-related files have spread, and vo,~ere acquired by any
other users ofP2P networks. Based on this analysis, Tiversa detected (6) additionaiiP addresses disclosing
one or more of the files originallydetected emanating from 6 4.190.82.42.
See Figure 2·2·1 below for a s ummarytable of a !liP addresses detected.
Figure 2·2·1:
File Spread Analysis -IP summary Tab le

IP Address

Disclosure Date(s)

Geolocat1on"

Source 1

64.190.82.42'

3fif2007 - '21251'2000

Source2

68.107.85.250

215f2008 - 9120f2011

COX COMMLNlCA TIONS IJIC.

Source3

173.16.83.1 12

11/5/2003- 2114/2009

MBJIACOM COMtv1U\IICATIONS
CORP

CI£AOO, ILLINOIS,

Source4

201.194.118.82

4fif2011

SAN JOSE (SANJOSEl:'AOOV)

SAN JOSE. SAN JOSE.

SourceS

90.21520056

6/912011

E'A SY NET LTD

LONDON. ENGLANQ

Source6

71 .59.18.187

5/5f2010-11fif2012

OOVICAST CABLE
COMMU'-ICA TIONS ..oLON3S
ltiC

A LA-V\RETTA,
LS

So!xce7

173.16.148.85

'212312009 · 11fi/2012

M13)1AC0M CXJIViMLNICA TONS
CORP

NASHVILLE,
TENIIESS EE LS

I

CYPRESS

CO~L.NlCA TIONS

LLC

A ltANTA, GEORGV>.. US
SANOEGO,
CALIFO~.

19
3,302

LS

us

1,832
33

rn

UK

47

_9l?JRG6., '·254.
520

' Indicates original disclosure source IP reported in Incident LABftiDOOO 1
• •All I P Geolocation information associated with these IP addresses was discovered as of 1513/2014.

The 6 additiona iiP addresses were detected in possessi::>n of the 1,718 page "Insurance Aging" Report
(insuranceaging_ 15.05.071 .pd~ on various dates within the disclosure date ra nges refe re nced above.
These 6 IP addresses posse ss additional files incf uding federal tax return s relating to numerous individuals,
credit reports. credit card and bank account statements, passports, usernamesand pasS'Mlrds to online
accounts, medical payment data, lists of credit card numbers, social security numbers, instructions on how
to hack and steal passwords etc. Tiversa cfassifiesthese 6 additionaiiP addresses as Information
Concentrators.
Throughout our extensive P2P research , Tivers acontinues to see individuals harvesting a large number of
files containing confidential and sensitive data . Tiversa calls these individuals "Information Concentrators•
and in most cases, they are suspiciOUS in nature. These individuals utilize P2 Pfile sharing networks to
search for sensitive and confidential data (i e. Credit Card #'s, Passwords, Account#'s, SSN, Pll, Payroll
Information, HR. Medical, Financial, IT Information etc). Information Concentrators gather this information
and could potentiall y use it for malicious purposes.
For a complete list of file titles detected in possession ofthese addttionaii Paddresses, see the excel file
titled "l.ABMD0001 _Forensic_lnvestigation_Report_File_Spread_IIJ1alysis.xls ",which is provided along with
this report

l tvcr>;o/LabrvO Confiden ttal
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3. Conclusions/Suggested Actions
In order to contain any further proliferation of these LabWD-related files across the P2P networks, any
computers res ponsible for their disclosure must be identified and then removed from the P2P networks -or
at a minimum, the LabMD related fi les must be removed from th e suspect s machine.
Based on the information reviewed byTiversa, a suggested course of action is to contact the apparent
LabMD emplo,.ees listed withrn the Investigation find ings above (Rosalind Woodson and Sandra Brown)
reference the disclosed documenttitles, document content, and the supporting evidence listed above. It is
possible that an investigation into th ese disclosed files and possible sources will allow LabiiiO to determine
the disclosure sou rce. If the disclosure source machine is found, the machine should be reviewed for the
presence of file sharing software. N1 investigation of this machine should indicate thatthe files found on that
machine match the file listing noted in Figure 2-1-2 above. It should be noted that the disclosure source
machine maybe a home computer, work computer or possibly a laptop.
Additional remed iation activities can be discus sed with Tiversa once additional investigation steps by LabMD
have been completed .

•
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T1versa
606 Liberty Avenue
P1tlsburgh, PA 15222

(724) 940-9030 office
(724) 940-9033/tn·
www.tiveJSa.com
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PUBLIC
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
COMMISSIONERS:

In the Matter of
LabMD, Inc.,
a corporation.

Edith Ramirez, Chairwoman
Julie Brill
Maureen K. Ohlhausen
Joshua D. Wright
)
)
)
)
)

DOCKET NO. 9357
PUBLIC

[PROPOSED] ORDER GRANTING RESPONDENT LABMD, INC.'S
MOTION TO DISQUALIFY COMMISSIONER EDITH RAMIREZ
This matter came before the Commission on April27, 2015, upon a Motion to Disqualify
Commissioner Edith Ramirez From This Administrative Proceeding (Motion) filed by
Respondent LabMD, Inc. (LabMD) pursuant to Commission Rule 4.17, 16 C.F.R. § 4.17, for an
Order disqualifying Commissioner Edith Ramirez from participation in the above-captioned
matter. Having considered LabMD's Motion and the entire Record in this matter,
IT IS ORDERED that Respondent LabMD, Inc.'s Motion to Disqualify Commissioner
Edith Ramirez be and the same is hereby GRANTED; and
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT Commissioner Ramirez is disqualified from
participating in the above-captioned matter, including but not limited to any vote concerning the
above-captioned matter.
Donald S. Clark
Secretary
SEAL
ISSUED:

PUBLIC
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on April 27, 2015, I filed the foregoing document electronically using
the FTC’s E-Filing System, which will send notification of such filing to:
Donald S. Clark, Esq.
Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rm. H-113
Washington, DC 20580
I certify that on April 28, 2015, I caused hand-delivery of twelve paper copies of the
foregoing document to the following address: Document Processing Unit, RFO Receiving
Constitution Center, 400 7th Street, SW, 5th Floor, Suite 5610, Washington, DC 20024.
I also certify that on April 27, 2015, I delivered via electronic mail and caused to be handdelivered a copy of the foregoing document to:
The Honorable D. Michael Chappell
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Rm. H-110
Washington, DC 20580
I further certify that on April 27, 2015, I delivered via electronic mail a copy of the
foregoing document to:
Alain Sheer, Esq.
Laura Riposo VanDruff, Esq.
Megan Cox, Esq.
Ryan Mehm, Esq.
John Krebs, Esq.
Jarad Brown, Esq.
Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Room CC-8232
Washington, D.C. 20580
CERTIFICATE OF ELECTRONIC FILING
I certify that the electronic copy sent to the Secretary of the Commission is a true and
correct copy of the paper original and that I possess a paper original of the signed document
that is available for review by the parties and the adjudicator.
Dated: April 27, 2015

By:

/s/ Patrick J. Massari

